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ABSTRACT

Traditions and Transformations in the Work of Adál:
Surrealism, El Sainete, and Spanglish
by
Margarita J. Aguilar
Adviser: Professor Katherine Manthorne
The Nuyorican movement was a cultural and intellectual movement beginning in the late
1960s through the 1970s that coincided with the era of civil rights struggles in the United States.
The artists, writers, poets, and others in the movement were of Puerto Rican descent and resided
in New York neighborhoods such as El barrio or Spanish Harlem, Loisaida or the Lower East
Side and the South Bronx. The term “Nuyorican” was embraced as a badge of honor and pride
by New York’s Puerto Rican community. It was during this time that cultural-specific
institutions such El Museo del Barrio, Taller Boricua, and The Nuyorican Poets Café were all
founded. Artist Adál Maldonado is a product of this movement and the focus of my dissertation.
Adál (born Adál Alberto Maldonado in Utuado, Puerto Rico, 1948) is a contemporary
multimedia artist whose work, though resisting categorization, is firmly grounded in established
photographic techniques as well as social justice movements of the 1960s. It is also informed by
eighteenth and nineteenth century Puerto Rican literary and theater traditions such as the sainete.
These traditions are at the root of Puerto Rican humor which is uniquely Caribbean. Although
his artistic practices include performance art, installation, video, music, sculpture, and film, Adál
is primarily a photographer. Adál arrived in New York City as a teenager, establishing his
double identity as a “Nuyorican.” My dissertation will argue that Adál was the first visual artist
within the Nuyorican movement to incorporate text with image to express a Nuyorican identity
iv

using Spanglish, a hybrid language that employs both Spanish and English. Adál’s extensive use
of texts and humor to critique social and political concerns has roots in the sainete theatrical
form, a short comic skit popular in eighteenth-century Spain and its colonies in the New World
which he appropriates for a contemporary means of expression. Adál was the first among visual
artists who has expressed the Nuyorican identity throughout his body of work through the use of
the written and spoken word. In his multidisciplinary oeuvre, Adál has developed and
consistently made use of language and text as means to inform and complete his images so that
they function as both visual and “spoken” works of art.
This dissertation reveals his contributions to contemporary art in various mediums
including photography, performance, and video, among others. His continuous explorations into
culture/politics/literature/history focused on his Nuyorican and Puerto Rican identity or roots are
manifested in his work since his early practices.
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INTRODUCTION

This dissertation examines the photographic work of artist/activist Adál Maldonado
through the study and analysis of various works which include his earliest images published in
his first book in the Evidence of Things not Seen (1975); several series of portraits such as Los
Out of Focus Nuyoricans (1995-1996) and I was a Schizophrenic Mambo Dancer from the FBI
(1988); his fotonovela or sequence photography, and selected imagery related to the
collaborative project known as El Puerto Rican Embassy. This production dates from the mid1970s (the time of his return from studies in the West Coast) to the present and will be discussed
in Chapters One and Three.1 Adál Alberto Maldonado (b. 1948) in Utuado, Puerto Rico, later
moved with his family to New York, is a contemporary multimedia artist whose work resists
easy categorization. Though, rooted in the medium of photography, the artist’s practices also
include performance, installation, video, music, sculpture, and film. My scholarship is founded
on an interdisciplinary approach that incorporates art history, theater studies, Nuyorican studies,
and political history. Due to a growing scholarly interest in both Latino and performance art in
the field of art history, my dissertation would present valuable research to scholars of Caribbean
studies, literature, history, sociology, history of photography, film.
My dissertation argues that Adál was the first visual artist within the Nuyorican
movement to incorporate text with image to express a Nuyorican identity using Spanglish, a
hybrid language that employs both Spanish and English, and his distinctive use of humor which
he frequently employs in his prolific use of texts. This type of humor is derived from literary

1

This dissertation will not examine all the self-portraits as these are an ongoing project for the
artist. The artist’s interest in self-portraiture began during his student days.
1

traditions that relate to his cultural roots such as the theatrical form known as the sainete (and
others) which, I will discuss at length in Chapter Two.
The Nuyorican movement which dates to the latter part of the twentieth-century is still a
vital force for political and social change. Its political and social activities continue to be present
not only in the headlines but because the times have changed little. As some of his predecessors
in the movement who were writers instead of artists, Adál’s role has been one of a social critic.
His images and words have drawn attention to serious issues he has faced as an artist and
Nuyorican through his use of humor or satire.
Adál is the first among visual artists in his circle who has expressed the Nuyorican
identity throughout his body of work through the use of the written and spoken word. In his
multi-disciplinary production, the artist has developed and relied on the use of language as a
means to inform and complete his images so that they function as both visual and spoken works
of art. Furthermore, Adál’s work helps establish the importance of a second wave of Nuyorican
art. The artist’s photography merits visual analysis and placement within established
photographic canon.
After completion of his art studies in the West Coast in 1975, the artist returned to his
home in New York. In New York, he encountered the Nuyorican movement and fellow artists,
writers, poets that were associated with the New Rican Village Cultural Arts Center in the city’s
Lower East side, which had been founded by Eduardo “Eddie” Figueroa.2 The Nuyorican
movement was a cultural and intellectual movement, primarily literary, beginning in the late
1960s through the 1970s that coincided with identity rights activism such as the black and
2

The New Rican Village Cultural Arts Center was founded by Eduardo “Eddie” Figueroa, a
former member of the Young Lords. Located on the Lower East Side or Loisaida, the Spanglish
term used by the large Puerto Rican community living there, it occupied a space on 101 Avenue
A between Sixth and Seventh Streets from 1976-1979.
2

American Indian Movement (AIM) civil right struggles in the United States. Adál collaborated
closely with several members of the collective, including activist/poet Pedro Pietri, poet María
“Mariposa” Fernández and former member of the Young Lords, Eduardo “Eddie” Figueroa, on
various political projects, most notably the institution of “El Puerto Rican Embassy” in an effort
to create a cultural and political, “sovereign state” that would transcend any natural geopolitical
borders or spaces. This fictional state would also issue “passports,” and other national
“documents” related to the island/nation’s citizens and its diaspora.
I examine the artist’s political formation through the connections he begins to make
during his early professional practices as an artist in New York City. The 1970s saw a more
militant political stance from young activists, college students, and communities that had long
felt disenfranchised. In New York and Chicago’s Puerto Rican neighborhoods, the group known
as the Young Lords had led marches to demand and fight for their long-neglected communities.3
The Young Lords had transformed themselves from a street gang in Chicago in 1960 and
by the end of the decade were concerned with organizing Puerto Rican communities in the
United States in claiming their civil and human rights. The New York chapter came to
prominence in the neighborhoods of El barrio and Loisaida (Lower East Side) and the Bronx
which had Puerto Rican and black communities where it helped to mobilize through strategic
offensives such as the “Garbage Offensive” which compelled the city’s administration to deliver
sanitation services to El barrio on a systemic basis. It set up local community services and
programs such as free meals or breakfast for children, health clinics, free daycare, and others. It
also published a newspaper Pa’lante and the group inspired young writers, poets and others with
a sense of pride in their cultural roots. Some of the members, when the organization became
3

Miguel Meléndez, We Took the Streets: Fighting for Latino Rights and the Young Lords, (New
Brunswick, NJ; London: Rutgers University Press, 2003).
3

more politically radical were part of the New Left and influenced not just by Marx but by antiimperialist writers like Franz Fanon and Albert Memmi, or writers of color. The Young Lords
Party, considered itself a “party of Afro-Americans and Puerto Ricans,” but welcomed everyone
who shared in their activities.4 Like other civil rights movements of the time, they came under
frequent surveillance by the authorities, mostly the FBI, who feared their leftist leanings posed a
threat to civil society but more importantly because they embraced an independentista ethos and
self-determination for Puerto Rico.
The Nuyoricans espoused the same ideals as the Young Lords, albeit through their
cultural practices and events. The artists, writers, poets, and others in the movement were
primarily of Puerto Rican descent and resided in New York neighborhoods such as El barrio or
Spanish Harlem, Loisaida or the Lower East Side, and the South Bronx. The term “Nuyorican”
was embraced as a badge of honor and pride by New York’s Puerto Rican community and has
been given various interpretations but has remained an adjective that describes someone with
Puerto Rican roots having a New York experience or interaction with New York City. In 1975
Miguel Algarín also used the term “Nuyorican” in several of his publications in a more positive
manner. Ed Morales, journalist and contributor to major New York City newspapers, mentions
that according to Algarín, the word had been coined as a way for the islanders (that is, those in
Puerto Rico) to distance themselves from those they considered inferior representations of
Puerto Ricanness. The term refers also to socio-economic class as those who had left the island,
were forced to leave for a better life working in New York factories, and were a rural and
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Johanna Fernández, The Young Lords: A Radical History, (Chapel Hill, North Carolina:
University of North Carolina, 2020).
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working class.5 In his publication Nuyorican Poetry: An Anthology of Puerto Rican Words and
Feelings, Algarín, writes about the “Nuyorican language,” the Nuyorican chooses to speak and
communicate through:
A new day is born. A new day needs a new language or else the day becomes a repetition
of yesterday. Invention is not always a straightening up of things. Oftentimes the
newness disrupts. It causes chaos. Two languages coexisting in your head as modes of
expression can either strengthen alertness or cause confusion. The streets resound with
Spanish and English. The average Nuyorican has a working command of both and
normally uses both languages simultaneously. Ordinary life for the Nuyorican happens
in both languages.
He further nuances the word in his writing, “Outlaw Poetry,” he says: “The street
definition of a Nuyorican artist is that he creates everything from the raw.”6 In the recent past,
specifically during the administrations of Governor of Puerto Rico Rafael Hernández Colón, a
“Spanish Only” campaign was promoted to make Spanish the official or national language.
Scholar Arcadio Díaz Quiñones argues against the fact that Puerto Rico is a ‘bilingual nation.’
Furthermore, Díaz Quiñones asks: “What can be gained from defining an only language in the
face of hybridity and mixing of Spanish, English, and Spanglish that one hears spoken in
Bayamón, Puerto Nuevo, or Union City?”7
5

Harald Zapf, “Ethnicity and Performance: Bilingualism in Spanglish Verse Cultures.” Americas
Studies, 51, (2006): 14. Multilingualism and American Studies. See also Miguel Algarín and
Miguel Piñero, Nuyorican Poetry: An Anthology of Puerto Rican Words and Feelings (New
York: William Morrow & Company, Inc., 1975); and, Miguel Algarín and Bob Holman, Aloud:
Voices from the Nuyorican Poet’s Café (New York: Holt, 1994). Miguel Algarín used the term
“Nuyorican” in a positive manner in both publications.
6

Algarín and Piñero, Aloud, 18. In his introduction, “Nuyorican Language,” Algarín, writes
about the language the Nuyorican chooses to speak and communicate through. See also, Juan
Flores, From Bomba to Hip-Hop: Puerto Rican Culture and Latino Identity (New York:
Columbia University Press, 2000), 57. Flores examines Puerto Rican popular culture, primarily
literature and music in the island and the diaspora; he focuses on the poets of the 1970s and
1980s such as Pedro Pietri and Tato Laviera and their vibrant literary contributions.
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See also, Arcadio Díaz Quiñones, La memoria rota (Río Piedras, PR.: Huracán, 2003).
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The late 1960s and into the 1970s also saw the emergence or founding of cultural-specific
institutions such El Museo del Barrio, Taller Boricua and The Nuyorican Poets Café. El Museo
del Barrio was founded by artist and educator, Ralph Montañez Ortíz, who in 1969 travelled to
Puerto Rico “…to conduct research on Puerto Rican culture and make institutional contacts with
museums directors and anthropologists.” In an article published in The New York Times on July
30, 1970, the then art critic, Grace Glueck, brings to light the necessity in founding a Puerto
Rican cultural institution in Montañez Ortiz’s own words:
The cultural disenfranchisement I experience as a Puerto Rican has prompted me to seek
a practical alternative to the orthodox museum, which fails to meet my needs for
authentic ethnic experience. To afford me and others the opportunity to establish living
connections with my own culture, I founded El Museo del Barrio.
In June 1969, Martin W. Frey, Superintendent of School District 4, under pressure from
parents and community activists to implement cultural enrichment programs for Puerto Rican
children, appointed Rafael Montañez Ortíz, to create education materials for schools in District 4
on Puerto Rican history, culture, folklore, and art. In 1969, District 4 covered parts of Central
Harlem and East Harlem. Rafael Montañez Ortíz would serve as director from 1969 to 1971.
His original typed proposal and budgets for exhibitions, workshops, performing arts projects,
apprentice program, and research and library resources are in the archives of El Museo del
Barrio, as well as a letter to Puerto Rican artists, where he introduces the institution: “The
Museo del Barrio is its title: a neighborhood museum of Puerto Rican culture. . .”8
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Grace Glueck, “Barrio Museum: “Hope Si, Home No,” The New York Times (July 30, 1970),
32. At the time, the institution was trying to move from its then current site at Public School 125
at 425 West 123rd Street. See Susana Torruella Leval, et al. Voices from Our Communities:
Perspectives on a Decade of Collecting at El Museo del Barrio, exhibition catalog (New York:
El Museo del Barrio 2001). The exhibition was a historical review of the institution’s founding
and its collection. The organizing team included the Director, the Curatorial, Theatre, Education
Departments and members of the community of El barrio and others such as former mayors,
6

Regarding the founding of The Nuyorican Poets Café, Professor Edna Acosta-Belén who
has written extensively about Nuyorican and Puerto Rican issues has expressed: “No other
artistic movement has drawn more attention to the U.S. Puerto Rican experience than the one
associated with the founding of the Nuyorican Poet’s Café.”9 The Nuyorican Poets Café,
founded in circa 1975, was born from ideas and concepts that originated from the artistic
gatherings at Miguel Algarín’s home since the early 1970s. Located also in the Lower East Side
of Manhattan, which was known as Loisaida by the poets, the café aimed at providing an
alternative space for unknown poets to share their work with public audiences. In addition to
poetry, plays were also performed. The setting became a venue for conscious-raising through
these cultural manifestations and provided a sense of community. As well, poets such as Miguel
Algarín and Miguel Piñero popularized the word “Nuyorican” as a way to legitimize and call
attention to what it meant to be a marginalized group, as I have indicated. The terms “Neorican”
and “Nuyorican” have been frequently used to identify someone who is Puerto Rican-born or of
descent and has been raised in New York, although at the beginning, they carried some negative
connotations. Traditionally, ethnic groups in U.S. society, identify themselves by a hyphenated
version of their nationality and the term “American” (e.g. Mexican-American, Cuban-American).
However, historically, Puerto Ricans have rejected this form of identification. The acceptance

educators, politicians, students, and scholars. It covers the history from 1969 to 2001. A fourvolume catalog was published the following year devoted to the permanent collection.
9

Edna Acosta-Belén, “Haciendo patria desde la metrópoli: The Cultural Expressions of the
Puerto Rican Diaspora,” Centro Journal, núm. 2, (2009): 56. The Nuyorican poets began as a
group of writers, poets and others who gathered originally at Professor Miguel Algarín’s home.
As their meetings became quite large and popular, they eventually rented a larger space on East
Sixth Street which they turned into a coffeehouse or café around 1975. Algarín was one of the
co-founders along with Miguel Piñero, Pedro Pietri and other poets.
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of the term “Nuyorican” has been limited to a particular group of writers and artists, although it
has been occasionally used to refer to U.S. Puerto Ricans from those on the island.10
Adál Maldonado is a product of the Nuyorican movement and the 1970s zeitgeist. The
artist is associated with the Nuyorican poets and artists although a decade separates them in age.
He represents a neglected second wave of a notable cultural movement in New York but one that
has had a significant influence on Puerto Rican art of the late twentieth-century. Adál’s
photography merits visual analysis and placement within established photographic traditions. I
discuss the work of other fellow Nuyorican artists, most of them younger than Adál, some born
in the island and others born in New York, their socio/political expressions and how they have
interpreted these still-relevant concerns in Chapter Four. The artists include Sophie Rivera, Juan
Sánchez, Pepón Osorio and Miguel Luciano who fist established their practices in New York.
Due to a growing scholarly interest in both Latino and performance art in the field of art
history, my dissertation provides valuable research to scholars of Caribbean studies, literature,
history, sociology, photography, film and theater. His commercial representation and
institutional inclusion in numerous exhibitions in Puerto Rico where he has been an inspiring
force since returning to the island ten years ago, has provided access to his practices and work in
the island. Furthermore, the artist’s presence in Puerto Rico has provided a larger cultural
connection for his politicized works which can now be seen in a contemporary Puerto Rican
setting, geographically, spiritually, and linguistically. He is a bridge between the Nuyorican
experience and the Puerto Rican homeland.

10

Acosta-Belén, “Haciendo patria desde la memoria,” 80. The Puerto Ricans in the diaspora
created a vision of their “home,” that is, the island they had left behind. The author’s title of her
book: “creating a homeland from memory,” alludes to this spiritual yearning.
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Review of Literature

In spite of his influential practice, little has been published on Adál except for exhibition
related material such as catalogs.11 No substantial monograph or biography has been written on
the artist. To date the earliest published resource is a sixty-page exhibition catalog, Jíbaro,
Blueprints for a Nation (2002) which remains a good source for a comprehensive look at Adál’s
oeuvre up to the early 2000s. The catalog is insightful and includes essays by scholar Arcadio
Díaz Quiñones; art historian Alejandro Anreus; curator Fatima Bercht; an interview with curator
and organizer for the exhibition at Lehigh University Art Galleries, the late Ricardo Viera; and, a
letter to the artist from critic A. D. Coleman.12 Also essential are early exhibition reviews by
such authors as Thomas Albright, Ellen Edwards, and others;13 and, Yasmin Ramírez’s (2005)
dissertation, “Nuyorican Vanguards, Political Actions, Poetic Visions: A History of Puerto Rican
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Adál received substantial press coverage as a young artist almost immediately after completing
his formal art studies related to exhibitions and projects he was executing at the time. The artist
has been included in both solo and group exhibitions at El Museo del Barrio, New York, since
1981. The most recent exhibition, 2 July – 18 October, 2015, ¡Presente! The Young Lords in
New York includes portraits by the artist in the Bronx Museum of the Arts installation of this
three-museum exhibition.
12

See, Ricardo Viera, et al, Jíbaro, Blueprints for a Nation, exhibition catalog (Bethlehem, PA.:
Zoellner Arts Center, Lehigh University Art Galleries, 2002). The late Ricardo Viera was
Director/Curator at Lehigh University Art Galleries, Zoellner Gallery and contributors to the
catalog included: scholar Arcadio Díaz Quiñones, Emory L. Ford Professor Emeritus of Spanish
at Princeton University; art historian Alejandro Anreus, Professor of Art History at William
Paterson University, New Jersey; Fátima Bercht, independent curator and former curator of El
Museo del Barrio, New York; and, A. D. Coleman, critic and curator of photography and photobased art. Each has been familiar with and written about the artist’s work in the past.
13

Thomas Albright, “An Impressive Photo Find,” San Francisco Chronicle, (March 5, 1973);
Ellen Edwards, “Art & the Dangling Conversation,” The Washington Post, (December 27, 1980);
David Gonzalez, “Puerto Ricans, Get Freedom, Culturally,” The New York Times, (March 26,
1996). Albright praised the work of Adál while still a relatively young and unknown artist.
9

Artists in New York, 1964-1984.” 14 Ramírez’s dissertation provides a background on Puerto
Rican artists such as Rafael Tufiño (1922-2008) and Lorenzo Homar (1913-2004); and
Nuyorican artists including Jorge Soto and others that preceded Adál by a few years and fostered
artistic practices in Puerto Rico while becoming part of the emerging artistic community in New
York. Also in 2005, in conjunction with the exhibition Out of Focus Nuyoricans, at the David
Rockefeller Center for Latin American Studies at Harvard University, a catalog was published
which included an interview conducted by Doris Sommer with the artist and an essay by
exhibition curator José Luis Falconi.15
A catalog published by the Museo de Arte de Puerto Rico in 2011 includes essay by
curator Juan Carlos López Quintero.16 Curator E. Carmen Ramos included Adál’s photography
at the Smithsonian American Art Museum exhibition Our America: The Latino Presence in
American Art in the fall of 2013;17 and El Museo del Barrio’s curator Rocío Aranda-Alvarado
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Yasmin Ramírez, “Nuyorican Vanguards, Political Actions, Poetic Visions: A History of
Puerto Rican Artists in New York, 1964-1984” (PhD. dissertation, The Graduate Center, City
University of New York, 2005).
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José Luis Falconi, and Doris Sommer, Out of Focus Nuyoricans, The David Rockefeller
Center for Latin American Studies (Cambridge: Harvard University, 2004). The exhibition was
held September 30, 2004 to January 1, 2005.
16

Juan Carlos López Quintero, Adál Maldonado: Out of Focus Traffik [sic] Signs (San Juan:
Museo de Arte de Puerto Rico, 2011). The essay discusses Adál’s latest projects which are
digital surreal landscape images about UFOs in the town of Utuado where he was born.
17

Philip Kennicott, “‘Our America’at the Smithsonian,” review of Our America, The
Washington Post, October 15, 2013. Although Kennicott did not find the show lived up to the
hoped-for expectations, he felt it could not due to the “…strictures placed on the curators, the
rules they are following in a leaden, academically proper way.” He did however find some works
exceptional such as the work by Ralph Montañez Ortíz and Adál of whom he said: “The Puerto
Rican artist ADAL embeds a video monitor in an old suitcase, and mashes up scenes from the
film ‘West Side Story’ with other kinds of music and voices from a police scanner: The results
are strikingly powerful, as the fake sentimentalized emotion of the film’s caricatures takes on a
more desperate, authentic sense of trauma,” (http://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment
10

who installed artworks by Adál for superreal (sic), a photographic group exhibition which
opened in February, 2013.
Although growing interest in the artist’s work has been evident in recent and forthcoming
exhibitions in the island, a retrospective which was in the development stages and proposed for
2016-2017 season by the Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Puerto Rico, did not proceed due to
funding but did produce a catalog, Adál: Mind Fictions, o los exiliados de la realidad (Adál:
Mind Fictions or The Exiled from Reality) and the adjunct publication compiles the artist’s work
up to the present. In 2019 Adál was included in Mundos Alternos: Art and Science Fiction in
the Americas at the Queens Museum, New York City. His video La Coconauts Interrogation
was included and in his review of the exhibition for The New York Times, art critic Will
Heinrich, praised the work as “…it’s an expressionist cri de coeur about what really has
happened, and continues to happen, to the island under United States control.”18
It is worthwhile noting that the artist’s return to Puerto Rico in 2010 to permanently
reside in the island garnered further prominent exposure of his works and, in general, has
generated both group and solo exhibitions during the last ten years.19 Furthermore, the artist has

/museums/art-review-our-america-at-the-smithsonian/2013/10/25/77b08e82-3d90-11e3-b7ba503fb5822c3e_story.html), accessed July 28, 2015.
18

Will Heinrich, “‘Mundos Alternos’ Where Other World Come to Life,” review, The New York
Times (April 15, 2019), (https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/15/arts/design/mundos-alternosqueens-museum-review.html), accessed December 14, 2019. The exhibition opened at the
Queens Museum was held April 7- August 18, 2019.
19

In 2010 curator Lisa Ladner organized a solo exhibition of Adál’s work, Please touch y otras
ideas/Favor de tocar and other ideas, at Galería PL900, Casa Aboy in San Juan, Puerto Rico. In
2012 the group show Cuerpo Presente was curated by Arlette de la Serna at the Museo de Arte
de Ponce. It featured Adál and also included Elsa María Meléndez, Norah Hernández, and Jaime
and Javier Suárez.
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had gallery representation through Roberto Paradise in San Juan, Puerto Rico20 and continues to
be included in group shows throughout the island thus encouraging and enabling a new
generation of students and researchers to further learn about his profound artistic production as
well as his role as a Nuyorican. In New York, his work has been included in exhibitions by En
Foco throughout the years; the organization publishes Nueva Luz.21 In 2016 Adál was awarded
the Pollock-Krasner Foundation Grant for “recognizable artistic merit.”22
It must also be noted that the artist published his first photographic book, The Evidence of
Things Not Seen, fresh out of his artistic training in the West Coast at the Art Center College of
Design in Los Angeles and the San Francisco Art Institute from which he graduated in 1975 and
the publication and exhibition related with it, received considerable press interest for the young
artist.23 That book was followed by another publication in 1981, Falling Eyelids, the artist’s first
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Adál’s exhibition at Roberto Paradise Gallery, I Was a Schizophrenic Mambo Dancer for the
FBI / Go Fuck Your Selfie took place (Thursday, October 2nd – Saturday, November 29th,
2014). The exhibition included many of the artist’s self-portraits or what he refers to as
“auto-portraits.”
21

En Foco is an organization devoted to photography by underrepresented artists such as Native
Americans, African Americans, Asians, and Latinos. Based in the Bronx, En Foco was founded
in 1974 by Puerto Rican photographers Charles Biasiny-Rivera, Phil Dante, Roger Cabán,
Nelson Cortijo and George Malavé. It publishes Nueva Luz regularly inviting curators, writers
and other experts to contribute essays on photography being featured in its editions; Adál has
been included since its first issue in 1984-5. Roberto Paradise Gallery represented the artist in
the past and shown his work in exhibition in 2014 and 2015.
22

According to the Pollock-Krasner Foundation’s website (http://www.pkf.org) the purpose of
the foundation is the “dual criteria for grants are recognizable artistic merit and demonstrable
financial need, whether professional, personal or both. The Foundation’s mission is to aid,
internationally, those individuals who have worked over a significant period of time.”
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Adál Maldonado, The Evidence of Things Not Seen (New York: Da Capo Press, Inc., 1975).
Article in the San Francisco Chronicle appeared by critic Thomas Albright, “An Impressive
Photo Find,” San Francisco Chronicle (March 5, 1973).
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fotonovela.24 The fotonovela is portable (printed book or magazine) and can be carried and read
everywhere the reader chooses hence, their popularity. The fotonovela as the name implies, is
illustrated with photographic images; its precedent was the illustrated comic which used graphic
images; and usually, most fotonovelas are romantic stories illustrated with photographs that
include balloon captions to present the dialogue for each character. The photographs in the
series Falling Eyelids were published in their entirety (132 images) in a popular magazine
devoted to photography, 35MM Photography, in 1979, prior to the eventual book form
publication.25
I have also consulted and reviewed both Spanish and Puerto Rican literature since I
address the use of humor in Adál’s work. Specifically, I have reviewed the sainetes of the
prolific Spanish eighteenth-century playwright Don Ramón de la Cruz and the popularity they
enjoyed in Spain and throughout the Caribbean up to the nineteenth century. My focus is the
creative use of humor in Puerto Rican literature, including the press of the early twentieth
century such as the work of journalist and intellectual Nemesio Canales; Puerto Rico’s most
renowned contemporary author Luis Rafael Sánchez author of La guaracha del Macho
Camacho; and the poetry of the Reverend Pedro Pietri, who collaborated with Adál on numerous
projects. Valuable to this dissertation has been a review of the literature of the Nuyoricans,
especially Miguel Algarin’s essays and as mentioned, Pietri’s poetry since these politicized the
artist’s production. Adál’s aesthetic and artistic curiosities gradually expanded beyond
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Adál Maldonado, Falling Eyelids: A Fotonovela (New York: Foto-Graphic Editions, 1981).
Falling Eyelids was published in1981 by Foto-Graphic Editions and another edition was printed
with 74 images illustrated on individual pages was issued in 2012 by Sir Real Books.
25

The work was published in 35MM Photography, 23 (Summer 1979) as a “Pop Photo”
companion publication. The publication mentions that it included 132 images.
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photography as he began to consider other mediums which led him to meaningful collaborations
with other Nuyoricans.
Ilan Stavans with Jorge J. G. Gracia’s publication, Thirteen Ways of Looking at Latino
Art, focuses on a single work by Adál (La Spanglish Sandwich Bodega Bag) to reveal his use of
Spanglish, and how language is an essential element and part of the hybridity of the artist’s
identity.26 Another publication, I Love My Selfie, with essay by Ilan Stavans also, includes
Adál’s earlier self-portraits or “auto-portraits” as Adál refers to them, and current work, followed
in 2017 as he further questions the role of the artist and specifically his role as a Nuyorican
artist.27 Wilson Valentín-Escobar’s doctoral dissertation, “Bodega Surrealism: The Emergence
of Latin@ Artivists in New York City” adds to the scholarship on the artist. Valentín-Escobar’s
dissertation examines the cultural activism, or “artivism” in two community-based art centers
and projects that originated in the 1970s within the Lower East Side neighborhood of New York
City, the New Rican Village Cultural Arts Center and El Puerto Rican Embassy.28 He devotes
substantial material on the artist in his dissertation, and when published as a book, it will be
another valuable source to students and researchers. Adál has also recently published Puerto
Ricans Underwater with essay by art historian Mercedes Trelles Hernández in 2017 which
focuses on the work showcased online of Puerto Ricans he has photographed under water in his
bathtub. La Isla del Espanto, a short novel by the artist with photographs including
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Ilan Stavans and Jorge J. E. Gracia, Thirteen Ways of Looking at Latino Art (Durham and
London: Duke University Press, 2014), 201. La Spanglish Sandwich Bodega Bag is part of the
permanent collection of El Museo del Barrio.
27

Ilan Stavans and Adál, I love My Selfie (Durham and London: Duke University, 2017).
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Wilson Valentín-Escobar, “Bodega Surrealism: The Emergence of Latin@ Artivists in New
York City, 1976-Present.” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, 2011).
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self-portraits, followed in 2019 and includes recent work.29 The artist wrote the story, inserting
himself in the surreal narrative that includes various characters he has featured in his other
“stories” such as those in the fotonovela. All these inform my dissertation as they provide vital
information on the trajectory of the artist and his commitment to themes and concerns that have
always been part of his aesthetic related to his Nuyorican identity and Puerto Rican cultural
roots.
Adál Maldonado has been a prolific artist since his student days in the West Coast in the
late 1960s to early 1970s and his earliest exhibitions received press coverage and critical review
as early as 1973; these offer insight to the artist’s earliest production as critics often address his
surreal images positively.30 At El Museo del Barrio he has been included in both group and solo
exhibitions since 1981 which featured some of the works that I will discuss and analyze in this
dissertation. That includes Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans, Falling Eyelids and others which are
related to El Puerto Rican Embassy.
This dissertation requires his work be examined within several important contexts such as
artistic, historical, literary, socio-political, and popular culture. Adál has often referred to artistic
inspiration he has felt throughout his years of practice such as Surrealism, especially the portraits
of René Magritte and the photographic images of André Kertész, but also contemporary
photographers such as Duane Michals and Lee Friedlander; and, Luis Buñuel and the film noir
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Adál Maldonado and Mercedes Trelles Hernández, Puerto Ricans Underwater (San Juan,
Puerto Rico: Strange Cargo Press, 2017). See also Adál Maldonado, La Isla del Espanto (San
Juan, Puerto Rico: Cooltura Press, 2019).
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Albright, “An Impressive Photo Find.”
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genre, particularly the work of Fritz Lang.31 His first published series or photographic book, The
Evidence of Things Not Seen, clearly reveals surrealist techniques and compositions, however,
executed in an expressionistic language. The artist continues to reinterpret iconic images from
Surrealism with which he feels artistic and spiritual connections, such as the celebrated Satiric
Dancer by Andre Kertész which features Hungarian dancer Magda Förstner in the studio of
sculptor István Beothy in 1926. In El Satiric Mambo Dancer, Auto-portrait after André Kertész
(1988), Adál inserts himself alongside a model too and re-invents the image becoming the
subject while presenting his own arrangement. While visually alluding to an image so well
known, his reinterpretation is not merely a tribute to Kertész, but rather his own insertion in the
art historical canon of Surrealism.
The artist’s profound cultural roots, rich traditions, and childhood experiences in Puerto
Rico are central to his artistic and spiritual growth. These customs, rituals, and memories were
“packed” into suitcases and arrived with him when the family moved from Puerto Rico and
settled in the Bronx in the mid-1960s. As Arcadio Díaz Quiñones so succinctly emphasizes in
his essay “Natality in Adál’s Work,” traditions and rituals reinforce a sense of belonging and that
“…collective life is marked by rituals, such as end-of-the-year celebrations…rituals which
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Adál Maldonado, e-mail to author, July 27, 2015. “…Lee Friedlander was an inspiration in
that I admired that he was one of the photographers who understood the art of photography. Not
photography that imitated paintings or drawing but he understood that photography has its own
inherent qualities. One is that it stops time like in the case of Henri Cartier Bresson and his
decisive moment, or that it extends time as in the sequences of Duane Michals. In the case of
Friedlander he was able to collapse the three dimensionality of nature into the flat one
dimensional surface image that is captured by the camera lens. In the past artists sought to
augment the illusion of three-dimensionality through the use of perspective. Friedlander
enhanced the one dimensional quality of the photographic image that is the true nature of any
mechanical attempt to reproduce nature.”
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release energy to establishing a new foundation and which perhaps escape colonial control.”32
These traditions would indeed spiritually sustain Puerto Rican communities in the United States
as they established homes away from the island. They also have been inspiring, empowering and
essential to Adál’s production. Language and literary traditions also afford this sense of
community. This dissertation argues that satire and humor which are central to both the
language and ethos of Adál’s work, are based on cultural roots and theatrical and literary
traditions that flourished in Puerto Rico and throughout the Americas through its colonization by
Spain. The theater tradition in Puerto Rico thrived, especially the theatrical sainete, a short play,
usually comic, performed between acts of larger performances which enjoyed enormous
popularity, especially, in the nineteenth century, the last century of Spanish rule in the
Caribbean.33 Theatrical troupes travelled from Cuba to Puerto Rico regularly to perform all over
the island. In fact, most of the sainetes performed were by Spanish playwright Don Ramón de la
Cruz. Review of the sainetes of Ramón de la Cruz and the vast scholarship on the literary giant
has been extremely valuable to this dissertation such as John Moore’s Don Ramón de la Cruz
32

Arcadio Díaz Quiñones, “Natality in Adál’s Work,” Jíbaro, Blueprints for a Nation, in Lehigh
University Art Galleries, exhibition catalog (Bethlehem, PA: Lehigh University Art Galleries,
2002), 10. Also, Jorge Duany, “Nation on the Move: The Construction of Cultural Identities in
Puerto Rico and the Diaspora,” American Ethnologist, No. 1 (Feb., 2000): 11-12.
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John A. Moore, Ramón de la Cruz (New York: Twayne Publishers, Inc., 1972), 25. The
sainete in Puerto Rican theatrical history enjoyed popularity into the nineteenth century. There
are performances listed in yearly program schedules and acting troupes from neighboring Cuba
travel to San Juan regularly. Such sainetes as El bobo Ñiñique, (The Simpleton Ñiñique);
Quiero ponerle a mi gato un papelito en la cola (I Want to Pin a Tag on My Cat’s Tail); La moza
de cuatro novios (The Young Girl with Four Boyfriends); El tío Juan aprieta (Uncle John
Squeezes); La dama voltairia (The Lady Voltaire); El tonto Alcalde discreto (The Idiotic
Discreet Mayor); Los bandos de Lavapiés (The Gangs of Lavapies) of Don Ramón de la Cruz all
continued to be performed during the years 1822 through 1825. See Emilio Pasarell, Orígenes y
desarollo de la afición teatral en Puerto Rico (San Juan: Editorial Universitaria, Universidad de
Puerto Rico, 1951), 56-7, for extensive records of comedies being performed in San Juan during
the middle of the eighteenth century.
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(1972); as well as Jack Horace Parker’s Breve historia del teatro español (1957); and María José
Martínez López’s, El entremés: Radiografía de un género (1997). Equally useful has been the
reading of various sainetes by De la Cruz such as Manolo and La Petra y La Juana in order to
understand their popularity and their use of humor.
Humor and satire offer a critique of the status quo and are elemental to the sainete. The
language and tone expressed in the texts, is radical, critical, and above all humorous, sardonic
and employing the vernacular of the common man. At the height of its popularity in eighteenthcentury Madrid where it first took hold, the so-called common man were majos and majas of the
working class neighborhood or barrios of Maravillas and Lavapies 34
In Adál’s Nuyorican community—this language is Spanglish, spoken in neighborhoods
like El barrio or Spanish Harlem and Loisaida.
Spanglish is unique because it is free of academic restrictions. It was created and is
suited for the purpose of the urgency of the moment and its classroom is the street. Not
unlike black slang. Except that Spanglish is our own code. It is a Nuyorican language
based on hybrid condition fused from elements out of our traditional culture mixed with
elements found in a new environment.35

34

María Isabel Gea, Los nombres de las calles de Madrid (Madrid: La Librería, 2009), 195. It is
difficult to translate these names which are peculiar to the working classes in eighteenth-century
Madrid; Manolo and Manola are also typical names of those residing in these neighborhoods
such as Lavapies and Maravillas. The painter Francisco Goya y Lucientes depicted these (types)
in numerous cartoons for the tapestries commissioned by Charles III who wished the tapestries
depict his Spanish subjects in their everyday attire at play and work. After the expulsion of the
Jews and Muslim subjects in 1492, and with the conversion of many, neighborhoods or barrios
in Madrid such as Lavapies and Maravillas, are known to have been areas where these conversos
lived. It became a custom for these new converts to Christianity to baptize their male and female
children with the names of Manuel or Manuela. Popular nicknames for these would be
“Manolo” or “Manola.” Hence the neighborhoods were known as the “barrios” of the manolos or
manolas.
35

Adál, interview with author in 2001 while part of the Curatorial Department. The poet Pedro
Pietri referred to this environment as “the land of broken English dreams.”
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I would further argue that this strategy, the use of humor or satire, is subversive, defiant,
articulate, and eloquent. Adál addresses and exposes serious themes in his works—the drama of
everyday life for the Nuyorican, himself, his nation within a nation, the absurdity of the political
status of Puerto Rico as “estado libre asociado” (Free Associated State) or as often referred to as
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, through humor and the comedy of the absurd in images
accompanied by text and in performances using spoken language.36 The sense of burla or
ridicule provided both an escape to life’s tribulations and has been part of the psyche of the
nation—in Puerto Rico and away from the island. I will discuss this further in the artist’s use of
often hilarious and witty titles, made-up names, and texts that both can describe and often
illustrate the image. I will also explore the use of humor that is prevalent and indeed intrinsic to
Puerto Rican culture as symbol of identity and defiance. Additional relevant literature
researched includes the literary works of Dadaist Francis Picabia; the work of filmmakers Fritz
Lang and Luis Buñuel; and other scholars on Surrealism.37

36

Juan Flores, Divided Borders: Essays on Puerto Rican Identity (Houston, Texas: Arte Público
Press, 1993). See, also essay by Juan Flores and John Attinasi, “La Carreta Made a U-turn:
Puerto Rican Language and Culture in The United States” Daedalus (Spring: 1981), 193-217,
174-175. Puerto Ricans hold American citizenship as part of this status. Luis Muñoz Marín
dominated Puerto Rico’s political life from 1940 to 1968 and is the so-called father of Operation
bootstrap and Free Association Statehood (Commonwealth). As a result, thousands of Puerto
Ricans left the island in search of jobs and better economic opportunities, primarily in New York
but also Chicago and Orlando. Muñoz Marín’s legacy has its ardent critics and defenders. See
Fernando Picó, Historia general de Puerto Rico (San Juan, Puerto Rico: Ediciones Huracán,
2004), 242. In 1917, the so-called Jones Act, granted all citizens born on the island, American
citizenship, just in time to enlist to fight the final year of World War I.
37

Books and essays reviewed include: Tom Gunning, The Films of Fritz Lang: Allegories of
Vision and Modernity (London: British Film Institute, 2000); Francis Picabia, I am a Beautiful
Monster: Poetry, Prose and Provocation (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2007); and, Peter
William Evans, and Isabel Santaolalla, Luis Buñuel: New Readings, editors, (London: BFI,
2004); and others, in an extensive bibliography including material on art, history, film, and
literature. Francis Picabia’s titles and play with words are relevant because Adál’s witty and
absurd titles or composed texts are a part of the totality of the work—just as in Picabiá’s oeuvre,
and act as an element of the work, as they are not mere descriptions. Adál and Picabia share a
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Furthermore, I review the work of various scholars and historians who focus on the
traumatic events of 1898 and the American intervention in Puerto Rico that led to the migration
and the formation of the Puerto Rican Diaspora.38
Chapter One, Adál as Photographer: Techniques and Surrealist Influences
The chapter discusses Adál’s earliest photographic work which has connections to Dadaism,
Surrealism, the films of Fritz Lang and film noir genre from 1940s Hollywood as well as his
interest in the German Expressionists. This chapter examines Falling Eyelids: A Fotonovela
(1979) and the series of self-portraits included in both The Evidence of Things Not Seen, (1975)
and I was a Schizophrenic Mambo Dancer for the FBI (1984-to present), among other works.
Falling Eyelids: A Fotonovela is a work often presented as a progression of 100 slides or still
images and/or installed as photographs in sequence on the gallery walls. When installed, the
work has a filmic quality as the artist has blurred some of the images to denote time sequence or
give the appearance of fading scenes. It is a story with various characters about a photographer
who invents a new “reality” for himself and lives it out through his work, eventually “waking”
up one day inside his own photographs. The self-portraits are both written and visual histories
creative spirit of innovation and constant experimentation. See also, Michael Duffy, Talia
Kwartler, Natalie Dupêcher and Anne Umland, editors, Francis Picabia: Materials and
Techniques, (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, published digitally March 13, 2017),
www.moma.org.
38

Included among these writers are historians, sociologists, economists, and others who are
specialists on Puerto Rico and the diaspora such as César J. Ayala and Rafael Bernabe, who
co-wrote, Puerto Rico and The American Century: A History since 1898 (Durham: University of
North Carolina, 2007) and, Francisco L. Rivera Batiz and Carlos E. Santiago, also co-writers of
Island Paradox: Puerto Rico in the 1990s (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1996). Others
are: Edna Acosta-Belén, Johanna Fernández, Juan Flores, Arturo Morales Carrión, Carlos Pabón
Ortega, Fernando Picó, Margaret Power, Daniel R. Rodríguez, Lorrin Thomas, David F. Trask,
José L.Vázquez Calzada, Víctor Vázquez-Hernández, Carmen Teresa Whalen and others noted
in the full bibliography.
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and allowed the artist the opportunity to develop characters and assume various identities in the
creative process.
During a visit to San Juan in the summer of 2013, I met with the artist to learn of new
projects, ideas and gather notes for this dissertation. I was able to see the images included in
Falling Eyelids projected on the wall of the gallery. The printed pages of the book seemed to
“jump off” as they were installed in a group show at the Arsenal de la Puntilla exhibition space
or galleries. The projected images with the added sound of a “click” that could be heard in the
transition from image to image, added a new dimension to the work. The sound of the click
made the viewer instantly aware of the physicality of the image as a “photograph” as opposed
from that of a video, movie or book. Although Adál is an artist consumed with new
technologies, he is still very much engaged with the history and craft of photography and the
printed image as a tangible art object. In Adál’s Falling Eyelids, the artist inserts himself in the
personage of a photographer. In Latin America the popular fotonovela led to the telenovela,
which is a televised long running story shown on a daily basis similar to American soap operas.
Chapter Two, Humor and the Literary Traditions in Adál’s Production examines the
history and popularity of the sainete in Puerto Rico which developed its own local flavor and
style while retaining its role as a form of social satire. The sainete was a short comic skit or play
that voiced the sentiment of the common man. In Adál’s work the common man is Nuyorican. I
also discuss the tradition of burla or ridicule in the literature and humorous texts of Puerto Rican
writers such as journalist Nemesio R. Canales, the novelist Luis Rafael Sánchez and Adál’s
closest collaborator, the Reverend Pedro Pietri.
Adál’s humor and language, address the ambiguous political status of Puerto Rico as an
estado libre asociado (Free Associated or Commonwealth State) whose citizens are also,
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American citizens. His use of humor across all mediums parallel the traditions of the sainete as
social critique but, while the artist invokes a tradition, he transforms it to function almost as
performance art. His collaborations with Eddie Figueroa and Pedro Pietri allowed for his works
in some cases, such as the El Puerto Rican Passport to be distributed to various “applicants” in
the audience and other works such as the Altar to Saint Anthony, Patron Saint of Pop Salsa,
encourages participants to leave recordings of their prayers or messages to the “saint” during the
exhibition Jíbaro, Blueprints for a Nation at Lehigh University Art Galleries (2002) which was a
mid-career retrospective.
Chapter Three, El Spirit Republic de Puerto Rico: Los Blueprints for a Nation
discusses the artist’s role as political activist through his body of work and analyzes Adál’s El
Puerto Rican Embassy and El Spirit Republic of Puerto Rico which evolved from1975 through
1994 and similar projects that reveal the artist’s political sentiments. Other politically-themed
works include Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans, Los Blueprints for a Nation corpus, and the series
Puerto Ricans Underwater. The examination of these works is crucial as they are considered
socially and politically driven and related specifically with Puerto Rico’s history and its political
status. From his student days, Adál forged an artistic position that seems perfectly fitting as a
young artist whose ethnicity had placed him at a disadvantage. The disadvantage faced by
Latino and African American artists during the 1960s through the 1980s is well documented;
these two groups of American citizens had limited access to the centers of art where their work
would be viewed, critiqued or sold. However, the times provided the opportunity for the creation
of various cultural-specific institutions such as El Museo del Barrio, Taller Boricua and the
Studio Museum in Harlem.
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Although Puerto Rico is not a sovereign state, a sense of “nationhood” is profoundly
referred to in these works. Adál’s creation of “mental spaces” such as El Spirit Republic of
Puerto Rico clearly identifies the political aspirations of Nuyoricans for a nation even if only
symbolically. He uses the symbols of state such as a national language, passport, and “nation,”
to describe and express ideas about one’s own country if only in spirit. By employing Spanglish
which is both the latest transformation of the Spanish language and a political vernacular, the
artist creates a space that is utopic and ideal while serving as a political and social expression of
protest.
Adál created a platform for his political beliefs through his works and the use of words in
his images; and/or works that are mostly textual such as El Passport which is part of El Puerto
Rican Embassy. The artist met the community of artists within the New Rican Village Cultural
Arts Center in Loisaida (Lower East Side) and collaborated on projects and programs they
organized. Beginning in the early 1970s, Eddie Figueroa and others instituted or created El
Puerto Rican Embassy which was both a political affirmation and an artistic device by which the
group sought to assert their vision of “nationhood” and the sovereignty of a state that had little to
do with the established status quo imposed by the United States on the island during the SpanishAmerican War in 1898.
Chapter Four, The Other Nuyoricans discusses the work of other Nuyorican artists
equally and greatly influenced by their times and the social upheavals of their own generation
such as Sophie Rivera, Juan Sánchez, Pepón Osorio, and Miguel Luciano. With very distinct
bodies of work, each has approached her/his craft through various mediums and developed a
particular aesthetic language expressed through their Nuyorican roots. They have been
influential mentors as working artists and educators thus creating a continuum for a
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contemporary practice that is actively engaged with vital social concerns and continues to be
relevant to the Nuyorican and Puerto Rican community in the diaspora, and other minority
communities. All the artists continue to work in New York and/or its environs. Sophie Rivera,
Juan Sánchez, Pepón Osorio and Miguel Luciano, as Nuyorican artists, have developed bodies of
work that reflect their personal histories but also reflect their roles as activists. I have included
discussion of their work because they are Nuyorican artists who like Adál have and continue to
challenge the status quo through their respective trajectories and media. Thus, the social and
political concerns that have not been addressed or resolved continue to be at the core of their
respective oeuvre.
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CHAPTER ONE

Adál as Photographer: Techniques and Surrealist Influences

This chapter examines Adál’s photographic work within the context of Surrealism,
including the films of Luis Buñuel, and Fritz Lang’s film noir genre from 1940s Hollywood.
Several series of work discussed include: The Evidence of Things Not Seen (1973-1975) his
earliest cycle or series of photographs which became his first publication; his first fotonovela,
Falling Eyelids: A Fotonovela (1979-1981); 1 and the so-called “auto-portraits,” an on-going
series of self-portraits that are part of the body of work dating from 1984 to present. The early
works reveal his interest in self-portraiture and his affinities with the surrealists. During his
artistic training at the West Coast at the Art Center College of Design in Los Angeles, and later
at the San Francisco Art Institute, Adál became interested in Surrealism, film noir and came
directly in contact with Duane Michals and others celebrated photographers, including Lisette
Model, who critiqued and influenced his early artistic practices.
Like other contemporary artists such as Cindy Sherman, and Lucas Samaras, Adál has
used self-portraiture to explore issues about identity—his identity as a Puerto Rican living in

1

The fotonovela is portable (printed book or magazine) and can be carried and read everywhere
the reader chooses and achieved great popularity with Spanish-speaking communities. As the
name implies, it is a novel with photographs. The artist met and became friends with Duane
Michals and although he was certainly aware of Michals sequence photography, Adál’s sequence
images in his fotonovela are influenced by the popular graphic genre which flourished in Latin
America.
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New York when he first arrived as a teenager, and the Nuyorican,2 or political identity which he
embraced through his friendships and collaboration with other Nuyoricans when he returned to
New York from his studies, especially through the New Rican Village Cultural Arts Center and
the Nuyorican Poets Café. Puerto Rican scholar Wilson Valentín-Escobar credits the institution
as serving “as an aesthetic laboratory for an emerging working-class Puerto Rican and Latin@
avant garde.” And for: “its commitment to artistic exploration and cultivated a community of
what he labels ‘bodega surrealists’ who invoked socio-political decolonial (his word) dreams,
and fostered a communal philosophy of social change, social justice, and artistic agency by an
inter-arts community.”3
Adál’s first photographic book, The Evidence of Things Not Seen, published in 1975, is a
marker or threshold where his professional trajectory as an artist begins. It is also a road map for
the many visual expeditions he will undertake throughout his artistic production. His aesthetic
vision and the extensive practice of self-portraiture can be traced to this early body of work.
Comprised of thirty images, The Evidence of Things Not Seen, includes his earliest self-portraits
and portraits of other photographers such as Jerry Burchard, Ralph Gibson and Duane Michals

2

As I have mentioned in the Introduction to this dissertation, the term is closely related to artists,
writers and political activists who met at Miguel Algarín’s animated tertulias or salons in his
own home and later creating a place known as The Nuyorican Poets Café. They identified
themselves as “Nuyorican” or someone born in Puerto Rico and living and working in New
York. The term is also related to the The New Rican Village Cultural Arts Center and its
founder Eddie Figueroa. Originally, the term “Neorican” was also used. The New Rican Village
Cultural Arts Center was focused on culture and the arts. I will refer to it as The New Rican
Village, as the center was most often referred, in this text.
3

Wilson Valentín-Escobar, “Bodega Surrealism: The Emergence of Latin@ Artivists in New
York City, 1976-Present,” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, 2011). The author
discusses the importance of the institution, which was a first for artists, writers, and political
activists from the Puerto Rican community starting in 1976. I have mentioned both Pedro Pietri
and Eddie Figueroa as founders, although, Eddie Figueroa is sometimes mentioned as the sole
founder.
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whom he had met during his student days at the Art Center College of Design in Los Angeles
and the San Francisco Art Institute and with whom he has forged friendships and close
relationships; as well as other images that are not self-portraits but where he appears as model or
subject.4 The images are startlingly lyrical, strange and surreal clearly influenced by works Adál
admired and studied as a young artist such as the photographs of André Kertész and the paintings
of René Magritte. One such image is Oración a la Mano Poderosa (Fig. 1-1) which I will
discuss further. Notably there are numerous sources for his plentiful and inventive ideas for the
manner in which he organizes his compositions; use of light; double exposure technique; subject
matter; the manipulation of light and dark; a suspension of a visual or plausible reality—always
infused with optimism about the human condition and often executed with a vein of humor
sometimes expressed in his use of ironic titles such as The Evidence of Things Not Seen.
The connection to Surrealism is paramount to Adál’s work because in many ways, his
personal journeys have been unreal, bizarre, dreamlike and less than ordinary and parallel a
surrealistic universe.5 As Alejandro Anreus has noted:
In the past, critics and art historians have defined Adál’s work as post-Surrealist as well
as Dadaist in his roots. I agree, but these sources are not only filtered through his unique
Jíbaro/Existentialist sensibility, we might say that like an authentic child of the

4

Photographer Jerry Burchard (1931-2011) was Dean of Photography at the San Francisco Art
Institute where Adál wanted to study after spending two years at the Art Center College of
Design. Burchard met the young student as he socialized with several people in different popular
“hangouts” or bars in San Francisco just as he arrived to learn about classes and taste his first
tequila. Adál had arrived a day after registration for classes were closed but managed to be
accepted to the program on a scholarship after Burchard reviewed his portfolio.
5

Alejandro Anreus, “A Lunar Boricua and The Revolú of His Work: Adál in Context,” in
Jíbaro, Blueprints for a Nation, exhibition catalogue, (Bethlehem, PA: Lehigh University Art
Galleries, 2002), 14. This is not to say that Adál’s work must be solely seen or understood in
terms of the exotic or primitive but his unique background informs his psychological, personal
and historical observations. His distinctive and personal universe still informs his work.
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Caribbean, the surreal, the Dada was already in Adál’s veins before he even heard the
word.6
The word jíbaro refers to a campesino or mountain-dwelling person in Puerto Rico.
However, the word, especially since the Puerto Rican diaspora, gained a broader and,
specifically, a nobler, cultural meaning, a person close to the land and nature. When his vision
emerged as a young artist, it mirrored his life, experiences and enabled him to express “stories”
he was slowly organizing and would begin executing shortly. He was drawn to Surrealism
naturally, almost biologically as Anreus notes. His reality was surreal and informed his
condition as a jíbaro and artist. In essence Adál has always been a surrealist on his own terms
and before even reading its manifestoes.7 He was drawn to it organically as Alejandro Anreus
has written. Furthermore, Surrealism provided the political ammunition or inspiration once he
associated with other fellow artists such as Mexican American and Chicano artists he met in the
West Coast such as the collective Royal Chicano Air Force and the Nuyoricans.8 Moreover,
Surrealism was anti-establishment, anti-colonial, leftist and revolutionary, and above all
utopian.9

6

The iconic painting El pan nuestro de cada día (Our Daily Bread, 1905) by Ramon Frade
epitomizes the figure of the jíbaro.
7

André Breton, Manifestoes of Surrealism, trans. Richard Seaver (Ann Arbor: Ann Arbor
Paperbacks, University of Michigan Press, 1969). Breton’s first Manifesto of Surrealism dates to
1924; a second one is dated 1929 and another in 1942.
8

The artist’s connections with the Royal Chicano Air Force through his association with Galería
de la Raza during his years in the West Coast and later contacts in New York with the Nuyoricans and Eddie Figueroa politicized his work. The Surrealists challenged the status quo as
Adál did in his production that followed his early work.
9

Surrealism was an avant-garde movement and the character of the movement, as all avantgarde movements, was “utopian.” Ultimately, it was a revolutionary aesthetic against the old
order. Its utopian ideologies reflected in its various manifestoes naturally allied with new ideas,
politics, and the revolutions everywhere. See, Kirsten Strom, ““Avant-Garde of What?”:
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He arrived in New York, a post-war urban setting, as a young child, transplanted from a
starkly different setting, a rural environment in the west central mountainous municipality of
Utuado in Puerto. The region enjoyed a prosperous economy in the latter part of the nineteenthcentury due to the success of coffee plantations which also drew a migration from Italy but also
from Ireland. In the modern era and at the height of the nationalist movement and activities, on
October 30, 1950 an uprising in Utuado led to American planes bombarding the town and the
following day, after arresting those who had survived the bombings, shooting the rest of those
who had participated in the uprising without due process in the police office.10 A curious and
inquisitive child, he was fascinated by images he discovered in a neighbor’s home and that led to
his realization even at an early age, that his future would involve creating and working with
images. His concepts and goals began to take shape mostly through his own initiative and
boundless interest in pursuing the training he needed by offering to learn as he apprenticed for a
photographer.
Falling Eyelids: A Fotonovela (1979-1981) is a printed book but the work is often
presented as a progression of 132 slides or still images projected onto a screen or wall but also
shown in video form and/or installed as photographs in sequence on the gallery walls; due to
exhibition space limits, the entire series is not always showcased.11 When mounted or projected

Surrealism Reconceived as Political Culture.” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 62,
no. 1 (2004): 37-49, http://www.jstor.org/stable/1559210) accessed June 30, 2020.
10

The reports of the uprising in the local press differ somewhat from The New York Times
coverage of story on October 31 and November 1, 1950. Associated Press, “Revolt Flares in
Puerto Rico; Soon Quelled With 23 Dead,” The New York Times, October 31, 1950, 1-17.
ProQuest, (http://ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/login?url=https://search-proquest-com.ezproxy.gc.
cuny.edu/docview/111627858?accountid=7287) accessed July 20, 2017. See also, Nelson A.
Denis, “Aviación Bombardea En Utuado,” Imparcial, October30, 1950, 1.
11

Iris M. Landrón, “Fotonovela en secuencia,” Nuevo Día, July 3, 1979. The author reviews
exhibition and writes that there are 132 images. At the time the work was shown in frames of six
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the work assumes a cinematic quality. Thus, the individual images which although appear close
together or next to each other in sequence, denote the passage of time. More importantly, they
make up a story, or narrative, although some images may be shown or installed at any one time
as individual photographs. His images persuade the viewer to consider a tale unfolding that will
illustrate a theme or chronicle through the succession of various images, regardless its
presentation on a gallery wall as a “still” image that appears as the projector advances.
The fotonovela is portable (printed book or magazine) and can be carried and read
everywhere the reader chooses hence, their popularity with Spanish-speaking communities. The
fotonovela as the name implies, is illustrated with photographic images and its precedent was the
illustrated comic which used graphic images. The fotonovela is usually a romance story told in
photographs with balloon captions to present the dialogue. The stories have evolved over the
years becoming less about romance and more about contemporary themes. The extravagant
televised productions or serials made by various Latin American networks are known as
telenovelas which became popular throughout the Spanish-speaking world and have also found
international audiences since the 1990s.
Adál’s fotonovela describes a “story” about a photographer who concocts a new “reality”
for himself and lives it out through his work, eventually “waking” up one day inside his own
photographs. The sequence of images creates a plausible “story” conceived without a plot that
unfolds with characters that interact with each other in “scenes” or images that mimic scenes.
The story is replete with a “cast” of various characters that perform assorted roles the artist has

images per frame. The novela or story is divided into 2 chapters and focuses on reality, friendship and the death of a character. Most importantly the writer points out the fantasy and the
realm of dreams that is the core of the narrative. The work was presented at Galeria Aboy in
Miramar, Puerto Rico and an edition was purchased by the Johnson Wax Company for its
corporate collection in Racine, Wisconsin.
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assigned them. The “end” of the dream is merely a conclusion of a suspended reality. The
photographer in the dream walks away from the surreal narrative as an image burns on a chair.
Adál’s self-portraits can be considered both written and visual histories that permitted the
artist the opportunity to create compositions in which he could incorporate his own image by
means of various props while employing the use of texts to insert context and meaning. I am
referring to images in the series El Satiric Mambo Dancer: Auto-portrait after André Kertész,
(1988), for example. (Figs. 1-2, 1-3) More importantly it allowed for the exploration of a
complex hybrid identity—his personal identity as Puerto Rican-born, Nuyorican re-born through
his social and political affiliations and convictions. He refers and labels these bodies of works
as “auto-portraits.” The artist has consistently exploited the self-portrait to express various
concepts about personal/spiritual identity and political concerns. One of his earliest images,
Oracion a La Mano Poderosa (Fig. 1-1) is a surreal portrait that recalls a religious image now
transformed from his own hand alluding to his own prowess or talent. The auto-portraits are
both political and personal.
These same concerns have and continued to affect Puerto Ricans, especially for those
who left the island in the early part of the twentieth century for places such as New York,
Philadelphia, Chicago, and other major cities in the United States in search of jobs and
prosperity. Although recognized and considered American citizens with full rights, Puerto
Ricans have suffered and continue to suffer discrimination and other social and political
depravations.12

12

I refer to the large migration of Puerto Ricans starting in the 1940s known as “Operation
Bootstrap.” Although Puerto Ricans were “seduced” by the promise of great jobs in American
cities, most of those leaving were farm workers, did not know English and would be subjected to
racial discrimination, as well. By 1970 more than a million had left the island and were living in
slums earning less than $3,000.00 monthly wages. See, César J. Ayala and Rafael Bernabe,
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Artistic Beginnings

Born in Utuado, a small rural town in western Puerto Rico in 1948, Adál Maldonado
moved with his family at age nine to live with an aunt in Trenton, New Jersey in 1957. In his
new home the young boy recalled being inquisitive about a neighbor who was a photographer
and had a studio below his aunt’s apartment. The owner of the portrait studio was William
Carlton Roof who was a former World War II photography correspondent who became a society
photographer after the conflict. Adál was thrilled to be invited to visit him one day and enter his
darkroom. There he saw images emerge from what appeared to be a tray filled with liquid. The
“magic” that seized him as a young boy would prove fundamental and helped foster his resolve
to become a photographer even as a young child. Adál has often mentioned that he was intrigued
by the process or as he refers to it, the “alchemy,” rather than chemistry involved in the
development of an image. It was a poetic or surreal moment for him. The photographer
encouraged his small neighbor, trained him in the medium and techniques of developing and
printing and eventually, let him become his assistant.
In or about 1963, Adál’s family moved to the Bronx, New York, where he enrolled at the
Grace Dodger Vocational High School that offered photography courses. During his junior year,
after attending a lecture given at his school by invited photographer Harold Greer, Adál stayed
after the program and approached him in order to persuade him to hire him as assistant. He was
told to be at the photographer’s studio the next day at 6 a.m. in order to be considered for the job.
He did so and was hired. “Hal” Greer was an African American fashion photographer and had

Puerto and the American Century: A History since 1898 (Durham, University of North Carolina,
2007).
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two other studio partners—cameraman Bert Miles who did the local television news, and Charles
“Chuck” Stewart. All the men were successful in their respective photographic areas. Stewart
was renowned for his portraits of many jazz luminaries such as Ella Fitzgerald, Louis Armstrong,
Miles Davis, among others. His images were used in the album covers of these stars and for
other marketing purposes.13 When Adál’s family returned to Puerto Rico, he stayed in New
York going to school during the day, living in the photographers’s studio, and working as
assistant to the trio. The three men encouraged their talented assistant, but more importantly
became his surrogate “fathers.” Supportive and generous, when Adál graduated from high
school, the trio surprised him with the news that they had raised sufficient funds to cover his
studies for one year at college with the understanding that he would excel in his courses and
secure a scholarship to help him continue his education.14
Before turning twenty in in the late 1960s, Adál traveled to California to start his
formal art studies at the Art Center College of Design in Los Angeles, and later to the San
Francisco Art Institute from where he graduated in 1975. While at the Institute, the celebrated
photographer Lisette Model was invited as resident artist to conduct a workshop for several
weeks and Adál had the opportunity to meet her. Adál and another classmate decided that they
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Jazz at Lincoln Center presented the exhibition Looking at the Music: The Jazz Photography
of Chuck Stewart, November 2008 to February 2009. The noted photographer passed away on
2017. Richard Sandomir, “Chuck Stewart, Jazz Photographer, Dies at 89; You’ve Seen His
Album Covers,” The New York Times, Obituary, (https://www.nytimes.com /2017/01/27/ arts/
design/chuck-stewart-jazz-photographer-dies-at-89-youve-seen-his-album-covers.html),
accessed December 21, 2018.
14

I am grateful to Adál for his generosity in sharing this valuable and personal history with me
for this dissertation. The three men were more than mentors and provided wonderful inspiration,
guidance and were role models for the artist. During my years of knowing and working with the
artist, I have been privileged to learn about Adál’s work and his artistic trajectory through many
professional and personal conversations and correspondence.
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would act as chauffeurs for the well-known photographer during her residency at the Institute.
It was then and there Model “baptized” him as “Adál,” advising him to drop his surname and use
his given name only. To this date, the artist uses his first name “Adál” only but one is never
certain when he will or will not relinquish his surname—using this practice as a personal but
nevertheless political and artistic expression. The use of his given name only and not his
surname, allows the artist to assert his artistic prerogative at any given moment. Frequently, he
has chosen to use “Adál” as his preferred moniker. There is only one “Adál” regardless of any
other appellations, his artistic work or essence has given him the “right” to be identified as
“Adál” only.15
During his studies at the San Francisco Art Institute, Adál discovered his work had
associations with Surrealism; more importantly he immersed himself in film studies, literature
and popular culture. One of his professors upon reviewing his assigned projects informed him
of his surrealist affinities. The story, as often retold by Adál, was simple enough; the artist has
often related the incident clearly to me during the years I have known him and often when
working on specific projects.16 While critiquing a class assignment, the professor asked each of
his students about their work, their thoughts, ideas and execution, and asked Adál what he
thought he was as an artist—what his philosophy or vision was. Adál was surprised to learn
from his professor that he was a surrealist, and immediately disagreed, replying he was Puerto
15

Modern artists since the early avant-garde movements have been referred to by the last names,
for example, Picasso and Matisse; and their production , often, especially in post-contemporary
“terms” have commonly been referred not by medium but instead by its author—thus a work by
Picasso is also a “Picasso.” A collection too, may be referred as a collection of 100 Picassos,
that is, a hundred works by Picasso. See Rosalind Krauss, “In the Name of Picasso,” in The
Originality of the Avant-Garde and other Modernist Myths (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1985), 27.
16

I first came into contact with Adál and learned about his artistic production when I joined El
Museo del Barrio’s curatorial team in 1998. Adál’s work is included in the institution’s
permanent collection.
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Rican! This bears notable comparison with surrealist André Breton’s trip to Mexico in 1938 and
his encounter with the artist Frida Kahlo whom he embraced as a surrealist which she had not
considered being, and Mexico, as the pre-eminent surrealist country in the world.17 Prompted by
his teacher to become familiar with Surrealism, Adál discovered the Dada and Surrealist
Movements and the work of Salvador Dalí as well as the Conceptualists ideas of Marcel
Duchamp. I would also argue that some of Adal’s conceptual works may be considered
“readymades” and certainly have correspondences with the Duchamp’s oeuvre.18 He also
immersed himself in the works of Argentine writer and poet Jorge Luis Borges, Colombian
novelist Gabriel García Márquez, and Cuban poet Nicolás Guillén, among other important
figures in Latin American Literature. Furthermore, he became engrossed with the work of
European filmmakers, including Luis Buñuel and Fritz Lang and as mentioned, encountered the
work of other fellow Latino artists in the West Coast such as the art collective known as The
Royal Chicano Air Force and its founding members, brothers José and Malaquías Montoya,
Esteban Villa and others who were part of the Chicano Art Movement there.19 His association
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Jason Wilson, Octavio Paz, a Study of His Poetics (New York: Cambridge University, 1979),
15-16. When André Breton visited Mexico in 1938 it was to lecture on French culture as well as
to show Luis Buñuel’s and Salvador Dalí’s film, Un chien andalou (1929) for the first time in
Mexico. For Breton, Mexico was a great place of interest and even fascination. In Mexico,
Breton believed, man had never ceased its contacts with nature, Mexico for him was surreal. He
met Mexican artists Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera who became his host and hostess during his
trip. He discovered her paintings and called her art ‘faithfully surrealist.’ Breton found her a
natural surrealist and was thrilled to have his view confirmed that surrealism tapped a natural,
universal part of the human psyche. The story bears similarities with Adál’s professor describing
the artist and his work as “surrealist.” Adál’s cultural reality appeared surreal to others.
18

Some of these works I discuss in Chapter Two and Three, such as Tall Tales Told by the
Tongue of a Shoe (Fig. 2-1) and Sub-Versive Art. (Explosive can of Bustelo Coffee), (Fig. 3-15).
19

The Royal Chicano Air Force collective was made up of artists, writers, students who were
active in the Mexican Liberation Art Front and involved in fostering the arts and political
awareness in the Chicano/Latino community of Sacramento, California founded 1969-1970-2.
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with the Sacramento-based collective would also politicize his work as the group was an
artist/activist organization involved with various Chicano/Latino groups including the United
Farm Workers.
I would argue that Adál revives a spirit of surrealism—one that combines his own
assessment of what he sees as being relevant to his work in spirit with what has been detected by
those who have written about his work; and my own analysis of what is evident in his
production. The ambivalence of existing within two cultures and being profoundly attached or
identified with one more so than the other, while functioning as an artist, may be could be
considered a “surrealist” state of being, but also aid in creating work shaped by such influences.
Adál has often spoken about the affinities with Surrealism in his work that his professor
at The San Francisco Art Institute noticed but, he affirms that:
I was raised as a jíbaro in rural Puerto Rico and my earliest memories are deep-rooted in
Catholic symbolism: consider the bleeding hearts of Jesus in flames, Saint Francis of
Assisi talking with animals, female saints with bleeding eyes, Santería, spiritualism and
jíbaro tall tales flavored in mysticism. So when I was challenged to develop a visual
language I drew from my life and memory experience. My imagery may seem inspired
in Surrealism to those familiar with art movements, but I lacked knowledge of these same
art history influences at the beginning of my formal art studies. I started developing a
visual language based on images I had stored from my personal experiences. However,
once introduced to Dada and Surrealism in a university setting, I studied the works of
Buñuel, Magritte, Cocteau, Breton, the symbolist poets, and later Borges, Guillén, and

Other members included: Juanishi V. Orosco, José Montoya and Ricardo Favela, Esteban Villa
and Rudy Cuellar. They supported the migrant farm workers and its charismatic leader César
Chávez. At one time, confusion arose regarding the initials “RCAF” for the original name of the
group The Rebel Chicano Art Front, which were same as the Royal Canadian Air Force; the
members then decided they would refer to the group henceforth as “The Royal Chicano Air
Force.” Stephanie Sauer, “The Accidental Archives of the Royal Chicano Air Force:
Excerpts.” Boom: A Journal of California, no. 4, (2012): 118–125. JSTOR, (www.jstor.org/
stable/10.1525/boom.2012.2.4.118), accessed June 30, 2017. See also Guide to the Royal
Chicano Air Force Archives 1973-1988: Organizational History, California Ethnic and Multicultural Archives 8, Department of Special Collections, University Libraries, University of
California, Santa Barbara.
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García Márquez with many references to Duchamp, the Chicano Art Movement of the
1970s and jíbaro existentialism.20
The artist credits his own folk traditions and customs as primary sources. He further
asserts that: “This magic realism had been my natural state and informed my art from the
beginning.” The artist’s growing up or spending his earliest years in a small town in the
countryside in Utuado, Puerto Rico has been a powerful force in shaping his work and his
aesthetic. He credits country folks’s stories full of tall tales, mystical and humorous anecdotes
profoundly marked him. When he began to study the Surrealists who were primarily Europeans
with the exception of Wifredo Lam and Roberto Matta, he discovered that their paths to
Surrealism, was through their exercises in the subconscious and their embracing of non-Western
cultures and rituals. He had come to Surrealism through a holistic and organic nature.
An important early influence has been the work of Duane Michals whom Adál met
during his studies at the San Francisco Art Institute in 1972, while Michals was a visiting
lecturer. During the break in the lecture, Michals paid a visit to the students lounge and found
Adál, who had been unable to attend the lecture but had instead, been focused and laboring
intensely on his collaged images, cutting and pasting photographic bits and pieces. Michals
asked why he had not been to the lecture hall to listen to the “famous invited artist.” Adál
frankly told the artist that he preferred working on his own ideas rather than listening to another
artist speak about his. Adál credits the artist with gifting him with the most valuable advice in

20

Ricardo Viera, Jíbaro, Blueprints for a Nation, exhibition catalog (Bethlehem, PA: Zoellner
Arts Center, Lehigh University Art Galleries, 2002), 26-27.
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his career. Michals expressed admiration for Adál’s work and urged him to continue his
investigation of personal identity.21
In an interview with the curator Ricardo Viera written and included in exhibition
catalog for Jíbaro, Blueprints for a Nation, Adál speaks about his trajectory and diverse
influences on his practice such as Henri Cartier-Bresson and Duane Michals.
Bresson developed a way to capture a moment in time when all action rises to a climactic
moment before it begins its descent. Combined with a sense of composition that directed
the eye to this action, he arrested it and named it in the “decisive moment.” Michals, on
the other hand, stretched the moment by creating a series of still images to tell a story and
he called it narrative photography.22
Among the many technical skills Adál acquired was a high proficiency with fine
photography printing enabling him to become a master printer very early on in his career. This
would allow him to assist artist Robert Mapplethorpe (1946-1989) in defining his signature
printing style based on the Zone System developed by Ansel Adams and Fred Archer in the late
1930s, when he returned to New York.23 As early as 1973, an exhibition of Adál’s work was
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Adál first met Michals in 1972. Michals and Adál became friends and in later years, Michals
recommended the artist for exhibitions and professional awards. In e-mail to this author dated
July 27, 2015, Adál referred to Duane Michal saying: “…I admit to studying his work and
incorporating the concept of moving from one reality to another through photographic imagery
in the same way that Lewis Carroll used the mirror in Through the Looking Glass or Cocteau in
Orpheus. One other influence we both shared independent of each other was that we were both
reading Jorge Luis Borges about the same time and were aware of his theory of multiple realities
existing simultaneously without overlapping each other. This may account for some similarities
in the ideas that we were investigating.”
22

Viera, Jíbaro, 26. Michals storytelling approach to photography is also referred to sequence
photography.
23

Adál printed some of Mapplethorpe’s earliest works. The Zone System is a photographic
technique for determining optical film exposure and development, formulated by A. Adams and
F. Archer around the 1940s. The technique is based on nineteenth-century studies on light that
enables photographers to visualize and arrive at the final images desired through a systemic
assignment of values to every “zone” in the image. Minor White, “Applications of The Zone
System,” Aperture, No. 3, (1955): 11–29. JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/44405137, accessed 29
May 2019. See also, Judith Olch Richards, Inside the Studio: Two Decades of Talks with Artists
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shown at Galería de la Raza, San Francisco, which received a favorable review by the art critic
Thomas Albright at the San Francisco Chronicle in his “Checking Out the Galleries” section in
the newspaper:
The most impressive find, to my eyes, is a photographer named Adal Maldonado, whose
work is on display at the Galeria de la Raza, at 20th and Bryant streets. Maldonado is not
precisely a new discovery, since scattered examples of his work have popped in various
group shows hereabouts, but this is the first large scale showing of his work.
Maldonado’s work with images in a symbolist, surrealist fashion which I have grown to
hate because so many photographers, and painters, have been playing around over the
surface of this territory to such superficial and contrived effect. Maldonado is one of the
few artists I’ve seen in a long while who really drills down deep inside.24
Only two years later in 1975 Adál and Alejandra “Alex” Coleman founded and codirected Foto Gallery in SoHo in New York City (1975-1979).25 The gallery became a space
devoted to photography and other mediums which employed photography. He acted as curator
and organized exhibitions of works by several photographers. Also that year, he conceived his
photographic novel or fotonovela, Falling Eyelids, which was published as a book in 1981; the
images from the series were shown in The Kitchen Gallery, also in SoHo.26 The artist’s career in

from New York (New York: Independent Curators International, 2004), 23. In an interview from
May 29, 1986 at Robert Mapplethorpe’s studio in New York, the artist mentions (to Olch
Richards) that he never did his own printing and how the actual darkroom work was not that
interesting to him, but the quality of the print was important.
24

Thomas Albright, “Checking Out the Galleries,” San Francisco Chronicle, March 5, 1973.
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He founded the gallery with Alex Coleman, friend and wife of the first photography critic of
The New York Times, A. D. Coleman. The Gallery was located at 492 Broome Street in SoHo.
26

Popular Photography, a popular magazine for professional and amateur photographers or
aficionados included a mention of his fotonovela and its publication and the artist’s future plans
for more fotonovelas. Although the images were created around 1975, the actual printed book
was not published until 1981. The magazine Popular Photography, No. 6 (June 1982), 64-66
mentions the work and other projects by the artist at the time, and is included as part of the “Pop
Photo Snapshots” section by Norman Schreiber; 132 images from Falling Eyelids appeared in a
25-page section in a sister publication of the magazine, 35 MM Photography, as part of a Pop
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the mid-1970s in New York was both creative and enterprising, having established himself first
as an artist and also as an arts administrator overseeing and curating exhibitions and programs at
the gallery thus, achieving early critical recognition while launching a professional trajectory.
Furthermore, he was able to meet other artists and form his early contacts in New York through
the creative haven Foto Gallery provided. These included artists such as Robert Mapplethorpe
for whom he became master printer and considered a “kindred spirit.” In an interview conducted
by Ricardo Viera for the exhibition, Jíbaro, Blueprints for a Nation, Adál revealed:
“On one occasion, a friend and colleague I had studied with at The San Francisco Art
Institute, Lynn Davis, called me. Now, at The Art Institute, the Ansel Adams, Edward
Weston tradition was very strong, so that regardless of how inspired you were as a
student at the very least, you became a master printer. I had done darkroom work for
Lynn in the past and she informed that a friend of hers, a collector named Sam Wagstaff,
had discovered a recent graduate from art school that he wanted to launch into the art
world. His name was Robert Mapplethorpe. His work was homoerotic to an extreme and
Wagstaff figured that if the audience was seduced by the beautiful tonal range of finelymade prints they would eventually come around to dealing with the subject matter. The
problem was that Robert didn’t know how to process a roll of film or make a print and
didn’t care. His early work in the academy had been done with Polaroid. They tried
several printers but the prints felt like reproductions from porno magazines, which was
what they were trying to get away from. I agreed to develop a printing style or visual
aesthetic for Mapplethorpe’s work. I printed several exhibitions and portfolios of
Robert’s work and later passed this process on to Tom Breil who added his own ideas and
became Robert’s printer until his death.”27
His return to New York after completing his studies marked an auspicious beginning for
the artist who was receiving notice in the press, had begun to show in exhibitions and, was
gaining a foot in the door of the New York art scene with an exhibition at The Kitchen and
others to follow soon. He also realized his first book, The Evidence of Things Not Seen,
published in 1975, which was a compilation of self-portraits and other images that offer a
Photo companion in the summer of 1979. In same issue the writer further includes another
mention of the Foto Gallery and its projects which included planned exhibitions.
27

Viera, Jíbaro, 27.
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glimpse into the themes the artist will continue to develop and examine and reflected social but
also deeply personal interests such as identity, while allowing him the means for creative
investigation of subject and the craft of photography. The artist had shown the images at Galería
de la Raza which included self-portraits and portraits of other photographers such as Duane
Michals whom he had met as a student. Like Adál, Michals’s use of sequential images or
so-called “sequence photography” to tell a story is a practice both artists share and deploy as
storytellers.28 His use of special, almost somber lighting, close-up of hands or dissected bodies,
double-exposure, photo-montage—all create dramatic surrealist compositions, and are constant
in these early works. In the publication the artist used titles written in cursive, in Spanish and
English, and was sardonic and self-referential alluding to his Puerto Rican roots or cultural
traditions, exhibiting his ease and willingness to deploy humor as an artistic device. Such is the
case in the images (Figs. 1-4, Fig. 1-5, and Fig. 1-6, all dating 1973-1974) Un Momento
Retardado, Cuarto que guarda recuerdos, and The Evidence of Things Not Seen, are such works.
Adál focused early on technique as a means of initiating myriad opportunities and
expanding the construction of his images. In a review of the images in the book by Roger Rapp
which appeared in the Woodstock Times, May 29, 1980, the writer notes:
Adál’s monograph, “The Evidence of Things Not Seen,” documents his mastery of
photo-montage. In Adál’s disturbing distortions of reality people appear and disappear,
violating the rules of perspective and photographic expectation. The reviewer continues
in his essay and notes: The collection of disconcerting photo-illusions concludes with
these words: ‘…and as i (sic) began to disappear i (sic) realized someone was
beginning to forget me…’

28

Adál Maldonado, The Evidence of Things Not Seen (Boston: Da Capo Press), 1975. Adál’s
work has been shown at Galería de la Raza throughout the years and was first included in the
exhibition Una Amenaza y Una Promesa, 14 February – 7 March 1973. See, http://www.galeria
delaraza. org/eng/exhibits2/archive/index.php, accessed December 12, 2018.
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The title of Adál’s book, aptly describes the work (a self-portrait) with great accuracy and
the title beyond describing the image, sets a tone for the viewer as the artist ends the book with
this image of his fading away visually and mentally. The use of accompanying cursive texts and
carefully constructed titles will become part of Adál’s modus operandi to tell his stories to the
present day.29 Some of his narratives are deeply personal and have allowed him to become more
politically committed, in works he will create later on, especially when he began his association
with the Nuyoricans. Such is the case of his self-portraits as each one is almost a narrative about
his condition as an artist and Nuyorican and allowed him to have a voice. His connections to
well-known artists he admired and met such as Duane Michals and later on when he returned to
New York with artists of his generation and other cultural figures such as the Rev. Pedro Pietri
and Eduardo “Eddie” Figueroa helped shape his own political vision, especially at a moment
where both African American and Puerto Rican artists were not being shown in commercial
spaces or galleries or cultural institutions such as museums.
Clearly, Adál’s return to his home in New York provided the initial recognition he
desired as a photographer and helped link him to the 1970s artistic scene in New York. Equally
important were his experiments within the medium and experiencing his own cultural roots,
which permitted him to develop bodies of work that were truly innovative and politically
charged. Furthermore, as an artist and curator of a gallery space, he was poised to meet with
numerous art professionals such as fellow artists, critics, art historians, dealers and others in the
business and promotion of the arts. This was an unusual and special position for someone who
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Roger Rapp, “Photofiction Festival at Catskill Center For Photography” Woodstock Times
(May 29, 1980), 16. Although, the review dates to a few years of Adál’s return to New York, the
images continued to receive notice when shown at exhibition.
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although resourceful and talented, was fresh out of school having just completed his formal or
technical training. Being in New York moreover, helped him to associate with other fellow
Puerto Ricans and the emerging Nuyorican avant-garde.

The Evidence of Things Not Seen

The Evidence of Things Not Seen (1973-1975 series), a selection of thirty photographs,
was published in 1975, and is Adál’s first photographic book. An early accomplishment, the
publication and the works gained early critical attention for the artist and included an
introduction by the Nuyorican poet and writer, Victor Hernández Cruz.30 The publication shares
affinities with the work of the Surrealists as the artist demonstrates in his visual interests and
methodology throughout the images in this early publication. The Nuyorican movement like the
Surrealist, initially, was primarily a literary movement, and it is through literature, that cultural,
artistic, social and political alliances and collaborations were made. The various collaborations
of artists, writers, musicians, cinematographers, designers, and performers among others during
the 1920s and 1930s are well known. Some of the renowned collaborations include that of
fashion designer Elsa Schiaparelli and Salvador Dalí’s as well as Jean Cocteau on iconic pieces
in her collections during the 1930s; and Luis Buñuel and Salvador Dalí’s film collaborative
efforts. Surrealism evolved to become a visual arts movement. When Adál returned to New
York City after completing his studies, the prospects for collaborative projects were possible as

30

The introduction to the artist’s first book of photographs was written by Nuyorican poet Victor
Hernández Cruz and was fitting as he was connecting to other kindred spirits in the movement
since returning to New York from his studies in the early 1970s. The “design” for the text was
created by Adál in a cursive font which renders the images as biographical portraits.
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he became acquainted with other artists, writers, photographers, and art makers in his new milieu
such as Eduardo “Eddie” Figueroa and Pedro Pietri who would become his closest collaborator.
To this day Adál cannot conceive of anything in his personal and professional life that is
not related to a surreal and Nuyorican existence, if one can call it that or to the idea that life is
beyond the surreal so why not conduct one’s self within that realm. To be out of it would seem
absurd. It is in that spirit and philosophy, one that has correspondences to other realities outside
the norm, that the conception of many of his works, are based or stem from.31 Adál’s body of
work in this first publication demonstrates his multiple considerations of ideas and concepts; his
fragmented images at times poignant but also telling of alienation, pain and loss. Technically,
these are more experimental as he uses collage, double-exposure, and unusual dark lighting or
shadows. He was, as he has expressed: “…moving away from the cliché idea of surrealism as a
chance meeting of a sewing machine and an umbrella on a dissecting table. Post-surrealist artists
in the sixties would bring together elements that normally don't coexist for the sake of that
disquieting/disconcerting feeling that that situation creates. I was looking to move beyond that.”
More importantly, his work would eventually incorporate social and political themes or ideas
that were decidedly anti-establishment and criticized the status quo—much like the surrealists
had in Europe but also in post-war New York.
While preparing for the installation of the Falling Eyelids fotonovela in Woodstock, New
York in 1980, The Woodstock Times published a review about the exhibition and reported that
the artist had spent the weekend sleeping by a rock near a stream which, after all, seems a bit
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Janel Bladow writes about the just published book which accompanied the exhibition at Foto
Gallery which would open from May 29 to June 22, 1975. “His photography reveals a twilight
world of fears and anxieties: fear of dying, fear of walls closing in, fear of losing one’s identity.”
Janel Bladow, “Gallery Listings,” The SoHo Weekly News, (May 22, 1975).
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surreal. Indeed, at the time of this exhibition, a portion of Adál’s next project, Falling Eyelids,
was also shown. The writer explains that “Adál’s photo novella springs from a rich tradition of
Latin American and Italian sequenced magazine photographs containing dialogue balloons.
Having much in common with the true romance comic book…” The critic Roger Rapp notes
that “…the photo novella is a land of tragic truths, forbidden love and inter-family feuds…” The
writer, while also describing it as “no south of the border soap opera,” proceeds to present it as
exotic.32 More importantly, by embracing a surreal stance almost as a political platform, Adál
has articulated his own personal, social, historical, and artistic views, especially as a means of
resistance against an imposed governing system and survival within a culture that although
considers him an American citizen, more often than not, has relegated his Puerto Rican or
Nuyorican culture and in effect, him, as second-class. However, the images in his publication do
not reveal any particular political attitude but are the underpinnings of his emerging aesthetic.
Most of the images included in the publication reveal Adál’s interest in light, collage,
double exposure, abstract composition, and reference Surrealism as well as the influence of
German expressionist filmmaker Fritz Lang’s aesthetic in its extreme tonalities and film noir
sensibility.33 One of the striking images in the publication, Oración a La Mano Poderosa (1973)
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Rapp, “Photofiction Festival at Catskill Center For Photography,” 16.
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J. P. Telotte, “Self-Portrait: Painting and the Film Noir,” Smithsonian Studies in American Art,
No. 1 (Winter 1989), 2-17. The film noir style owes a debt to modern art, thanks to the
expressionist aesthetic of German emigrés such as Fritz Lang, Robert Siodmak, John Brahm, and
others popularized. The German expressionist fondness for irregular spatial arrangements,
oblique lines, and strongly contrasting effects of light and dark, became stylistic markers. The
startling visual effects helped create a world we (as viewers) immediately understood as radically
different from ours. R. Barton Palmer, “The Divided Self and the Dark City: Film Noir and
Liminality,” in symplokē, No. 1/2, (2007): 69, Cinema Without Borders. Postwar French
intellectuals such as Raymond Borde and Etienne Chaumeton, believed Hollywood’s film noir
had deep affinities with surrealism. These films “give the public a shared feeling of anguish and
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is a peculiar composition of a man seated on the corner edge of an unmade bed. (Fig. 1-1) As his
face is hidden from the viewer, the composition seems devoid of human presence except the
hand. His hand floats so close to the viewer’s space it seems to come through the paper on
which it is printed. It also appears to be disconnected from his body as we only assume it is his
hand but do not truly see how it is connected to his arm or body. There is another hand on a
pedestal that sits on a small table at the back of the bed and from which light emanates, in fact it
looks like a lamp. The light fills the upper right corner of the photograph and provides a
counterpoint to the man’s hand. A sense of strangeness is palpable as the room is darkly lit. On
the upper left of the image, there is a window which is partially opened and from which a draped
fabric hangs. The space is difficult to discern as there is no sense of accurate perspective that
can be conceived as realistic thus producing a sense of imbalance that is uncomfortable for
viewer. Indeed, the contrived staging of the image—a dark room and claustrophobic space is
unsettling and surrealist.34
The mano poderosa or “powerful hand,” refers to the recognizable icon or emblem of
the Powerful Hand (of God), a popular image in Puerto Rican, Caribbean and Mexican Catholic
worship which has many devotees.35 The hand relates to the right hand of God with several

insecurity…a state of tension created in the spectators by the disappearance of their
psychological nature.”
34

André Bazin and Hugh Gray, “The Ontology of the Photographic Image,”Film Quarterly, No.
4 (Summer 1960): 8-9. “The surrealist does not consider his aesthetic purpose and the
mechanical effect of the image on our imaginations as things apart. For him, the logical
distinction between what is imaginary and what is real tends to disappear. Every image is to be
seen as an object and every object as an image. Hence, photography ranks high in the order of
surrealist creativity because it produces an image that is a reality of nature, namely a
hallucination that is also a fact.”
35

Alejandro Anreus, “A Lunar Boricua and The Revolú of His Work: Adál in Context,” in
Jíbaro, Blueprints for a Nation, exhibition catalog (Bethlehem, PA: Zoellner Arts Center, Lehigh
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holy characters on each finger and the Holy Child positioned on the thumb. In other versions of
the icon, the Holy Child Jesus is placed on the middle finger. Accompanying the Holy Child are
the Virgin Mary, St. Joseph and the Virgin’s parents, Joachim and Anne. Brightly-colored
estampitas, such as La Mano Poderosa (Fig. 1-7) or holy pictures, bearing this image are quite
popular in Puerto Rico and Puerto Rican and other Caribbean communities in the United States
and sold at botánicas which are shops that sell Catholic religious objects such as statuettes of
saints, holy images as well as items related to African religions or Spiritism beliefs such as
amulets, potions and others.
The floating hand seemingly distanced from the body, is then transformed into a fetish,
thus transcending the human, moreover the hand is also a surrealist reference. Luis Buñuel’s
film Un chien andalou was co-written with his friend Salvador Dalí. The surrealist film has no
plot and seems like a concoction of dream-like sequences that are both irrational and disturbing
such as the sequence at the beginning of the film where an actress stares blankly at the camera as
her eye is slashed across with a razor; the hand was Buñuel’s. Overall the film presents scenes
that depict sexual tensions and taboos, bizarre mutilations and decay. When it was shown in
1929 at the Studio des Ursulines in Paris, both creators feared shocking those attending, which,
of course was the purpose but were afraid that violence would ensue. To their surprise, the

University Art Galleries, 2002), 14-15. Anreus first encountered Adál’s work through his first
publication and remembers them as poetic, surreal with visual and conceptual sources as diverse
as the films of Luis Buñuel and the metaphysical fiction of Jorge Luis Borges. In his essay, he
recalls the series already contained images of La Oración a La Mano Poderosa, which evoked a
particular ethos of Puerto Rican identity, Anreus further notes that Adál is part of a generation
that includes multi-media artist Juan Sánchez, installation artist Pepón Osorio, and sculptor and
painter, Miguel Luciano, among others; I discuss their work and that of photographer Sophie
Rivera in Chapter Four. These artists too explore similar ideas about identity, nationhood and
resistance. Revolú is Puerto Rican slang for chaos, movement, and revolution.
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audience loved it and consequently, the film ran for eight months. As a result, André Breton
welcomed Buñuel and Dalí into the Surrealist group.
In Buñuel’s film Un chien andalou which Adál’s credits as being an influence, the
disembodied hand which appears by the door with ants crawling all over it; the man’s hand as he
caresses his lover’s breasts; the dismembered hand being poked at while a crowd gathers around
it; and the hand that holds the woman’s eye at film’s beginning, all can be seen as having the
power to both give pleasure and exert pain. In the movie’s various segments they are central to a
particular scene, becoming another actor or player in the story. Adál’s hand, instead, is an object
for worship, for prayer, while alluding yet again to the power of the symbol and part of his
cultural origins.36 The hand has five digits and the number (5) has symbolic meaning in the
Roman church: Christ suffered five wounds during his crucifixion; five is the number of
mysteries in the rosary; and there were five loaves and fish in Christ’s feeding miracle.37 The
Mano Poderosa has been a source of inspiration in print, painting, sculpture, since colonial times
in Puerto Rico but also Mexico, and other Latin American countries; and continues to be a potent
influence for visual artists, such as Miguel Luciano whose La Mano Poderosa Racetrack (2001)
a multimedia sculptural installation that employs Puerto Rican folklore with American consumer
culture in an interactive Hot Wheels (Fig. 1-8) racing competition.38 As well, Enrique Chagoya’s
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Gwynne Edwards, “Buñuel and the Surrealists,” A Companion to Luis Buñuel (Woodbridge,
UK: Boydell and Brewer, 2005), 25-46.
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The miracle story is told in the gospels of Mathew and Mark in The New Testament.
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Miguel Luciano’s La Mano Poderosa Racetrack installation was exhibited at Taller Boricua,
New York in 2001. A “competition” with Hot Wheels toy cars is part of the project which
encourages audience participation and focuses on the Hot Wheels cars which were a consumer
phenomenon in Puerto Rico that became a wide spread social pastime, producing recordbreaking sales for Mattel Corporation. See, (https://www.miguelluciano.com/), accessed January
20, 2018.
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work Mano Poderosa (1992) is yet another re-interpretation of the Christian symbol. Painted on
a steel or metal similar to ex-votos still in use today by the Catholic faithful, the work manifests
the artist’s political critique of industrial contamination and disregard for the environment in an
image that is easily read as a cultural and religious symbol. (Fig. 1-9)
Adál’s photograph is titled Oración a la Mano Poderosa and alludes to both spiritual
devotion a in a prayer or oración to the Catholic symbol and pays tribute to his cultural customs
and practices. Thus, the image is easily read as a religious and cultural symbol with multilayered meanings, the most potent having to do with culture rather than religious devotion.39
Catholic imagery, interpreted by artists since the earliest formations of Christianity, possess the
power to instruct through powerful depiction of simple elements that best illustrate and teach
essential dogma or the teachings of the Church. Furthermore, they are considered, as in the case
of the Mano Poderosa, talismans and as such, endowed with “magic” powers. As critic Eleanor
Heartney in her research of “Catholic imagination” so prevalent or in use by various
contemporary artists such as Andrés Serrano, contends:
Essentially, what I have come to is the idea—and I found it well-expressed in a book by
Andrew Greeley called, The Catholic Imagination—that there are different kinds of
religious imagination. In the case of the Catholic, it is an imagination that is not simply a
39

Alison Knowles, et al. “Art as Spiritual Practice,” PAJ: A Journal of Performance and Art,
No. 3 (Sep., 2002): 18-34, published by: The MIT Press on behalf of Performing Arts Journal,
Inc. A panel discussion related to the exhibition Performance Ideas, curated by Meredith Monk
and Bonnie Marranca in Fall/Spring 2001-2002, was held as part of public talks on contemporary
arts, at Location One in SoHo on November 5, 2001. The panel included the performer,
composer, and filmmaker Meredith Monk; visual artist and founding Fluxus member, Alison
Knowles; performance artist Linda Montano; Eleanor Heartney, art critic and contributing editor
of Art in America; and Erik Ehn, playwright and director. At the time, Eleanor Heartney spoke
of her research on what she defines as “Catholic imagination” or the prevalent reference or use of
religious imagery by various contemporary artists such as Andres Serrano. See also Eleanor
Heartney, Post-Modern Heretics: The Catholic Imagination in Contemporary Art (New York:
Midmarch Arts Press) 2004. See also the writings of Andrew Greeley, liberal Roman Catholic
priest who was also educator, sociologist, educator and novelist and suggested a new revived
form of Catholicism.
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matter of official church doctrine—that’s the least of it—but it brings together the pomp
and beauty of Catholic ritual and the seductiveness of traditional Catholic art. It also
touches on the eroticism of devotional literature. It is very deeply involved in what can
be called the ‘incarnational’ emphasis of Catholicism: the importance of the physical
body, which runs through all of the big mysteries of Catholicism on up through the Mass,
the great ritual in which Catholics actually believe that bread and wine is turned into the
body and blood of Christ. There is a very strong emphasis on the body in Catholicism
that becomes much more muted after the Reformation among various Protestant sects.
Equally significant and perhaps because The Evidence of Things Not Seen can be “seen”
or understood as autobiographical, as Adál serves as the model for most of the images in the
series as he plots out ideas using various techniques such as double exposure shots, collage,
manipulation with speed shutter to blur images denoting movement, and unusual lighting, and
the images are accompanied with titles that do not describe but provide clues about the scene or
“action” or hint only at what may be taking place, they are almost transcendental. They are also
irrational and in fact, a particular image (Fig. 1-10) titled The Logic of Limitations (1973) is an
almost geometric abstract composition of dark and light areas within a room and only upon
closer inspection, do we notice or discover a human presence through the two feet sticking out
from a blanket. Again, there is an uncertainty about the “reality” of the image and to the viewer,
the space appears foreboding. The title provides no description but rather opens up numerous
possibilities for interpretation. However, while the images embody a cinematic aesthetic,
equally important, Adál’s images, although illustrated as individual photographs or one per page,
are part of a sequence and therefore express the artist’s skills with creating narratives.
The series includes additional portraits of known artists and photographers with whom
Adál had friendships or were known to him. The “sitters” are all recognizable photographers and
the images are titled with their names. These include Duane Michals, Lisette Model, among
others. (Figs. 1-11, 1-12,) The portraits appear in a sequence with the last portrait in the series
being Adál’s self-portrait As I Began to Disappear I Realized Someone was Beginning to Forget
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Me (1974) which is also the image on the cover. (Figs. 1-13) Noticeably most of the portraits are
frontal but others are carefully composed and include: a rather intriguing portrait of Duane
Michals (1-11) in which his image is repeated through different poses in separate areas of the
spatial arrangement giving the illusion of the passage of time; and a portrait of Lisette Model
(1-12) in which Adál has placed Model’s headshot image on a paneled wall which may be a
mirror, while a full-figure of Model holds a blank frame. The portraits are not close-ups and
some are quite dark so that the images of the sitters are almost obscured by shadows. Adál will
further explore the subject of portraiture in the coming years in both his body of work known as
Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans and his continuing self-portraits.40
Adál’s first professional opus is replete with images that reveal a predilection for spaces
that are enclosed and dark; compositions that make use of certain architectural elements such as
paneled walls and windows that are covered or seem shut, creating a sense of frustration; lighting
that endows the images with a sense of fear or anxiety; and “self-portraits” that appear
ambivalent, that is, while the artist resorts to posing as model, the image may be considered
otherwise, not strictly a portrait. However, the work is experimental as the artist has made use of
sequence photography to arrive at a new type of narrative, a disjointed and a non-linear story,
employing the medium while endowing it with the traits of another, that is, film. His
concentration on portraiture is particularly apparent and indicates a possible focus on the genre
for further expansion as a means to develop more visual stories or narratives. His following
projects confirm this commitment to individual subjects that frequently include his own images
or what he refers to as “auto-portraits.” Self-portraiture will permit Adál to transform himself
into characters that “act out” different realities at times ridiculous and absurd in order to transmit
40

The artist continues to expand his self-portraiture body of work and has been actively doing
“selfies” taken with hand-held phones currently.
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cultural, social, political stances. His character or self-portrait, actually his portrayal of an
Everyman capable through guise, words and gestures, speaks about his Nuyorican condition at
every opportunity under different guises such as a jíbaro, artist in despair, and others.

Falling Eyelids: A Fotonovela

In the late 1970s Adál’s production included Falling Eyelids (1979-1980), his first
fotonovela (photonovel); and Portraits of the Puerto Rican Experience (1984-1987), a series of
portraits of well-known Puerto Ricans, from the island but also living outside the island. These
included politicians, performing artists and sports figures, among others.
Falling Eyelids is a photographic story—a fotonovela. As I have previously discussed,
the fotonovela is portable printed book or magazine and can be carried and read everywhere the
reader chooses hence, its attraction. The fotonovela as the name implies, is illustrated with
photographic images; its precedent was the illustrated comic which used graphic images. As
mentioned earlier, the fotonovela is usually a romance story told in photographs with balloon
captions that incorporate text. Extremely popular with a mass readership throughout Latin
America, Northern Africa, France, and Italy, the fotonovela is mainly aimed at working class
women but men are also consumers. All fotonovelas share similarities, the story basis is one of
drama, tragedy and hope since a message of triumph or overcoming difficulty is always part of
the context reinforced by society’s values. As sociologists Cornelia Butler Flora and Jan L.
Flora who have written about the fotonovela phenomenon and the cultures that produce these,
stress that: “The fotonovela, whether by accident or design, is ideally suited to mold women to fit
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into a dependent capitalist structure.”41 The stories promote certain passivity in support of a
status quo which ultimately encourages mass consumerism. The narrative never presents
political ideas, issues, or any current polemic. It is a story or narrative or formerly illustrated
through drawings or sketches but nowadays through the use of photographs. It was developed
for a working class readership that sought quick escapism in these illustrated romantic stories,
always concluding with a just or happy ending. More recently, however, the chronicles include
plots that feature contemporary issues such as adultery, homosexuality, drug abuse, and other
relevant social themes. The popular telenovelas or stories written as series that normally last a
few months for television audiences, developed all over Latin America and the Caribbean, and
was the natural progression of the radionovela which was a staple throughout the Americas
during the era of radio programs in the early part of the twentieth-century and related to the
fotonovela.
Although Adál credits the printed fotonovelas especially those distributed throughout
Mexico and Latin America, as the source for this body of work, Adál however uses the structure
of the fotonovela which is in essence sequence photography, but develops quite different
narratives that have little in common with the stereotypical romances that have proliferated for in
the past. In Falling Eyelids, the focus instead is on the artist as protagonist or central figure and
creator in a story with many characters. Adál’s narrative connects it with contemporary aesthetic
practices, especially what has been called “sequence photography.” Adál is an artist enthusiastic
about new technologies, but he is still very much engaged with the history and craft of
photography and approaches the images in this work as such. Furthermore, as I have previously
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Cornelia Butler Flora and Jan L. Flora, “The Fotonovela as a Tool for Class and Cultural
Domination,” Latin American Perspectives, No. 1, Culture in the Age of Mass Media, Sage
Publications, Inc. (Winter 1978): 134-150,
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discussed, the importance of surrealist works or influences which are prevalent in the artist’s
earliest images, remain apparent in analyzing Falling Eyelids. Certain images evoke known
surrealist works or are shaped by them as I will discuss.
In the summer of 2013, I was fortunate to travel to San Juan, Puerto Rico with support of
a generous fellowship42 and met with the artist to learn about his new projects, ideas and gather
notes for the dissertation. One of the works I was able to see installed was Falling Eyelids: A
Fotonovela which was on view at the Instituto de Cultura Puertorriqueña, Antiguo Arsenal de la
Marina Española, La Puntilla, in Old San Juan.43

The photographs were presented as still

images on a screen, and as Adál has described, “animated.”44 Since I have been familiar with the
printed book of the fotonovela, the images appeared to have “jumped off” the printed pages and
attained yet another dimension, akin to a motion picture at a different speed or motion. That is,
if one looks at a “moving picture” or movie, one is not aware of different scenes due to the
seamless passing from one into the other yet, if the viewer stops to analyze and observe closely,
one scene may lead to another which although related to the continuity of a story or plot, is
disjointed and may have little to explain time or its logical connection to it. Hence, the visual
42

The generous fellowship was granted by the Center for Caribbean and Latino Studies at The
Graduate Center, City University of New York.
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Falling Eyelids: A Fotonovela was shown as video stills at the group exhibition, Muestra
Nacional de Arte, 2013, which was organized by Marilú Purcell and on view from April 27 to
August 2013. The entire run of the selected images is approximately 6:48 minutes. It had a
musical score composed by Omar Obdulio Peña-Forty. Adál has also confirmed that “The
fotonovela, Falling Eyelids was originally self-published in book form by Foto-Graphic Editions,
NYC, 1980 and re-issued in 2012.
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The work has been shown as printed images previously. When shown in exhibition in Galería
Aboy in July of 1979, six images or prints were framed per frame. The work shown at that
exhibition sold to the Johnson Wax Company for their art collection. Falling Eyelids was shown
at exhibition at Foto Gallery from February 2 to March 13, 1981, according to the listing in
“Adal, a photographic novel, “Falling Eyelids,” Art, Galleries, Photography Listing, New York
Magazine, No. 7 (February 16, 1981): 83.
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fantasy we allow ourselves to tolerate will perhaps result in a logical conclusion providing
meaning to what has been seen.
The images were shown on a large screen with no spoken sound, except for the sound of
a “click” which could be heard in the transition from one image to the next and a very discreet
soundtrack commissioned by the artist that highlighted certain sounds related to particular
images such as the a clock ticking, sound of the waves on the beach, a telephone ringing, an
explosion and other subtle sounds. The “clicking” sound from the advancing images in sequence
makes the viewer instantly aware of the physicality of the image as a “photograph” as opposed to
perceiving the work as a video or, movie. Adál also revealed that:
In 2013 I animated Falling Eyelids and remade into a video. The video version
contained all 101 images that appeared in the published fotonovela. A soundtrack was
also created by sound artist, Omar Obdulio Peña-Forty…to create a sense of voyeurism in
watching the story unfold so I incorporated the sound of a camera shutter release going
off each time images appeared on screen. I sent the edited video with the shutter release
sounds to Omar who then laid his ambient sound effects over the edited footage.45
Adál’s fascination with film noir aesthetic is evident in this body of work as well. The
narrative is made up of: a story with a femme fatale; a mystery or crime that unfolds with many
bewildering twists; and a flawed hero or anti-hero. A popular film genre in 1940s Hollywood,
film noir depended on several story elements that varied from movie to movie but where the
essential features were: the convoluted story, cast, script-writer, budget, and director.46
Stylistically, they were filmed in black and white, with stark lighting, reflecting the
dangerous times during which they were being produced in the midst of a world in chaos during
45
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James Naremore, “American Film Noir: The History of an Idea,” Film Quarterly, No. 2
(Winter 1995): 12. As the author firmly states at the beginning of his essay, “It has always been
easier to recognize a film noir than to define the term.” What is not debated is that it originated in
America, “emerging out of a synthesis of hard-boiled fiction and German Expressionism.”
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World War II. However, Adál constructs a work that embodies the film noir genre in a print
form or as still images but is deeply rooted in the popular genre of the fotonovela. As such, he
creates a new form that is neither film nor video, nor simply projected images from a monitor or
framed photographs that serve to illustrate a dream narrative of his own conception. Adál has
expressed that the inspiration for his concepts related to his own fotonovela have roots in
Mexican popular culture: “In so far as my work with the photographic sequence or narrative
photography my influences come from the Mexican comic book photo romances and the super
hero Santo: El Enmascarado de Plata—a Mexican wrestler that fought crime, Martians,
vampires, and zombies that were popular among Latinos and that floated around my relatives as
well.”47
Mexican scholar Irene Herner has written about the mass media to which the comic book
and the fotonovela belong. As a Marxist and feminist, she credits the fotonovela as a superb tool
of mass consumption with the power to influence the reader. Her book traces the history of mass
communication through images tracing it to the invention of the printing press in the fifteenth
century and the impact it had. According to Herner’s research dating to the1970s, which
coincides with Adál’s work on the fotonovela, Mexico produced 70 million copies of fotonovelas
or historietas or stories illustrated as comics per month. She asserts that the fotonovela is a clear
representation (“clara representación”) of Mexico’s culture industry and part of the art world and
market. They are great instruments of leisure, of ideological control and domination. They
promote certain moral, intellectual, and religious values espoused by the bourgeois class that
distributes them.
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Although the fotonovela gained enormous popularity, especially in Mexico since the
1940s, the original site of publication and concept was Italy after World War II when they were
used by the film industry to promote movies in production. Once in the Americas, Mexico led
the way in gaining popular acclaim by a buying public and several publishing houses churned
these out by the thousands at the height of their demand in the 1950s to the 1980s.48 Romance
writers, the most famous being Spanish-born Corín Tellado who was an extremely commercially
successful writer in Spain and throughout the Americas, was primarily a writer for this type of
mass publication. Tellado was a Spanish romance writer (1927-2009) who is credited with being
the most prolific and published writer with more than 4000 “novelas” with a publication of more
than 400 million copies in Spain and Latin America; she was also successful scriptwriter.49
In Mexico fotonovelas were accompanied by advertisements, thus the publisher’s coffers
were filled twice, once from the buying public and as well, from the money paid by the many
eager advertisers. Herner believes that the fotonovela can be further exploited to promote mass
education, therefore achieving a social good rather than perpetuating the never-ending
consumption of goods by the masses and subliminal messages intended for women readers about
their accepted roles in patriarchal societies.
Adál’s fotonovela presents two central characters, a photographer who narrates and
“tells” the story and the femme fatale or “heroine” who does not seem to conform to any specific
submissive role. I would argue that Adál’s fotonovela, as a work of art, subverts the mass
48
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consumption aspect of the popular fotonovela through his use of stylistic elements of the film
noir to tell a surrealist story. Due to the dream-like narrative that is at the center of the artist’s
project, it shares little of the basic elements of the product printed for mass consumption which
depicts the real and now, if only in an ideal and conventional setting.
In Adál’s Falling Eyelids, the artist inserts himself in the person or role of a
photographer. The narrative, as explained by Adál, chronicles a photographer, who, unhappy
with his world, sets on a journey to invent or devise other realities and lives these out through his
work, in this case the unfolding plot of the fotonovela. One morning, he awakens within one of
his photographs and realizes that this world is now a dream and everyone else is also dreaming
his or her own dreams; thus reality and fantasy become blurred but are visually accepted in order
to understand or make sense of the narrative. In Falling Eyelids the progression of the narrative
unfolds within a dream, which is at the core of and finds parallels with the games and
experiments of the surrealists whose engagements with mediums to induce dreams and whose
interest in Sigmund Freud’s work and writings were instrumental in developing their theories
about a new or a modern art, one that broke with the past and rejected all rules and boundaries
spilling over into life and encompassing not just the visual arts but literature, music, theatre, and
politics.
In her book, Surreal Lives: The Surrealists, 1917-1945, Ruth Brandon details some of the
absurd and often comical experiments by the Dadaists during the last days of WWI and into the
1920s. The war decimated millions and devastated most of Europe. The generation of young
men who had survived the war and others who had not even gone to war were forever changed
and rejected all that “civilization” had meant. This saw the rise of genuine movements that were
anti-establishment and several centers in Europe, Zurich and Paris, for example saw the birth of
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the Dada movement. In Paris the art scene embarked, after their dissatisfaction with Dada, on
new ways to break with the past and what it stood for.50
Dada or the first rumblings about a movement that would evolve into Surrealism,
appeared in Zurich during World War I, though not yet a movement, the philosophy held by
those who gathered around Hugo Ball and Emil Hennings at the Café Voltaire in 1917, who were
disillusioned souls from all over Europe and yearned to make sense of the destruction and chaos
that had devastated the world they had known. In Paris, Surrealism emerged as a literary
movement later on under the baton of André Breton who helped organize a system of ideas or
thoughts akin to a philosophy. The movement was influential in Europe and with the winds of
another world war were in the air, the members moved to the Americas, thereby creating new
links, gathering new members, and impacting a generation of young American artists about to
emerge in the art world. The Surrealists, such as Salvador Dalí, Man Ray and Roberto Matta
who came to New York proved to be an influential force on the generation of American artists at
the mid of the twentieth-century.51
For the key to personal freedom, the surrealists turned to Sigmund Freud; for social
freedom they turned curiously enough, to Karl Marx. They simply assumed that the Communist
Revolution was the way to a free world, but only five members joined the party and did not
wholeheartedly embrace its tenets. No avant-garde collective was more devoted to the
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revolution than Surrealism, and none was more uncertain about what this revolution should be.52
In their view, the forces of social oppression, including capitalism and religion or the status quo,
were responsible for the constant wars, crises, and misery and supported by sacred traditions,
conventions and above all, “reason.” In sentiment they were more predisposed to cultural
anarchism than Communism. For sexual freedom they turned to the Marquis de Sade, and for
“visionary” freedom to writers/poets such as Lautréamont and Rimbaud.53 The Nuyoricans were
in part, mostly leftists and anti-establishment. They sympathized with popular liberation
struggles throughout the Americas, especially the Cuban Revolution and rejected the American
status quo.
Also evident in Adál’s work are Borgesian influences, as the artist had immersed himself
in the work of Jorge Luis Borges at this time. This is apparent in the subtle narratives that are
“collaged” or seem to overlap in Falling Eyelids. Borges style has been described as “irreality”
and in the Adál’s fotonovela the reader/viewer experiences an “unbalanced” reality which is
close to the “unreality” throughout Borges’s literature. The main male character in his
fotonovela is called “Dreamer” who seems to be “living” within one of his photographs and has
52
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the ability to move in and out of this dreamlike space. The fotonovela’s “story” unfolds within a
narrative as several stories coincide and collide.54
The cast includes: the above-mentioned Dreamer, a man; Dancer in closet, a Woman;
Man on beach; Messenger, a man; Man on phone; the artist (Adál); Woman on phone; Showgirl;
ballet dancers, man and woman. The “reality” concocted in Adál’s fotonovela is outside the
realm of the normal or real and presents a world that within these perimeters, namely, a dream,
functions as a different reality or what André Breton called a surréaliteé. But, either or both are
not contradictory in principle since what is taking place is a dream—an actual or real event. As
viewers we embark on seeing or reading a story that we may accept as, some form of reality but
we also suspect, it is not what our reality is or might be at the moment of viewing. The story is
surreal and, lyrical and can only be understood as such—not adhering to known conventions of
reality and thus, recall André Breton’s words on the philosophy of surrealism: “I believe in the
future resolution of two notes (in appearance so contradictory), dream and reality, into a sort of,
absolute reality: a surréaliteé.” Surrealist philosophy, therefore, is closest to concepts and ideas
that Adál has produced since his youth that offer variations on a possible reality or state of
consciousness. For the young artist, Surrealism offered the “absolute freedom of the spirit,”
“the total liberty of being in a liberated world.” It seems only natural that as the artist became
politically involved and associated with the young activists such as the Nuyoricans, that this
system presented and appealed to him as a viable means for his artistic, spiritual and political
activities and endeavors. And while, the status quo saw him as second-class citizen, a condition
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he fully rejected and ridiculed this, also allowed him to be absurd, comic and tragic in its
criticism.
The sequence of images begins as the narrative unfolds at some point in time when an
alarm clock presumably goes off, as the image of the man holding the clock may imply, and the
protagonist’s hand reaches for the lamp which is almost knocked off the night table on which it
stands. (Fig. 1-14) The ambiguity here is palpable; is the protagonist reaching to turn the light
on or is he just ignoring the clock? Are we safe in assuming the alarm clock has gone off? At
this point, as viewers do we know anything? Or are we just merely seduced into the story? It is
this uncertainty of what is about to happen or perhaps not, that links the work to the surreal
realm; as viewers or “readers” of this fotonovela we begin to follow the story without
understanding, therefore freeing ourselves from any preconceived reality. Additional blurred
images appear in the sequence of the story and both take place in a man’s bedroom. (Fig. 1-15)
The blurred images allude to the man’s state as he is about to awaken from his sleep. As viewers
we have a sense that the action appears cinematic, especially because the characters within the
story appear blurred in order to denote a certain movement. Such is the case of the waking man
and the figure of a woman who comes out of the closet in the room, steps out and veers towards
the left and out of our view. (Fig. 1-16) A sense of mystery is detected although the figures
appear “normal.” This sense of the unreal or as in the case with Adál’s work, surreal, helps in
presenting a sense that we, as spectators, are entering a realm of uncertainty where nothing may
seem exactly what it is or seems at one point or another.
This state of confusion is also a trademark of film noir classics such as Carol Reed’s The
Third Man (1949) with its various plots and subplots and Fritz Lang’s Scarlet Street (1945) with
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its unexpected twists of events and conclusion.55 In Carol Reed’s film, the themes of good and
evil portrayed by the hero and the anti-hero respectively play out during the film against a postwar Vienna as background including dark streets, amusement parks, and the city’s sewers. The
themes equally predominate in Lang’s Scarlet Street where a kind and lonely soul is seduced by
a femme fatale leading to theft and murder.
For Adál, the film noir genre, especially the work of Fritz Lang, has long been of interest
and held in admiration, and the fotonovela, is almost a tribute to the great filmmaker. His
fotonovela is a contemporary tale with antecedents in Lang’s films that according to film scholar
Tom Gunning make use of allegory as in his Modernist film, Metropolis (1927) and other
devices such as “messages.” Adál too uses “props” as “messages” in Falling Eyelids and in later
works. The “letter” or message that the figure of the man in the Adál’s fotonovela holds, are
dedicated to this in two images: one with a close-up of the text written and the other image in
which the reader or male character is seen reading the letter or message, (Fig. 1-17) and links it
to Lang’s use of the message to focus on a particular idea or symbolism the filmmaker wants his
viewers to note.56 The message or text in Adál’s “letter” reads: “Dear God, We forgive you”
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Film directors Carol Reed’s The Third Man and Fritz Lang’s Scarlet Street have various plots
and subplots, complex characters that appear as neither truly villains nor heroes, depending as
the respective narratives unfold or develop. The Third Man is a post-war thriller film noir
dealing with a new world order where former allies now become enemies and both innocent and
corrupt are caught in endless dangerous situations they must survive. Scarlet Street is a tale with
various plots; a rather promiscuous young woman or femme fatale, at the urging of her violent,
opportunistic and brutish boyfriend, seduces an elderly man in an unbearable loveless marriage;
while admired and respected at work, the man is drawn to the manipulating woman at the center
of the story. The events that lead to the final conclusion are unexpected and bizarre.
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Tom Gunning, The Films of Fritz Lang (London: British Film Institute, 2000), 84-9.
Gunning writes about Lang’s use of “the message: in various films to highlight or reach or offer
the viewer a clue that refers to the narrative.” Lang makes use of this motif in several films both
in European and later on in Hollywood.
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which is perhaps a code or existentialist message to the viewer about contemporary society and
its disappointment or frustration with what it perceives as sacred and true, God and his existence
and the status quo. As viewers we are not sure but are provided this as part of a clue the artist
wants us to notice. Moreover, in the fotonovela, Adál’s captions in addition to providing the
“dialogue” for his cast of characters, serve as the artist’s “message.” Lang’s film Metropolis,
according to Gunning, “…attempts to provide an allegory of modernity, and part of its
unresolved quality [that] comes from the difficulty of representing modernity as even from a
transcendental viewpoint.”57
Adál has confirmed in various interviews and conversations to this author over the years,
his predilection for ideas and precedents that refer to the practices of the Surrealists which border
on the absurd and comical while expressing serious concepts about art and society. In Adál’s
fotonovela, the unknown serves to set the scenes and plots the story as it develops towards a
conclusion that seems open-ended. By that, I refer to his use of humor and the mixing and
re-mixing, as he has expressed, numerous media such as sound, visual components either
projected through videos, and/or still image projectors, live music, performance. Furthermore,
his use of humor or satire serves him well in presenting his social, personal, and visual principles
on diverse and numerous creative ways. This again, brings to the forefront, his ease in jumping
from one medium to another, transposing ideas in ways that seem jarring, but always new and
immediate. The most obvious case in point would be the fotonovela which is a series of printed
images yet can become a cinematic project without the “moving” essential required in films.
The idea of the film now “stopped” or “frozen,” either on a page or on a screen where images are
projected as stills, is paramount because it works to stop the images briefly thus allowing for
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Gunning, The Films of Fritz Lang, 88.
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their “reading” by a viewer in a gallery space or in the printed form. Because the images in the
book or printed form are “moved” as the reader turns each page, the fotonovela is yet
transformed again into a moving picture, albeit a simple form similar to early photographic
studies of motion. I am referring to Eadweard Muybridge’s pioneering experiments which
attempted to show movement. Adál’s “blurred” images denote, through manipulation of speed
shutter, a passage of time or a “captured” movement. In other words, Adál wants his viewers to
“think” of the movement and passage of time that is implied in the visual element apparent in the
image or the blurred effect.58 As the story continues its course, the man, again walks towards the
closet door to find a robe which he wears in another image. The artist has consciously made use
of a “blurring” effect in order to simulate movement or action. This is what I referred to in the
title of this thesis—the constant transformation of ideas and concepts in Adál’s works and the
non-stop discovery of possibilities that he presents.
Through the use of intermittent texts such as the first text introduced in the story in which
the “artist” speaks about his dream and the story is partly told as only the artist “narrates” what is
taking place within the story. This interchange of words not spoken but inserted into the
fotonovela provides a description of events and gives voice to the various characters such as the
author and the woman introduced as being on the phone. The “story” exists between a real
world and a dream world which is being experienced by the artist as he attempts to tell a story in
image and words and in essence, “act out” the dream he has conceived as the heart of his
narrative.
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James L. Sheldon and Jock Reynolds, Motion and Document, Sequence and Time: Eadweard
Muybridge and Contemporary American Photography, (Andover, Mass.: Addison Gallery
of American Art, Phillips Academy, circa 1991).
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The dreamlike quality of Adál’s fotonovela and multilayered story-telling connects to
both Dada and Surrealist aesthetics. Within the dream there appears to be another behind the
“scenes.” The reality invented in Falling Eyelids is out of the realm of the normal and presents a
world that within these absurd perimeters, that is a dream, functions as surreal and real. But
either or both are contradictory in nature. As viewers we contemplate images which are part of
story that we may accept as some aspect of reality but we also suspect is not what our reality is.
The story is surreal and can only be understood as such. Further into the narrative an image of
the artist whose hands are seen typing a message “interrupts” the sequence. (Fig. 1-18) The
printed message that accompanies image reads: “It seems to be happening more frequently now.
Again this morning I woke up inside one of my photographs. How or why it happens I haven’t
come to terms with yet but…” In principle, this interruption leads us into another account
within the narrative guiding the reader/viewer to yet another reality or perhaps another dream.
In the fotonovela this brief “disruption” leads to additional images that describe
interaction between “the photographer” or “dreamer,” and another male figure dressed in white
whom he encounters on the beach. Several images unfold that are influenced by Luis Buñuel’s
surrealist and plot-less film Un chien andalou.

Like Buñuel’s film, Adál’s Falling Eyelids is

plot-less and several images share affinities with or pay homage to the scene in Buñuel’s film in
which a woman’s eye is “cut” by a razor blade. In Adál’s work, the disjointed narrative is
similar in structure to Buñuel’s groundbreaking film. However, in Adál’s work, the image of a
man dressed in white who offers him or displays a pair of glass eyes in a velvet box, (Fig. 1-19)
perhaps signals the artist’s sentiment about a new way of looking or seeing things that are often
unseen or “the evidence of things not seen” as the title of an earlier work by the artist implies.
This sequence of images takes place on a beach, a terrain depicted in numerous surrealist
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paintings by Dalí and others, and a realm between the sea and land. The glass eyes “peer out” of
the box and seem to have an identity of their own. As readers/viewers we are fooled into
believing the eyes appear to be “saying” something. A following image depicts the man in the
dark suit holding an eye as if to see through it. (Fig. 1-20) The image is about sight or trying to
see or understand a message and recalls Buñuel’s shocking scene in the beginning of Un chien
andalou. (Fig. 1-21)
Additional images follow in the fotonovela’s sequence; an image with hands exchanging
a letter appears. After reading of the brief letter with the message, “Dear God, We forgive you,”
and tearing a small photograph, the man places his hands on a phone which leading to the next
sequence. The sequence presents twenty-two (22) images of a cast of new characters including a
woman (femme fatale) on the phone and various figures who may be “dancers” and who also
appear “blurred.” The woman on the phone is featured with accompanying subtitles as in a silent
movie. Again, the artist references both silent films and the printed fotonovela purposely
pointing to these mediums as relevant and central to the projects. The dancers in the background
perhaps are another cast in another dream or serve as a sort of Greek chorus adding to the
“drama” unfolding while the woman on the phone speaks with the man on the other end calling
him, amor (love). The conversation starts with the usual niceties between two speakers and ends
with the woman, still on the phone, finally realizing that the man has ended the conversation
abruptly leaving her disappointed or abandoned.
Towards the conclusion of the “story,” a sequence of more images of the “photographer”
who looks at a photograph of the woman on the phone begin to appear; he places a copy of the
photo on a chair as if to revive a dialogue; and finally walks away from the “story” leaving the
burning image of the woman on the chair. Nothing has been resolved and the plotless “story” or
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fotonovela has proceeded without a finale or end. Moreover, this is not a conclusion or end but
a suspension of the narrative. Neither the beginning nor the end, are important, only what
transpires between because on some level we perceive the work to be a reflection of reality or a
dream.

The Auto-portraits:
I Was a Schizophrenic Mambo Dancer for the FBI Series

The artist prefers calling his self-portraits “auto-portraits,” also spelled “autoportraits”
and has used the term to describe his self-portraits since the late 1980s.59 The Spanish word for
self-portrait is autorretrato. Adál instead, prefers the intentional use of the word “auto-portrait”
made up of Spanish and English words which alludes to both languages and, therefore provides
understanding for speakers of both and asserts his Spanglish condition as a Spanish and English
speaker. But it must be stressed that he has executed self-portraits since the 1970s while a
student training as a photographer at the West Coast in the Art Center College of Design in Los
Angeles, and the San Francisco Art Institute.
In the recent publication by Ilan Stavans, I Love my Selfie (2017) the writer uses the
un-hyphenated spelling of the word “selfie.” While he analyzes the body of work I am referring
to, Adál’s auto-portraits, his interest is in the developing of the so-called “selfie,” or images
taken with one’s phone, as another expression within Adál’s self-portraiture. Stavans contends
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Adál Maldonado, e-mail to author, December 1, 2014. Adál has developed self-portraits since
his studies but began calling them “auto-portraits” in the late 1980s when he decided he would
wear special attire for these meticulously staged self-portraits. See, recent publication by Ilan
Stavans, I Love my Selfie (Duke University Press, Durham and London, 2017).
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that Adál’s portraits are all “selfies” as they are self-portraits and therefore ultimately refer to the
self. In essence, he contextualizes the body of work within contemporary popular culture. That
is, his essay considers earlier work such as images made with film often deploying collage and
other media, as well as true “selfies” taken with a “smart phone,” as “selfies.”
Self-portraiture through its very nature, a portrait of one’s self, deals with a possible
psychological or insightful study of identity or the self. According to Stavans, portraiture is
naturally an exercise in narcissism and an attempt to claim fame for one’s image. As human
beings, we love to see our image over and over again. For an artist the exercise also secures his
legacy. But as Alejandro Anreus argues, self-portraiture can also be an existential exploration of
self and identity, which goes beyond narcissism.60 However, how identity may be represented
and indeed perceived may be influenced by the status, gender, culture and the historical period in
which any portrait is constructed.61 Therefore, dress, style of one’s hair, and other accessories or
setting the sitter is depicted within, provide clues about the sitter as well as his condition or place
in the world and time in which it was created. The self-portrait acts as signature, calling card and
even marketing aid, both in former centuries and contemporary society.
As the artist has mentioned to this author, in the 1970s while still a student at the San
Francisco Art Institute, he visited a botánica, in the Mission district which was primarily a
Chicano neighborhood in the San Francisco Bay area.62 In the shop amongst the many religious
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Stavans, I Love my Selfie, 2017 and Anreus, “A Lunar Boricua,” 14.
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Shearer West, Portraiture (New York: Oxford University, 2004), 165.
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As previously noted in this thesis, a botánica is primarily a shop that sells herbs attributed to
cure illness and remove or produce spells; it also sells images of Roman Catholic saints, rosary
beads, missals, holy water, candles, alongside products related to diasporic African religious
practices related to Santería and other African religious beliefs that are prevalent throughout the
Caribbean and Latin America. In the United States, botánicas abound in cities where there are
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cards of saints, he found the image of the Blessed Don José Gregorio Hernández, a saintly man
who had been a doctor ministering to the poor in his native Venezuela. A cult had developed
since his death in 1919 (Fig.1-22).63 The pious doctor has achieved cult and beatification status;
he is now considered “blessed,” or a venerable person which is the Catholic Church’s second
step towards sainthood. Adál was intrigued by both the cult around Don José Gregorio as well
as his depiction as a modern saint in contemporary sartorial perfection, but is not a follower or
devotee of Don José Gregorio. The holy doctor always dressed in a black suit and wore a
matching black tie. “I was so dramatically impacted by his look that it became etched in my
memory.” Adál has expressed, adding that fifteen years later, he would decide to create a visual
identity that he could use for all his portraits so that people would immediately recognize his
image. Over the years the coat and tie have become iconic and related to all the artist’s selfportraits with the exception of earlier ones executed before his discovering the sartorial and
spiritual attributes of the saintly doctor. Adál has also likened “the look” or style he had chosen
for his portraits to that of Charlie Chaplin’s “little tramp,” an Everyman in a dark suit who can
appeal to those who are familiar with the image, such as Latinos who are aware of the cult to
Don Gregorio, and equally to those to whom the image may seem familiar from the art historical
canon, such as the portraits of René Magritte.64

Latino and Caribbean communities. They also dispense advice on religion, healing, and human
relations.
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Several Latino arts and cultural institutions were established in the area in the 1970s such as
Galería de la Raza and the Yerba Buena Center for the Arts. These continue to thrive to this day.
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During the early days of the cinema or the so-called Silent Era, Charlie Chaplin was an
important movie star who became famous for his portrayal of a charming comic tramp who was
always in various dire predicaments.
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It is hard to discern in Adál’s auto-portraits that he is an artist; he appears as a welldressed bourgeois gentleman striking a pose or mimicking a well-known artist’s self-portrait
from the art historical canon such the painted surrealist portraits (Fig. 1-23) of René Magritte
such as L’Homme au Chapeau Melon (1964). There are no hints that offer up a reference to his
profession. He prefers to dress in a suit and tie almost re-presenting himself as an impresario,
staging his image in a role he develops for each portrait aided with captions or props or relating
his composition to a well-known iconic image in Western art. He looks like a “showman;” the
suit allows him to transform the image setting into a “stage” in which the sitter seems to act out a
“performance” which seems a fitting description. In his self-portraits, he embodies an alter ego
that has claimed a higher status, as the Blessed Don Gregorio on his way to saintly status. The
dark suit he wears allows his demand for that recognition. The portrait, I would argue, is not
solely a representation of Adál but rather, his artistic persona. Adál is thus alluding to but also
performing his alter ego.
Although Adál began to focus beyond self-representation for posterity or to simply
document his unique status, he desired to creatively exploit the image to voice a critique of the
society in which he has been seen as a second-class citizen. As a Nuyorican artist Adál has not
had the mainstream commercial, and to a great extent, also, critical attention that perhaps other
artists of his generation such as Cindy Sherman have enjoyed. However, upon his return to
Puerto Rico, the artist has had commercial representation through Roberto Paradise Gallery in
San Juan.65 Nevertheless, this position has afforded him different opportunities with which to
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A scheduled retrospective of his work had been planned for 2017 at the Museo de Arte
Contemporáneo de Puerto Rico in San Juan. Due to the island’s financial crisis, the exhibition
was canceled.
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examine and develop strategies to voice and even “act out” what he perceived stories worth
telling about his Nuyorican condition/identity within the genre of self-portraiture.
One of the most powerful images in Adál’s repertoire is the (Fig. 1-24) Autobiographical
Art (1987) in which the artist exploits the lack of attention both critically and commercially paid
to the Nuyorican artists of his generation in a composition that is at once ridiculous and desperate
but nevertheless, powerful and even poignant. His frustrations about the lack of interest paid to
Latino and artists of color by the traditional art institutions such as museums, the art market and
art professionals who are part of those very systems as writers, curators, directors of museums
and professors of art history are clearly evident in the self-portrait, Autobiographical Art, as Adál
has succinctly explained:
This piece was the very first auto-portrait I did in 1987 dressed in this new attire that I
would continue to use to this day. Also, important is that the auto-portrait was done in
San Juan, Puerto Rico, while I was healing spiritually and physically…Anyway, there
was a small group of artists now doing self-portraits, Cindy Sherman, Ana Mendieta,
Lucas Samaras, and becoming very famous doing so…I wondered why the media was
ignoring my work as a self-portraitist since I'd been doing it for years before them. So I
decided to create what I thought was the ultimate self-portrait. I photographed myself
with dynamite strapped to my head and two canvases to either side of my head. My
thinking was that when the dynamite went off, my brains would be scattered all over the
canvases and they could be hung at the Guggenheim as examples of the ultimate sacrifice
of a self-portraitist. So yes, the intention was to make a very sarcastic statement about
the act of making self-portraits and I entitled it, “Autobiographical Art.” 66
His numerous ongoing series of self-portraits as well as his Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans,
a photographic series of well-known Nuyorican personalities, dwell on identity and reflect
personal sentiments that can best describe those expressed by members of a minority community
living on the United States and how they are perceived by the dominant group within the general
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The artist has also mentioned he needed to get away from New York and negative influences
and travelled to Puerto Rico where his family was.
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American or mainstream society. Both are instruments that affirm a cultural identity and act as
images of protest.67
In his exploration of the self-portrait throughout the years, Adál has recorded his images
in various compositions that appropriate known Surrealist works that subvert the European
models, that is, the original work of art being referred to. The portraits combine humor and
satire, but unlike the European avant-garde, draw from a personal and cultural space so they
affirm his roots and his political convictions. “My imagery may seem inspired in Surrealism to
those familiar with art movements, but I lacked knowledge of these same art history influences at
the beginning of my formal art studies. I started developing a visual language based on images I
had stored from my personal experiences.” Ultimately, Adál refers to his roots: “I was raised a
jíbaro, someone from Puerto Rico’s countryside, in a small town in rural Puerto Rico,” and has
consistently asserted that his “earliest memories are deep-rooted in Catholic symbolism: consider
the bleeding heart of Jesus in flames, Saint Francis of Assisi talking to animals, female saints
with bleeding eyes, Santería, spiritualism and jíbaro tall tales flavored in mysticism,” as curator
Ricardo Viera noted.68 I prefer to call it his “cultural, spiritual and jíbaro DNA.” I have
previously mentioned this in the context of Surrealism and the artist’s performance of his cultural
identity which is evident in his self-portraits.
Spanglish 101: El Lipstick and Conceptual Jíbaro Art, both from 1988 (Figs. 1-25 and
1-26) are almost in same pose and feature the artist holding a toothpick and a plantain, which is
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Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans, is a photographic series where the “out of focus” condition of
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exhibitions have been organized about her work since her tragic and early death, by comparison,
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considered either a fruit or vegetable which is a staple in Puerto Rican cuisine. The “lipstick” is
a surreal pun which focuses on the humble and considered old-fashioned and out of place afterdinner tool, the toothpick, which is still used in Caribbean culture. However, the artist uses the
daily or common signifiers of his culture, the toothpick and plantain rather than Magritte’s
various props such as an apple or hat, and has inverted the surrealist precedence to fit his jíbaro
surrealist condition. In the Conceptual Jíbaro Art portrait, Adál places a Caribbean fruit across
his face, suggesting the artist is a jíbaro, a person from the countryside, in spite of his attire. A
well-known painting, (Fig. 1-27) El pan nuestro de cada día, (Our Daily Bread, 1905) by Puerto
Rican artist Ramón Frade which depicts a barefoot jíbaro or Puerto Rican campesino holding
plantains, who although poor, is nevertheless proud, bears comparison to this auto-portrait.
Adál’s work may visually allude to this in the fact that he too holds what may be the only staple
poor families have access to during hard times and certainly in the countryside. Thus, the work
is elevated to a high status and deemed noble as a formal portrait. The artist clearly connects to
his roots as jíbaro in order to express solidarity with his countrymen in Puerto Rico. While he
considers himself an artist and someone at the epicenter of culture, his roots connect him to his
countrymen back home. Though the seemingly comical and absurd portrait may also appear to
reinforce the stereotype through the use of the plantain, it nevertheless, and for those who
understand the significance of the fruit to the economy of Puerto Rico and as vital for
sustenance, its meaning is understood differently.69 The plantain or plátano has been used
pejoratively when referring to Puerto Ricans and other Caribbean groups as they arrived in the
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Contemporary artists Miguel Luciano and Luis Carle, who belong to the next generation of
Nuyorican artists, have also made use of the banana or plantain in several works. I will discuss
how other Nuyorican artists such as Miguel Luciano and others have addressed similar themes
in their respective productions in Chapter Four.
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United States. However, Adál has used the plantain as symbol of pride thus transforming and
erasing the stereotype which has been previously associated with it. Thus, he subverts a
derogatory image by transforming it into an icon of pride. More importantly the image reflects a
“sancocho aesthetic” which the artist ascribes to and is stated prominently in The Manifesto of El
Puerto Rican Embassy.70
In his recent essays about photography, Ilan Stavans discusses the work of African
American photographer Hank Willis Thomas and Adál’s portraits and writes that:
…minorities cannot escape being representatives of their breed. Nobody in Puerto Rico
cares that Adál is Puerto Rican, but in the United States his condition is that of an
outsider, a rara avis. As a photographer, he makes use of this plight: he pictures himself
as normal yet abnormal, a stereotype whose differences he doesn’t want to erase, but
instead, enjoys aggrandizing.71
The artist has consistently made use of numerous references for his series of self-portraits
in order to create visual connections with his viewers but more importantly to emphasize his
ideas and/or concepts. Although hilarious and sometimes even silly, the images are an
indictment against the status quo which considers native born Puerto Ricans as American
citizens while, the present reality and past history has been otherwise, as many have suffered
discrimination and treatment as second-class citizens.72 It must be stressed that it was during the
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The aesthetic strategies for the artist as a Nuyorican reflect an ethos that rejects the status quo
of the dominant power and prefers its own “eternal tropical contemporary urban lifestyle.”
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Puerto Ricans are not permitted to vote in US presidential elections as well, they do not have
representation in Congress. However, any Puerto Rican living and registered in any of the
American states, can vote.
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artist’s formative years when he moved to the United States with his family and later on as a
student, coincided with the beginning of the civil rights movements all over the United States.
This provided the opportunity for the rise of a Nuyorican consciousness and movement that
would lead to writers, artists and others begin to assert their civil rights and demand their voices
be heard.
The images or portraits (Figs. 1-28, 1-29, 1-30) such as When Governments Engage in
Cereal Murder (1989); An Artist under Investigation (1987); and Nuyorican in Threat of Extinction, (1987) provide potent visual denunciations of a status that is ambiguous, racist and
oppressive. These works reflect on the colonialist status of Puerto Ricans and the imposed
structures placed upon them, such as language, religion, and even foods; corn cereal is not a
staple of Puerto Rican cuisine but as consequence of that imposed political status; and the threat
of extinction refers to erasures of cultural markers such as culture and language.73
In Nuyorican in Threat of Extinction (1987) Adál again poses in his usual coat and tie and
appears playing maracas, a musical instrument similar to a rattle and used throughout the
Americas, while a hand holding a gun is seen as coming from the left side of the work, out of
nowhere. The text on the upper portion of the image reads:
Man at home listening to music. Armed man breaks in thru (sic) fire escape window and
forces man to play the maracas. The perpetrator is quoted as saying, “Play these here
maracas you son of a bitch. Play a mambo and it better not be a merengue, you chicken
shit, funky ass jive ass live faggot mother fucker.”
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Valentín-Escobar, “Bodega Surrealism.” The author writes about one of Adál’s auto-portraits:
“In relation to the cereal box titled When Governments Engage in Cereal Murder, Adál seems to
hint at the dominance of the imported American diet in Puerto Rico.” Also, Protestant
evangelization began in Puerto Rico towards the end of the nineteenth-century. With the end of
the Spanish-American War and change of sovereignty, American Protestant denominations
began to arrive and set up schools, hospitals and seminaries. Also see, Daniel R. Rodríguez, La
primera evangelización norteamericana en Puerto Rico, 1898-1930 (México, D.F.: Ediciones
Borinquen, 1986).
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The text describes the action that is taking place, a man being assaulted or at gunpoint
while being ordered to play his maracas. It is a violent and offensive text that focuses on
stereotypes and refers to what is expected of a certain minority, in this case, the Puerto Rican or
Nuyorican. As an art historian and someone who has often been asked to sit on panels relating to
projects such as public murals and the selection of both artists and works that would be
meaningful for specific communities, I have served on well-meaning art panels which fund art
projects intended for minority communities. These tend to review and favor murals or other
highly visible works related to iconic figures in the music industry when it relates to projects that
will be executed in Latino communities.74 The figures always represented tend to be prominent
stars from a pantheon of musical talents. While the recognition is well-deserved, these are not
the only heroes Latino communities revere. Latino communities including Puerto Rican are
diverse and should be seen as distinct and therefore unique. Music is not the only talent that
members of these communities admire or possess. Are Nuyoricans or Latinos only maraca
players, is that the only worthwhile ability they possess? This image is powerful because it
reinforces a stereotype “under the gun” while simultaneously, allowing the artist to resist and
contradict that stereotype through the text he deploys from the “assaulting hand.” Indeed, the
“hand” instructs the maraca player to be a stereotype. Moreover, Adál consistently uses text to
74

A project for a public mural was being discussed and proposals from numerous artists studied
and reviewed when I served as one of the panelists in City Arts project for 104th Street and
Lexington Avenue in the early 2000s. All the proposals for the first round of reviews dealt with
a “typical” subject matter the “community” might have been happy to accept. A project by
Marina Gutiérrez was chosen that was not the typical music-related mural with usual list of
famous Latino musicians. The Helio-Chronometer a collaboration, between Marina Gutierrez
and architect James Comejo, is a solar clock which spans 100 feet off a wall in the courtyard of a
school facing Lexington Avenue was the chosen project. This sundial contains elements from
Mexican cut paper arts, a sampled Hip Hop local street graphic, a Chinese “lace paper” rooster
with palm frond, a pre-Columbian textile snake, an African arc of Ndinkra symbols with
Egyptian eye and a coquí, (a tiny frog only found in Puerto Rico) whose shadow hovers over an
arc of sugar cane.
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support and add “voice” to his many political works. The portrait, When Governments Engage
in Cereal Murder while singularly a play or pun on words, refers to the Americanization of the
Puerto Rican culture that in the end can kill as evidenced in the figure of the artist in the bathtub
being electrocuted by presumably, an American-made product such as an electric fan. The box
of cereal is the epitome of a food product in American life. American boys and girls start their
days with a bowl of cereal for breakfast. By replacing the very staples of a culture, its food,
language, music, its very soul, “the American way of life” will replace the Puerto Rican way of
life. In other words, through great American consumer products and effective advertising
campaign, American culture will eventually become more attractive to Puerto Ricans, so it
would seem. And, in Puerto Rico, where the weather is normally tropical, wet and hot, an
electrical fan is yet another product made by an American culture that seems superior including
in changing the climate. It is this biting humor that calls attention to the images but more
importantly, reveals meaning and serves as the voice of the artist, and a movement after all. As
viewers we laugh for a brief time and stop ourselves when we understand the meaning or truth
suggested in each of the images. Adál’s use of humor in his texts, titles and as commentary
underscores his role as an artist and is profoundly informed by his convictions as a Nuyorican
artist and constantly at odds with an oppressive status quo that promotes useless products.
One of the most poignant portraits in the series is Aire con Condiciones (Air with
Conditions, 1988) in which the artist seems to be deeply saddened or even in mourning. (Fig. 131) The reference to the fan or the luxury of having air conditioning comes with a price. The
pun is rather humorous but as we sense from the artist’s countenance, an overwhelming sense of
distress seems quite palpable, as the artist dwells on the rather strange state of affairs, about the
price of comforts in exchange for other more valuable “conditions.” The artist wears a hat or
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pava associated with people from the countryside to identify with his past and what he and others
have traded in the process of gaining American citizenship and as consumers of American
products.
A portrait with references to popular culture from the 1950s is the self-portrait (Fig. 1-32)
The Jíbaro Brain that Wouldn’t Die (1998). The artist wears a pava hat again and only his head
is depicted—in essence, it is almost a still life with a human head as subject. The 1950s and
1960s proved a fertile ground for Hollywood and the production of science fiction movies either
related to the end of the world influenced by the real proliferation of nuclear weapons and the
invasion of the Earth by aliens and extraterrestrials or mutant monsters running amok in our
cities, while scientists conduct bizarre experiments including transplanting brains in order to save
loved ones. The Brain That Wouldn’t Die (1962) is such a movie. (Fig. 1-33)75 This
self-portrait, although the most outrageous in the series as it mimics the science fiction movie,
presents a twist in the story as the jíbaro brain will not die until heard. The portrait suggests that
cultural values that the transplanted Puerto Rican or Nuyorican holds onto such as language,
traditions and rituals whether religious or social while under the influence of popular culture,
“will not die.”76
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The story line for the movie is a doctor experimenting with transplant techniques keeps his
girlfriend's head alive when she is decapitated in a car crash, then goes hunting for a new body.
The movie dates to 1962 when movies about end of the world precipitated by monsters that were
mutants from weird experiments proliferated; (http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0052646/), accessed
November 30, 2014.
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The artist has done extensive recordings for his project, Jíbaro, Blueprints for a Nation related
to a promise or promesa which commenced as recordings of family celebrations such as the
Three Kings Day, or other cultural manifestations. He is documenting not just his personal
history but events or festivities that may not be carried on into the future. The artist’s role is also
of an archivist and historian preserving, in film and video, a cultural history for the future.
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Adál has also crafted self-portraits that appropriate images by “kindred spirits” who like
him, were subversives. These include Leonardo da Vinci, Paul Strand, André Kertész and René
Magritte, among others. By blatantly setting his compositions that appropriate the work of wellknown artists and surrealists, Adál sets himself as a fellow artist, a colleague and someone who
should be as easily recognized as the artists he is referencing. These portraits (Fig. 1-34, 1-2 and
1-35) Papa not Dada: Auto Portrait After Rene Magritte (1988-1998); El Satiric Mambo
Dancer: Auto Portrait after André Kertész (1988); and Pre-Post Nuyorican Modern Primitive:
Auto Portrait After Leonardo da Vinci (1988-1998) may be seen as parodies of works that are
considered part of the art historical canon. By infusing these works with his cultural aesthetic,
and as a post-surrealist, the artist inserts himself and affirms his rightful place in the history of
art.77
Man with Toilet Tissue (1989) is Dadaist in spirit and demonstrates Adál’s penchant for
confrontation with a purpose. (Fig. 1-36) These are personal recording of his image but also
potent visual compositions. Such is the case with Man with Toilet Tissue, in which the artist
makes use of toilet paper as a veil cascading over his face. At once seemingly disgusting but
also quite poetic, the title reveals little about the image but more about what is being used, therefore focusing on what is thought of or considered offensive.78
The artist updates the memento mori portrait (Fig. 1-37) in his rather stark and one of the
few color images within the series, Help Me I Can See (2010). The fly also denotes a different
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The word “papa” in Spanish has dual meaning as it is a child’s word for father and it refers to
the potato. In essence it also refers to “Dada” as it is a child’s earliest utterance.
78

Adál has said: “I just wanted to use a product in the picture that because of its use was
inherently thought to be offensive, and show that it could be beautiful,” e-mail correspondence
with artist (12/1/2014).
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space between the printed image and the place where the insect resides, thus referring to ideas or
concepts closely allied to Surrealism. The figure of the artist is frontal and a large fly crowns
his head; he wears a placard, similar to placards once worn by the blind such as in the image
(Fig. 1-38) by Paul Strand, Blind Woman (1917).79 However, this placard refers to someone
who “sees” all too well. This use of placards was part of the many collaborations the artist
undertook with Pedro Pietri which in turn, were performances acted out in streets or other public
spaces.80
During the AIDS crisis, the poet and performance artist/activist the Reverend Pedro
Pietri, took his performances to the streets and used signage to voice his concerns about the
horrific lack of resources and understanding those afflicted with the disease faced from
government institutions which were unprepared to deal with the disease and from various
Christian denominations which ignored the crisis relegating the disease to the “sin” of
homosexuality.81 One of the signs he used was “Help Me I Can See.” Adál makes use of his
collaborator’s words and poses in a similar fashion as Paul Strand’s classic image from 1917.
Thus, the image while appearing surrealist is merely exploiting an absurd language to make a
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Adál has deployed other artists’s images not so much as appropriation but to re-interpret the
image within the text of a Nuyorican identity. Such is the case with images related to works by
Leonardo da Vinci, André Kertész, René Magritte and Paul Strand. At times, he will base the
date of his image as the same date of the inspiring image’s creation such is the case as Help Me I
Can See. (1917-2010)
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Adál has mentioned in reference to his self-portrait Help Me I Can See (2000) that knowledge,
often, proves very frightening to people who would rather live in the dark, blind, and in
ignorance.
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Pedro Pietri (1943-2004) was a poet, writer, activist and performance artist who collaborated
with Adál and was a founding member of the Nuyorican Poets Café. His use of humor and satire
in Spanglish is first noted in his epic poem, The Puerto Rican Obituary which he first read in
1969 upon his return from the Vietnam War. I will discuss Adál’s and Pietri’s collaborative
projects in Chapter Three.
81

point. Scholar Israel Reyes writes about the powerful use of humor which he calls “this cruel
laughter” or the language of the absurd found in Puerto Rican and Latino literature to confront
oppression. In describing Pedro Pietri’s use of satire, Reyes mentions that Pietri “…consistently
invoked this cruel laughter in his literary confrontations with the harsh realities of the Puerto
Rican diaspora.” This language is not about ridicule for fun or enjoyment or as Reyes writes,
“…to incite mirthful laughter.” In essence, Pietri’s brilliant texts often used in his placards
during his street performances, and spoken in an absurd language, addressed an absurd reality.
Reyes further comments, “With its jarring surrealism that defies logic and reason, its expletivelaced protests that shout out in rage, and its abject images that speak from hallucinogenic haze,
Pietri’s humor summons the laughter that lies closer to madness than to gaiety.”82
The image’s potent text refers to the obvious. Adál’s eyes are open, he can see. Unlike
Strand’s image in which the woman wears a small sign denoting that she is blind. Adál’s
signage refers to the artist’s vision as artists are often credited with seeing the “unseen,” as in the
case of Adál’s Los Out of Focus series in which the portraits of very well-known Latino figures
appear blurred which is a metaphor for not being “noticed” or “recognized.” The visually
hilarious yet utterly subversive self-portraits such as I Was a Schizophrenic Mambo Dancer for
the FBI, a mature work by the artist, reflect his vision where the formal is always exquisite, the
symbols personal, and the attitude ironic and absurd.83
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See Israel Reyes, “Pedro Pietri’s Absurd Scenes of Writing” in Humor and the Eccentric Text
in Puerto Rican Literature (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 2005), 112-113.
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Anreus, “A Lunar Boricua,” 14.
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Conclusion

From his earliest work, The Evidence of Things not Seen, the images’s textual integrity
is inextricably linked to the artist’s predilection for language-based ideas as means to explain,
enhance, or articulate a personal but often also political manifesto on other terms rather than the
visual. Through the use of a hybrid language such as Spanglish, which the artist began to exploit
towards the end of the 1970s as the vernacular that can indeed transcend but not descend to any
stereotypical notions assigned not just to Nuyoricans but Latinos, the artist embellishes his
photographs, as demonstrated, with texts that complete and add to their “reading” or
understanding. This elaborate textual edifice provides a script for all of Adál’s series, novelas,
performances and other works. In his self- portraits, the persona Adál presents is formal and
serves to heighten the figure of the artist from the image. Throughout the series, the images
appear didactic; the artist himself sets himself up as a “teacher” or “actor” with something to
“say” to those who may view his images at some point.
Adál’s visual language is best understood as surrealist, political and full of contradictions.
It is also poetic and biting in its use of Spanglish for its texts and its numerous witticisms that it
allows for. Each caption describes the image while providing it with a “voice” or “opinion” and
thus stands for the artist’s own artistic, social and/or political views or commentaries. I would
strongly argue Adál has been drawn to absurdity due to his own personal experiences living in
Puerto Rico as a child surrounded by nature and people who dealt with the natural and the
supernatural where both seemed commonplace. He learned the myths of his homeland before he
studied its politics and complex history and that of all its protagonists including the ancient
Taíno, the fifteenth-century Spanish explorers and colonizers and later the American would-be-
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saviors who arrived in 1898 and have never left. Steeped in traditions, a mix or the sancocho
puertorriqueño that so many speak of, he carried these with him as a youngster to another place
where they served as comfort and inspiration—a cultural life raft to navigate in an alien society.
He has intuitively known about “surrealism” before knowing about its connections to art and
literature.
The artist’s trajectory since the 1970s has been a journey of exploration of his roots, craft
and political convictions, all realized through various mediums and in many cases in close
collaboration with other kindred creative spirits and informed by his aesthetic of jíbaro
existentialist sensibility and his surrealist references which are which are evident in his work.84
The body of work he has created while based on photography transcends the visual medium thus
becoming performative on various levels as the artists sees fit. This has led the artist to further
expand and explore even musical performances as other means of expressions as well as the
opportunity to continue collaborations with various artists across multiple mediums.
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Alejandro Anreus and Wilson Valentín-Escobar have noted what they have respectively called
“jíbaro existentialism” and “aesthetic sancocho” in reference to Adál aesthetics. ValentínEscobar refers to “aesthetic sancocho” quoted from Pedro Pietri’s Manifesto. I have used the
term sancocho puertorriqueño to mean the entire set of influences such as cultural, folk,
religious, etc. the artist has been exposed to during his infancy and have continued to be part of
his artistic practices). In Pietri’s Manifesto, the first verse of poem mentions:
…keep our aesthetic sancocho warm enough to escort
Our eternal tropical contemporary urban lifestyle into
The 21st Century phase of the pursuit of liberty & justice
On the dance floor of the happiness promised our existence
By the multi-lingo Spanglish creator of man and womankind!
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CHAPTER TWO

Humor and the Literary Traditions in Adál’s Production

This chapter examines the consistent role of humor throughout Adál’s oeuvre to critique
and confront the political status quo and re-affirm an identity and independence as an artist and a
Puerto Rican and Nuyorican. I examine various literary traditions within Puerto Rican society
from colonial times to the present including the sainete, a popular theatrical form imported from
Spain. The history and popularity of the sainete in Puerto Rico, which developed its own local
flavor and style while retaining its role as a form of social satire and source of critique is
important to examine particularly because of its humorous content and how it was adopted and
interpreted in the Caribbean. The artistic manifestation such as contemporary performance,
which is part of the artist’s body of work, is also part of this literary tradition since it is a
theatrical expression. Popular literature and poetry which have impacted the artist’s work will
also be part of this analysis. My focus is primarily on humor which is ingrained in Puerto Rican
culture and how it developed and has been used consistently through forms such as the sainete
and other literary manifestations including the novel and even journalistic practices throughout
Puerto Rico’s Spanish colonial past and present history. Humor is central and manifested in the
literature of Puerto Rico, especially in texts written at the beginning of the American presence
after the Spanish-American War in 1898. Most importantly humor served artists and writers to
address social and political concerns related to the Puerto Ricans who have lived under two
colonial powers, first, the Spanish and since 1898, the American. Humor thus, has empowered
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the most powerful yet often the most vulnerable institution of any society such as the press, and
those who use words such as writers, journalists, poets and artists.
Adál’s many collaborative projects such as La Mambópera, Los Out of Focus
Nuyoricans, and El Puerto Rican Embassy with artists, musicians, activists such as poet Pedro
Pietri1 musician Tito Puente, and activist/artistic director of the New Rican Village, Eduardo
“Eddie” Figueroa,2 all rely substantially on the use of humor. I examine these various mediums
and their power to comment on society and its mores but, as they function also as instruments of
social, cultural and political actions, and help create spaces for multiple expressions of a Puerto
Rican national identity.
This chapter examines how the various traditions, cultural, religious, folk, or other, have
both influenced and been incorporated by the artist to create a work that is thoroughly
contemporary, directly and indirectly. But it is the use of humor which has been exploited by
writers, performers, and artists as it is intrinsically a survival mechanism and manifested in their
writings such as the sainete, novels, journals, etc.; and in their artistic practices such as

1

Guide to the Pedro Pietri Papers, Archives of the Puerto Rican Diaspora, Center for Puerto
Rican Studies Library, Hunter College CUNY, 2007, 2. Pedro Juan Pietri (1943-2004) was a
writer, playwright and poet known as the Rev. Pedro Pietri as he was an ordained minister of the
Ministry of Salvation; he inaugurated La Iglesia de la Madre de los Tomates. He first gained
fame with his Puerto Rican Obituary in the early 1970s, an epic poem relating to the lives and
struggles of the Puerto Ricans who had left the island in search of a better life in New York. At
El Museo del Barrio I curated the exhibition, Between the Lines: Text as Image, An Homage to
Lorenzo Homar and The Reverend Pedro Pietri, 24 February – 18 September 2006 which
showcased the work of two very different Puerto Rican artists who used language and text in
their practices and who both died in 2004.
2

Ed Morales, “Places in the Puerto Rican Heart: Eddie Figueroa and the Nuyorican Imaginary,”
Centro Voices e-magazine, Center for Puerto Rican Studies, Hunter College, City University of
New York, (https://centropr.hunter.cuny.edu/centrovoices/letras/places-puerto-rican-heart-eddiefigueroa-and-nuyorican-imaginary), accessed September 29, 2018.
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photography, performance, installation, and other expressions by artists such as Adál and his
fellow Nuyoricans. Parody and humor is used and then re-interpreted in various forms so that it
acts as inspiration on various arts, whether literature or otherwise, that in turn is both an
influence and an art form. This is evident in Caribbean societies such as Cuba, Puerto Rico and
the Dominican Republic.
Historian and Puerto Rican scholar, Félix V. Matos Rodríguez, in his foreword for
Humor and the Eccentric Text in Puerto Rican Literature, writes that he:
…was struck by how little has been written in Puerto Rico regarding humor. Apart
from a few essays and monographs in the field of literary criticism and some social
science classics and concepts such as respeto and relajo, humor has not attracted the kind
of attention one would suspect in a culture that places such a high value on laughter and
joking.3
Matos Rodríguez further adds that: “Despite their circumstances of displacement and
disenfranchisement, Puerto Ricans survive as a nation through laughter and humor.”4
In the aforementioned literature source, Israel Reyes reviews the work of Nemesio R.
Canales, Luis Rafael Sánchez, and Pedro Pietri and the use of humor in their respective writings.
He analyzes their literary production from disparate decades of the twentieth-century as a
literature that combines humor with satire, irony, guachafita (Puerto Rican urban slang for
humor); jaibería (slang term for rural humor); and the absurd, creating a unique national writing
that distinguishes itself from other Caribbean literatures of the region. Furthermore, his study
3

Israel Reyes, Humor and the Eccentric Text in Puerto Rican Literature (Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 2005). Félix V. Matos Rodríguez, presently Chancellor of the City University
of New York and former Professor of Black and Puerto Rican/Latino Studies at Hunter College
where he was also Director of the Center for Puerto Rican Studies, wrote foreword for book.
Respeto and relajo refers to the formal use of certain concepts in the ways Puerto Rican
interpersonal relations function. Respeto refers to “respect” due to others and “dignity” one
bears; relajo refers to “easiness” or “joking” meaning assigned to ways to refer to other realities
such as “pulling one’s leg,” or “kidding around.”
4

Reyes, “Humor and the Eccentric Text,” 14.
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reviews the literature of the Puerto Rican diaspora which while utilizing humor, is a literature of
los de allá (the diasporic Puerto Ricans, that is Nuyoricans or those from there) and los de acá,
(those from here) or the Puerto Ricans in the island and how they both differ in describing
identity and their puertorriqueñidad or “Puerto Ricanness.” It is worthwhile noting that Puerto
Ricans in the island and Puerto Ricans elsewhere constitute different social classes, a well-to-do,
mostly white class in Puerto Rico and a working class, one that is of mixed race outside the
island. Thus, class and migration have shaped national identity.5
It is precisely through the use of humor that visual artists, writers, and intellectuals, have
mediated and activated the means to assail and demand correction of wrongdoings within society
especially in the Caribbean.6 Humor is a prerequisite to the discussion of and understanding in
Adál’s production. He is a traditionalist using a very untraditional language or transformation of
the language which was facilitated through the use of Spanglish. The artist’s use of a humorous
language throughout his extensive artistic production, as heretofore mentioned, is profoundly
influenced by Spanish-language literary and popular traditions, such as theatre and music. His

5

José Luis González, El país de cuatro pisos y otros ensayos (Río Piedras, Puerto Rico: Ediciones Huracán, 1980), 30-31. A Puerto Rican “national culture” (cultural nacional puertorriqueña) did not exist in the island prior to the American intervention in 1898. However, that
historical event made possible the rise of the working class as they migrated to the so-called
“mainland” and created a national conscience. See also, Jorge Duany, "Nation on the Move: The
Construction of Cultural Identities in Puerto Rico and the Diaspora," American Ethnologist 27,
no. 1 (2000): 5-30, accessed August 6, 2019. www.jstor.org/stable/647124. The histories of
working class communities and the diaspora’s cultural production have made significant
contributions to Puerto Rican history and identity.
6

Art history is filled with numerous examples of works that reflect on the times in which they
were produced, either, extolling or critiquing societies and its institutions. In Spain, some of
Francisco Goya’s works come to mind. In England, Hogarth’s series such as The Harlot’s
Progress and other series, as well, Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels (Travels into Several
Remote Nations of the World). In France, the prolific artist Honoré Daumier is another artist
whose caustic caricatures satirized figures across the nation’s institutions of power in the
nineteenth century.
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exuberant use of satire can be connected to his cultural roots and his first language which is
Spanish; and, his sense of humor is markedly Caribbean but has evolved deploying other
influences due to his diasporic condition or his Nuyorican identity. Equally important, is the fact
that “Puerto Rican writers have exploited humor to engage, expose, and often subvert the many
incongruities in Puerto Rico’s national identity its history as a colony of both Spain and the
United States…”7
The very titles of Adál’s works rely on humor although they are serious in content. Tall
Tales Told by the Tongue of a Shoe (1996) a sculpture made up of a man’s shoe or boot from
which various static sounds emanate including a police siren and/or snippets of conversations
over police radio; and includes two images, one of a man pointing a gun which is printed on the
sole while another image of a man recognizable as the Puerto Rican nationalist icon Pedro
Albizu Campos (1891-1965) is printed on the boot’s heel as if receiving the bullet. This is an
example of Adál’s politically-charged imagery (Fig. 2-1).8 Albizu Campos was a Harvard
educated lawyer born in Ponce, became the foremost leader of the Puerto Rican independence
movement, and was president of the Puerto Rican Nationalist Party from 1930 to his death in
1965. The boot itself may stand for the wearer who is no longer present to tell his tale of
oppression or being stepped on or crushed. It tells his story and visualizes how it might have
transpired, through conflict with the state, as the image of the man holding and pointing the gun
may indicate. The humor is found in the absurdity of a shoe or boot whose “tongue” offers a
compelling narrative. And most importantly, the boot is no longer a mere “sculpture” but a

7

Reyes, “Humor and the Eccentric Text,” 1.

8

Pedro Albizu Campos spent many years of his life imprisoned by the US government. He
continues to be cult figure in Puerto Rican political life. I discuss this important figure further in
Chapter Four.
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vehicle for image and sound to convey a message. It serves as a projector or screen from which
to view the “action” represented by the images on the sole of the shoe. I refer to this work as
“readymade” due to its functional transformation from shoe to “projector” of sound and image.
The necessity of mocking those in power has been both a political tool and a survival
mechanism for numerous modern societies, and also during the Spanish colonial period to
ridicule and critique the Spanish overlord, perhaps not overtly but through the implementation of
humor to undermine customs and mores. Consequently it is through humor and satire that a
“type” of political commentary permits a means of free expression of ideas. Notwithstanding,
these were limited depending on the times or reign.9 From 1898 onward, satire was deployed to
assert a cultural identity upon the start of the American occupation with the outbreak of the
Spanish-American War which impacted every aspect of life throughout Spain’s last colonial
holdings including Cuba and Puerto Rico in the Caribbean and The Philippines in Asia. The
deployment of humor has become a valuable political and cultural instrument, especially during
contemporary times. Pedro Pietri’s The Puerto Rican Obituary composed during Pietri’s return
home to New York after his military service in Viet Nam, is a potent example of a work full of

9

From the beginning of his reign in Spain, Charles III tried to make a good impression on his
new country by restoring many of the liberties and privileges which had been curtailed by his
father and predecessors. Charles III reformed Spanish bureaucracy and his appointments were
filled by capable men who served his people well; as the king of Spain Charles III tried to rescue
his empire from decay through comprehensive reforms such as weakening the Church and its
monasteries, promoting science and university research, facilitating trade and commerce,
modernizing agriculture and avoiding wars. He never achieved satisfactory control over
finances, and was forced to borrow to meet expenses. His reforms, however, proved short-lived
and Spain relapsed after his death, but his legacy lives on to this day. Charles Petrie, King
Charles III of Spain: An Enlightened Despot (New York: The John Day Company, 1971), 95.
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pathos, satire and humor. The use of lower case throughout the poem for proper names is
intentional as the work is written in a type of vulgate.10
The Puerto Rican Obituary is one of the most important and central poems of the
Nuyorican experience and became Pietri’s call for a response from other Nuyoricans to voice
their repulsion of colonialism in the 1960s to 1970s and fight against Oscar Lewis Culture of
Poverty (1959). Anthropologist Oscar Lewis’s “culture of poverty” theory influenced
anthropologists and those in public service such as politicians in the 1960s. He developed his
theory about the cycle of poverty which is described as a phenomenon in which poor families
become trapped in poverty for generations and feel helpless and defeated. His theory helped
politicians create programs that were ineffective and ultimately racist. His first expanded his
famous theory in his 1959 book, Five Families: Mexican Case Studies in the Culture of Poverty
which was later followed by La Vida: A Puerto Rican Family in the Culture of Poverty—San
Juan and New York in 1966.11 Pietri’s epic poem as most of his oeuvre narrates the downtrodden
existence of a marginalized working class Puerto Ricans in the diaspora, away from the island,
that aspires to a better life not through achieving success but through serendipitous luck found in
winning the lottery.

10

The Puerto Rican Obituary is part of the curricula of many American universities. Pietri’s
rich literary legacy included this work and others such as The Masses are Asses, and Traffic
Violations.
11

Anthropologist Oscar Lewis’s theory first in his 1959 book, Five Families: Mexican Case
Studies in the Culture of Poverty. He wrote further in his subsequent La Vida: A Puerto Rican
Family in the Culture of Poverty—San Juan and New York, (New York: Random House, 1966).
His writings were criticized from the start by many including as African-American sociologist
Hylan G. Lewis who had done extensive studies with various urban communities in the South
and the effects of poverty. See Regina Bernard-Carreño, “Nuyorganics: Organic Intellectualism,
the Search for Racial Identity, and Nuyorican Thought,” Counterpoints: Vol. 366 (2010): 77-94.
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The poem’s speaks of despondency found in the everyday tales and desperation of their
lives which are described with bitterness and humor:
Juan
Miguel
Milagros
Olga
Manuel
All died yesterday today
and will die again tomorrow
passing their bill collectors
on to the next of kin
All died
waiting for the garden of eden
to open up again
under a new management
All died
dreaming about america
waking them up in the middle of the night
screaming: Mira Mira
your name is on the winning lottery ticket
for one hundred thousand dollars
All died
hating the grocery stores
that sold them make-believe steak
and bullet-proof rice and beans
All died waiting dreaming and hating12
Furthermore, Pietri’s poem while addressing injustice, despair and even death in a comic
absurdist language, recites a potent tale of tragedy. Clearly, his writing as well as the writings of
other authors I discuss in reference to Adál’s production, addresses pain, political absurdities,
hope and identity.13 The cadence in Pietri’s text is found throughout Adál’s own texts such as

12

Pedro Pietri, The Puerto Rican Obituary, (New York: Modern Review Press, 1973).

13

I will discuss the work of Pedro Pietri with whom Adál collaborated and will also refer to the
work of other writers discussed in Israel Reyes’s book, Humor and the Eccentric Text in Puerto
Rico.
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the titles for his works and comments whether they accompany images as captions or used as
spoken or sung word.

A Brief History of the Sainete: Humor and Satire in Adál’s Artistic Production

The sainete, a popular theatrical form imported from Spain where it had achieved great
popularity especially during the reign of Charles III from 1759 to1788, was a brief comedy or a
short skit, usually no longer than half an hour.14 This tradition had existed since Spain’s Golden
Age (1580-1680) and evolved from a short sketch in between a play or a sort of intermission or
break.15 Spanish-born Charles III, the new monarch and rightful heir to the Spanish crown, had
ruled in Naples before ascending the Spanish throne and was undoubtedly more Italian than
Spanish. During the first years of his reign, Charles III’s court, tastes in art, and music were still
imported or foreign and his cabinet and political appointees, including his minister Leopoldo de
Gregorio, Marquis of Squillace (Marqués de Esquillache), were all Italian.16 The monarch’s

14

Don Ramón de la Cruz’s literary career coincides with the reign of Spain’s ‘enlightened
despot’ Charles III, a Bourbon king born in Naples (reigned1759-1788).
15

Spain’s Golden Age (1580-1680) began after the unification of Spain in 1500 and brings in a
flourishing of the arts and literature at the height of the Spanish Empire. The era is marked by
the patronage of the arts and culture by two Hapsburg kings, Charles I (Charles V, Emperor of
the Holy Roman Empire) and his son, Phillip II. At the time, Spain’s global territories included
various principalities throughout Europe; its American possessions and in Asia, the Philippines.
15

King Charles III’s retinue of talents was made up of such artists as the Italian (Giaquinto, and
the Tiepolos); his musicians were the Scarlatti; and his minister Squillace who created an instant
havoc with dress laws which led to riots that forced the king and his court to retreat to a palace in
Aranjuez outside Madrid. The comedia dell’arte gave way to local tastes and Spanish themes
become worthy of Spanish diversiones. The rebirth of the sainete at this time, as a theatrical
form, enjoyed great popularity with the masses. With the ascent of the Bourbons in Spain, the
French Bourbons began to import their culture and in essence, change Spanish culture. The
National Library was founded in 1712 and the Royal Academy of the Spanish Language was
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Bourbon court imported both French and Italian administrations and customs in keeping with his
family ties and sensitivities. Charles III’s father was Philip V born in Versailles 1683 who was
the grandson of Louis XIV and had been designated heir to the Spanish throne upon the death of
the last Spanish Hapsburg, Charles II. Although the imported culture was unmistakably French
in flavor, it was also Italian since Charles had been king of Naples and Sicily as well before
ascending Spanish throne.17
During the early days of his reign Charles III’s reign, his minister Marquis Squillace
prohibited the use of capes and wide brim hats for men consequently, setting off riots in Madrid
on March 10 of 1766.18 Gaspar Melchor de Jovellanos, painter Francisco Goya’s friend and

established the following year and in 1735, the Academy of History was established. See
Moore’s remarks on this period: “The Age of Spain’s most intense creativity had ended. The age
of reflection and criticism was at hand,” The Bourbon dynasty began with King Philip V. See,
Paula De Vos, in “Natural History and the Pursuit of Empire in Eighteenth-Century Spain.”
Eighteenth-Century Studies, (2) 2007): 209-239. The author has noted that “… eighteenthcentury Spain underwent a massive, even “revolutionary” reform program initiated with the
succession of the Bourbon dynasty to the Spanish throne and aimed at centralizing the entire
imperial apparatus and increasing imperial revenue through economic development, or foment,”
210.
17

Petrie, King Charles III of Spain, 1-10. After five Hapsburg kings and a war of succession,
Spain was ruled by Bourbon kings. Philip V, born in France in 1683, became king in 1700. He
abdicated in early 1724 in favor of his son, only to claim the throne again in the fall of 1724 and
rule until 1746. At present, there is still a Bourbon king in Spain.
18

Janis Tomlinson, Francisco Goya: The Tapestry Cartoons & Early Career at Court of Madrid
(Cambridge and New York: Columbia University, Cambridge University Press, 1989). Charles
III was forced to flee in retreat to his summer palace in Aranjuez escaping the rioting mobs, 32.
However, the riots were against larger grievances such as shortages of food, prices on grain, and
the lack of Spanish officials in important posts or ministries. See Dorothy Noyes, “La Maja
Vestida: Dress as Resistance to Enlightenment in Late-18th-Century Madrid,” The Journal of
American Folklore No. 440, (1998): 197-217. The majo’s costume consisted of a tight waistcoat
and breeches, white stockings, shoes tied with a ribbon or buckled, hair drawn back in a colorful
hairnet, or redecilla—and by the large black cigars he smoked in open retaliation to the more
genteel addicts of snuff. He wrapped himself in a long brown cloak. The majo stood as the selfappointed guardian of Spanish virility and tradition, 198-202.
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Spanish ilustrado or “enlightened” man, ironically condemned the use of such outfits worn
primarily by the working or lower classes or the majos and majas of Madrid society because it
represented a backward Spain, behind the times and unwilling to change or move towards an
enlightened modern society.19 Furthermore and more importantly, the capes and wide brimmed
hats tended to hide the faces of the wearers, making it harder for the authorities to keep tabs on
anyone who could be considered delinquent or criminal. When the rioting began the king was
astounded and indeed, considerably shaken that he abandoned the capital city for his palace in
Aranjuez, a city south of Madrid in order to escape the violence.20 With the disturbances over,
the king dismissed the Marquis Squillace and began to appoint capable Spanish-born men who
were to advance his enlightened or modern reforms and address some grievances that had led to
the riots which also included the presence of the royal troops known as the foreign Guardia
Valona (Walloon Guards) and the absence of Spanish-born able men to run the king’s
government.21 The king speedily embarked on a period of making his court a more Spanish one.

19

Janis Tomlinson, Goya in the Twilight of the Enlightenment (New Haven and London: Yale
University Press, 1992), 81. Progressive reformers such as Gaspar Melchor de Jovellanos and
Juan Meléndez Valdés, ilustrados who were acquainted with Goya, frowned upon the cult of
majismo and the influence of theatrical performances such as those written by Don Ramón de la
Cruz, seeing in them a representation of lower or working class values implying a laxity of
morals.
20

Petrie, King Charles III of Spain, 120. Historians have censured the king’s departure from the
city as an act of little courage. At midnight on the very day of the riots, on March 23rd 1766
which was Palm Sunday, the king and his court including the Minister Squillace fled Madrid.
21

Ibid., 119. During the riots, many of the Walloon Guards were killed, and their bodies dragged
during the unrest.
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He appointed José Moñino, Conde de Floridablanca, as his minister and although the reforms
were not broad, they at least, were a welcome change of relief to the people.22
The new political path in turn, called for a new taste and fashion, one which suggested a
national character or nationalist identity. The wearing of capes and hats did not disappear so
soon and majos and majos kept their way of dressing a little longer.23 The king helped influence
the performing arts as well. By 1787, performances at the Teatro de la Opera in Madrid had
been replaced by a “national” music as the Italian opera lost its dominance and the zarzuela, or
popular Spanish operettas became the fashionable rage. Bullfighting first became the national
sport at this time and the aristocracy took up the wearing of the flamboyant dress of the majas
and majos.24 Francisco Goya y Luciente’s numerous paintings of aristocratic women dressed in
maja costume reflect the embracing of a Spanish national identity, manifested through the
wearing of such apparel worn by Madrid’s working classes.
22

Jeannine Baticle, Goya, Painter of Terrible Splendor (New York: Harry Abrams, 1994), 24.
The king had ascended the throne in 1759 and brought his tastes for things Italian to Madrid.
However, the riots of 1766 were to influence his political appointments from then on. He
replaced Squillace with the able Spanish born Count Floridablanca who was an ex-magistrate.
This appointment and that of other similar ilustrados or enlightened men would set the tone,
which, the monarchy hoped to bring Spain into the modern era. The king embarked on a
political move that was less influenced by the Church and would bring the nation into the
modern era. Charles III is credited with numerous projects that reflected his embracing of ideas
of the Enlightenment.
23

Tomlinson, Francisco Goya, 140-141. Goya’s cartoons for the Royal Factory of Santa
Barbara were paintings commissioned to execute tapestries that would eventually decorate the
private apartments or rooms of the heir apparent or Principe de Asturias, who would eventually
rule as Carlos IV of Spain. They were to feature the “people” of Spain in their daily activities
such as the Fair of Madrid, bullfights, feast days or holidays and most of all, they were depicted
wearing their working-class apparel which helped influence the aristocratic classes to adopt as a
national dress.
24

Sarah Symmons, Goya: In Pursuit of Patronage (London: Gordon Fraser, 1988), 19. Goya’s
numerous portraits of female sitters, including the Queen Maria Luisa, dressed as majas became
the fashionable rage. Goya’s maja portraits became iconic and an emblem of national identity.
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Charles III’s reign coincided with the literary life of most famous playwright of the era,
Don Ramón de la Cruz (1731-1794) who is credited as the author of the most popular sainetes or
“titbit comedies” or short humorous skits.25 At a time, when the Bourbon court sought to bring
about enlightened ideas, Spain was still, in many ways, a society living in its former glories
although its vast empire across the globe had begun to prove ungovernable and stagnant. Don
Ramón de la Cruz was a dramatist at a time where the public was either pro-French or Spanish
traditionalist. The bourgeoisie was emphatically French in their tastes and the working classes
preferred the old Spanish ways. There were homegrown promoters of the enlightened currents
that had been ushered by the Bourbons, such ilustrados as Nicolás Fernández de Moratín and
Tomás de Iriarte. Don Ramón de la Cruz on the other hand, became the champion of what
eventually would be labeled or called castizo.26 Castizo refers to a “truly” Spanish ethos, a
national identity, in a country that for all intents and purposes, did not see itself as a nation but a
group of distinct regions such as Catalonia, Andalucía, and Galicia. During Don Ramón’s time,
Madrid, beyond its status as political capital, was also the center of culture and drama or theater
production. The offerings were often translation of French and Italian works or plays which
25

Ramón Francisco de la Cruz Cano y Olmedilla was born in Madrid (1731-1794). In 1744 his
family moved to the city of Ceuta in North Africa but when father died, the family was forced to
return to Madrid where he would spend the rest of his life. In 1757, his first sainete, La enferma
de mal boda (The Woman Sickened from a Bad Wedding or Marriage) was performed. In 1759,
he became an official as an accountant to the government, a post he held until his death. He
gained the protection and patronage of certain aristocrats such as Francisco Álvarez de Toledo,
Duke of Alba, until his death in 1776; after his death the Duchess of Alba continued this support.
As well, his other important protector was the Duke of Benavente in whose house he lived with
his family. Both aristocratic families owned important theaters and his works made these thrive.
Furthermore, he translated and adapted numerous works by Molière, Marivaux, and Voltaire
among others. See Fernando Doménech Rico, Ramón de la Cruz, Sainetes: Manolo, El teatro
por dentro, La Petra y la Juana (Madrid, Grupo Bolchiro, 2014), 26-27. See also, Arthur
Hamilton, “Ramón de la Cruz’s Debt to Moliére,” Hispania, No. 3 (May 1921), 101-113.
26

Petrie, King Charles III of Spain, 14. Even to this date, the word castizo (masculine) or castiza
(feminine) refers to a national ethos.
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competed with works with a local flavor such as the short comedic skits (known as loas,
entremeses and the sainete).27
Don Ramon’s body of work almost exclusively dealt with the people of Madrid but he
also employed characters such as the “country bumpkin” from the provinces that provided
amusement for the capital’s audiences. The amusement was sometimes depicted by poking fun
at the various characters’s naiveté, gullibility, simple mindedness, or other flawed trait that
helped explain the theme of the play.28 Caricature and satire provided a critique of society and
its foibles through humor. The sainetes of Don Ramón embodied the spirit prevalent at the time.
His new kind of drama, a short one-act sketch on contemporary manners and customs, lasting no
more than half an hour, and performed either as a curtain raiser or between the acts of the regular
drama with no plot, presented a tableaux of Madrid’s contemporary society, albeit its working
classes.29
In the visual arts, it must be noted that the artist Francisco Goya’s earliest commissioned
works for the royal household included the cartoons for the tapestries to decorate the palace of
the heir apparent, Charles IV, featuring these very working classes (flower sellers, butchers,
grocers, street vendors, etc.) or citizens of Madrid, the Madrileños, in their daily activities such
as work, celebrations and at play.30
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Ibid., 15.

28

------, 15.
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Arthur Hamilton, A Study of Spanish Manners 1750-1800 from the Plays of Ramón de la Cruz
(University of Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 1926), 7.
30

The cartoons and years of working for the Santa Barbara Royal Tapestry factory would keep
the artist employed and in contact with the royal family and lead to both royal and aristocratic
commissions. Although these paintings were meant as preparatory sketches for the tapestries,
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Regarding de la Cruz’s artistic relationship with the popular culture of Madrid,
critics have frequently remarked that De la Cruz may be viewed as the literary
equivalent of Goya. Both artists resisted neoclassical values regarding theme and
treatment, Goya eschewing the preference for compositional symmetry and exactness
in painting, and De la Cruz consistently defying the demands for “appropriate” theme
and treatment in drama…31
Ramón de la Cruz gave voice to the king’s working class subjects in his popular sainetes
such as Manolo, his most successful one. Ironically, the work has a subtitle, “Tragedia para reír
or sainete para llorar.” Loosely translated, the work is a “Laughable tragedy or a weeping
comedy.”32 The cast of characters include Madrid’s society’s working classes, majos, majas and
other citizens ruled by a king who had yet to know his subjects. Contemporary parallels are
found in the work of Adál with both the use of humor or comedic language and a critique of
culture or society that on one hand, has granted Puerto Ricans American citizenship since 1917,
and yet continues to consider them less than full citizens.
Manolo is Ramón de la Cruz’s most well-known sainete. It became an instant success
and received condemnation by the clergy for its low characters and was loved by the same low
characters it portrayed, the working class of Madrid’s neighborhood or barrio of Lavapiés.
While all the ilustrados or “enlightened” writers followed the French neoclassic tragedies of the
day, the sainete was an affront to elite society and modernity itself.33 One of these influential

they survived and were rediscovered by the first director of the Prado Museum in the nineteenth
century.
31

Lucy D. Harney, “Carnival and Critical Reception in the Sainete Tradition,” MLN, No. 2,
Hispanic Issue, (Mar., 2002), 310-330. The writer references C. E. Kany, Five Sainetes by
Ramón de la Cruz (Boston: Ginn & Co.), 1926.
32

Author’s translation.

33

Critics of the popular and common form of theatre performance included the ilustrados or
enlightened men who sought to modernize Spanish society including the masses. The clergy as
well as the noted neo-classic authors such as Nicolás Fernández de Moratín, and Francisco
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ilustrados, the poet, dramatist and critic Leandro Fernández de Moratín, in his so-called Plan de
Reforma (plan to reform Spanish theatre) expressed his disdain for this mass amusement and the
lower classes:
There are represented with remarkable likeness the life and customs of the unhappy lower
classes: tavern keepers, chestnut sellers, tanners, tripe sellers, fishmongers, rag sellers,
petty thieves, ruffians, convicts, and the disgusting dung from the slums of Madrid; these
are the characters of such plays.”34
The characters in the sainete Manolo, for instance, have names that describe their
physical and sometimes moral condition as well as their station in life such as La Potajera,35
a character in Manolo whose name we do not know but who is described as “the cook or maker
of soups.”
The sainete in the Americas developed its own local flavor and style while retaining its
role as a form of satire and parody.36 The sainete was (is) a short comic skit or play that voiced

Mariano Nipho, who is considered the first modern journalist, were his two most ardent critics.
Fernando Doménech Rico, Antología del teatro breve español del siglo XVIII (Madrid:
Biblioteca Nueva, 1997), 26.
34

Harney, “Carnival and Critical Reception,” 317. See Spanish original text:
Allí se representan con admirable semejanza la vida y costumbres del populacho más
infeliz: taberneros, castañeras, pellejeros, tripicalleros, besugueras, traperos, pillos,
rateros, presidiarios y, en suma, las heces asquerosas de los arrabales de Madrid; estos
son los personajes de tales piezas.
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The word “potaje” refers to a thick and hearty soup and “La Potajera” refers to a maker or
cook of such food who may also be a seller in the market. It also can have the meaning of a
“gossip.” The term “Manolo,” as generally applied to the picaresque males of such lower-class
neighborhoods or barrios such as Lavapiés in Madrid. The name is a term used for “Manuel.”
36

Myrna Casas, “Theatrical Production in Puerto Rico from 1700-1824: The Role of the
Government and of the Roman Catholic Church,” (Ph.D. dissertation, New York University,
School of Education, 1973), 22. Starting in the fifteenth century, the Spanish people had
celebrated royal events such as births, marriages, proclamations, deaths, with festivities that
included theatrical performances. Spain’s colonial subjects too, held these celebrations to
commemorate such events.
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the popular sentiment and as such, provides a look at the society it depicted. The subject matter
for a typical sainete may consist of a parody of a particular custom, fashion or fad, or the
ridicule, lampooning or comic distortion of reality.37 It must be stressed that the sainete
employed the language of the common man.38 In this respect, Adál’s use of Spanglish parallels
this practice and is used similarly as the saineteros or writers of the sainete.
The common man in Adál’s work is Nuyorican and although there are several centuries
and two different societies, humor, class, and identities different from each other, thus the
comparison makes sense because of the shared histories. Moreover, just as the surrealists
rebelled against Western Civilization and repudiated all colonial despotism, it was through
ridicule and humor of those in power that a new vision or world was possible. Adál uses humor
and language to address the awkward political status of Puerto Rico as an estado libre asociado
or Free Associated or Commonwealth State which is also ambiguous and ironic since Puerto
Ricans, although American citizens with full rights cannot vote in presidential or federal
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John A. Moore, Don Ramón de la Cruz, 25. The sainete in Puerto Rican theatrical history
enjoyed popularity into the nineteenth century. There are performances listed in yearly program
schedules and acting troupes from neighboring Cuba that traveled to San Juan regularly. Such
sainetes as El bobo Ñiñique, Quiero ponerle a mi gato un papelito en la cola, La moza de cuatro
novios, El tío Juan Aprieta, La dama Voltairia, El tonto Alcalde Discreto and Los bandos de
Lavapiés of Don Ramón de la Cruz were all performed during 1822 through 1825. See, Emilio
Pasarell, Orígenes y desarollo de la afición teatral en Puerto Rico (San Juan: Editorial
Universitaria, Universidad de Puerto Rico, 1951), 56-7, for extensive records of comedies or
sainetes being performed in San Juan during the middle of the eighteenth century.
38

For criticism of Ramón de la Cruz’s sainetes see, “Juicios críticos sobre don Ramón de la
Cruz,” in the Biblioteca Clásica Ebro, Don Ramón de la Cruz: Sainetes (Zaragoza, Spain:
Editorial Ebro, 1973), 121-126. In his own time, De la Cruz’s critics found his inspiration in the
common or working classes and his language, unacceptable and not so great literature. This is
the parallel the use of Spanglish by Nuyorican artists and writers.
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elections.39 It is paradoxical that the so-called Jones Act which was issued in 1917 granted
Puerto Ricans American citizenship as previously mentioned, but denies these American citizens
the right to vote for the most important office in the nation.
The artist’s prolific use of texts in Spanglish, a hybrid language using Spanish and
English as previously mentioned, either composed by him or his collaborators, is indirectly
influenced by this great literary (sainete) tradition rooted in popular culture and with great mass
appeal though its humor.40 Adál’s work functions as a theatrical performance even when
presented as an installation in the walls of a gallery or museum space. Thus, the artist’s
linguistic choices and performative practices parallel the traditions of the sainete as social
critique but, while the artist revives a tradition indirectly, he transforms it to function as
performance art and presents it through visual elements such as the fotonovela. The sainete
becomes transformed for a new audience and contemporary relevance and performed, as it were,
on a different stage, that of a gallery, museum, or space where the artist’s work is shown.
The sainete in Puerto Rican theatrical history enjoyed popularity into the nineteenth
century. There are performances listed in yearly program schedules and acting troupes from
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The Jones Act of 1917 was a law passed by the United States Congress and signed by
President Woodrow Wilson granting Puerto Ricans American citizenship. The law (Jones Act)
was also called the Jones-Shafroth Act after the two sponsors of the law, Rep. William Atkinson
Jones (D. of Virginia) and Sen. John Shafroth (D. of Colorado), Library of Congress, “The
World of 1898: The Spanish-American War,” (https://www.loc.gov/rr/hispanic/1898/jonesact.
html), accessed October 4, 2019. See also, Fernando Picó, Puerto Rico 1898: The War After the
War (Rio Piedras, P.R.: Ediciones Huracán, 1987) and, Picó’s The Absent State and Five Books
on Puerto Rican History.” Radical History, No. Review, No. 128 (May 1, 2017): 27–35,
(https://doiorg.ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/10.1215 /01636545-3857710), accessed January 20, 2020.
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Don Ramón de la Cruz (1731-1794) achieved prominence as a Spanish literary figure during
what may be called an era that saw a change in the cultural, social and political fortunes of Spain.
The political scene or stage has its parallels in the American takeover after the Spanish rule of
nearly 400 years in Puerto Rico.
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neighboring Cuba traveled to San Juan regularly. Such sainetes as El bobo Ñiñique (Ñiñique the
Simpleton), Quiero ponerle a mi gato un papelito en la cola (I Want to Tie a Little Piece of
Paper on My Cat’s Tail), La moza de cuatro novios (The Young Woman with Four Suitors), El
tio Juan Aprieta (Uncle John Squeezes), La dama voltairia (The Voltaire-like Woman), El tonto
Alcalde discreto (The Foolish Discreet Mayor), and Los bandos de Lavapiés (The Gangs of
Lavapiés) of Don Ramón de la Cruz were all performed during the 1822 through 1825.41 Their
popularity obviously is confirmed through the long years of their performance.
However, before the popularity of the sainete was established by the eighteenth century
in Spain and its colonies, it must be noted that Spain’s literary firsts occurred in the early
seventeenth century with the arrival on the literary scene of Miguel de Cervantes and his
invention of the picaresque novel. Considered the first modern novel, (El ingenioso hidalgo
Don Quixote de la Mancha, by Miguel de Cervantes, Part I, 1605; Part II, 1615) dates to what
has been called as the Spanish Golden Age. The so-called picaresque novel El Lazarillo de
Tormes (1554) which represents the first of its kind of literature is a product of the era that
produced literary giants. The character or theme of the poor soul or individual who must make
his way in the world almost against all odds due to and in spite of his lowly place in society. It is
notable that Spain’s so-called picaresque literary traditions preceded such English-language
masterpieces Fielding’s Moll Flanders and Tom Jones, all these have humor at its core concept
and function as critique of customs and social mores during a particular time. Cervantes’s Don
Quijote exemplifies what would eventually be considered the prototype of the modern novel or
prose, the chivalric novel, the pastoral and the picaresque novel, which after all, were
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Ibid., 25. See also Pasarell, Orígenes y desarollo, 56-7, for extensive records of comedies
being performed in San Juan during the middle of the eighteenth century. All titles have been
translated by author.
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contemporary themes. However, Cervantes’s acknowledged masterpiece, as numerous scholars
such as Nicolás Kanellos have often pointed out, offered a new structure and aesthetic that
reflected rather complex social realities such as reality and illusion, fact and fiction, idealism and
realism as in the modern novel.42 His two protagonists, Don Quixote and Sancho develop and
grow as characters, which is truly modern story-telling structure or model. And during the late
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, both in Spain and England, the rise of national stage is
noted. Moreover, in England William Shakespeare was writing, producing and directing his
plays and theatres while his counterparts in Spain, Lope (Félix) de Vega (1562-1635) as well as
Pedro Calderón de la Barca (1600-1681) and Tirso de Molina (1584-1648), were producing
works that have become part of a great literary legacy. In fact, Lope de Vega, a prolific a
playwright and poet of the Spanish Golden Age and Baroque period, wrote and published
guidelines for writing plays and his plays were performed in Spain and England during his
lifetime. The works of these writers were performed and due to their popularity and humor
were also published for a reading public, albeit, a literate but not always aristocratic or elite.43
Spanish plays have constantly been performed through the centuries not only throughout
Spain but also the rest of the Spanish-speaking world due to their resonance with different
generations of theater-going publics. Furthermore, Spanish literature has played a crucial role in
inspiring and influencing other artistic forms directly and indirectly. Many of the plots,
characters and ideas are rooted in Spanish oral and written traditions and often from folk tales or
lore. Spanish culture and popular themes have entered a larger literary legacy through all its
42

Nicolás Kanellos, A History of Hispanic Theatre in the United States: Origins to 1940 (Austin,
TX: University of Texas Press, 1990), 1.
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Jodi Campbell, Monarchy, Political Culture and Drama: Theater of Negotiation (Abingdon,
Avon, GBR: Ashgate Publishing Group, 2006). A poet and satirist, Francisco de Quevedo
(1580-1645) is another noteworthy literary name to add to list.
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permutations and numerous contributions by remarkable writers and poets through the last four
hundred years. Moreover, the first chronicles, epic poems, novels, and plays about the Americas
were written in Spanish. Language therefore, is the principal element in the promulgation of
cultural, social, political and all projects related to the establishment of society’s institutions
established by the Spanish in the so-called New World.
Puerto Rico and Cuba especially have enjoyed a sustained tradition of theatrical
productions from the colonial period onward. The first known criollo playwright was Cristóbal
de Llerema de Rueda, from present day Dominican Republic, formerly Hispaniola. His
entremés, a one-act comical playlet similar to the sainete was presented in 1588. Llerena used
realistic motifs, traditional Spanish figures like el bobo the fool or village idiot, and classical
references to satirize the sociopolitical problems in the colony of Hispaniola. Because his play
depicted what was critical of Spanish policy in the New World, Llerena was soon deported by
the authorities. Although Cuba and Santo Domingo have endured dictatorial regimes and Puerto
Rico came under the occupation of the American forces starting in 1898 onward, becoming a
colonial subject of the United States, all came under cultural imperialism that has hindered or
compromised theatrical expressions; each of these regions developed dynamic theatrical and
literary traditions in spite of such tribulations arising from such socio-political constraints and
political oppression at times. Thus open critique was often masked through the use of humor.
Twentieth-century plays written and produced in Puerto Rico often had historical themes
that reflected the particular problems of the island. For example, El Grito de Lares (The Lares
Revolt), written in 1914 by the poet Luis Llorens Torres, resembles other plays of the period in
the way it relates to an important event in Puerto Rican history by using a style of language that
reflects Spanish theatrical traditions. An important historical event in Puerto Rico, the Lares
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Revolt of 1868, which was an attempt to establish Puerto Rican independence from Spain,
became a recurring theme on the Puerto Rican style in the island’s nationalist phase. Not until
1938, however, does a sustained tradition of democratic themes, structures, and imagery, and
written by Puerto Ricans truly begin. From the events of that year to the present day, a lively,
mostly thesis-oriented theater has flourished. In general, Puerto Rican theater reflects the same
obsession with the themes of national identity and colonialism found in other genres.
In Spain, while no overt critiques were made of institutions such as the monarchy and the
church, political dissent, sometimes manifested through violent protests such as the riots that
took place during Easter in 1766, was a direct assault on law and order from the working
classes’s outrage against an imposed dress code.44 Ramón de la Cruz’s sainetes registered the
pulse of the city’s working classes while providing entertainment. Manolo is such a work.
The sainete Manolo consists of seven characters who are closely related by family or
other relationship in the Madrid working class neighborhood of Lavapiés. It is a one-act sainete
with twelve scenes. Each scene is about two or three verses and as many as four characters can
be onstage. The scenery is kept to a minimum since it is a performance on same stage as the
main play or other performance being presented. Manolo’s plot’s theme, an arranged marriage,
is rather conventional. Uncle Matute wants his daughter, the young maja Remilgada to marry
Manolo who has been recently released from prison. His mother is an old maja named Tía
Chiripa.
The scene’s action is always the public space such as a street in the neighborhood of
Lavapiés. The characters in Manolo are:
44

Such event was the Squillace Riots (on the Easter riots) of 1766. As previously mentioned, the
riots were also about the lack of bread for the poor and working class people of Madrid and the
banning of certain wearing apparel such as capes.
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Tío (Uncle) Matute, a tavern keeper or owner in Lavapiés, whose wife is,
Tía (Aunt) Chiripa, a chestnut vendor.
Remilgada, Tío Matute’s daughter, and Mediodiente’s lover
Manolo, Tía Chiripa’s son, and former lover of,
La Potajera, in love, in Manolo’s absence, with
Mediodiente, Remilgada’s lover.
Sabastián, everyone’s confidant, and gossip monger, burglar and thief.
The names chosen for the characters are indicators of their station in life, or physical
attributes. The word “matute” means contraband or bootleg, so the author refers to someone of
dubious character; the word “chiripa” on the other hand, means fluke, perhaps denoting the
casual relation that Tío Matute has with Tia Chiripa. “Remilgada” reflects a person who is prim
and excessively affected—a young maja. “Manolo” is the central character and a popular
nickname for “Manuel;” it also denotes a “delinquent” or a “tough,” especially in the context of
the eighteenth-century Madrid. Manolo is a majo, the Everyman of Lavapiés. “Potajera” refers
to a woman who sells soups or stews in the street markets of the time. The word “potaje” refers
to a thick soup or a “mess.” But the word may also allude to a “gossip.” “Mediodiente,” likewise,
is another name denoting someone less than admirable appearance as it denotes an almost toothless person, and calls attention to the types from this typical neighborhood.
The “plot” unfolds rapidly with every short scene and concludes with a violent and
outrageous finale as expected in resolving the argument of the sainete. Manolo who has been in
prison returns home to find that his former love interest, La Potajera, is now in love with the
tough Mediodiente. His mother is Tía Chiripa and married for the second time to the tavern
keeper, Tío Matute, whose daughter Remilgada, is Mediodiente’s lover. This was the theater of
the masses, full of colorful depiction of boisterous and easily recognizable characters both
familiar and appealing to those who attended these performances. The plot is a mocking
caricature of middle class morality and the practice of arranged marriages all acted out in
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grandiloquent verses that mimic the heroic language of the neoclassic theater in Spain which was
popular with the elites. The play’s death scene is hilarious, parodying the melodramatic scenes
in the dramas of the era.45 The language used throughout the play is a vulgate Spanish which
parallels Spanglish, which transforms both Spanish and English into a contemporary vulgate.
The language is humorous yet biting and had great reception as the cast of characters and plots
reflected their own tales and lives.
Scene VI sees the entry of the main character, Manolo, who arrives dressed as a majo,
that is, with a cape, wearing a montera or hat and accompanied by a retinue from the neighborhood. His entrance is that of a popular celebrity rather than a ruffian coming home.

45

Manolo:

We are in Madrid and in our neighborhood,
and here, we will be honored by my mother’s presence,
who although not a real young woman,
at least, is a real old one.
The homeland! How sweet it is for a son
who returns home without a shirt and socks,
although, they were from Vizcaya
the day he left for his absence. 46

Sabastían:

Manolo!

Harney, “Carnival and Critical Reception,” 314-316.

46

The translation of the scene is by the author and some phrases are not literal in order to make
meaning clearer. The pronunciation of some words, in this case being the city of Madrid, as
“Madril” was characteristic of the majo’s vulgate Spanish language. Doménech Rico, Ramón de
la Cruz, 94. “Socks from Vizcaya” euphemistically describes the foot irons worn by prisoners or
inmates in Spanish prisons, indeed of most European prisons in the eighteenth century.
Original Spanish text spoken by character:
Manolo:
Ya estamos en Madril y en nuestro barrio,
y aquí nos honrará con su presencia
mi madre, que, si no es una real moza,
por lo menos veréis una real vieja.
¡La patria! ¡Qué dulce es para aquel hijo
que vuelve sin camisa ni calcetas,
sin embargo, que eran de Vizcaya
las que sacó en el día de su ausencia!
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Manolo:

Sabastían! Give me your hand,
And do not find it strange that I seem surprised 47
in seeing you in such a humble state.
You work with grass instead of making grass ropes
to climb balconies and curtains? 48
You, that through slits of doors
used your nimble hand,
to carry out such gruesome labors?
What is this?

Sabastían:

What is there to do? Things have changed
so in Madrid inside and out
what was out is now in
what was dirty before, now is clean. 49

47

The word “sosprenda” is use of vulgate for “sorprenda.” Rico, Ramón de la Cruz, 94. The
phrase “Dame tus brazos” has been translated as “Give me your hand.” The literal translation
would have been “Give me your arms,” or “Give me a hug.” These are two people who have not
seen each other in a while and the newly arrived Manolo tells Sabastián, to come and embrace
him as one would a friend who has come home after some time. Original Spanish greeting
spoken by each character:
Sabastían:
¡Manolo!
Manolo:

¡Sabastián! Dame los brazos,
Y no extrañes, amigo, me sosprenda
de verte en un estado tan humilde.
¿Tú manejar esparto en vez de cuerdas
para asaltar balcones y cortinas?
¿Tú, que por las rendijas de las puertas
introducías la flexible mano,
la aplicas a labores tan groseras?
¿Qué es esto?

48

Before becoming “espartero,” or craftsman, Sabastián was a thief who climbed up balconies to
commit his crimes. Majos often used their wits at whatever opportunities arose in order to make
money. Not everyone was a criminal but Spanish society deemed that anyone from Lavapiés or
the other working class neighborhoods naturally had to be involved in less than honest
professions.
49

Sabastián explains to Manolo that available work in Madrid has changed and what was
considered unsuitable work once, is now the only work. Original Spanish text spoken by
character:
Sabastían:
¿Qué ha de ser? Que se ha trocado
tanto Madril por dentro y por ajuera
que lo que por ajuera y por dentro
antes fue porquería, ahora es limpieza.
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Manolo:

How so?

Sabastián:

Long stories. But my friend,
you with your great talent, consider
how everything is, when I have become
an expert in wicker baskets. 50

Manolo:
Sabastián:

Tell me more news. What about La Pacha,
la Alfonsina, la Ojazos and la Tuerta? 51
In San Fernando.52

Manolo:

If their vocations have been fervent ones, happy women!

Sabastián:

They did not like the enclosure,
that landed them there by force.53

50

Sabastián refers to his profession now as “sastre de serones y esteras,” euphemistically and
humorously referring to his lowly work as a “tailor or expert in wicker baskets,” the sort used or
placed on donkeys to carry merchandise of all sorts. The “sastre” or tailor had a more elevated
type of work as he worked with silks and other textiles needed by the middle and upper classes.
Original text in Spanish spoken by characters:
Manolo:
¿Cómó?
Sabastían:

Son cuentos largos. Pero amigo,
tú con tu gran talento considera
cómo está todo cuando yo me he puesto
a sastre de serones y de estera.

51

Manolo asks Sabastián about some of the women he knows from the old neighborhood such as
Pacha or Paca, a woman named Francisca; Alfonsina and two others known only by their
physical attributes such as “Ojazos” or beautiful eyes and “la Tuerta” or the one-eyed woman.
Original text in Spanish spoken by character:
Manolo:
Dime más novedades. ¿Y la Pacha,
la Alfonsina, la Ojazos y la Tuerta?
52

San Fernando was a women’s prison in Madrid located in the San Fernando Convent, hence
the irony of the women’s whereabouts. See Rico’s Ramón de la Cruz, 95. Original text in
Spanish spoken by characters:
Sabastián:
En San Fernando
Manolo:

Si sus vocaciones han sido con fervor, ¡dichosas ellas!

53

The women are not entirely happy in their “cloistered” environs or confinement that the law
forced them into but the language used by the two characters is rather flippant and humorous.
The word “juerza” is the vulgate pronunciation for the word “fuerza.” Original text in Spanish
spoken by characters:
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Manolo:

Well, what tyrannical father has placed
the damsels against their will in this state?

Sabastián:

You know that between high-born people
the reason is that the state rules.54

Manolo:

And our comrades El Zurdillo,
el Tiñoso, Braguillas and Pateta? 55
All marched off.56

Sabastián:
Manolo:

From childhood
They were inclined to fighting,
and the day in which they could not fight
they would play at knocking each other’s heads.57

Sabastián:

No apetecieron ellas la clausura,
que allí la embocaron de por su juerza

Manolo:

Pues ¿qué tirano padre les da estado
contra su voluntad a las doncellas?

54

Ibid., 95. In wondering why the women were in prison, the reason seems to have been against
their father’s will or “state reasons,” meaning that like a father, the state or governing institutions
had the last word in almost all matters.
Original text in Spanish spoken by characters:
Sabastián:
Ya sabes que entre gentes conocidas
es la razón de estado quien gobierna
55

---------, Like the women, the men were referred to by certain monikers such as “el Zurdillo”
or “the left-handed,” “el Tiñoso” or “the mangy one” and “el Papeta” or “the one with
malformed feet.” Original text in Spanish spoken by characters:
Manolo:
¿Y nuestros camaradas el Zurdillo,
el Tiñoso, Braguillas y Papeta?
56

---------, 96. The phrase refers euphemistically to a troop but refers that all those mentioned
were “marched off” to prison. Original text in Spanish spoken by characters:
Sabastían:
Todos fueron en tropa
57

---------, 96. The men of the Manolo’s neighborhood were troublemakers since their youth.
When they could not fight with others they started fights amongst themselves. “Inclinados a la
Guerra” literally means “inclined to war.” And, “jugaban a romperse las cabezas” refers to
“playing at knocking their heads off.” I have not translated literally. Original text in Spanish
spoken by characters:
Manolo:
Dende chicos
fueron muy inclinados a la guerra,
y el día que se hallaban sin contrarios
jugaban a romperse las cabezas
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Sabastián:

Allow me to earn the gifts58

Manolo:

I give you license.

Sabastián:

But there is no reason, as they have seen you.

Manolo:

Heaven, give me temperance and fortitude!

End of scene VI.
Clearly, the use of humor employed by Ramón de la Cruz in his numerous sainetes made
these extremely popular as these mirrored the lives of the audiences from Madrid’s working class
neighborhoods and provided both great entertainment and a colorful visibility in a society that
saw them under a different light altogether. As well, humor acted as a critique of the social
mores of the elites as these performances parodied the foibles of the upper classes by providing a
cast of characters and plots that evoked the way “proper” society behaved. Although the height
of their popularity coincided during the reign of Charles III, as mentioned previously and
continued beyond, it is worth noting that they (their class) considered this Bourbon dynasty still a
foreign instrument of rule as the king, although born in Spain, had been ruler elsewhere—in
Naples and Sicily before ascending the Spanish throne and indeed the heir to another foreignborn Spanish king.59 Madrid’s working classes, their customs including their love of bullfights,
and way of flamboyant dressing helped create symbols of a national identity though they
themselves were perceived to be the lowest members of society. In fact the maja’s dress, albeit
58

---------, Original text in Spanish spoken by characters:
Sabastían:
Permíteme que gane las albricias de tu llegada.
Manolo:

Yo te doy licencia.

Sabastían:

Pero no hay para qué, pues ya te han visto.

Manolo:

¡Cielos, dadme templanza y fortaleza!

59

Charles III’s father, Philip V was born at the French court at Versailles and was the grandson
of Louis XIV.
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in a more luxurious rendition of black lace and fine silks, helped create a fashion craze that
aristocrats and even a queen, imitated and were glad to wear for portraits painted by Goya. But
more importantly, the use humor and vulgate Spanish that Ramón de la Cruz and other saineteros (writers of the sainete) exploited through their remarkable productions, helped create a
national theatre that was opposed to a modernity that was imported and French, no matter how
“enlightened” it seemed.
Although Adál’s artistic production has not been directly influenced by the sainete, this
theatrical tradition prevalent in Caribbean cultures and its humoristic essence prevailed during
the region’s Spanish colonization and in Puerto Rico’s case, during the earliest days of the
American occupation followed by what could be called “colonization” or its confusing
“commonwealth” or estado libre asociado political ambiguous status. This humoristic practice
evidenced in this theatrical tradition as well as other literary traditions up to the present have
provided a potent national weapon with which to question and indeed attack the state, its
government institutions, traditions and society in Puerto Rico as well as other Caribbean nations
such as Cuba and the Dominican Republic and has certainly, further supported a sense of
national identity, primarily through the use of satire and ridicule. In Adál’s work humor is
manifested in many ways: in his use of texts such as the titles of his individual works,
photographic images, manifestoes or his exhibitions or presentations which can become
performances; and his collaborations with the Rev. Pedro Pietri and others. Adál has also staged
two of musical performance works Mondo Mambo in 1990 at the Public Theater Latino Festival
and La Mambópera at the Repertory Theater, Hostos Center for the Arts and Culture in 2006.60

60

Adál’s earlier work Mondo Mambo was performed at The New York Public Theater Latino
Festival in 1990. This was in collaboration with Pedro Pietri and Tito Puente. See also, Lawrence
la Fountain-Stokes, “Visions of Night: La Mambópera by Adál Maldonado.” Gestos: Revista de
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La Mambópera centers about a futuristic time in a place called “Silencio City,” a
totalitarian state built on the ruins of Mambopolis, where music is strictly banned. In this
dystopian society a group of rebels called Mamboleros manage to stage underground dance
parties in “the city that never sleeps,” Mambotopia, which is in the heart of Silencio City. Adal’s
“film noirish” musical is full of the same absurd or comical characters he has so aptly included in
his fotonovela. However, the main character is a woman named Tristessa—a play on the word,
tristeza, which is Spanish for sadness, who is tormented by her dreams of music and dancing and
seeks a therapist to interpret these but yet, she is part of the status quo in Silencio City where her
boyfriend is a secret agent. Agents of the state eventually raid these parties and one day she is
arrested and sent to prison. In prison, she invokes a spirit named “Duende,” a difficult word to
translate as it can mean imagination, passion, or magic spirit in Spanish, who aids her. In this
rather bizarre and surreal turn of events, she is transported to her past via a Victrola, an
old-fashioned gramophone, when she was in an orphanage during her childhood. This was the
place where her trauma began as the “music” or as Adál refers to it, the “soundtrack” of her life
was removed. After a near-death experience due to corrective surgery, the heroine is free to
sing and dance again!
Adál’s hilarious musical critiques the status quo, in this case Silencio City, and its
despotic prohibition and persecution of music in all its forms. While the musical is not a
modern-day sainete, it does address through its ridicule, the forms of oppression that a rigid
society imposes on those who want to dance and listen to music emphasizing the absurdity in the
persecution and intolerance of the state. The “soundtrack” of her life clearly refers to her culture.
teoría y práctica del teatro hispánico, No. 45, (2008), 141-144, (https://search-proquest com.
ezproxy.gc.cuny.edu/docview/748659665/ 1D86D4E7D9EC48B5PQ /1?accountid=7287),
accessed December 15, 2018.
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Humorous Text:
The Work of Nemesio R. Canales and Luis Rafael Sánchez

Nemesio R. Canales

With the end of Spanish rule in the Caribbean after the Spanish-American War, only
four months after the conflict had ended in December of 1898, the United States took
possession of the former Spanish colonies with the exception of Cuba.61 After 1898 the United
States presence profoundly transformed the island’s politics and economy. American officials or
government administrators considered Puerto Ricans incapable of self-governing but viewed
them as a docile labor force.62 In 1917 with the implementation of the so-called Jones Act of
1917 under the Woodrow Wilson administration, the United States granted Puerto Ricans
American citizenship but did not confer statehood or full civil rights. Thus, Puerto Ricans at the

61

Spain’s last colonies were ceded to the United States after the Spanish-American under the
Treaty of Paris signed (December 10, 1898) four months after the war in 1898 (April-August
1898). It included Puerto Rico, Guam and The Philippines; the treaty granted Cuba its
independence. Adam Burns, “A Two-Ocean Empire, 1890-1898,” 70-71 and “Spanish Plunder,
1898-1917,” 92-112. In American Imperialism: The Territorial Expansion of the United States,
1783-2013 (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2017).
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Carmen Teresa Whalen, “Colonialism, Citizenship and the Making of a Puerto Rican
Diaspora,” in Carmen Teresa Whalen and Víctor Vázquez-Hernández, editors, The Puerto Rican
Diaspora; Historical Perspectives (Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 2005), 4-6.
These paternalistic and colonial views would prejudice Puerto Ricans and helped shape US
policies towards Puerto Rico and persisted as Puerto Ricans migrated to the United States.
American corporations recruited Puerto Ricans as a source of cheap labor, within Puerto Rico, to
the United States and overseas. Furthermore, the Spanish-American War had profound and
lasting consequences for Puerto Rico. Having expanded territorially from coast to coast, the
United States now sought to expand its markets overseas. Thus a belief in manifest destiny
drove US expansion and colonial rule in Puerto Rico and elsewhere. As monetary compensation
for the war, the United States gained Puerto Rico. Puerto Ricans were not consulted or involved
regarding the terms of the treaty that began their American colonization.
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turn of the century faced a completely foreign power and culture, one that practiced, for the most
part, a Protestant ethic and religion, spoke another language, knew little about the island of
Puerto Rico or their customs, and held paternalistic views over the people it was about to govern.
The very name of the island was changed to “Porto Rico” for what one can only assume, easier
pronunciation for its English language administrators.63 The Spanish language, although
frowned upon and taught as a “special subject” in a newly established American school system,
continued to be spoken. Thus, the Spanish language would become an agent in fomenting a
national identity and a formidable force in disseminating ideas in opposition to the American
military and civil administration in the island. The Spanish language was the most powerful
instrument in re-affirming culture and nationhood:
Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, newspapers represented an
important literary venue for satire, particularly in the form of personal attacks against
politicians and the social elites. The satirical press flourished at the turn of the century
due to decreased censorship, and many humorists and caricaturists openly criticized
figures of authority as well as their rivals in the press.64
As Israel Reyes remarks in his studies and other scholars such as Enid Pagán González
and Luis Palés Matos have argued, comedy and humor in Puerto Rico did not develop evenly
because political, social, and economic conditions made it impossible for writers to produce a
literature that expressed a national identity. Comedy and humor were not considered the
appropriate means for literary discourse to take up the task of building a national identity.
or one that addressed that discourse above others.65 But this type of literature has not garnered
serious study or attention in the discussion of Puerto Rican national identity. However, my focus
63

The United States administration used “Porto Rico” after war of 1898 because it was easier to
pronounce. The correct spelling the island’s name, that is, Puerto Rico, was restored in 1932.
64

See Reyes, Humor and the Eccentric Text. 4.

65

Ibid.
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on this particular analysis in the development of a national identity through satire and/or humor
will not dwell or trace a linear history but will provide influences and trends that have aided in
that construction which is evident in the arts and literature of the island. Humor is the spirit of
the national culture.
Puerto Rican journalist, writer and a champion for women’s rights, Nemesio R. Canales
(born Jayuya 1878—died New York 1923) was generally well-known for his biting political
satire and caustic literary criticism. Canales was a lawyer and served as legislator in Puerto
Rico’s early representative government under the American administration. The prolific writer
received his earliest education in Puerto Rico and set off to receive his medical and law
training at the University of Zaragoza in Spain in 1896 like so many young upper-class Puerto
Rican men who travelled there to begin university studies in whatever fields they had decided
to pursue. His compatriots, albeit older, included such men as poet Alejandro Tapia y Rivera;
poet and journalist, Manuel Alonso Pacheco; and intellectual and advocate for Puerto Rican
independence from Spain, Eugenio María de Hostos. After two years in Spain, the young
Canales was forced to return to Puerto Rico to his family’s mountain home in Jayuya due to the
Spanish-American War. In Puerto Rico, Canales began English lessons to prepare for resuming
university studies in University of Baltimore School of Law presently the University of
Maryland. In 1902 he graduated with honors and returned to Puerto Rico moving to the city of
Ponce.66 There, Canales began a life that included the practice of law but also writing and
editing numerous humorous essays and short stories in the island’s newspapers and revistas or
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Ibid., 29. Eugenio María de Hostos (1839-1903) was an educator, philosopher, intellectual
lawyer and advocated for Puerto Rican independence; Alejandro Tapia y Rivera (1826-1882)
was a Puerto Rican poet, playwright, essayist and writer; and Manuel A. Alonso (1822-1889)
was a writer, poet and journalist.
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literary magazines such as La Revista de las Antillas and Juan Bobo; and, wrote a one-act play El
héroe galopante (The Galloping Hero, published posthumously). In Panama, he co-published
with Julio R. Barco, Cuasimodo: Magazine interamericano, dedicated to culture, literature, and
other news (variedad de temas) of the day throughout the Americas.67 Canales success as a
satirical journalist in Puerto Rico began with a series of articles he wrote for the newspaper
El Día in the city of Ponce from 1911 to 1914. This collection of essays was subsequently
published as Paliques in 1915 and remains his most well-known literary work.68 Paliques is a
collection of satirical and philosophical musings in the form of short texts.69 What is unique
about his short essays is the style in which he set his humorous musings by using himself as the
comic object of whatever argument he chose to address at any one point. Thus, he at once
engaged his readers while gaining certain sympathy for himself. For instance in the foreword or
introductory text which he titles cleverly Cuatro palabras (Four Words), he tells his reader about
what he is about to write and why. Thus he begins:
With all modesty (it is well known that true modesty consists in expressing what one
feels), I confirm that I am publishing this book because I believe it is a good one. And
not only a good one, but unique in its field in Puerto Rico. If I make myself look
ridiculous in saying this, all the better. Ridicule, the mocking derision on the fool’s face,
has never proven anything. And, with or without ridicule, it will always be a truth, easily
proven, that in Puerto Rico much has been written, but that all the works that have seen
the light of day, have been erudite, imaginative, and from the latter, mostly in verse. And
67

See Revistas Culturales, (https://www.revistas-culturales.de/es/bibliografie/cuasimodomagazine-interamericano-i), accessed March 20, 2019. The magazine was published from 1919
to 1920. Included in the June 1919 issue were the editors message, “Mensaje de Cuasimodo;”
“Noticias del mundo científico,” (news from the world of science); and “Actuación de la mujer
moderna,” (news about the role of modern or contemporary women).
68

Reyes, Humor and the Eccentric Text, 25. The word paliques means small talk or charla in
Spanish. His Paliques were a “chat” with his readers and they were written as though the writer
was speaking to them.
69

Ibid. 14, 15.
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the works that I have collected in this field are neither erudite nor from my imagination:
they are from the philosophical humor genre, which no one has nurtured up to now in
Puerto Rico. This does not mean that I believe myself to be a genius for the mere fact of
being the first in noting this in our rickety and routine literature. One can be an ass and
be the first in whatever place; everyone knows that, but everyone also knows that, genius
or ass, a book’s author, and as, for every one hundred read, there are, sometimes ten who
buy a book and five that pay for the book, I invoke before those five, my unique title as a
form of petition to the editor.70
I must also warn that the work on my books dates from different periods: some are
yesterday’s articles, and others from the day before and I myself don’t know whether it
means two or three years before. And it is clear: that ideas and sentiments that have
inspired some of these works are no longer my ideas and sentiments today, and if they
figure in my collection it is because, given the frightening slow process of printing, I do
not have the nerve to delay their coming-out with new retouches and editing. (In Puerto
Rico it is less difficult to be in politics and become a magistrate or councilman in the
Administration, or start a store and become a millionaire, than to print a book. To publish
a book, in addition to being crazy, one has to be more patient than Job and more stubborn
than a person from Aragon).71

70

Con toda modestia (ya se sabe que la raíz de la verdadera modestia consiste en decir lo que
uno siente), declaro que publico este libro porque creo que es bueno. Y no sólo bueno
sino, único en su género en Puerto Rico. Si me pongo en ridículo diciendo esto, mejor. El
ridículo, la mueca burlona en el rostro del necio, nunca ha probado nada. Y, con o sin
ridículo, siempre será una verdad, muy fácil de comprobar, que en Puerto Rico se ha
escrito mucho, pero que todas las obras que han visto la luz han sido obras de erudición
o imaginación, y de estas últimas la mayor parte en verso. Y los trabajos que he
coleccionado en este entorno no son ni de erudición ni de imaginación: son de un género
de humorismo filosófico, que nadie ha cultivado hasta ahora en Puerto Rico. Esto no
quiere decir que yo me crea un genio por el solo hecho de haber sido el primero en dar
tal o cual nota en nuestra raquítica y rutinaria literatura. Puede uno ser un asno y entrar
el primero en cualquier sitio; cualquiera sabe eso, pero cualquiera sabe también que,
genio o asno, el autor de un libro que es único en su género en un país cualquiera
merecen que le lean, y como, de cada cien que leen, hay, a veces, diez que compran el
libro y cinco que lo pagan, yo invoco ante esos cinco mi título de único a manera de
reclamo a editor. English translation is by the author.

71

Tengo que advertir también que los trabajos de mis libros son de fechas distintas: unos
artículos son de ayer, y otros de anteayer que yo mismo no sé si significa dos o tres o
más años. Y es claro: las ideas y sentimientos que inspiraron algunos de esos trabajos ya
no son mis ideas y sentimientos de hoy, y si figuran en mi colección es porque, dada la
lentitud aterradora del trabajo de impresión, no me siento ya con valor bastante para
demorar la salida con nuevos retoques y expurgos. (En Puerto Rico es menos difícil
meterse en política y llegar a juez o consejero del Ejecutivo, o poner una tienda y
hacerse millonario, que imprimir un libro. Para sacar un libro de la imprenta, además
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My book has without a doubt, merit: it does not pose a style, nor does it “smell” of
tedious or traditional correction used by Ricardo de León, Cejador and other celebrated
figures, but unpleasant literary pests, who still wonder about. I have given my
impressions of matters in the most sincere and simple manner that I have been able to,
concerning myself much about what I had to say and very little, almost nothing, of how I
had to say it. I have always such a curiosity and emotion about an innumerable
interesting things that daily make up life’s spectacle that, I have not had the time to go
beyond conjugation of grammatical studies.72
Another observation: I have priced my book at one dollar and not a cent lower, in the first
place, because, in comparison, with innocuous works by prominent political authors, but
without a pinch of literary personality, that tend to sell from time to time, my book is
jewel and worth a sum; and in the second place, because given the fact that those who
buy a book figure that they are providing alms to the author, I do not wish that the alms
that they wish to make be lower than one hundred pennies. In regards alms, I have found
that, the cheap ones denigrate, the expensive ones give the receiver a certain importance.
And thus, good-bye, that for a prologue for a book that is doomed to see the light of day
in “Donkeyland,” I have said more than enough. Ponce, P.R., Enero 26 de 1925.73
de loco, hay que ser más paciente que Job y más terco que un aragonés). I have
translated the word Ejecutivo as being the “Administration” in the island.
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Tiene mi libro un mérito indiscutible: no sabe a estilo, ni huele pesada y castiza corrección de
los Ricardo de León, Cejador y otros celebrados, pero cargantes y antipáticos
moscardones literarios, que todavía andan por ahí. He dado mis impresiones de las
cosas de la manera más sincera y sencilla que he podido, preocupándome mucho de lo
que tenía que decir y muy poco, casi nada, de cómo lo tenía que decir. He puesto siempre
tanta curiosidad y emoción en la innumerables cosas interesantes de que se compone el
espectáculo de la vida que, francamente, no he tenido tiempo de ir más allá
de la conjugación en materia de estudios gramaticales.
Canales makes mention of Julio Cejador y Frauca (1864-1927) who wrote about the history of
the Spanish language.
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Nemesio R. Canales, “Introduction,” in Paliques (Editorial Universitario, Universidad de
Puerto Rico, 1952).
Otra observación: le he puesto a mi libro el precio de un dólar y no otro más bajo, en primer
lugar, porque, en comparación, con las obras anodinas de autores prominentes en
política, pero sin pizca de personalidad literaria, que aquí salen a venderse de cuando el
cuándo, mi libro es una joya y vale un dineral; y en segundo lugar, porque ya que aquí el
que compra un libro se figura que le hace una limosna al autor, no quiero que las
limosnas que han de hacer bajen de cien centavos cada una. En materia de limosnas he
descubierto que, las baratas denigran, las cara dan hasta cierto realce al que las recibe.
Y con esto, adiós, que, para prólogo de un libro de un libro condenado a ver la luz en
Burrolandia, sobra la mitad de lo dicho.
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Reyes comments in his work that due to the fact that Canales’s work or writings
originally appeared in newspapers and literary magazines, the fleeting nature of this form,
bolstered the notion that the writer had never contributed “serious” work to Puerto Rican
literature. In a biographical note that accompanied a 1935 edition of Canales’s play, El héroe
galopante, (The Galloping Hero, 1923), Canales was described by Antonio de Jesús as:
…an ill-fated genius. His personality would have scintillated in any field of our
literature. His keen observation, his evident talent, and his facility of expression were
clearly distinctive elements in his literary work with which we are familiar. But
throughout his life he aimed at cultivating the philosophical humor that, although it won
applause and popularity in his era, places him at a disadvantage compared to the other
men of letters of our nation.74
His type of humor and satire appeals instantly because the writer draws his audience by
signaling the ridiculous in himself. In the very last line of his foreword he mentions Burrolandia
(“Donkeyland”) as the destiny for this book of texts. By saying so he insures the texts are at
least explored and thus by “breaking from the constraints of seriousness” Canales does not
offend anyone while poking fun at whatever piqued his critique.75 Throughout his career in
journalism, Canales employed his skills as a satirist to criticize vigorously the American
occupation in Puerto Rico, and his experiences in the United States are revealed in his writings.76
For instance, Canales mocked a new class of elites in Puerto Rico, one of which he was part of,
and referred to them as “los graduados americanos.”77 Since the center of political and economic
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Reyes, Humor and the Eccentric Text, 20-21. Writing at the time in the 1930s, Antonio de
Jesús was associated with a generation of intellectuals and writers who reinforced a Hispanic
paternalism with the intent of saving the nation from the forces of Anglo-American imperialism.
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Ibid., 28, 29.
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------, 29 and Canales, Paliques, 148.
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Reyes, Humor and the Eccentric Text, 29. Canales studied English in Puerto Rico before his
father sent him off to study at the University of Baltimore Law School, now part of the
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power had shifted from Spain to the United States, those Puerto Rican professionals—“los
graduados americanos,” with ties to the North American mainland insinuated themselves into
advantageous positions in Puerto Rican government. In one of his essays in Paliques, “The
Portorrican Association of American Graduates,” he ridicules this group by making himself the
object of ridicule:
I was in San Juan, I was among my congenial and patriotic, graduated and associated
companions; and hearing them I began to drool with delight—the delight of seeing the
issue of the nation finally placed in competent hands, in lawyer’s hands—and from
drooling I went to clapping and to shouting hurrah, and I threw my hat up seven times,
and all aquiver I was ready, convinced and emotionally moved, to fall into the arms of the
Portorrican Association of American Graduates.78
As Reyes points out in the chapter devoted to Canales specifically about this text: “The
vivid image of physical buffoonery, ending with a semi-hysterical swoon, serves to satirize how
easily one can be duped into adopting ill-conceived political ideologies solely on the basis of
adhering to class and professional loyalties.”79
It must be noted yet again that Adál’s works including his earliest images that for the
most part are self-portraits, which he has continued to examine and exploit, employs selfdeprecating sense of humor, while the titles of some of his images such as When Governments

University of Maryland. Graduating with honors in 1902, he then returned home to begin his
career as a journalist in the city of Ponce. He mockingly called those who had studied in The
United States “los graduados americanos” (the American graduates) and was unflinching in his
criticism of the United States colonial occupation.
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Ibid., 30. The use and spelling of “Portorrican” and “Porto Rico” was used by the American
administration after Treaty of Paris ending the Spanish American War but was eventually
dropped when a resolution was passed by on December 7, 1931, Congress passed S.J. Res. 36,
which changed the spelling of “Porto Rico” back to “Puerto Rico” in official U.S. records,
documents, and communications. See U.S. House of Representatives, History, Art & Archives,
“Crafting an Identity,” (https://history.house.gov/Exhibitions-and-Publications/HAIC/HistoricalEssays/ Foreign-Domestic/Crafting-Identity/), accessed January13, 2019.
79

------, 30.
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Engage in Cereal Murder, An Artist Under Investigation and Nuyorican in Threat of Extinction
reinforce his intent to provoke, criticize and ridicule. Canales deployed humor as a powerful
weapon at the political crossroads for Puerto Rico and as Reyes writes “…his prolific journalism,
and his political activity proved that he was a man of action…a non-conformist.”80 Canales’s
humor set him apart from many of his contemporaries who sought to validate Puerto Rican
national identity according to a paternalistic tradition, one that reinforced a society based on
male privilege. Although not directly influenced by Canales, Adál uses a visual and textual
language that serves to critique a society wherein he is at once Puerto Rican, Nuyorican and an
American citizen as each label or description does not fully apply or provide resolutions about
his identity or ideas about nationhood, but instead offers opportunities for discourse.

Luis Rafael Sánchez

Puerto Rico has had a vibrant literary history from its Spanish colonial past and after the
conclusion of the Spanish-American War under the subsequent American sovereignty. To the
present, it continues to have eloquent and dynamic literary figures.81 Such is the case of Luis
Rafael Sánchez who has achieved both national (in Puerto Rico) recognition and international
acclaim with works such as his celebrated La guaracha del Macho Camacho (Macho Camacho’s
Beat) and, La importancia de llamarse Daniel Santos (The Importance of Being Called Daniel
Santos). Recognized as one of Puerto Rico’s most creative contemporary writers Luis Rafael
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Reyes, Humor and the Eccentric Text, 47.
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Certainly, the various Nuyorican writers and poets discussed in this dissertation, reveals the
vibrancy and ingenuity in Puerto Rican literature in the diaspora.
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Sánchez has long been praised for his diverse body of work including short stories, novelas,
essays and plays. An accomplished playwright, Sánchez’s play, La pasión según Antígona
Pérez (The Passion of Antígona Pérez) based on Sophocles’s Antigone, is a powerful tragedy
about Olga Viscal Garrida, a member of the Puerto Rican Nationalist Party who did not
recognize the authority of the United States over Puerto Rico and spent years in prison for her
political principles.82 Sánchez’s use of humor is adept at describing the “Puerto Rican nation”
which is no longer confined to the island’s borders as Puerto Ricans live outside these and, have
for more than a hundred years.83 Puerto Ricans live all over the United States mainland in cities
like New York, Chicago, Orlando, Philadelphia, and Newark among others. In his essay
Puerto Rican Literature and Colonial Reality (1974), John Dimitri Perivolaris outlines the
mission of his comedy by declaring that “Puerto Rican writers must attack the apathy,
complacency, and self-delusion of colonialism by the use of humor that deflates and wounds.”
For him, humor is “a corrosive art for demolishing lies.”84 I discuss the work of Luis Rafael
Sánchez because in his work and through his use of humor, like Canales before him, Sánchez
proposes a new discourse on Puerto Rican identity and nationhood that provides a less rigid and
more fluid narrative about both. For instance, in his essay La guagua aérea, (The Flying Bus), a
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The essay La guaga aérea (1983) suggests that Puerto Ricans who travel back and forth on
this so-called “flying bus” have embraced a complex national identity, one that is flexible and
considers “the nation” as existing beyond the island’s borders. Luis Rafael Sánchez, La pasión
según Antígona Pérez (8th. ed.) (Río Piedras, P.R.: Editorial Cultural, 1983).
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Puerto Rican migration to the United States began almost at the beginning of the twentieth
century with the end of the Spanish American War and increased after at different times during
the century, most notably during the Great Depression, during World War II and after 1950s.
84

John Dimitri Perivolaris, Puerto Rican Cultural Identity and the Works of Luis Rafael Sánchez
(Chapel Hill, NC: North Carolina Studies in the Romance Languages and Literatures, University
of North Carolina, 2000), 17.
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group of travelers from the island take a plane to New York and create great mayhem when a
pair of crabs escape a passenger’s bag. Neither the easiness in boarding a flight to New York nor
the crabs scurrying down the aisle seem strange but rather commonplace. Puerto Ricans, after
more than a century have found boarding a plane as conventional as boarding a bus or guagua
and the circumstances of a diaspora just as normal.85 The national borders have expanded and
include all the cities where Puerto Rican communities in the US have been established. Thus,
the Puerto Rican nation is on the move and what may be considered a “tragedy,” leaving one’s
land, or migration, is no longer an inconvenience but a fact of life and what Puerto Ricans in a
defiant act of resilience call “el arte de bregar,” the art of dealing with, arguing for, forging,
fighting against the “condition” they have been dealt ever since that fateful year of 1898.86
Sánchez’s most contemporary novel broke all rules and focused on “a” language not
given “voice.” It was, though used by many, not the kind of poetic language used before this
time for “literature.” In that sense, his humor and the use of a language considered vulgar or
inappropriate was a rupture with the past and became a post-war classic known not only in
Puerto Rico but throughout Latin America.87 Sánchez’s novel expressed a reality newly
interpreted for a generation that was becoming more vocal about the social and economic
hardships Puerto Ricans in the island and those in the diaspora faced—lack of jobs, equitable
housing, racial discrimination, as well as a host of other concerns. Moreover, the novel’s
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Luis Rafael Sánchez, La guagua aérea (Puerto Rico: Editorial Cultural, 1994).
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See Arcadio Díaz Quiñones, El arte de bregar (San Juan, Puerto Rico: Ediciones Callejón,
2003).
87

La guaracha del Macho Camacho was first published in 1976 in Buenos Aires, Argentina by
Ediciones de la flor. Other editions continued. It has been translated to English, Portuguese and
French.
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format or “audible nature” is innovative and in keeping with the remarkable success and
popularity of radio and the radionovela (or radio serial) in Puerto Rico and Latin America
since the early part of the twentieth century.
La guaracha del Macho Camacho is set within the political context of the late 1960s and
into the 1970s when a revolution in the Caribbean shocked the Western Hemisphere further
elevating tensions between the United States and the Soviet Union. In the United States, a civil
rights movement was committed against racism and injustice; groups like the Black Panthers
and the Young Lords were raising more than their fists in protest on behalf of neglected
communities American troops waged a war in Vietnam that raged with no end in sight and no
strategy to end it. And in Puerto Rico these events such as the fight for equal rights and the
Cuban Revolution particularly resonated with certain members of the nationalist and
independence groups.88 La guaracha del Macho Camacho expressed the political, social,
popular sentiments of some in the nationalist and independent movements in Puerto Rico, but
also those in the Puerto Rican diaspora. What is relevant to this dissertation is the fact that all
these creative forces in the arts such as writer Luis Rafael Sánchez, and others that were
asserting an identity, complex and ever-evolving, about what it meant to be Puerto Rican and
Nuyorican to both los de allá and los de acá, were flourishing at this time and influencing
directly and indirectly everyone within their respective spheres.89
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Luis Rafael Sánchez, La guaracha del Macho Camacho, ed., Arcadio Díaz Quiñones (Madrid:
Letras Hispánicas, 2nd ed., Cátedra, 2001), 64-65. In Puerto Rico, in the 1970s, the impulse
was to recover history, in literature, poetry, theatre, painting, popular music; la salsa became the
musical ambassador and emblem of all things Puerto Rican. Fania, a record company started by
Jerry Masucci, toured the world including Africa with their Fania All Stars act which was
primarily made up of musicians who played, sang and danced salsa. Ángel Quintero Rivera,
Salsa, sabor y control: Sociología de la música tropical (México D.F. & Madrid: Siglo XXI
Editores, 1998); and Juan Flores, From Bomba to Hip-Hop: Puerto Rican Culture and Latino
Identity (New York: Columbia University Press, 2000).
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Sánchez was born in Humacao, a town in the easternmost part of the island in 1936 to a
family of modest means. Around 1949 he was sent to live with relatives in the capital city of
San Juan and attended public schools there. Being in the old city, he first became interested in
the theater and culture there. The city still had talented but impoverished artisans, was overrun
by rats and was host to noisy American marines who frequented the whorehouses on the
weekends. At Teatro Tapia he met the Spanish theatrical companies and learned about stagecraft; he made friends and contacts with the numerous dance and ballet troupes that worked
there. San Juan’s many movie houses, noisy streets, and bordellos provided inspiration for his
future writings such plays, essays and novels.90 In 1956 he began studies at the University of
Puerto Rico in the Department of Theater and Humanities and participated in the Teatro
Universitario where he also wrote his first play, La espera (The Wait). He also worked for a
time in a radio station in Puerto Rico which would influence the way he wrote for his most
famous work, La guaracha del Macho Camacho.91 His connection to New York is well-known
as the writer spent time in the city while attending New York University and taking classes at
The Actor’s Studio during 1962 which provided him the opportunity to experience the political
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The climate of creativity marked the early 1970s. Poet and writer, Pedro Pietri, published The
Puerto Rican Obituary in 1973; others such as Miguel Algarín and Miguel Piñero, published
Nuyorican Poetry: An Anthology of Puerto Rican Words and Feelings, (New York: William
Morrow & Company, Inc., 1975) and founded the Nuyorican Poets Café. In Puerto Rico, visual
artist Antonio Martorell founded El Taller Alacrán (Scorpion Workshop, 1968-1972) which
would inspire and train artists in the graphic arts.
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Sánchez, La guaracha, 69. His earliest plays were performed under the auspices of the
Instituto de Cultura Puertorriqueña in the island from the 1960s onward. Los ángeles se han
fatigado and La hiel nuestra de cada día; each focuses on respective desperate dramatic
situations, one of an old prostitute and the other on an elderly couple who live under miserable
conditions in San Juan.
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Ibid., 72. Sánchez worked in a radio station (WNEL) in Santurce and claims it marked his life
profoundly.
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and social climate of the era while becoming familiar with the work of James Baldwin. In 1976
he received a doctoral degree from the Complutense University in Madrid.
La guaracha del Macho Camacho is “narrated,” that is, the reader is presented with
passages or scenes that are being “read” by a locutor or radio announcer or disc jockey
during the broadcasting of a radionovela or radio serial in Puerto Rico with “interruptions” for
the latest news or important announcements the radio audience needs to know. The heyday of
the radionovela dates to the early part of the twentieth century when audiences everywhere,
including the United States, received their news and were entertained with radio shows of all
types, including the so-called melodrama, comedy and mystery serials. The work is a collection
of about twenty short vignettes or sections about various characters (four principals) who are
from different social classes in Puerto Rico and stuck in traffic on a Wednesday afternoon at
5:00 pm, or rush hour. Its title refers to a guaracha, a Caribbean musical form that is intrinsic to
the “story” as the narrator interjects and reminds his “audience” of this newest craze that has just
taken over the radio waves for a new guaracha, La vida es una cosa fenomenal (Life is Phenomenal Thing) sung by Macho Camacho, a fictional singer.92 The work explores both the
influence of “popular culture” in every aspect of daily life but also the intrusion of mass media in
this up-to-date contemporary society in 1970s Puerto Rico.
The writer’s experimental form presents a Puerto Rican reality expressed against a backdrop of socio-political conflicts at the time. Although Sánchez makes use of both Spanglish and
habla puertorriqueña which is the not a refined Spanish but rather the language of the working
class, the poor and rural folk. Puerto Ricans in the island use Spanish over English so the
92

The guaracha is a musical genre from Cuba but popular throughout the Spanish-speaking
Caribbean in rapid tempo and with picaresque or humorous lyrics. The guaracha was brought to
Puerto Rico most probably in the 19th century by Cuban theater or musical groups.
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conflation of Spanish and English or Spanglish is not so prevalent as it is in New York and other
cities of the diaspora where large communities of Puerto Ricans are found, such as those in
Chicago and Philadelphia. Language is the true protagonist of the novel, and parody is the
primary device.93
Each episode or segment of the novel is introduced by the locutor—newscaster or discjockey, as in a radionovela offering to render a description of what just happened or what is
about to happen thus providing a sense of continuity. The characters reflect those in Adál’s
fotonovela as they are part of a story, one visually unfolds before our eyes, the other, requires a
reading. The “story” as in Adál’s fotonovela is an unusual narrative. Sánchez focuses on the
characters and their respective relationships. The time in which the narrative unfolds is during
the rush hour at 5:00 pm or la hora pico it is referred to in San Juan; and, there are no chapters
but segments that describe the action from the perspective of each of the characters.
The principal characters in La guaracha del Macho Camacho are:
Senator Vicente Reinosa, a married and respectable member of the upper class and a
political figure with a mistress.
His wife, Graciela Alcántara y López de Montefrío, who waits for her psychiatrist Severo
Severino.
La Madre or “Heathen Chinese Woman” (China Hereje) the Senator’s mistress.94
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Both the Spanish and English translations of the texts are included in this thesis. In her review
of Sánchez’s La guaracha del Macho Camacho in its English translation (Macho Camacho’s
Beat), Stacey Schlau focuses on Spanglish and indeed the power of this hybrid speech:
“Linguistic parody as both instrument and symbol of the island’s cultural colonization is the core
of this funny, stinging narrative, making the translator’s task extremely challenging.” See
Stacey Schlau, Latin American Literary Review no. 22 (1983), 125-27; (www.jstor.org/stable/
20119347), accessed June 2, 2019
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The translation for the mistress’s name from English into Spanish is somewhat complex. The
character is called “La Madre” or The Mother and also “China Hereje” which more accurately
translates as “The Heathen Chinese Woman” which appears to be a racist appellation as many
terms in the Caribbean about the races have historically been such as the term mulata. The racist
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Benny, the couple’s son.
A typical segment begins first with an introduction or words from the radio announcer or
locutor such as:
And, ladies and gentlemen, friends, because the distinguished public says so and the
distinguished public is the one who says so and I say that what it says gives cause for
fear, it continues as the first and undeniable favorite of the distinguished public through
the number one hit parade of Antillean radio, transmitted by the number one radio station
or the number one wireless station of the Antillean quadrant, with a superantenna
mounted on the super summit of the supercountry, it continues, I repeat for the benefit of
the radio audience who…95
Announcer’s description of male protagonist: Senator Vicente Reinosa:
Senator Vicente Reinosa—Vince is a prince and easy to convince—is tied up, held up,
caught up. He says I’ll come late. I’ll come late says he twice. Once, twice, worse. A
curse, and he doesn’t tear out a couple of hairs because he only has a couple of hairs,
skillfully arranged and held in place with lacquered naturalness by the stylist
recommendation of a barber become one. Looked at with crass objectivity, the man isn’t
so bad-looking, but he isn’t so good-looking either. Although looking neither bad nor
good is a way of looking at anybody. Since you people have him before you, all
expressions have also evolved as terms of endearment (used by the elites or white criollos), but
also by other groups such as people of color. These terms have been used consistently in
literature, the arts and popular culture. For English translations I have used Luis Rafael Sánchez,
Macho Camacho’s Beat, trans. Gregory Rabassa (New York, Pantheon Books, 1980).
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The original Spanish text is from the 2013 edition, 117. The English edition of the work is
titled Macho Camacho’s Beat, translated by Gregory Rabassa. The translation in some cases
fails to denote certain expressions as the author may have intended in the Spanglish and that he
so eloquently uses. Sánchez also begins his texts with all capitals and consistently creates new
words by mixing, combining and using both Spanish and English but also uses Italian and French
words. Popular consumer culture comes into play with the use of names for products and
retailers known at the time of the novel. Such brands are: Penney’s (J. C. Penney) and Sears;
Acqua Velva and Clubman; and the use of promotional tags at the time such as “Made in Puerto
Rico.”
The original text in Spanish:
Announcer:
Y Señoras y Señores, amigas y amigos, porque lo dice el respetable público y el
respetable público el que dice y digo yo que lo que dice mete mieditis, continúa en el primer e
indiscutible favor del respetable público, a través del primer desfile de éxitos de la radio
antillana, transmitido por la primera estación radiodifusora o primera estación radioemisora
del cuadrante antillano, con super antena trepada en el superpico del super país, continúa,
repito para consumo de los radioyentes que…
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handsome Glostora ad, all the appreciable gallantry of a gallant who crosses the threshold
of Clubman, you decide whether he looks good or bad or whether he doesn’t look either
good or bad. Senator Vicente Reinosa—Vince is a prince with conscience to evince—is
tied up, held up, caught up in a traffic jam as phenomenal as life, Made in Puerto Rico,
the tie-up is an active sample of Latin American capacity for obstruction, a criminal tieup, one might say modeled after Julio Cortázar’s story The Southern Thruway: tobesure,
tobesure, life does copy literature. Senator Vicente Reinosa—Vince is a prince and his
goodness doesn’t wince—snacks on some succulent slices of cuticle, refuses bile entry to
his buccal cavity, loosens the necktie that is guillotining him: guillotined by Oscar de la
Renta. His cup of desperation drained to the last drop and his thermos of distress run dry,
with histrionics outlawed at the Old Vic and the thick ringing tones worthy of a smalltown poetry-declaimer, he recites:96
The announcer’s description of the Senator’s wife: Graciela Alcántara y López de
Montefrío:
With her nails lacquered by Virginale, a love-trap created by nature, with the coolness
and purity of a virgin forest, shades light as the clouds, Graciela Alcántara y López de
Montefrío opens her purse: a charming bag of snow-white kidskin charged at Sears, very
delicate, very elegant, very expensive, and absolutely necessary for occasions in which a
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I have included Spanish text as printed in La guaracha del Macho Camacho, Fifth edition
(Ediciones Cátedra, Madrid, 2013), 119-120. Luis Rafael Sánchez La Guaracha Del Macho
Camacho, ed., Arcadio Díaz Quiñones, 2nd ed. Letras Hispánicas; (Madrid: Cátedra, 2001), 497.
The spelling and punctuation in this dissertation is as it appears in this edition. Original Spanish
text:
El Senador Vicente Reinosa—Vicente es decente y buena gente—está atrapado,
apresado, agarrado. Dice: llegaré tarde. Llegaré tarde; redice. Dice, redice, maldice y
no se arranca algunos pelos porque algunos pelos tiene, habilísimamente dispuestos y
fijados con laca naturalidad por la recomendación estilista de un barbero metido a uno.
Visto con crasa objetividad, el hombre no se ve mal pero tampoco se ve bien. Como que
no se ve ni mal ni bien. Que es una manera de verse como otra cualquiera. Aunque
ustedes, que lo tienen ante ustedes, toda estampa garrida de anuncio de Glostora, todo
galanura apreciable de galán que traspone el umbral de Clubman, deciden si se ve bien
o si se ve mal, o si no se ve ni bien ni mal. El Senador Vicente Reinosa—Vicente es
decente y su conciencia es trasparente—está atrapado, apresado, agarrado por un tapón
fenomenal como la vida, made in Puerto Rico, muestra ágil el tapón de la capacidad
criolla para el atolladero, tapón criminal, diríase que modelado por el cuento de Julio
Cortázar La autopista del sur: ricura, ricura, la vida pagliando la literatura. El Senador
Vicente Reinosa—Vicente es decente y de la bondad paciente—merienda trozos
suculentos de cutícula, deniega una moción de bilis para visitar la cavidad bucal.
Desanuda la corbata que lo guillotina; guillotinado por Oscar de la Renta. Colmada
hasta el fondo la copa de la desesperación y apurado hasta el chorro último el termo
del desconsuelo, recita con mímica proscrita en el Old Vic y altisonancia propia
declamadora municipal y espresa:
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certain careful carelessness becomes pertinent; emblazoned thus by the gods of dernier
cri rags: the ostentation of nonostentation: the very casual look: glowing as she weren’t
glowing from her glow, wearing with perfect imperfection the little number chosen
without choosing, gloria aeterna of grandes dames who moan the litany of what I do have
to wear: smothered in labyrinths of chiffon, Italian silk prints, and couturier
extravagances from Givenchy, Halston, and Balmain, not to mention Martín, Carlota
Alfaro, and Mojena. Graciela Alcántara y López de Montefrío draws from her charming
bag of snow-white kidskin: very delicate, very elegant, very expensive, the fine gold
vanity charged at Penney’s: a border of hyacinth ending in a bow. A gentle snap and
open vanity. First a flattering smile—flattering?—for the receptionist who is reading the
thirtieth edition of the novel Her Husband’s Other Woman, by Corín Tellado, a reading
done to a reverberating musical background of Macho Camacho’s guaracha Life Is a
Phenomenal Thing. Footnote without the foot: the receptionist will function as nurse if
things get too hot: and things get too hot when one of the clients or one of the patients
resists the comedy of manners and morals, of pleased to meet you, the hand-kissing, the
pipe-dreams of all quiet on the western front, of Jane Fonda in Klute: coolness and
analysis. 97
The announcer’s description of Senator Reinosa’s mistress La Madre or “Heathen
Chinese Woman:”
The Mother wanted to sing chocolate-candy tunes like Iris Chacón. The Mother wanted
to dance like Iris Chacón and gain continental fame with her anarchic buttockry. The
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Sánchez, La guaracha, 131-132, and English edition, 1983, 29-30. Original Spanish text:
Con las uñas esmaltadas por Virginale, trampa de amor creada por la naturaleza, con
frescura y pureza de bosque virgen de tonos ligeros como las nubes, Graciela Alcántara
y López de Montefrío abre la cartera: un bolso encantador de cabritilla
nívea comprado a crédito de Sears, delicadísimo, elegantísimo, carísimo, e
imprescindible para las ocasiones en las que se hace pertinente un cierto cuidado
abandono; blasonado así por los dioses del trapo el último de los gritos; la ostentación
de la no ostentación: the very casual look: lucir como no se luciera desde la lucidez,
vestir pecablemente impecable el modelito elegido sin elegir: gloria aeternus de
señoronas que letanían el qué me pongo: ahogadas en laberintos de chifones,
estamapados de seda italiana y extravagancias costureriles de Givenchy, Halston y
Balmain para evitar decir Martin, Carlota Alfaro y Mojena. Graciela Alcántara y López
de Montefrío extrae del bolso encantador de cabretilla nívea: delicadísimo, elegantisímo,
carisímo, el vaniti de oro coronario comprado a crédito en Penneys: orlado de jacinto
que remata en lazo. Clap gentil y ábrete vaniti. Antes, sonrisa de halago, ¿halago?, a la
recepcionista que lee la edición trigésima de la novela La otra mujer de su marido de
Corín Tellado, lectura hecha con fondo musical reverberante de la guaracha del Macho
Camacho La vida es una cosa fenomenal. Foot note sin el foot, la recepcionista funge de
enfermera si la cosa se pone caliente: y la cosa se pone caliente cuando uno de los
clientes o uno de los pacientes se resiste a la comedia de manners and morals, del please
to me, del besamanos, del guille, de Jane Fonda en Klute: coolness y análisis.
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Mother wanted to be transformed into Iris Chacón and lose herself and find herself in the
seismic curves that have their starting point at the waist. The Mother wanted to BE Iris
Chacón and let her hair down in public like a feverish tigress of the kind announcers call
temperamental: squinting with penetrating look, a low neckline that is offered but never
given, mouth half-open. Once transformed into the artist Iris Chacón or made into the
artist Iris Chacón or retreaded as the artist Iris Chacón, she would proceed to indulge
men’s desires amidst the dazzling long locks, long locks on vacation from the face and its
boundaries. Resigned to the meanness of not being who she wanted to be, disposed to
accept a hair from the wolf, The Mother swore that one of these days, after she signed her
name, she would add as nice as you please: alias Iris Chacón. The Mother: if I put my
mind to it I’d be the end on television: brazen stream of consciousness.98
The announcer’s description of Benny: Senator Reinosa’s and Graciela Alcántara y
López de Montefrío’s son:
What I mean is that now I, what I mean is that I now am too big for a party with a cake
and candles and loud kisses from Mami and loud kisses from Mami’s friends and boxes
of handkerchiefs and neckties and cuff links and boxes of Yardley and little bottles of
Acqua Velva and dance with little Betty and dance with little Kate and dance with little
Mary Ann and dance with little Elizabeth: exhortations concocted in the matrimonial pot
of momism through the influence of the populational census that assures us of critical
scarcity of the masculine gender and predicts the hopeless oldmaidhood of thousands of
females. What I mean is that my head swims when I hear, hear, hear, Mami, Mami,
Mami, tell me, tell me, low, low, low: tell your friend with the motorcycle that the front
wheel of his cycle is hindering the natural tilt of one of the lower branches of my blue
hydrangeas: laboriously achieved by the gardener who had to buy grafting soil at
Pennock Garden: tell your friend with the long hair not to throw his cigarette butts into
the flower beds where my black orchids are growing and tell your friend with the face of
98

Ibid., 143-144. Iris Chacón was a popular entertainer during the 1970s in Puerto Rico and
Latin America. Her show exploded on TV sets all over the island and also where Puerto Rican
communities existed in the United States. The original Spanish text:
La Madre quería cantar a lo Iris Chacón tonaditas de caramelo y chocolate. La Madre
quería bailar a lo Iris Chacón y asentar fama continental de nalgatorio anárquico. La
Madre quería transformarse en otra Iris Chacón y perderse y encontrarse en las curvas
sísmicas que tienden su kilómetro cero en la cintura. La Madre quería SER Iris Chacón y
desmelenarse públicamente como una tigresa enfebrecida destas que los locutores
llaman temperamentales: bizcas por el mirar penetrante, ofrecido y nunca dado escoste
precipitado, la boca en un abrir medio. Una vez transformada en la artista Iris Chacón o
reucauchada como la artista Iris Chacón, proceder a mimar el deseo de los hombres por
entre las greñas encandiladas, greñas vacacionantes de la cara y sus aledaños.
Resignada as la canallada de no ser quería ser, dispuesta a aceptar del lobo un pelo, La
Madre se juraba que un día cualquiera, tras estampar su firma, añadaría, tan tan como
tan tan: alias Iris Chacón. La Madre: si se me metiera entre ceja y ceja sería la
acabadora de la televisión: descarado flujo de conciencia.
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a mechanic, the face of a Chicago gangster, the face de tenore not to spit so much in the
tubs where my baby’s-breath is growing and tell your friend with the dopey look to get
off the fragile trunk of my weeping willow: Benny’s Mami tempered things with ironic
tonal curves, Benny’s Mami irritated by the frankness of the hair and coarse smell: I
wonder if behind my back they’ve organized a state of strike against deodorants and
razors; Benny’s Mami unaware that the intruders in her molto bello garden, as bello as il
garden degli Finzi-Contini ma non as bello as the garden of forking paths or as
extravagant as the garden of delights, are the gay-young-blade offspring of the
triumphant castes, the children of the louse-ridden reason and unpeeled will. Just
between us: alienated and forgotten back-talkers of the collective achievement: believe
me. Benny’s Mami, who repeats, like the refrain of a guaracha but without charm,
without verve, without dash, without fire, without taste or waste of sugar or other
sweetness: 99
The texts reflect contemporary society in Puerto Rico in the 1970s with two classes
99

The inventive texts use Spanglish to express the constant “back and forth” between languages
that Puerto Ricans navigate with ease. In translating some of the texts, the author has had to
interpret Sánchez’s words with some sensitivity and great attention; for instance words that do
not exist in English such as “populational” and “oldmaidhood.” Original Spanish text:
O sea que ya yo, o sea que ya yo estoy grande para un party con cake y velitas y besitos
sonorizados de Mami y besitos sonorizados de las amigas de Mami y cajas de pañuelos y
corbatas y yuntas y estuches de Yardley y botellitas de Acqua Velva y baila con la nena
de Betty y baila con la nena de Kate y baila con la nena de Mary Ann y baila con la nena
de Elizabeth ; exhortaciones cocidas en el caldero casamentero del mamismo por
influencia de los censo poblacionales que aseguran la escasez crítica del género
masculino y adelantan la soltería inapelable de cientos de miles de féminas. O sea que
la cabeza se me hace un pantano cuando oigo, oigo, oigo, a Mami, a Mami, a Mami, que
me dice, que me dice, que me dice, bajito, bajito, bajito: dile a tu amigo de la motocicleta
que la rueda delantera de su motocicleta impide la inclinación natural de una de las
ramas baja de mis hortensias azules: trabajosamente logradas por el jardinero que hubo
de comprar tierra de injerto en Pennock Garden, dile a tu amigo de la melena hirsuta
que no tire las colillas en las zonas ajardinadas en donde crecen mis orquídias negras y
dile a tu amigo con facha de mecánico, con facha de gangster de Chicago, con facha di
tenore, que no escupiteje tanto en los purrones donde crecen mis suspiros de bebé y dile
a tu amigo de la mirada alelada que se separe del tronco débil de mi sauce llorón: Mami
de Benny templada de curvas tonales íronicas, Mami de Benny irritada con la franqueza
del pelo y olor basto: pregunto yo si a mis espaldas se ha fraguado el estado huelgario
contra el desodorante y las navajas de afeitar; Mami de Benny desavisada de que los
intrusos en su molto bello jardino, tan bello como il jardino degli Finzi-Contini ma non
tan bello como el jardín de los senderos que se bifurcan ni tan extravagante como el
jardín de las delicias, son los retoños viroteados de las castas triunfantes, los hijos de la
razón piojosa y la voluntad descarada. Entre nos: créanme. Mami de Benny que repite
como un estribillo el guaracha pero sin gracia, sin sal, sin pimienta, sin jelengue, sin
gusto ni gasto en azúcar u otras dulzuras.
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interacting on different social and consumerist levels; one that while Puerto Rican, is primarily
an elite class with all the modern conveniences the status quo permits such as the senator who
has a wife, mistress and spoiled teenage son who gets Mommy to do his bidding since he lacks a
backbone; and a working class represented by the senator’s mistress who yearns of becoming
someone as famous as the entertainer Iris Chacón. Sánchez depicts a popular sense of Puerto
Rican humor as a vital element in a highly contested Puerto Rican identity, thus, humor becomes
a subversive strategy and survival mechanism that allows his characters to escape the harsh
conditions of their lives which are consumed by American popular culture and numbed by
American consumerism.100 Adál’s works, especially the so-called “auto-portraits” reflect his
clear understanding of language and how to best critique and poke fun at the status quo which
relegates him to a certain place. His portraits that challenge conventions, especially those that
dominate the art worlds, confront these not only through the images he composes using
himself as protagonist, but in the texts he carefully creates which accompany his images. Thus,
his “captions” are not simply titles but narratives about his condition as a Nuyorican and an
artist.
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Perivolaris, Puerto Rican Cultural Indentity, 16-17.
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Adál’s Collaborations with the Reverend Pedro Pietri:
Performing Nuyorican Literature

Throughout his career and artist collaborations Adál has re-visited previous works in
order to further develop ideas and connect to others in the continuum of stories or histories he is
constantly crafting. It is worthwhile mentioning as Wilson Valentín-Escobar does in his analysis
of the New Rican Village and the rise of the Nuyorican movement, how the artistic community
in New York embraced all sorts of collaborations. He further considers the heady and vibrant
spirit of the place as almost “surrealist” like the lives of their members.101 Adál collaborated
with numerous talents in various mediums which included writers, musicians, performance
artists and other creative individuals. Adál conceived and directed Mondo Mambo: A Mambo
Rap Sodi, a collaboration with musician Tito Puente; playwright and poet Rev. Pedro Pietri; and,
Eddie Torres and, his Latin Dancers which was performed at The Joseph Papp Public Theatre
during 23-26 August 1990. In 2002-2003, Adál developed the salsa opera La Mambópera about
the story of a woman arrested for dancing the forbidden cha cha chá 102 and what transpires at
her trial when dance, music, and attitude of the Caribbean encounter the culture of a totalitarian
state, while as artist in residence at The Tribeca Performing Arts Center, New York City. In
2002, Adál was the co-coordinator with Pedro Pietri of Viequethon 2002: A Festival of Poetry
for Peace for Vieques, Vieques, Puerto Rico. The festival was a peaceful protest through poetry
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Wilson Valentín-Escobar, “Bodega Surrealism: The Emergence of Latin@ Artivists in New
York City, 1976-Present.” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan), 2011, 12-13.
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Cuban writer based in France Guillermo Cabrera Infante (1929-2005) wrote a short story also
titled Delito por bailar el chachachá, 1993. I have previously discussed La Mambópera in this
dissertation.
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readings, or “poetic marathon,” peace talks and other events in the island of Vieques where the
U.S. Navy had a testing site presence.
Adál has consistently used performance and various theatrical forms throughout his
trajectory and as mentioned, sought collaborators such as musicians, playwrights, poets and
others as these works combined visual elements as well as performance. He has appropriated
scenes from the film West Side Story for his video West Side Story Upside Down Sideways
Backwards and Out of Focus and inserted the image of soprano Brenda Feliciano singing En mi
Viejo San Juan as the film plays behind her while drums are also heard over the movie’s score.
The iconic song is a hymn of dreams not realized but also of lingering hopes of returning to the
city of San Juan in Puerto Rico before it is too late. Moreover, Adál’s work subverts the
violence and inserts Puerto Rican authenticity into the piece. The West Side Story film cast
included roles that were written about Puerto Ricans. American-born George Chakiris who is of
Greek descent was made to “look” Puerto Rican with dark make-up in his role as “Bernardo.”
Similarly, actress Rita Moreno who is Puerto Rican and played “Anita,” also wore make-up to
darken her skin. However, the late actress Natalie Wood, who was of Russian ethnicity, did not
wear dark make up to “make her look Puerto Rican.” Furthermore, all the actors playing Puerto
Rican roles also spoke their lines with stereotypical accents.
Adál’s association with the New Rican Village in the 1970s was a time of great political
activism within various communities in New York such as the Puerto Rican and African
American where artists sought to create work that was personally, artistically and politically
relevant and addressed the possibility of social change through the arts. It provided numerous
opportunities for artistic collaborations, personal friendships and endless possibilities to present
work in a space that was dedicated to showcase concepts that demonstrated a new type of art
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fueled by their cultural and artistic traditions, now being re-interpreted as critique of the status
quo that had heretofore offered neither a platform nor serious venues for the creative expressions
of the Nuyorican artistic community. The space was different from the usual gallery or museum
system that would never consider seriously work by these artists. For the artists this was critical
both artistically and personally. The New Rican Village functioned as a cultural space not for
artists only but for the community where it was located, namely, Loisaida,103 or the Lower East
Side, the Nuyorican pronunciation of “Lower East Side.” The New Rican Village at 101 Avenue
A was at the epicenter of the Puerto Rican neighborhood or barrio in an area that was more often
referred to as Alphabet City due to the only avenues in the city designated by single letters such
as A, B, C, and D. It occupied this space from 1974-1976 and operated at other spaces at various
times later on when funding made it possible.
The New Rican Village was founded by Eduardo “Eddie” Figueroa and other artists and
activists eager to affect social change through their art practices and to promote a spirit of
activism, creativity rooted on their cultural traditions, and above all act as a beacon of Nuyorican
ethnic pride. These idealists came from various backgrounds as artists, activists, and writers.
Eddie Figueroa, a New York born Puerto Rican, became director of the center.104 Figueroa was
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The term Loisaida as mentioned previously, is a Spanglish corruption of “Lower East Side”
used by the area’s Puerto Rican community which refers to the neighborhood or area. The term
is attributed to the poet Bimbo Rivas, whose poem Loisaida appears in the Nuyorican Poetry
Anthology. See Urayoán Noel, “On Out of Focus Nuyoricans, Noricuas, and Performance
Identities,” Liminalities: A Journal of Performance Studies, No. 3/4, (2014).
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Ed Morales, “Places in the Puerto Rican Heart: Eddie Figueroa and the Nuyorican
Imaginary,” Centro Voices e-magazine, Center for Puerto Rican Studies, Hunter College, City
University of New York, (https://centropr.hunter.cuny.edu/centrovoices/letras/places-puertorican-heart-eddie-figueroa-and-nuyorican-imaginary), accessed September 29, 2018. Morales
writes fondly about the founder of the New Rican Village referring to the space as “a bastion of
experimental, activist-inspired culture,” and to Figueroa as a “self-styled visionary—part
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a graduate from New York University performance studies and a member of the Young Lords
Party.105 Those joining Figueroa in this social and artistic experiment included writer Sandra
María Esteves, singer Brenda Figueroa, poet and activist, Pedro Pietri and Adál among others.106
With the exception of Adál, who had begun to be a gallery curator and director in New
York’s (SoHo or Soho) district and was himself providing a place to showcase primarily
photography and offered work by relative unknown artists including Nuyorican artists, most of
the artists who became members of the New Rican Village collective had had little connection to
either art markets such as galleries or dealers and museums. Wilson Valentín-Escobar has
described succinctly the needs and aspirations of the group: “In the 1970s, within the climate of
civic activism, many artists departed from the elitist practices of modernist pretensions in favor
of an alternative form of aesthetic agency and identity that no longer aspired to the paradigms
and pretensions of high art institutions.”107 The collective spirit led to the development of works
or projects where contributions were possible through joint endeavors. This provided Adál the
means to realize works with texts or ideas by poets or writers such as Figueroa and Pietri. And,
theatrical innovator and part street hustler—Figueroa was emblematic of what some call the
Nuyorican generation.”
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The Young Lords was a group modeled on the Black Panthers who sought social and political
change and ran various programs within Puerto Rican communities in New York and other
cities. They ran soup kitchens and breakfast programs; healthcare clinics, advocated for social
justice, held free clothing drives and cultural programs; and the clean-up of the streets in Spanish
Harlem or el barrio which had been neglected by the Sanitation Department. In late July of 1969,
they launched their “garbage offensive.” Iris Morales and Denise Oliver-Vélez, in “The Origins
and History of the Young Lords,” Darrel Enck-Wanzer, editor, The Young Lords: A Reader
(New York: New York Press, 2010), 27-70, and 185, regarding the garbage offensive.
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Valentín-Escobar, “Bodega Surrealism,” 36-7.
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Ibid, 39. As noted previously in this dissertation, The Puerto Rican Obituary was first
performed in the 1st Spanish Methodist United Church in Harlem in 1969 where Pietri had access
to the community rather than a museum or a public library.
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it is precisely this era of activism that energized these young artists to work together and create
bodies of work that connected them to their communities, their roots, and their political
ideologies that sought to challenge the status quo and all its institutions that had marginalized
them as second class in potent ways through their work and their voices.
I recall an interview or rather a meeting with Adál many years ago years ago in
preparation for an exhibition at El Museo del Barrio, New York where I was part of the
curatorial department, and for which I had prepared questions for the artist about his work,
specifically, two works which were included in the exhibition. This most “performative” of
artists, arrived with a prepared statement, not quite a manifesto but a four-page handwritten
document that discussed the works within a context beyond that of an interview and of course,
proceeded to recite it.108 The interview was immediately transformed into a performance
through his recitation and I also imagined that this was also a possible manifestation of his
working practices during his collaborative days. My only regret is that I was not taping this
spontaneous performance. For the artist, every act, every work, every installation is a
manifestation of his ever-evolving concepts concerning his place in an intangible universe, what
he calls, an “imaginal” space or “mundus imaginalis.”109 Thus, every action including an
interview or meeting provides an opportunity for a possible stage or stage-setting for the
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This author joined El Museo del Barrio in 1998 as curatorial intern. At the time this meeting
took place in 2001, El Museo del Barrio’s curatorial team of which I was part of was in the midst
of organizing an exhibition focused on its permanent collection. Adál’s work is represented in
the collection with several works such as the Spanglish Sandwich and the Spanglish Bodega Bag
from the series Blueprints for a Nation, 1994-2007.
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The term “mundus imaginalis” used by Adál is everything dreamed of but expressed through
humor and satire and realized by any means possible, such as the endless use of different media
the artist employs. It is a world that is not bound by any reality but rather “imagination” or “the
imaginative consciousness.”
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performances of his works. El Puerto Rican Embassy, to be further studied in Chapter Three of
this dissertation, and all its components for instance, is as much a political and cultural
affirmation as well as an artistic expression firmly rooted on linguistic or literary traditions as
well as visual or photo-graphic practices. For example, works that are part of the El Puerto
Rican Embassy such as El Manifesto, El Passport, and Los Blueprints for A Nation combine
texts as well as photographic images; El Puerto Rican Embassy and El Spirit Republic were
originally conceived by Figueroa. Images, photographs and videos among other works of art
were created by Adál while the texts were done in collaboration with Pietri.110 His works can
then transform and exist in various mediums as the artist sees fit to exploit as a work on a wall or
a performance such as the physical handing out of El Passport. A pamphlet or communique
dated to September 6, 2001, “issued” by El Puerto Rican Embassy, mentions the various
collaborations, publications, and performances that include Rev. Pedro Pietri’s new book, Out of
Order; Adál’s new short film, West Side Story Upside Down Sideways Backwards and Out of
Focus; an operatic performance by Rosa Teresa Castro-Vargas; Ernesto Quiñones’s book
Bodega Dreams; and, the upcoming event to “celebrate and commemorate” El Puerto Rican
Embassy at the Nuyorican Poet’s Café where El Puerto Rican Passport will be issued.
Adál has not abandoned any or all his various different media. His production is often
expressed through works on paper, collage, photography-based images; found objects or
“readymades” that are re-invented such as a suitcase or a shoe and, utilized in unusual ways; and
the abundant use of texts either composed by the artist such as his titles used as comments
throughout his self-portraits; or in collaboration with others such as the texts composed by Pietri
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Not all the texts are the result of collaborative efforts such as the artist’s poetic or humorous
titles/comments composed by Adál, throughout his self-portraiture corpus.
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for Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans and other works. Frequently, the artist uses sound or
recordings such as a popular song, as previously mentioned, En mi Viejo San Juan; a song
considered one of the unofficial Puerto Rican national anthems111 and sung by Brenda Luciano
while using scenes from the film West Side Story.112 The video has often been projected from a
suitcase which powerfully reflects the uprooting of Puerto Ricans from the island to places in the
United States mainland like New York, Chicago and elsewhere. The sense of being part of two
places that convey nationhood and a sense of identity is adequately symbolized by the object
used to take one’s belonging to another place such as the suitcase. The suitcase is yet another
symbol of the Puerto Rican nation always on the move, and often not by their choice.
As well, through the use of texts either to describe images or through prose or poetry to
relate a story, Adál’s photographic images in Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans series, and the
objects that are part of El Puerto Rican Embassy, through their association with language are
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The song En mi viejo San Juan was written by composer and singer Noel Estrada in 1942 and
recorded by 1943. The song is about the longing for the homeland for so many of those who left
the island. Like Luis Rafael Sánchez, Adál makes use of a musical form, a song written by a
Puerto Rican composer Noel Estrada Suárez (1918-1979) sung over the track in the film West
Side Story to really add the Puerto Rican identity missing in the film. The official website for the
government of Puerto Rico, however, includes La Borinqueña, a composition written in 1901 by
Manuel Fernández Juncos and adopted in 1952 as the official national anthem. The original
poem which inspired this composition was written by a revolutionary poet, feminist and
abolitionist, Lola Rodríguez de Tió (1843-1924) in 1868. Tió met the leaders of the Cuban
independence movement in New York during her exile from Puerto Rico and worked alongside
the Cuban poet José Martí towards independence from Spain. See (https://www.loc.gov/rr/
hispanic/1898/lola.html), accessed March 20, 2020.
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In Adál’s sculptural piece made from a man’s shoe, Tall Tales Told by the Tongue of a Shoe,
sound emanates from inside the shoe; the sound is from a police car. The shoe acts as a projector
or screen from which to view the action which is represented by the images and the sound that
emanates is the voice of the piece. The work is a sculpture but the images (on the sole of the
shoe) perform the “action” that they describe. I have referred to his printed work “existing” as
another medium, in this case a video or film. I have referred to this work as a “readymade” due
to its functional transformation from a shoe or boot to that of a projector of sound and image.
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endowed with “performative” possibilities. The words are meant to be spoken or performed by
artist or the viewer who reads them or sees them in exhibition. Pietri’s Puerto Rican Obituary
was indeed “performed” when he first recited the epic poem at “The People’s Church” (The 1st
Spanish Methodist United Church) in Spanish Harlem on December 28, 1969.113

Conclusion

Adál’s collaborations provided ample exploration of both artistic and political themes,
especially regarding nationhood, identity and the injustice that Puerto Rican communities in New
York and other cities such as Chicago and Philadelphia had historically faced. This led in many
cases to performative works. His extensive and creative oeuvre and the various media he has
employed throughout his prolific artistic production and his firm commitment to issues that
relate to the Nuyorican experience but also now, that he is “back home” on the island, mark his
work as extremely relevant to the current national discussion on identity, nationhood and racism.
In light of the horrific events that the island suffered when Hurricane María struck on September
20, 2017 and the subsequent disregard, negligence and racism amply demonstrated by the current
federal administration, his work eloquently addresses the history and pain of a people who claim
a “nation,” although stateless, and identity and who speak a language that endures due to their
113

The First Spanish United Methodist Church in Spanish Harlem, also known as the People’s
Church, was associated with the activities, platform, and ideology of the Young Lords. In the
winter of 1969 the Young Lords took over the 1st Spanish United Methodist Church using the
space to provide services to the underserved community. For eleven days, they ran a children’s
breakfast program, offered basic health testing, ran a daycare with Spanish language lessons and
taught Puerto Rican history, and held adult events including discussion groups and performances.
Pietri recited or performed The Puerto Rican Obituary at the church on December 28, 1969; the
work was subsequently published in 1973. See also, (https://www.placematters.net/node/11799),
accessed 20 May 2018.
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skillful use of renovation and ingenuity. Above all, it is the humor expressed not just after the
fateful date of 1898 through a language adopted when the Spanish first landed on the island in
1493. The humor that is at once absurd but philosophical, ultimately expresses the resilience of
a people who survive and thrive and who have never stopped making fun of oppressors and their
foibles through language. That link to a humorous language which writers, performers, artists
such as Adál, and other creative spirits have amply manifested throughout Puerto Rico’s history
and also represents Puerto Rican patriotism, is what I have briefly examined in this chapter. It
allowed Nemesio R. Canales to champion the cause of women’s rights at the beginning of the
twentieth century in his journalistic essays. In turn, Luis Rafael Sánchez’s humor and new voice
or the so-called habla puertorriqueña, presented new narratives and a closer look at life in the
island but also a nation always “in transit.” And, Pietri who collaborated closely with Adál and
whose epic poem, The Puerto Rican Obituary, exploited the humorous text as a potent tool in his
most recognized literary work. The literature of humor produced by the writers I have examined,
if only briefly in this dissertation, such as Nemesio R. Canales, Luis Rafael Sánchez and Pedro
Pietri and the new vernacular such as Spanglish, provide the means for spiritual and cultural
survival. They also function as strategies to claim and celebrate identity and a sense of homeland or patria. The Nuyorican experience included speaking in Spanglish. The use of Spanglish
or the exchange between two languages provided creative and challenging possibilities. The
juxtaposition of both English and Spanish generates parody, humor, and political commentary;
and through these textual tactics, both languages create a bilingual and bicultural dynamic that is
relevant and meaningful to the Nuyorican experience.114 Adál continues his practices exploiting
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Frances Negrón Muntaner and Ramón Grosfoguel, “English Only Jamás but Spanish Only
Cuidado: Language and Nationalism in Contemporary Puerto Rico,” in Puerto Rican Jam:
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humor both visually in his imagery and in biting texts that complement his work. In a sense, he
is following the very traditions of a rich culture and language now bent, transformed, spoken
with words from another language, and ultimately expressing the essence of a people.

Rethinking Colonialism and Nationalism (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997),
272.
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CHAPTER THREE

El Spirit Republic de Puerto Rico: Los Blueprints for a Nation

In the summer of 2002, Ricardo Viera, Director and Curator of Zoellner Art Galleries,
Lehigh University, organized the exhibition Jíbaro, Blueprints for a Nation. While not a true
retrospective exhibition, it was a comprehensive installation of Adál’s most politically-charged
works dating up to date. It included videos, photographic series, three-dimensional works, and
other artifacts related to El Spirit Republic of Puerto Rico, a body of work about a mythic/
spiritual nation, the patria or homeland for all Nuyoricans.1 The exhibition’s catalog included
essays by art historian Alejandro Anreus, scholar Arcadio Díaz Quiñones, independent curator
Fátima Bercht; an interview by the exhibition’s curator Ricardo Viera; and text from A. D.
Coleman in response to a letter sent by the artist notifying him that El Puerto Rican Embassy
wished to grant him a passport as a citizen of the Spirit Republic de Puerto Rico.2 The
exhibition provided the occasion to see various works conceived and executed by Adál, some
with accompanying texts by the Nuyorican poet and activist Pedro Pietri.

1

Wilson Valentín-Escobar, “Bodega Surrealism: The Emergence of Latin Artivists in New York
City, 1976-Present,” (Ph.D., University of Michigan, 2011), 184. Valentín-Escobar notes the
excitement El Puerto Rican Embassy caused in the press, specifically the Spanish language
newspaper El Diario/la prensa which described it as: “…the most brilliant art collective in all of
New York City.” Javier Martínez de Pison, “Pasaporte Boricua,” El Diario/ la prensa, July 10
1994, 5-11.
2

At times the artist partially italicizes both El Spirit Republic of Puerto Rico and El Puerto
Rican Embassy as: using it only for Spanish language words such as “El” as in El Puerto Rican
Embassy; and El Spirit Republic “de” Puerto Rico. The artist also uses two separate words
when describing “Blue Prints” as well as a single word “Blueprint.” See Ricardo Viera, Jíbaro,
Blueprints for a Nation, exhibition catalog, (Bethlehem, PA.: Lehigh Zoellner Arts Center,
Lehigh University Art Galleries, 2002).
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Poet, playwright, performance artist, and one of the co-founders of the Nuyorican Poets
Café, Pedro Pietri (1943–2004) was born in Ponce, Puerto Rico, and like others of his generation
moved with this family to New York in 1945. As a young student at the Haaren High School in
the so-called Hell’s Kitchen neighborhood in Manhattan he began to write poetry and became
interested in theatrical performances. Shortly after graduating from high school in 1960, he
began to work at Columbia University’s Butler Library and credited this opportunity for opening
a world of literature to him. He immersed himself in the works of Federico García Lorca,
Langston Hughes, William Faulkner, W. B. Yeats, among others. He soon met writers and poets
such as Amiri Baraka and Allen Gingsberg and others who encouraged his writing. Upon being
drafted by the US Army in 1966 he served in Vietnam. His harsh experiences both in the
military and as child growing up in New York would provide inspiration for his writings and
political activism. With his military service completed he returned to New York where he
witnessed a growing public sentiment against the Vietnam War and continuation of the civil
rights struggles of the early 1960s. He was briefly allied with the Young Lords, Puerto Rican
civil rights grass roots activists, and in 1969, first read his epic poem, The Puerto Rican Obituary
at the First Spanish Methodist Church in El barrio.3 Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, he was
involved in various activities whether leading writing workshops for budding writers to
performing and writing plays, on TV, The Puerto Rican Traveling Theater, the Nuyorican Poets
Café or other venues where he was invited. From 1985 to 1987 Pietri served on the Board of the
Poetry Society of America. His performances on the streets and at various cultural or public

3

Located on 111th Street in the heart of East Harlem or El barrio, the building was taken over by
the Young Lords and re-named briefly “The People’s Church” and used for many of their
activities and programs. It was here that Pietri recited his epic poem and his funeral was held in
2004. Iris Morales and Denise Oliver-Vélez, in “The People’s Church,” in The Young Lords: A
Reader, edited by Darrel Enck-Wanzer (New York: New York Press, 2010), 202-217.
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venues throughout New York City were prevalent during the AIDS crisis where he would hand
out condoms to anyone in order to prevent the spread of the fatal disease. Pietri became ill in
2003-2004 with stomach cancer and flew to Mexico for holistic and spiritual treatment with the
support of his family and friends. He died en route to New York in March 2004.4
All works related El Puerto Rican Embassy and El Spirit Republic de Puerto Rico are
part of a series about political and cultural affirmation, as well as artistic expressions that spring
from visual or photographic practices; influenced on linguistic or literary traditions that rely on
humor and parody; but are also rooted on the artist’s cultural origins. The concept of El Puerto
Rican Embassy and El Spirit Republic of Puerto Rico originated with Eduardo “Eddie,”
Figueroa, who as mentioned in Chapter Two of this dissertation, was the founder of The New
Rican Village, a cultural space he envisioned for all Nuyorican artistic and literary arts to
flourish.
This chapter focuses on the various works by the artist that emerged from that original
concept and are part of Adál’s so-called Blueprints for a Nation, (1994-2017) such as Los Out of
Focus Nuyoricans (1995-1996) portrait series which combines texts composed by and in
collaboration with Pedro Pietri and the artist’s photographic images; and other respective works
which were inspired by El Puerto Rican Embassy. To the artist, El Puerto Rican Embassy is:
“…a conceptual territory as response to the U.S. government’s refusal to acknowledge the

4

In 2004, El Museo del Barrio presented Between the Lines: Text as Image, An Homage to
Lorenzo Homar and the Reverend Pedro Pietri, 24 February – 10 September 2006, an exhibition
curated by this author. The Pedro Pietri Papers, Archives of the Puerto Rican Diaspora, Centro
de Estudios Puertorriqueños, Hunter College, CUNY, “Biographic note,” March 13, 2007,
(https://centropr.hunter.cuny.edu/sites/default/files/faids/pdf/Pietri,%20Pedro%20 Jul%
202017.pdf.), accessed May 27, 2018.
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political, social, and cultural needs of Puerto Ricans as we enter the 21St century.”5 Los Blueprints for a Nation were created from Adál’s frequent collaborations with Pietri throughout the
years.6 All these assert a spiritual “home” for all Nuyoricans or Puerto Ricans could exist
without the need for an actual physical territory or nation, or an “ever-moving” homeland. In an
interview with writer, journalist, critic, and scholar Carmen Dolores Hernández, Miguel Algarín,
founder of The Nuyorican Poet’s Café, recounts how he came to embrace the term “Nuyorican.”
Algarín recounts how the term began as an epithet hurled at him by locals while visiting Puerto
Rico in the early 1970s. A “Nuyorican” in this sense was a second class (in-authentic, uneducated, de-territorialized) Puerto Rican. In this light, the performance poetry that emerged out of
his Nuyorican Poets Café a few years later would serve as a revisionist speech act, refashioning
the insult he had suffered in Puerto Rico into a self-reflexive diasporic cultural identity that was
unabashedly outlaw and cosmopolitan, and like poetry itself, defined only provisionally, in its
unmanageable circulation. It is also necessary to understand the conception of nation and
identity since 1898 for Puerto Ricans and what ideological discourses have been proposed since
the early part of the twentieth century. Most of the island’s influential intellectuals in Puerto
Rico believed that a strong national culture existed even though it lacked a sovereign state. The

5

Alejandro Anreus, “A Lunar Boricua and the Revolú of his Work: Adál in Context,” in Jíbaro,
Blueprints for a Nation, exhibition catalog (Bethlehem, PA.: Lehigh University Art Galleries,
2002), 14-15.
6

At the time when Adál met Pedro Pietri, he also joined the Rev’s Latin Insomniacs, a motorcycle gang without motorcycles that carried pictures of motorcycles because they could not
afford to buy them. Pedro Pietri, as an ordained minister, was often addressed as the Rev. Pedro
Pietri.
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shared commonality was the Spanish language. In the 1970s, Marxist critics stressed class
distinctions in the formation of a national culture in Puerto Rico.7
“Eddie” Figueroa, a New York-born Puerto Rican who was a New York University
graduate student in Performance Studies and former member of the Young Lords Party, and
other young Puerto Ricans who had experienced the marginalization and discrimination as
members of a Puerto Rican and/or other Latino working class communities, were committed to
social and political change, founded a cultural and arts center at 101 Avenue A in the Lower East
side or “Loisaida” neighborhood of Manhattan in and named it the New Rican Village. The
center became a workshop or lab for the flourishing of ideas, cultural, artistic events, and
performances that fostered a sense of pride and provided strategies for resisting the dominant
culture from its founding; an exciting cultural beacon in a working-class neighborhood that
attracted poets, such as Sandra María Esteves; writers, such as Pedro Pietri; artists, such as Adál;
numerous activists; and others that would employ their talents as means to invigorate and
revitalize their neighborhood and foster a spirit of collaboration and indeed, a renaissance around
and within the Puerto Rican diaspora. The organization’s idealistic mission sought to provide,
“…a place where the concepts and dreams of a new generation of Puerto Ricans in New York
are given form in theatre, dance, music, the visual arts and poetry…A place where the deep

7

See Urayoán Noel, “On Out of Focus Nuyoricans, Noricuas and Performance Identities,” in
Liminalities: A Journal of Performance Studies, No. 3/4 (2014): 2-13. Around 1973 Algarín had
hosted several Nuyorican poets to his home in Loisaida. By 1975 the crowd had become so large
that Algarín rented the space of an Irish Bar (The Sunshine Café) on East 6th Street not far from
where he lived to accommodate these happenings. See Miguel Algarín and Miguel Piñero,
Nuyorican Poetry: An Anthology of Puerto Rican Words and Feelings (New York: William
Morrow & Company, Inc., 1975). See also, Regina Bernard-Carreño, “Nuyorican Identity,”
Counterparts, 366, “Nuyorganics: Organic Intellectualism, the Search for Racial Identity, and
Nuyorican Thought,” 2010, 86. Jorge Duany, “Nation on the Move: The Construction of
Cultural Identities in Puerto Rico and the Diaspora,” American Ethnologist, No. 1 (Feb., 2000):
11-12.
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images of Puerto Rican culture, history and tradition find contemporary expression where the
past meets the present to forge cultural traditions for tomorrow.”8 Writer José Luis González in
his book El país de cuatro pisos has stressed the historical realities of what he terms “las patrias
puertorriqueñas:” la patria del negro, la patria del mulato, and la patria del criollo, and what a
true “patria nacional” or national homeland that would constitute if only the complete integration
of all classes were achieved, a process, he admits had a long way to go. So in speaking of a
“Puerto Rican homeland,” one must address the question of race and class—Afro-Puerto Ricans,
Puerto Ricans of mixed race, and the white or creole class. Figueroa’s words, “to forge cultural
traditions for tomorrow” expresses that project of national identity or homeland for all.9
Figueroa’s utopian sensibilities helped him construct concepts about nation and
nationhood and a spiritual republic that has existed in the hearts of all Puerto Ricans; he also saw
the “nation” as being made up from many peoples so that every member of this so-called El
Spirit Republic of Puerto Rico would recognize his fellow citizens as kindred spirits anywhere
they scattered about in the world. This impulse became the instrument or plan with which to
stage plays, read poetry and other performances that would seem convenient or appropriate in
any space.
Equally important, The New Rican Village became a hub, as WilsonValentín-Escobar
believes, for social and political change through the interaction of the artists, who met, worked,
were showcased and performed there.10 A Puerto Rican avant-garde center or commune had
8

Valentín-Escobar, “Bodega Surrealism,” 36-37.

9

Jose Luis González, El país de cuatro pisos (San Juan, Puerto Rico: Ediciones Huracán, 1980),
32. González stresses the historical realities of what he terms “las patrias puertorriqueñas” or the
Puerto Rican homelands that have to exist for all. He considered this far from being achieved yet.
10

Valentin-Escobar, “Bodega Surrealism,” 2.
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never existed in New York City before. They embraced their Puerto Rican jíbaro culture,
working-class status, and popular traditions shunning the so-called aesthetics of “high art,”
which were showcased in the mainstream museums and other cultural institutions in New York
and the nation at the time.11
Figueroa envisioned a concept of “a free New York/Puerto Rican cultural entity of a
Puerto Rican Embassy,” a free-floating institution that moved from venue to venue. By the late
‘80s and early ‘90s, the Embassy held events called Rites of Passage. The New Rican Village
had been a fertile ground and provided inspiration and the means by which many of the era’s
creative talents first exhibited, performed or produced their works.12 The ever-moving platform
provided Adál, Pietri and other colleagues a space where to contest the relative national and
cultural invisibility of the Puerto Rican community and to assert the influence and contributions
of its alternative cultural consciousness to mainstream culture through lively performances,
readings and art exhibitions.
The Embassy’s inaugural exhibition was organized as a multi-media showcase at the
Kenkeleba Gallery on East Second Street on Manhattan’s Loisaida. The exhibition included
artists such as Papo Colo, Marcos Dimas, Pepón Osorio, Antonio Martorell and Nitza Tufiño;
poets Sandra María Estéves, Tato Laviera and Jesús “Papoleto” Meléndez; and music by Louis
Bauzo & Carambú and the Juan Ma Trio. Among the individuals honored and given the title of
“Ambassadors to the Embassy” were writer and poet Miguel Algarín; actors Miriam Colón and
11

Ibid., 106. By 1978, the organization in collaboration with Joseph Papp’s Shakespeare
Summer Festival was traveling to New York City neighborhoods with Puerto Rican communities
to bring programs directly to them.
12

Anreus, A Lunar Boricua, 14. See also Guide to the Pedro Pietri Papers, Archives of the
Puerto Rican Diaspora, Centro de Estudios Puertorriqueños, Hunter College, City University of
New York, 2007, 11-12, 39.
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Raúl Julia; musician Willie Colón; and, writer Piri Thomas. Created especially for the occasion
was a “passport” from the Embassy and El Spirit Republic de Puerto Rico granting Puerto Rican
citizenship to the island’s many diasporic subjects.13
Figueroa passed away in 1991 from pancreatic cancer and Adál and Pietri continued in
their collaborative efforts to create others projects further expanding their creative production of
various bodies of works or series that are overtly political and interconnected with nationhood,
identity. These works, performances, and texts, would be part of El Spirit Republic de Puerto
Rico which primarily gives a political voice to Puerto Ricans in the diaspora as stakeholders in a
spiritual “nation” and republic with all the “trappings” of a sovereign state.14 From its
beginnings the Embassy served as a launch pad for other ideas and models to be constructed,
written and performed by Pietri and other collaborators such as Adál who created the visual
material for numerous projects including Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans (Fig. 3-1 to 3-8), El
Passport (Fig 2-2),15 El Postage Stamp (Fig. 3-9), El Currency (Figs. 3-10) and other works that

13

Ed Morales, “Places in the Puerto Rican Heart: Eddie Figueroa and the Nuyorican Imaginary,”
Centro Voices e-magazine, Center for Puerto Rican Studies, Hunter College, City University of
New York, (https://centropr.hunter.cuny.edu/centrovoices/letras/places-puerto-rican-heart-eddiefigueroa-and-nuyorican-imaginary), accessed September 29, 2018.
14

Cate McQuaid, “His Blurry Photos Bring Clarity to the Plight of Puerto Ricans,” The Boston
Globe, December 24 2004; (http://www.puertoricoherald.org/issues/2004/vol8n53/LiveEd/53HisBlurry.html), accessed November 20, 2019. Referring to El Spirit Republic of Puerto Rico:
“Ultimately, this netherworld is Adal's homeland. He has created El Puerto Rican Passport
Agency of El Puerto Rican Embassy; he will take anyone's photo and issue a passport—not a
Puerto Rican passport, per se (Puerto Ricans carry US passports) but, as it says on the document,
‘el spirit republic de Puerto Rico.’
15

Cited in Valentín-Escobar, Javier Martínez de Pisón, “Pasaporte Boricua.” El Diario/la
prensa, July 10 1994, 5-11. At a reception held in the Kenkeleba Gallery (currently called
Kenkeleba House) in the Lower East Side, Adál, Eddie Figueroa, Pedro Pietri and Maria
“Mariposa” Fernández, announced the establishment of El Puerto Rican Embassy. El Puerto
Rican Embassy website: (http://elpuertoricanembassy.org). “El Puerto Rican Embassy represents
a new generation of experimental Puerto Rican artists working at the margin of established art
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are connected to El Puerto Rican Embassy and refer to the unbearable present (continuing)
political status under which Puerto Ricans find themselves in and out of the island and away
from it.16
This relationship was dynamic for both creative personalities who truly engaged with
each other well as evident in the body of works produced. Frequently the artist has used sound
or recordings such as a popular song, in this case, En mi Viejo San Juan, considered one of the
un-official Puerto Rican national anthems and sung by Brenda Luciano while cutting or splicing
scenes from the Hollywood film West Side Story. The video West Side Story Upside Down
Sideways Backwards and Out of Focus has often been projected from a suitcase which
eloquently reflects the uprooting of Puerto Ricans from the island to cities in the United States
such as New York, Chicago and elsewhere. A sense of being part of two places that convey
nationhood and identity is adequately “symbolized” by the object used to take one’s belongings
to another place such as the suitcase. The suitcase is always at hand as Puerto Ricans travel in la
guaga aérea (the term meaning “the air bus”) as flying by airplane to and from Puerto Rico is
equated to a taking a bus that travels in the air rather than on the ground.17

movements—who take risks which illuminate contemporary issues, question established cultural
aesthetics and challenge dominant political issues.” It was signed by Adál Maldonado, Artistic
Director—El Puerto Rican Embassy. The date of the artist’s own Nuyorican passport is
December 1, 1995.
16

Other documents which are part of El Spirit Republic of Puerto Rico are baptism certificates,
travel visas, and currency. The agency has prepared a flag, El Spanglish Newspaper, antistatehood poster, and a campaign poster in favor of the “first out of focus candidate to run for
office.” All these were created by Adál.
17

The Flying Bus is an essay and short story written by contemporary Puerto Rican novelist Luis
Rafael Sánchez, discussed in chapter two of this thesis.
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Adál’s works can transform and exist in various media as the artist sees fit; he is
technically accomplished in filmmaking, video, print, photography, and installation. He has reused video or films stills to incorporate into other works such as image that is inserted into a shoe
or boot and becomes part of the sculptural piece that has also sound, as is the case with the work
Tall Tales Told by the Tongue of a Shoe. (Fig. 2-1)18 The artist does not prefer one medium over
another but takes advantage of the opportunities each provides such as space. In an interview
with Adál in 2004 for the publication for the artist’s exhibition Out of Focus Nuyorican at the
David Rockefeller Center for Latin American Studies, Harvard University, scholar Doris
Sommer questioned the artist about photography versus installation art: “Traditionally,
photography has been seen as a two dimensional medium where one is limited to looking at a flat
image on a wall. And there are purists who feel that what is seen through the viewfinder is
sacred and to crop or otherwise enhance the photographic image is to distort and change
reality.”19
Regarding the continuing interest the artist holds for developing new works for his series
Los Blueprints for a Nation, Adál has insisted that “…el spirit republic de Puerto Rico. It's not a

18

Viera, Jíbaro, 27. The artist has created all the imagery for Blueprints digitally as he gained
valuable expertise when he was employed at the New York City’s Department of Transportation
using the latest computer designed programs and advanced video editing equipment. Various
technologies aided his creative impulses accordingly. As previously discussed in Chapter Two,
the work is a sculpture but the images perform the “action.” I have referred to his printed work
“existing” as another medium, in this case a video or film but I also refer to it as a “readymade.”
19

Doris Sommer, “Interview with An Out of Focus Nuyorican,” in Out of Focus Nuyoricans,
exhibition catalog, The David Rockefeller Center for Latin American Studies (Harvard
University, Cambridge: MA, 2004). I have discussed the work of Adál frequently with
Alejandro Anreus especially for this dissertation including those that are part of Blueprints for a
Nation.
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place, it's an outlaw state of mind—and a remarkably fertile one,”20 energizing his remarkably
fertile mind to persistently produce new ideas and perhaps, keep the “nation” in constant alert for
new proposals. The state of mind is also a radical alternative and in opposition to the material
and geographic reality of a broken down system of US colonialism not just in the island but in
the consciousness of Puerto Ricans. In the same interview with Sommer, Adál explains the
series and its genesis and how Los Blueprints and El Puerto Rican Embassy was a response to
historical/political concerns; furthermore, it is also a metaphor for this cultural state of resistance:
“To illustrate this idea, I created the out of focus citizens of El Spirit Republic, El Puerto Rican
Passport, The Coconaut Space Program, appointed out of focus Ambassadors and issued born
again Nuyorican visas and baptismal certificates and introduced a dissident group called Los
Bodega Bombers.”21
Adál closest collaborator Pedro Pietri composed the texts that accompany the
presentation of some of his works such as the Spanglish National Anthem and the Manifesto
which is included in the pages of El Puerto Rican Passport.22 Pietri was officially ordained a
Reverend by the Ministry of Salvation in 1987. In the early 1980s Pietri inaugurated his Church
of the Mother of Tomatoes (La Iglesia de la Madre de Los Tomates) as a traveling performing
ministry, taking inspiration from the Protestant ministers of his youth in East Harlem. During
the AIDS crisis he became an advocate for those suffering from the disease preaching condom
use as a preventive measure to stop the spread rather than relying on prayer. In addition to
carrying his signs, Pietri also carried a cross with condoms attached to it which sometimes
20

McQuaid, His Blurry Photos.

21

Sommer, “Interview.”

22

The Spanglish National Anthem is sometimes referred to as El National Anthem.
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angered local churches that offered free lunches or dinners for the homeless as Pietri would stage
his street performances nearby. He also visited those in prison and the mentally ill.23 Clearly
kindred spirits, Adál and Pietri’s collaborative efforts however, brought distinctive creative
sensibilities into play to their respective projects or artistic productions.
Adál’s previous association with The New Rican Village and both Eddie Figueroa and
Pedro Pietri was important for his future collaborations and influenced his artistic and political
oeuvre. For instance, in the continuing series of self-portraits the artist uses inventive and biting
captions that serve as commentary, often political, which reflects his collaborative forays,
especially works done specifically for El Puerto Rican Embassy projects and his connection to
Pietri. The creative relationship the three men shared proved to be a very prolific partnership as
each artifact created by Adál succinctly captured the spirit of the very profound yet often
absurdist and humorous texts provided by Pietri and Figueroa’s vision about nation and identity.
The artist has also indicated his intent in creating a mythology for the republic:
For those who'll wonder how El Spirit Republic came to be, I am preparing the following
mythology. Our world was dying. Plague, war, greed, exploitation was destroying our
world. The people known as Los Nuyoricans sought an escape. They found it in a
practice learned from our indigenous forefathers who traveled intradimensionally (sic)
and long distances without moving an inch by dislocating their assemblage points. The
assemblage point is a psychic point located on your back and between the shoulder
blades where all energies converge and that fix an individual in the temporal world of
hard objects. So, these people shifted their assemblage point to new coordinates
rendering themselves out of focus and appearing in a parallel universe where they
founded El Spirit Republic de Puerto Rico.24
The language of this territory or state is Spanglish, a hybrid language of resistance and
survival that appropriates English and Spanish words, thus facilitating new meanings, and
23

See, Archives of the Puerto Rican Diaspora, Guide to the Pedro Pietri Papers, Center for
Puerto Rican Studies Library, Hunter College CUNY, 2007, 11.
24

Adál Maldonado, e-mail to author, December 30, 2004.
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re-interpreting ideas through the mixings, corruptions, inventions of words from both languages.
Spanglish does not subvert either English or Spanish but invents a lexicon wherein a hybrid state
or culture may be best spoken, understood, performed, and ultimately seen as asserting a political
and cultural autonomy and a reflection of the group’s ethos, in this case, the Nuyorican citizens
of El Spirit Republic de Puerto Rico.25 In essence, surviving in New York or “the land of broken
English dreams,” as Pedro Pietri referred to the city, was facilitated through the use of Spanglish,
as late scholar Juan Flores (1943-2014) eloquently argued:
Spanglish is unique because it is free of academic restrictions. It was created and is
suited for the purpose of the urgency of the moment and its classroom is the street.
Not unlike black slang. Except that Spanglish is our own code. It is a Nuyorican
language based on a hybrid condition fused from elements out of our traditional culture
mixed with elements found in a new environment.26
The transformation is unique but has its literary antecedents, namely Puerto Rican literary
traditions such as the sainete and humor as I have discussed in Chapter Two. Adál’s use of
Spanglish is an important condition in identity-formation in the citizens of his “spirit republic.”

25

Nuyorican poet Jesús Abraham “Tato” Laviera’s poetry uses a style that reflects a bilingual
concept and what Juan Flores calls a “modality.” See, Nicolás Kanellos, A History of Hispanic
Theatre in The United States: Origins to 1940 (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 1990),
135. Preceding René Marqués’s La carreta by nearly ten years, Juan Martínez’s play, De Puerto
Rico a New York, 1939, also focuses on the experiences of Puerto Ricans coming to New York in
search of a better life and the harsh realities they faced. In the play, the themes of migration,
culture shock and acculturation endured by the protagonist, Pepita, the jíbaro’s daughter, are
light-heartedly depicted. In a song, Salud, dinero y amor, the playwright uses words that can be
described as being part of a Spanglish modality. At the same time, they reflect the reality of
newly arrived Puerto Ricans trying to learn English while keeping their Spanish language. “Tres
cosas tiene Niu Yol, frío, rilif y calor, el que tenga estas tres cosas, no le dé gracias a Dios.” New
York becomes “Niu Yol” and “rilif” is Spanglish for the English word relief. (New York has
three things, the cold weather, welfare relief and heat, he who has these three things, does not
have to thank God).
26

Adál Maldonado, interview with author, June 2001, El Museo del Barrio, New York City.
Pedro Pietri referred to it as “the land of broken English dreams.” Juan Flores and George
Yúdice, “Living Borders/ Buscando America: Languages of Self-Formation,” Reprinted from
Social Text 24 (1990): 51-84, 173.
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By not relinquishing Spanish and/or replacing it with English, but rather transforming both, a
better suited vernacular is created to meet the reality and what the artist has himself termed the
“urgency” of the moment. The urgency of the moment the artist speaks of is discussed in Living
Borders/Buscando America: Languages of Self-formation, an essay by Juan Flores and George
Yúdice. “Spanglish is a practice rather than a representation of Latino identity. And it is on this
terrain that Latinos wage their cultural politics as a ‘social movement.’”27 He continues by noting
that:
…language is not only the supreme mnemonic medium, the vehicle for the transmission
of memory; fifty years of Puerto Rican history have shown that language can also be the
site and theme of historical action, the locus of contention over issues of identity and
community that reach far beyond our preference for, or reliance on, this or that word or
grammar.28

27

Ibid., 203. Adál refers to the use of Spanglish by other Latino communities throughout the
United States such as the Chicano community in the West Coast, in an interview with author in
2001. See also Juan Flores, From Bomba to Hip-Hop: Puerto Rican Culture and Latino Identity
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2000), 57. In the same chapter, the writers cite Arcadio
Díaz Quiñones, who reminds us that “New York City has been a Caribbean and Puerto Rican
city for over a century now witness to and deeply influenced by the lives and writings, the songs
and struggles of many illustrious Puerto Ricans along with Cubans of the prominence of José
Martí and Celia Cruz,” 57. He adds further in his text: “The cultural idiom of many Puerto
Ricans and other Latino in the United States, their language of expression and fantasy, is
captured well in the title of the book by the Cuban American cultural critic Coco Fusco, who
calls her essays on “cultural fusion in the Americas, English is Broken Here,” 58. See Coco
Fusco, English is Broken Here: Notes on Cultural Fusion in the Americas (New York: The New
Press, 1995).
28

Juan Flores, From Bomba to Hip Hop, 57.
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Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans

First, let me say that these works resulted from my work with El Puerto Rican
Embassy/El Spirit Republic de Puerto Rico. Myself [sic] and the Rev. Pedro Pietri—
developed The Embassy as an art and cultural movement that embraced hybridity and
concerns over issues of Latino identity and cultural/political resistance.29
Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans is a series of twenty computer-generated “passport”
portraits of renowned Puerto Ricans including accomplished and celebrated actors, writers, and
artists, among others but also the everyday man like the artist’s building’s caretaker. (Figs. 3-1 to
3-8) They appear “out of focus,” a metaphor indicating their political and psychological
condition as Puerto Ricans but also their Nuyorican identity.30 Conceived as a series of portraits
to be literally “out of focus” or blurred because many of the sitters were unrecognized or
unknown or celebrated by the mainstream or the “Anglo” or American mainstream culture.
They were first shown in exhibition in 1995 at El Museo del Barrio.31
Furthermore, Adál has often spoken of the personal significance of this particular body of
work in both artistic and spiritual terms: “I conceived of the citizens of this state as being out of
focus because of the dominant group’s inability to acknowledge our contributions and because

29

Adál Maldonado, quoted in essay by Fatima Bercht for Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans
exhibition at El Museo del Barrio, 15 August - 13 October 1995.
30

Only a selection of images in Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans series is illustrated in this
dissertation.
31

El Museo del Barrio is located on the so-called Museum Mile on Fifth Avenue on 103rd street.
The institution was founded in 1969 when the neighborhood or El barrio was predominantly
Puerto Rican. The demographics of the neighborhood have changed and now include recent
Mexican and Dominican immigrants. At the time of their execution some of the portrait sitters
had substantial careers but yet, seemed to be under-recognized by American mainstream culture.
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100 years of mental colonization has resulted in a psychic fragmentation that has rendered us
socially, politically, and emotionally out of focus.”32
When shown at exhibition, the photographs are accompanied by texts such as a
poem/prologue which Pietri composed after seeing the photos in the series for the first time.33
The selection of photographs expresses Adál’s great interest in formal portraiture and his pursuit
for storytelling through images; his fotonovela is also a series of images that “tell a story.” The
accompanying texts written for the series give “voice” to each one of portraits.34
The portfolio of twenty black portraits is normally installed as printed images as the artist
sees fit in the space the series will be presented. Some images may not be shown in any
particular order when preparing for exhibition.35 The portraits in the series include the artist’s
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Fatima Bercht, Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans, in Jíbaro, Blueprints for a Nation, exhibition
catalog (Bethlehem, PA.: Lehigh University Art Galleries, 2002), 40-42 .
33

The exhibition Adál: Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans, which included a prologue by El
Reverendo Pedro Pietri, was on view at El Museo del Barrio from 15 August - to 13 October
1996. The series includes images of famous Nuyoricans. The series was shown at El Museo del
Barrio as part of its New Works from the Permanent Collection exhibition from 18 August – 7
November 2004.
34

Both the telenovela Falling Eyelids and Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans series reveal the
influence of Duane Michals on Adál. The storytelling almost filmic qualities are apparent in
these two narrative bodies of works.
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Edna Acosta-Belén, “Haciendo patria desde la metrópoli: The Cultural Expressions of the
Puerto Rican Diaspora,” Centro Journal, Vol. XXI, núm. 2, 2009, 56. Puerto Ricans have made
their presence felt in American society since the latter decades of the nineteenth century.
Nevertheless, the historical narrative has been purposely oblivious to their productive and
creative lives and those of other minorities. This exclusion did not change in any significant way
until the civil rights struggles of the 1960s and ‘70s when Puerto Ricans and other Latinos began
to get visibility as active participants in the socioeconomic, political and cultural life. Certain
factors account for this visibility such as the creation of Puerto Rican Studies as an area of
inquiry at New York metropolitan academic centers such as the City University of New York,
the State University of New York, and Rutgers University in New Jersey and the founding of
several cultural centers such as Taller Boricua (The Puerto Rican Workshop) and El Museo del
Barrio.
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self-portrait; portrait of the poet Pedro Pietri, his collaborator, activist and performance artist; art
promoter and former director and founder of Exit Art, Papo Colo. Others in the series are
prominent professionals in their respective fields or disciplines. Tito Puente, for instance, was
not just another salsa musician. His musical genius contributed to the rise of a distinct Latino
music sound. He and other music greats such as the Cuban-born Celia Cruz created a new style
that blended the Afro-Cuban rhythms with a new beat out of their New York collaborations that
celebrate a Latino musical aesthetic and took the world by storm becoming financially successful
and loved around the world, including Japan and came to be known as salsa. Another sitter for
the portraits was the late Raúl Juliá who rose to become a successful and much-loved award
winning actor who appeared onstage in New York as well as a film star. His talents propelled
him to international fame. All of the portraits appear out of focus because as Puerto Ricans or
Latinos, the general public often ignores their achievements or indeed, does not even recognize
their names.36 They transcend their “blurriness” by insisting on their “out of focus” status or
being looked at in spite of the viewer’s inability or discomfort at seeing them.
Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans is unlike his previous portfolio of prominent Puerto Ricans,
Portraits of the Puerto Rican Experience (1984) which documents recognized popular figures
such as Oscar winning actor José Ferrer, pop singer Marc Anthony, among many others “in
focus.” Those images are headshots that have not been visually altered or made to look blurred.
The “out of focus” images, as Adál has conveyed, developed as a result of his belief that people
36

The complete list includes the following sitters: Adál, the Reverend Pedro Pietri, poet and
activist; Miguel Algarín, professor of literature and poet, and co-founder of the Nuyorican Poets
Café; Papo Colo, artist and founder of Exit Art; Maruca Santiago, performance artist; Raúl Juliá,
actor; Tito Puente, musician; Mariposa, poet and playwright; artist Antonio Martorell; Marc
Anthony, actor and singer; Pepón Osorio, artist; Nicholas Rivera, building superintendent; Luis
“El Extreme” Chaluisan, poet and playwright; José Ángel Figueroa, poet; Sophie Rivera,
photographer and feminist.
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do not “know how to look at” photographic images.37 He has continued to produce other “out of
focus” images through the years as he is motivated or wants to augment the series.
Passport photographs reveal a clear image of an individual in order to present legal and
distinct recording of his face to figures of authority such as government officials, especially
when entering and exiting countries. The images reveal very little about the person in the
photograph except that they serve as visual records which are easily identifiable as the face of a
person. Adál’s images of individuals are not merely documented in a passport pose, a frontal
recording where the sitter’s image is as close and accurate as possible to the sitter who has posed
in front of the camera. These present a total subversion of the conventions that deal with reality
and legality. Visual identification becomes more important in a ‘post’ post-modern world
because of its potential for infinite promulgation. Images can be digitized and sent all over in
almost any electronic form nowadays in seconds. The image forever seals our visual fate, we
can be recognized, identified and always be related to certain images, especially in the age of
social media and the profusion of images via all sorts of technologies that are part of the digital
landscape.38
In her essay for the installation of the portraits at El Museo del Barrio, curator Fatima
Bercht wrote:
Adal’s out-of-focus photographs give visual form to this political and psychological
condition of ambiguity. It becomes almost impossible to identify many of the sitters
37

James Estrin, “Puerto Rican Identity, In and Out of Focus,” Lens, The New York Times,
August 28, 2012, (https://lens.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/08/28/an-artists-search-fo-puerto-ricanidentity/), accessed April 24, 2017.
38

The obsession with images, including those taken by phone cameras or selfies has become the
global phenomenon and Adál’s latest portraiture project. His images are included in Ilan
Stavans, I Love my Selfie, auto-portraits by Adál (Durham & London: Durham University Press,
2017).
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in these works without looking at their accompanying titles. It even becomes
difficult in many cases to determine their age, race and gender—the physical
characteristics that governments and social bodies often use to identify, classify and
control individuals. The fact that many of the sitters look unsettling reflects the threat
that their perceived “otherness” poses for the dominant culture and the systems of
identification and classification it uses to maintain its dominance. It also playfully
undermines the negative stereotypes of Puerto Ricans prevalent in the mass media (the
scanning lines visible in many of the photographs evoke television in particular), which
have practically rendered their social contributions to North American culture
unrecognizable.
Although blurred or out of focus, the photographs in Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans series
can be “seen” as images of the sitters and are somewhat discernable. A viewer is able to
recognize various sitters such as the artist. As the artist continues to be invited to show this work
and other series by various institutions such as Zoellner Arts Center, Lehigh University Art
Galleries (2002), Center for Latino Arts, Harvard University, (2004) and venues in Puerto Rico,
he often will expand on the captions rather than merely using titles, making them contemporary
such as the caption he employed during the 2004 exhibition at Harvard where the image of the
Rev. Pedro Pietri appears with the following caption: “Vote for the first out-of-focus Senate
candidate in political history”39 between the images of Hillary Clinton and Rudy Giuliani who
were running for office in New York City that year and used in the installation.
In an interview with James Estrin for The New York Times “Lens” blog, the artist has
expressed:
I think there is for us a personal identity, and then there’s a collective identity. I think
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A review of the exhibition appeared in an article by Cate McQuaid, “His blurry photos bring
clarity to the plight of Puerto Ricans,” The Boston Globe (December 24, 2004), “Bringing clarity
to the blurry condition of Puerto Ricans, Adál celebrates his culture.” The writer notes also that
the images “…claim their virtual invisibility as a subversive power,” thus the sitters are endowed
with power; see (http://www.puertoricoherald.org/issues/2004/vol8n53/LiveEd/53 HisBlurry.
html), accessed August 27, 2015. These two photographs were included in Jíbaro, Blueprints for
a Nation, exhibition catalogue (Bethlehem, Pennsylvania: Zoellner Arts Center, Lehigh
University, 2002).
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that the collective identity for a Puerto Rican is what I call an ‘out-of-focus identity’
because it was caused by trauma, emotional and psychological trauma, by a sort of
mental colonization, first by Spain, and then by the United States.”40
Adál has further commented about the portraits:
If being out of focus means not being recognized, acknowledged or being in the present
[sic] in the eyes of the dominant group, then this condition can be useful while you plot
your subversive act of injecting yourself into their psyche or consciousness—by the time
they recognize your presence it is too late.41
The statement best describes the state of what the artist himself has coined as “being in a
psychic fragmentation,” a state where one’s physical, political, social, intellectual, cultural, and
historical existence is not recognized. What the speaker seems to be saying may thus be
interpreted as: one, it may be too late when the dominant culture recognizes the errors of its
ways—or, two, it does not much matter because, the crossover has taken place and the border
has been dismantled right under the dominant group’s very nose. The “out of focus” condition,
as well, is a cause for celebration rather than despair. Rather than merely existing in a “blurred”
state, the images transcend their photographic condition. The viewer must question why the
images appear blurred and thus, learn and understand why they appear so. Again, the viewer is
compelled to “see” which implies an act of recognition, limited as it may be, however.
Nevertheless, the images also appear unreal and mysterious.42 The sitters insist on being in the
“out of focus” condition which empowers them to resist assimilation and/or denial of their
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See James Estrin, “Puerto Rican Identity, In and Out of Focus,” Lens, The New York Times,
August 28, 2012; (https://lens.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/08/28/an-artists-search-fo-puerto-ricanidentity/), accessed April 24, 2017.
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José Luis Falconi and Doris Sommer, Out of Focus Nuyoricans, exhibition catalog, The David
Rockefeller Center for Latin American Studies (Cambridge: Harvard University, 2004).
42

“Agapito Borroso” is one of Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans. The artist admits that “Agapito
Borroso” is his alter ego, e-mail correspondence with author, December 30, 2004.
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cultural roots. As well, the blurred condition of the images glaringly points out the viewer’s
inability to see and claim their virtual invisibility as a subversive power.43
Although as viewers we can discern faces and in some cases identify many of the sitters
in the images by referring to accompanying texts that names the sitters particularly, we are still
confounded. The images look unsettling, neither benign nor threatening; if the images were
clearly defined, not out of focus, perhaps they could transmit other messages. They remain out
of focus even though they are somewhat recognizable as photographic portraits of known
celebrities we may even associate with the Latino experience but certainly not with the
mainstream culture. They speak of their “blurred” condition immediately which addresses the
almost anonymous status which is accorded to them. John Tagg in his essay, “The Currency of
the Photograph,” clearly emphasizes the power of the photographic image beyond the visual:
The intelligibility of the photograph is no simple thing: photographs are texts inscribed in
terms of what we may call ‘photographic discourse,’ but this discourse, like any other
engages discourses beyond itself, the ‘photographic text’, like any other, is the site of a
complex ‘intertextuality,’ an overlapping series of previous texts ‘taken for granted’ at a
particular cultural and historical conjuncture.44
The images read as documents and testaments of a group of people not seen or noticed.
I argue that their out of focus and blurred condition, ironically, allows for a clearer reading of
their ambiguous political and social status, a stance that is reinforced by the texts that accompany
the images. It is quite obvious that the images are “blurred” and the viewer immediately
questions this condition in order to make sense of what the artist has depicted. The search for
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McQuaid, “His Blurry Photos.”
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John Tagg, “The Currency of the Photograph,” in Thinking Photography, ed. Victor Burgin,
(London: MacMillan Publishers, Ltd., 1982), 110-141. In Adál’s work the prolific use of texts
creates dialogues wherein the images depend on their supportive texts. The images become
“actors.”
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explanation begins by simply looking at the individual images. “Adál’s disorienting images
present photographically credible visions although their information cannot be reconciled with
common sense, his images seek to provide in his own words: ‘the evidence of things not
seen,’”45 as A.D. Coleman writes of the images in The Grotesque in Photography. Although
referring to an earlier body of work, Adál’s “out of focus” series offers a visual evidence of
people not seen. These images exist in a different reality. It is a reality of existing in a blurry
condition or experience which refers to the “complex precariousness of the Puerto Rican
condition” as curator/critic José Luis Falconi refers to in his essay about the series.46 Moreover,
the images and accompanying texts prove a powerful combination as the texts endow the images
with a voice. The blurred subjects can indeed speak through the texts.47
The prolific use of texts specifically written by Pietri for the works by Adál is an
aesthetic practice in the development of El Spirit Republic de Puerto Rico as a movement or
inspiration with political and social implications.48 Pietri’s text which accompanies the images
addresses their “out of focus” condition and critiques the system that relegates those whose
images appear to be in a constant state of being “out of focus.” Being “out of focus” is a
45

A.D. Coleman, The Grotesque in Photography (New York: Summit Books, 1977), cited in
Ricardo Viera, Latin American Photography: Selections from the Lehigh University Art
Galleries Collection, exhibition catalog (Lehigh, PA.: Lehigh University Art Galleries, 2006).
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José Luis Falconi is curator/critic at the David Rockefeller Center for Latin American Studies
at Harvard University where the exhibition Out of Focus Nuyoricans, was on view 30 September
2004 – 5 January 2005. Visual disorientation as a way of reckoning is a different aspect of
reality. Theodor Adorno’s theories on art do not rely solely on aesthetics but on art’s relation to
society. Theodor W. Adorno, Gretel Adorno, and Rolf Tiedemann, “Aesthetic Theory.” Theory
and History of Literature, V. 88 (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997).
47

The text was composed upon Pietri learning of and seeing the artist’s images in 1996.
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Juan Flores and George Yúdice, Living Borders, 51-84. “Latino aesthetics do not pretend to
be separate from everyday practices but rather integral part of an ethos which seeks to be
politicized as a means of validation and self-determination.”
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condition others suffer; for the sitters in the series or for Nuyoricans, it only assists in being
firmly rooted to traditions that they identify with as a people and a spiritual nation since they are
physically away from the nation. The sitters do not need to be in focus in order to be seen or to
be relevant.
Adál returned to his artistic roots in self-portraiture or his “auto-portraits” in this political
series. Moreover, his earliest body of work which formed the ideas for his first publication is at
the heart of his artistic production. He has developed a persona (the man in the suit inspired by a
Venezuelan holy man or Don José Gregorio) that transforms the artist into a performer
permitting him to present an image that embodies a character now staged or “acted” by him, his
alter ego. This facilitates a narrative to occur such as the one created by the “out of focus”
condition or blurry appearance that the sitters in this series embody. Adál conceived his first
auto-portraits in the language of surrealism and they exhibit his earliest experimentation as a
young artist. They also clearly demonstrate his interest in referencing his culture. For instance,
surrealism for him, as previously stated in this dissertation, was an encompassing state of life
rather than artistic movement, but rather an absurd reality due to his various conditions, as a
jíbaro, Nuyorican and an artist. And, his continuing attention to self-portraiture led to further
exploration through which he has consistently mocked and critiqued the political status quo.
Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans insist on being seen despite their blurred appearance. The
blurry political existence of Nuyoricans in the United States culture at large comes into sharp
focus in this masterful series. And as José Luis Falconi has aptly written in his essay “Blurriness
in Focus,” Out of Focus Nuyoricans: “Thus, it is the political reflection demanded from the
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spectator that we need to keep in focus to start understanding Adál’s strength as a visual artist;
the sharpness is obtained through the realization of how blurry the Puerto Rican experience is.”49

El Puerto Rican Embassy’s El Passport

On September 20, 2017 Hurricane Maria struck the island of Puerto Rico. Thousands
were devastated by this natural disaster which impacted the entire island and showed how utterly
neglected Puerto Ricans are as “American citizens.” Nothing was more offensive and hurtful to
the island communities which were still reeling with the after-effects of the hurricane than to see
the current president of the United States when he finally visited the island on October 17, 2017
and address a group of hurricane victims by hurling paper towel rolls to the assembled crowd as
if to show his generosity and understanding of their plight.50 A better display of gross disregard
and lack of solidarity could not have been staged. The national and international press covered
the hurricane’s destruction throughout the island and the lack of adequate emergency resources.
For weeks Puerto Ricans languished in debris, scarcity of clean water, lack of medical attention,
electrical power and mostly hope. The transport of emergency aid was badly coordinated by the
government’s emergency agencies like FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) and
others.
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I have paraphrased José Luis Falconi’s words in his essay “Blurriness in Focus,” Out of Focus
Nuyoricans, exhibition catalog, David Rockefeller Center for Latin American Studies
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University, 2004).
50

The paper towel incident took place during the president’s first and only visit to the island on
17 October 2017. It has now been three years, and the island is still not financially “out of the
woods” and not altogether prepared for another natural disaster such as the next hurricane.
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The true horrific destruction that hurricane Maria unleashed on the island of Puerto Rico
in 2017 was confirmed a year later in 2018 in a study conducted by George Washington
University which confirmed the number of deaths.51 These island citizens are fellow Americans
who deserve the same resources and aid other Americans have received at times such as this. I
call attention to the relevance in the granting of American citizenship to Puerto Ricans and what
the annexation as a territory or its absurd Commonwealth status has meant for Puerto Ricans.
After the Spanish-American War in 1898 which I have discussed previously, the Jones Act of
1917 granted citizenship to all Puerto Ricans but did not grant them full rights as other American
citizens. This act created an active migration of Puerto Ricans by breaking down the barriers of
immigration.52 The United States regarded Puerto Ricans as a force of cheap labor in the island
to exploit its resources, primarily sugar, but also coffee and tobacco. The discriminatory denial
of such rights which have been legally granted to other American citizens is an affront to Puerto
Ricans in the island and in the diaspora.53 El Puerto Rican Embassy confronts that dilemma of
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The rather grisly number of 2,975 deaths was released in August 2018 in a study conducted by
George Washington University. Vann R. Newkirk III, “A Year After Hurricane Maria, Puerto
Rico Finally Knows How Many People Died,” The Atlantic, Politics, 28 (August 2018).
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Carmen Teresa Whalen, and Víctor Vázquez-Hernández, The Puerto Rican Diaspora;
Historical Perspectives, (Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 2005), 4-5. After 1898, the
United States presence in Puerto Rico radically transformed the islands economy and politics as
well as migration. The American administrators saw Puerto Ricans as incapable of selfgovernment and a cheap labor force. These views were part of the so-called “manifest destiny”
ethos helped shape policies towards Puerto Rico, but also the rest of the Latin American
continent. Having expanded territorially from coast to coast, the United States looked to expand
its markets overseas and protect those markets with strategic alliances and military and naval
bases; it also sought to limit European expansionism.
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Ibid., 6. The US Navy landed on July 25, 1898 and on December 10, 1898, the United States
and Spain signed the Treaty of Paris. The United States received Puerto Rico as payment for its
cost in prosecuting the war.
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being Puerto Rican yet “considered” American, but not being respected with full rights, which
include the right to vote, an oppressive paradox constructed by colonialism.
In 1945, Luis Muñoz Marín, who would run for governor in 1948, argued that Puerto
Rico’s status should be settled by a special vote. He quickly changed his position when he
embarked on his campaign and did not pursue this but instead asked voters to endorse a new
status through their vote for the Partido Popular Democrático (his party) that would allow the
island to adopt its own constitution. Muñoz Marín argued that a constitution would change the
“territorial” status of the island and thus gain some semblance of autonomy. The result of this
process was the creation of the so-called “Estado Libre Asociado,” or (ELA, 1950-1952)
translated officially as the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. Perhaps, the closest and perhaps
truest translation of “commonwealth” is comunidad. Thus, Puerto Rico remained as
unincorporated territory. While Muñoz Marín sought the appearance of a non-colonial status
almost autonomous through the ratification of a constitution, the US or Congress, sought to keep
the island’s political status quo and federal jurisdiction over it.54
Although the irony is apparent in referring to this incomprehensible status as a
“commonwealth,” a politically organized community (English) or Estado Libre Asociado which
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César J. Ayala and Rafael Bernabe, “Birth of the Estado Libre Asociado,” in Puerto Rico in
the American Century: A History Since 1898 (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina,
2007), 162-178. Although he had argued as early as 1945, that a new status for the island would
be resolved through a special vote before he embarked on his campaign for the governorship in
1948. Luis Muñoz Marín changed his tune during his eventual campaign and election and asked
voters to endorse a new status through their vote for the Partido Popular Democrático that would
allow the island to adopt its own constitution. By adopting this new status which was ambiguous
at best, both the Muñoz Marín and the US Congress sought to gain very different things. Muñoz
Marín argued that a constitution would change the “territorial” status of the island and thus gain
some semblance of autonomy. The result of this process was the creation of the so-called
“Estado Libre Asociado,” or (ELA) translated officially as the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
(1950-1952).
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literally means “Free Associated State,” it is ambiguous and even absurd, and both English and
Spanish translations serve to conceal the colonial status. This unbearable absurdity is ideally
confronted and spiritually “resolved” through the project and all its various manifestations such
as the exhibition and performance of works by the artist.
At an inaugural ceremony on 8 April 1994 at a reception in the Kenkeleba Gallery in
New York City, Adál and Pedro Pietri issued and distributed the first passports designed by the
artist at the presentation of El Puerto Rican Embassy. Moreover, at that time, The Manifesto
was displayed and made known to those gathered, and the Spanglish National Anthem was
sung.55 El Puerto Rican Passport (Fig. 2-2) may be physically handed or given out during a
performance or program related to installation of the artist’s works at gallery or museum related
to El Puerto Rican Embassy or exhibition where Adál’s work may be included such as the
exhibition Out of Focus Nuyoricans (2004), when José Luis Falconi described how the “…selfdesecrated creator doesn’t hold any special office for the State, but a little desk in one corner of
the installation where he quietly issues passports…” 56
During these events or performances, the artist often took passport photographs of the
attendees as well. Additional visual or textual elements evolved and included the Republic’s
Manifesto, composed by Pietri and printed in every passport issued.57 Other texts, manifestoes,
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Valentín-Escobar, “Bodega Surrealism,” 184. The Spanglish National Anthem is sung using
the music of the favorite En mi Viejo San Juan, composed by Noel Estrada and recorded in 1943.
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Falconi, essay “Blurriness in Focus,” Out of Focus Nuyoricans, exhibition catalog, David
Rockefeller Center for Latin American Studies (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University, 2004).
I have previously discussed El Puerto Rican Passport in Chapter Two.
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Fatima Bercht, Out of Focus Nuyoricans, 40-44. A communique issued by El Puerto Rican
Embassy in August 1996, explains the “passport’s” function: “the passport is the official
document which defines an individual’s nationality, an important sign of identity which you need
in order to travel outside of the country and in some cases within . . . Puerto Ricans, given our
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or declarations may be read aloud as well. Adál has also created and continues to update a
website related to El Puerto Rican Embassy so that is always available to anyone although not
being performed or installed: “The conceptual territory of the Embassy is both pragmatic, a
response to the U.S. government’s refusal to address the colonial reality of Puerto Rico, and
utopian: a space for becoming, remembering, relating, and embodying counter historical
alternatives…At once universal and spectral, it is, in a sense, a virtual space.”58
Thus, El Puerto Rican Embassy website offers the possibility of seeing and reading about
the concepts, texts, and ideas both the artist and Pietri shared and developed to interpret the
Nuyorican identity fully; it is also important as an archive and allows these works to be studied
by anyone with access to a computer. The works included are Los Blueprints for a Nation
including El Passport, Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans, Manifesto and the so-called El Spanglish
National Anthem sung by Brenda Feliciano59 as part of the video work West Side Story Upside
Down Sideways Backwards and Out of Focus; the text for El Spanglish National Anthem is also
included. Adál’s collaborators are listed such as Eddie Figueroa, Pedro Pietri who is listed as
writer of El Manifesto and Co-Director of El Puerto Rican Embassy. Los Blueprints have been
included in several publications that have accompanied installations of works by the artist such
condition as North American citizens have been without a symbol which affirms our cultural
identity. To this end, El Puerto Rican Passport was created,” (http://elpuertoricanembassy.org
/la-gallery/), consulted at various times.
58

Urayoán Noel, “On Out of Focus Nuyoricans, Noricuas, and Performance Identities,”
Liminalities: A Journal of Performance Studies, No. 3/4, (2014).
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Several popular songs written over the years have been considered “national anthems” by
Puerto Ricans in the island and the Diaspora; such songs are: Preciosa by Rafael Hernández
(1937); Ahora Seremos Felices also by Rafael Hernández (1939); and En mi Viejo San Juan by
Noel Estrada (1943). They speak of returning to the island, an idyllic place one has yearned for
while living in another place, and considered the real “home” or motherland for all Puerto
Ricans.
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as the Cepa Gallery, Boston (2000) and El Museo del Barrio, New York, (2001) where the
sculpture Tall Tales Told by the Tongue of a Shoe (Fig.2-1) was included in an exhibition.
El Passport is approximately the size of most international passports (4 x 3.5 in.) is in
most respects similar to others except that this one is designed with a domino tile on its front and
back covers and is not diplomatically accepted. The game of dominoes is a popular game in the
Caribbean including Cuba and Puerto Rico and made up of many tiles with “nips” or markings to
denote value of each; relatable to every Nuyorican and therefore its use as a cultural symbol on
such an important travel and identity document as a passport. The words El Spirit Republic de
Puerto Rico are printed on the front cover of the six-page small booklet which is essentially
sheets with a cover with stapled at centerfold. On the reverse of front cover the following words
are printed: “El Sovereign State of Mind of El Spirit Republic de Puerto Rico hereby suplica a
todos, whom it may concern, to permit el ciudadano/ national of Loisaida, aquí nombrado, to
pass sin algún delay or impedimento and, in case of need, to darle all lawful ayuda and
protection.”60
All texts are in Spanglish as expected. Pages I-IV of El Passport, include the text of El
Manifesto by Pietri (1994). Subsequent pages are set aside for “visas” and for “entry” and “exit
stamps” with the caveat that it: “Es la responsibility del Passport Bearer to obtener las visas
necessary.” On the next to last page, another text advises that: “It is the responsabilidad of the
Passport Bearer to tomar riesgos. Illuminate contemporary issues, cuestionar and desafiar
dominant political views.”61 The last page provides the names of the artist and his collaborators
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The italics I have used in this quote are as the artist has used in the copy of El Passport. It is
important to note that the use of Spanglish as the “language of this spiritual territory” is the ideal
language of such a state.
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The author has left Spanglish text in the original as most readers will understand meaning.
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and dates for respective creation of works. The execution and design was undertaken by Adál,
while text was Pietri’s contribution and the original concept was “Eddie” Figueroa’s.62
In a program coordinated by Adál and his fellow Nuyoricans at the Nuyorican Poets Café
on September 6, 2001 to celebrate and commemorate El Puerto Rican Embassy, a document
used to publicize the evening’s events, mentions the highlights of the night such as an operatic
performance by Rosa Teresa Castro-Vargas; Adál’s short film West Side Story Upside Down
Sideways Backwards and Out of Focus; and, a book presentation of Bodega Dreams by Ernesto
Quiñones. Included in the activities were the issuing and distribution of El Puerto Rican
Passport and the induction of “out of focus” Nuyoricans into the Santa Iglesia de la Madre de
los Tomates for todos (The Holy Church of the Mother of Tomatoes for all).63 Instruments such
as El Passport continue to be part of these performances as part of other literary or exhibition
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Various dates for works have come up and as best as possible, this author has made effort to
provide known (published) dates. The credits for El Passport are as follows: “El Spirit Republic
de Puerto Rico was founded in 1979 por Eduardo Figueroa. El Puerto Rican Embassy
established in 1994 by Reverendo Pedro Pietri Aponte Oppenheimer y Adál Maldonado Santiago
en Loisaida Village, New York.” These are the credits listed on the back of El Passport.
63

The flyer, a printed page with typed words without any images or illustrations, demonstrates
that El Puerto Rican Embassy was the primary organizer of an event. As well, the event
coincided with others in Vieques, an island municipality part of Puerto Rico that year in 2001.
The US Navy’s presence and activities in the small island had led to frequent protests since
1999. In the summer 2001 political figures such as the Governor of Puerto Rico and activist
Mrs. Jackie Jackson (wife of Rev. Jesse Jackson). At bottom of flyer the mention of Vieques is
noted: “No more ‘Colonyoscopies’ for Vieques, Yaya! Peace or War.” The word: “colonyoscopies” alludes to Puerto Rico’s status as a colonial territory. There are certain spelling errors
noted as in the word “Vaya” which is misspelled using the letter “Y” instead of V, and others.
See, David González, “Bombing, and Protesting, Resume on Vieques,” The New York Times, 19
June 2001; (https://www.nytimes.com/2001/06/19/us/bombing-and-protesting-resume-on
vieques.html), accessed. June 5, 2017.
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events or programs revolving the artist’s work.64 The passport is an indicator of citizenship,
nationhood, and identity.
The “passport” document has been used by other contemporary artists who have
exploited versions of a “passport” in their artistic practices such as Felix Gonzalez-Torres,
Untitled (Passport II, 1993), and Untitled (Passport, 1991) ; and Alfredo Jaar’s One Million
Finnish Passports (1995). Both artists were engaged with projects that questioned the status
quo and developed politically engaged practices. Gonzalez-Torres also belonged to a collective,
Group Material, as Adál, and rejected what he called “the imposed and established order.”65
The artist lived and worked during the AIDS epidemic in New York City passing away at the age
of thirty-eight in 1996 from complications due to the HIV virus. The themes his works
addressed were: love and loss, gender and sexuality and gay rights, love, intimacy and mortality.
His Untitled (Passport, 1991) which was a stack of endless copies “…alludes to passage between
two sites and is an empty tablet on which the records of one’s journey are transcribed.” And
Untitled (Passport II, 1993) were individual photographic booklets printed with clouds and
giveaway “passports” which “…has no space for memories. It is…an invitation to dream.”66
Alfredo Jaar’s compelling passport(s) is a protest against prejudice and plea for the plight
of immigrants everywhere. An installation of one million Finnish passports approximating an
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The fellow collaborators who had worked at the New Rican Village including Adál, Pedro
Pietri and others, had presented their ideas about the concept of El Puerto Rican Embassy and
Pietri had composed written texts such as El Manifesto, at an opening at the Lower East side
Kenkeleba Gallery on April 8, 1994. See Valentín-Escobar, “Bodega Surrealism,” 184.
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M. H. Miller, “A Colossal New Show Revisits a Conceptual Art Icon,” T Magazine (May 11
2017).
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Nancy Spector, “Travel as Metaphor,” in Felix-Gonzalez-Torres (New York: Guggenheim
Museum, 1995), 54-56.
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actual Finnish passport with similar dimensions as an international passport was used to protest
Finland’s very restrictive immigration laws. The passports were shown within a gallery glass
enclosure and were destroyed afterwards. Gonzalez-Torres’s “Untitled” (Passport, 1991)
passport did not resemble an actual passport but was a stack of sheets (23 5/8 x 23 5/8 in.) and
was placed in the gallery setting while, “Untitled” (Passport II, 1993) was a folded notebook
with the image of a soaring bird in the sky of clouds and also placed in stacks and meant to be
taken by those attending the exhibition.67

Los Blueprints for a Nation: Other Works

El Spirit Republic of Puerto Rico’s official language is Spanglish and the spirit nation has
a national anthem composed by Pedro Pietri using the music of the popular song En Mi Viejo
San Juan. It issues postage stamp with Adál’s out of focus image dated to 1998 (with a value of
0 cents) (Fig. 3-9). As well, it has its own currency (Fig. 3-10) from the Banco Gallero de
Loisaida with a rooster, a symbol of masculinity in the Caribbean, at note’s center and as
emblem for the bank that issues it; the upper left states “In Bomba y Plena We Trust,” and “Cien
Picazos, Reappropriate & Prosper, Nuyo.” The rooster and by association, the cockfight,
replaces the face of Benjamin Franklin that is on the one-hundred US dollar bill. El Puerto
Rican Embassy issues visas, birth certificates and other documents items that are referred to as
Blueprints for a Nation and are symbols of sovereignty for this spiritual republic.
Bomba and Plena refer to Puerto Rican musical and dance traditions with African roots.
In essence, the words on the “currency” note proclaim the faith or belief Puerto Ricans hold for
67

Jennifer Krassinski, “Two Decades after His Death, The Legacy of Felix Gonzalez-Torres,”
Village Voice, May 3 2017. Ms. Krassinski reviewed the exhibition held at David Zwirner
Chelsea Gallery, 21 April – 14 July 2017.
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their cultural customs. That is what they value and the words “We Trust” indicates. Cien
Picazos refers to one hundred pecks, as chickens do, but also the “worth” which is 100 picazos
as the face of the note is a venerable rooster. By reclaiming shared symbols related to Puerto
Rican popular culture these works address the ethos of nationhood and replace and/or reject the
colonial signs of state such as the unbearable citizen-with-no-voting rights status of Puerto
Ricans. At heart, these “emblems” of a state or republic allude to the very real sense of “Puerto
Ricanness” that the citizens of Puerto Rico in and out of the island feel as a people and their
rejection of an imposed political status.
Adál has also created a map for the nation which asserts a new republic overturning its
colonial status as a territory of both the United States and Spain. And, the republic has “Out of
Focus Ambassadors” such as Miguel Algarín, co-founder of the Nuyorican Poets Café; Tito
Puente, renowned musician; and other prominent Nuyoricans among them, Raúl Juliá who was
inducted to the “Hall of Fame of Deceased Diplomacy as Ambassador.”68 Looking to the
“future,” the Spirit Republic has a space program and proof that “lunar activity on the surface of
the moon in 1948 by members of El Coconaut Lunar Landing Team of El Spirit Republic de
Puerto Rico Space Program” had indeed preceded NASA and Adál has photographic proof
(Fig. 3-11) in the form of a photograph Reconstructed History (2001).
El Spirit Republic of Puerto Rico has food traditions and these are memorialized in the
Spanglish Sandwich also known as the Arroz and Beans Spanglish Sandwich (Fig. 3-12); both
date to 2000. The color photographic image of a sandwich made from kidney beans between
two pieces of bread is printed onto a ceramic plate with the title. Again, the reference to a way
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Viera, Jíbaro, 32-33, 41- 45, 48. Perhaps in the future the artist will create additional “blueprints” in the continuing evolution of El Spirit Republic.
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of life where eating “rice and beans,” is still part of a people’s cultural origins is now re-assessed
and interpreted as a transcendental mark for the group. Arroz and Beans Spanglish Sandwich is
a symbol of special relevance since it is a staple food for a large number of Puerto Ricans in the
island and Caribbean communities in the United States.69
The “spirit republic” is watched over by “saints” (Figs. 3-13 and 3-14) such as Santo
Borroso (2002), a patron saint of the “out of focus,” and La Nun of the Above (2004), a religious
figure; and the faithful may seek solace in La Santa Iglesia de la Madre de los Tomates. All
these are part of “the blueprints of an entire universe, where the cliché and the kitsch are
appropriated and transformed by Adál into life-affirming signs.”70 These signs are part of the
instruments against the status quo. Furthermore, the artist’s development of newer works
continues to emphasize the politically subversive use of humor as well as his constant renewal of
popular cultural forces.
The politically charged Sub-Versive Art (2002) image wherein the artist appropriates a
coffee can of a well-known brand such as Bustelo Coffee and records the moment it appears to
explode, is a potent visual image. (Fig. 3-15) Adál transforms and appropriates a can of the
popular Bustelo brand of coffee into an explosive device used by an unknown terrorist cell
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The Unanue family, originally from Puerto Rico and presently in New Jersey, built a giant
food products company worth millions by selling canned beans and distributing bags of rice
mostly for the growing Puerto Rican population in the United States in the late 1940s. The
company is still family owned and has diversified its products over the years to appeal to panLatino consumers such as Cubans, Mexicans, and others. The late chairman of the company,
Joseph A. Unanue, is described as a “Nuyorican” in the Wikipedia website for Joseph A.
Unanue. See, (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_A._Unanue), accessed March 20, 2020.
However, in the Unanue Family Wikipedia website, the Unanue family (other descendants) is
described as being “Spanish-American.” See, (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Unanue _family),
accessed March 20, 2020.
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Anreus, “A Lunar Boricua,” 15.
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known as the “Bodega Bombers” who protest the annexation of El Spirit Republic of Puerto Rico
by New York City; and The Annexation Proclamation Bodega Bag, (1999) is yet another work in
the same series. (Fig. 3-16) The Annexation Proclamation Bodega Bag text was composed by
Adál as co-director of El Puerto Rican Embassy which turns US colonialism upside down and on
its head.71 The “annexation” would fold New York City into the “Commonwealth of El Spirit
Republic de Puerto Rico.” Thus, the annexation is actually what Adál terms the “tropicalization”
of “all New Yorkers regardless of race, religion or color in the pursuit of liberty, justice on the
dance floor of our imagination…”72 The proclamation is an invitation and although it may seem
“subversive” to some, it is primarily a good will gesture or a redux “Good Neighbor” policy for a
new age of political and social brotherhood. It does not seek disruption and it explicitly states
that it is “…not a proclamation of occupation but a celebration on the occasion of being related
to each other in the house of a more enlightened and chévere civilization.” Perhaps the artist
meant to use the word “hope” instead of “house” but in the context of the proclamation, the word
“house,” both embraces and encompasses the idea of hope; the word chévere is a slang word for
“cool” or “hip.” In tone this is a brotherly proclamation. In this new and cool civilization
envisioned by the subversive spirit nation, all will be welcomed. The proclamation is printed on
a brown paper bag from “Papo’s Bodega,” referring to a familiar gathering place for
neighborhoods in New York where Nuyoricans lived perhaps in Loisaida or El barrio; a grocery
71

I have previously referred to this work as a “readymade,” a term coined by Marcel Duchamp
in 1916 which describes an object, which may be a mass-produced and is transformed into a
work of art by an artist.
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I am quoting certain portions of Adál’s text for the proclamation. “Tropicalization” refers to
Tropicália or Tropicalismo, a Brazilian arts 1960s movement which encompassed all the arts and
borrowed from popular culture and the avant-garde. Primarily out of Brazil, the movement
embraced the kitsch and camp aesthetic promoted by superstar Carmen Miranda who had been a
great success in American movies during the 1940s and remains popular in Brazil.
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store which often served not just as a food market but a place for neighborhood news or
gathering. Valentín-Escobar suggests the bodegas or neighborhood mini-market or grocery
stores, served as “spaces of resistance.” I would argue that alongside neighborhood bodegas,
other places of resistance or any other type of socio-political activism or protest unfolded in
spaces like churches such as the First Spanish United Methodist Church in Spanish Harlem or El
barrio, and com-munity centers like the New Rican Village. The neighborhood bodegas served
as community centers where neighbors met and casually spoke about events in their daily lives
such who was arriving from Puerto Rico or having a family event such as marriage, birth or
death. Furthermore, during the 1960s and into the 1970s college campuses were spaces of
resistance and protest.73
The Jíbaro, Blueprints for a Nation exhibition included the powerful (Fig. 3-17)
Decolonized Brain (2000), a digital image on positive film attached to a light box and (Fig. 3-18)
Altar to Saint Anthony, Patron Saint of Pop Salsa (2000), an installation with image of
singer/actor Marc Antony. Marco Antonio Muñiz, (legal name) is a singer, songwriter, actor,
producer, and part owner of NFL team, The Miami Dolphins, who was born in New York City to
Puerto Rican parents. His records have sold millions all over the world and won numerous
awards. The installation includes a pillow with sound recordings of his music; a kneeler for the
devout to pray and in the case of this particular work, to record and leave a direct message to
Saint Anthony with recording device.74 The Decolonized Brain is the artist’s rendition of a
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Valentín-Escobar, “Bodega Surrealism,” 193.
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In a recent telephone conversation with the artist, he mentioned he is also including a new
patron saint to the communion of Nuyorican saints. He is including poet and close collaborator
Pedro Pietri in his Altar to San Pedro, Saint of Lost Typewriters and Spanglish Language
Metaphor Consultant in the Hereafter.
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brain in the state of “political decolonization,” a condition that has been achieved through a
“cleansing” or despojo to remove the poison of colonization suffered by the people of Puerto
Rico since that fateful day in 1898. Adál has expressed deep concerns about this condition and
intensely believes the need to remove the “colonial mentality” once and for all. “The
programming has burrowed deep into the psyche. Before Puerto Ricans can embark on the
creation of a new state, we need a good political/cultural brain “cleansing” or despojo to exorcise
the fears injected into the psyche after so many years of propaganda.”75 He seeks to deconstruct
the imbedded racial prejudices that accompanied the trauma of 1898. The work is designed so
that image is a composite of an X-ray of a head in profile with which covers most of the
composition’s area; on the upper right corner, also in profile, is a small oval-shaped photographic
image of the artist and on each side of the image respectively, there is a list of words and
includes words and phrases such as: “eat bacalao,” “make non-sense,” “look at nothing,”
“wonder,” “stay tuned,” and others. A straight red line runs from the top of the image under the
words: “Stimulate passive nerve center” to the back of the illustrated head. Presumably the
decolonization will take place by adhering to these words which will enable, as Adál suggests,
the spiritual “cleansing.”
The Altar to Saint Anthony, Patron Saint of Pop Salsa, on the other hand, presents the
opportunity to profess devotion before the “patron saint” of salsa music, Marc Antony.76 The
interactive installation within the exhibition allows the viewer to be an active participant.
Overcome by the image of the celebrity turned “saint,” the viewer can rest his head on the pillow
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Ricardo Viera, 2002, 27. Viera quotes Adál.
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Marc Antony is an internationally famous singer who has had a successful career in music and
films.
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provided for him to pray and leave a message. A humorous critique on the cult of celebrity
which transforms mere mortals into gods, the Altar to Saint Anthony, Patron Saint of Pop Salsa
also honors contemporary Puerto Rican music or salsa which first became popular in New York
during the late 1960s and became widespread throughout the world. The Fania All Stars was a
group of talented musicians that recorded for the record label Fania during this time. The group
included numerous Puerto Rican and other Latino musicians and singers considered to be the
best performers of the then called “Latin sound.” I have previously discussed in Chapter Two
how their concerts filled stadiums in New York, Chicago and musicians travelled throughout the
Caribbean, Latin America, Europe and Africa.77 The Altar relishes the popular devotion for both
the sacred and profane in Puerto Rican cultural life. One can’t live without the saints whether
heavenly or amongst us.
Adál’s construction of counter-republic expressions—his works and collaborations,
epitomize the demands and hopes of a nation or a people, albeit colonized first by Spain and then
by the United States, to be recognized as a people. The realization of an actual modern-day state
is not relevant but rather the idealized or even mythic concept that inspires and empowers while
condemning the forces that deny the urgency of being a people, nation or even the spirit of one,
is. The words of Puerto Rico’s most famous composer Rafael Hernández’s song, Preciosa,78 or
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César Miguel Rondón, The Book of Salsa: A Chronicle of Urban Music from the Caribbean
(Chapel Hill, University of North Carolina Press, 2008), 42. Most of the performers came from
what the writer calls, “the New York scene.” Beginning in the mid-1960s and up to the early
1990s, numerous clubs in New York City also offered live salsa performances every night.
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Rafael Hernández was a prolific composer of popular music known all over Latin America and
Europe. His songs were played, sung and recorded by numerous people. His songs include:
Cachita, El cumbanchero, and Preciosa. He fought in World War I in the Harlem Hell Fighters
regiment in the US Army as he was a man of color and the armed forces were not integrated until
1948.
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“Precious” referring to the island and considered a patriotic song, expresses the sentiments of a
people who see themselves citizens of a nation:
Preciosa serás sin bandera
Sin lauros ni gloria
Preciosa, preciosa
Te llaman los hijos de la libertad

Precious you will be without a flag
Without laurels or glory
Precious, precious
Liberty’s children call you

The Origins for Los Blueprints

Adál has often spoken about his earliest influences in addition to the work of artists, his
professors, and others he met while a student at the San Francisco Art Institute (1968-1973)
which included some well-known photographers such as Lisette Model and Duane Michals. He
was a student at the time of great national political activism related to the civil rights movement
as well as the Vietnam antiwar demonstrations that raged in almost every university campus.
His generation participated actively in protest marches against the war; demanded changes in
curricula at colleges and universities especially programs that represented both Latino and
African American studies as well as women’s studies. He has often mentioned his great
admiration for the artist collective known as The Royal Chicano Air Force with whom he
became acquainted with during his days in the West Coast.79 The Nuyorican or Puerto Rican
and the Chicano or Mexican American communities shared similar experiences of
marginalization, discrimination and disenfranchisement. Adál became familiar with the Chicano
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See Richard C. Sinopoli and Teena Gabrielson, “Mirroring Modernity: America's Conflicting
Identities,” Polity (The University of Chicago Press on behalf of the Northeastern Political
Science Association Stable) No. 1 (Autumn 1999): 67-92. See also, David Gutiérrez, Walls and
Mirrors: Mexican-Americans, Mexican Immigrants, and the Politics of Ethnicity (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1995), 185.
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Movement when he was a student on the West Coast. The movement shared similar ideas and
actions with other civil rights movements throughout the United States at the time. He became
familiar with the work of the artists in the Sacramento based Royal Chicano Air Force, originally
Rebel Chicano Art Front collective which included José Montoya, Esteban Villa, Juanishi V.
Orosco, Ricardo Favela and Rudy Cuellar who were actively engaged with various Mexican
American or Chicano communities at the time, whether joining striking United Farm Workers or
setting up food drives and other initiatives to bring assistance and support to their communities.
They created murals and also promoted Mexican American culture and the arts throughout their
communities. The Chicano Movement referred to a mythic “homeland” where they were not
second class citizens and referred to it as “Aztlan.” This homeland was the presumed ancestral
homeland of the Aztecs and thus, by extension, of the Mexican people. Interpreted as the lost
territories that Mexico had surrendered to the United States in 1848 after the Mexican War, to
Chicano activists, “Aztlan” represented the symbolic territorial base of the Chicano people.
Equally important to note was their use of humor and poetry; for instance, they adopted wearing
military gear and created slogans such as “La locura, lo cura” (madness or insanity is the cure).
In an interview with scholar Doris Sommer80 in 2004 included in the catalog for his
exhibition Out of Focus Nuyoricans at the David Rockefeller Center for Latin American Studies,
Adál reflects on his cultural and personal experiences: “I drew from my historical, religious,
social and cultural experiences as a jíbaro 81 in Puerto Rico.” He further affirms these forces as
having a great impact on his work. “For me Blueprints is a culmination of all these influences;
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Sommer, “Interview.”
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Adál’s family hails from the Puerto Rico’s mountainous interior. He describes his origins as
being a jíbaro or campesino. The origins of the word are obscure but the term was already in use
by the mid-nineteenth century. The jíbaro is the descendant of Spanish settlers and may have
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jíbaro existentialism and irreverent Dada sensibilities fused with my historical experience and
elements and practices found in urban environment.”
However, Adál had not photographed or otherwise visually depicted these very rich
jíbaro experiences during his prolific artistic production over the course of his close to fifty-year
career. Prominently featured in his exhibition at Lehigh University were two important series,
Jíbaro and Blueprints for a Nation. Both were photo-based series; respectively, Jíbaro focused
on Puerto Rican cultural roots and traditions and “From the Jíbaro project grew the installation
Blueprints for a Nation.” Adál further explained: “As these parallel projects evolved, they began
to define themselves as two states of the same consciousness. Jíbaro became the state of mind
that I had lived and idealized but that was in threat of extinction, whereas Blueprints became the
other state of mind where I am empowered through my creative intentions and where I exert
control over my product.”82
This particular body of work, the so-called Jíbaro project, is a series of images and
videos 83 that chronicle events and activities that celebrate the feast of the Epiphany, a major

some Taíno (Arawak) or African roots but identifies with Spanish tradition. The earliest settlers
were among the poorest members of the Spanish community and may have been attracted to the
mountains by the possibility of claiming some land for subsistence farming. By the end of the
nineteenth century, the jíbaros had evolved distinct cultural patterns in dress, food, social
interaction, crafts, and music. Their society preserved many archaic elements of the Spanish
language. Many elements of jíbaro culture have gradually come to be accepted by the larger
population as representative of “Puerto Rican culture.” Most significant among these are the
many traditions that arose around the Christmas season especially in the areas of food and music.
Prisco Hernández, “Décima, Seis,” and the Art of the Puerto Rican ‘Trovador’ within the
Modern Social Context,” Latin American Music Review/Revista de Música Latinoamericana
(University of Texas Press, No. 1 (Spring - Summer, 1993): 20-51, 20.
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Adál Maldonado in Viera, Jíbaro, 4.
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The installation at Lehigh University Art Galleries was on view from May 15 to July 14, 2002.
Groups of images were printed on individual sheets of paper and shown alongside videos on
three separate screens.
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holy day in the Catholic calendar in most Latin American and Caribbean nations. Indeed the
Christmas season officially culminates with this event. On this day, according to Christian
tradition, the three Magi or Wise Men from the lands of the then-known East, after following a
the star from the East, found a Holy Child in a stable where they laid gifts fit for this promised
king. The tradition is observed with the giving of gifts as the so-called Three Kings had done
supposedly more than two thousand years ago. Adál knows these traditions, saints, feast days to
honor the thousands of saintly men and women and their stories and deeds were part of his
personal up-bringing in Utuado and his cultural heritage; he has commented often about his
growing up in the mountain community:
I was raised as a jíbaro in rural Puerto Rico and my earliest memories are deep-rooted
in Catholic symbolism: consider the bleeding heart of Jesus in flames, Saint Francis of
Assisi talking with the animals, female saints with bleeding eyes, Santería, spiritualism
and jíbaro tall tales flavored in mysticism. So when I was challenged to develop a visual
language I drew from my life and memory experience.84
The jíbaro images focus on the artist’s family traditions and customs around the feast day
of The Three Kings, not necessarily about the feast but rather their devotion to the kingly trio; a
ritual that began the tradition of offering songs, having a feast and honoring the wise kings when
a promise was made by the artist’s past ancestor over two hundred fifty years ago to the Holy
Child. Adál’s images and videos document a way of life such as the celebration of saints’s feasts
not only of the Three Kings but others that may be in danger of disappearing from the memory of
Puerto Ricans. These rituals related to a sacred vow, provide a direct bridge to a past but also a
path to the future and the prospect of keeping a culture and its rituals relevant. It is not merely a
documentary series recording a custom. Adal’s uncle, Don Ismael Santiago Maldonado kept this
tradition alive which dated to his great-great grandfather two hundred fifty years earlier. The
84
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festivities pay homage to his ancestors’s memories and helps keep alive the celebrations, foods,
music, meaningful, and identity as a people. These rituals bound families or communities or
groups of people and, as Adál has mentioned, this one has been kept for numerous generations
by the members of his family. It was a solemn oath of devotion almost patriotic in terms of
binding the person swearing to keep it. The veneration of these sainted figures on their feast day
may have included poetic language being sung or recited, the traditional musical ballads such as
the décima or aguinaldo, and the hope of a miracle or a prayer fulfilled.85
The images (video stills) in the series include partial views (Fig. 3-19) from an airplane
window flying to Puerto Rico with snippets of palm trees as seen from the window as the plane
gets closer to landing; a runway and most importantly, a view of Adál’s El Puerto Rican
Passport propped against the window of the plane. Adál’s El Passport is central in this body of
work because it epitomizes not just the “dream of nation” but the actual land that is the symbol
of the homeland. Additional images as illustrated in the exhibition catalog are taken from the
(Fig. 3-20) front window of a car en route to a small wooden home or casita 86 the viewer
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Prisco Hernández, “Décima, Seis,” 20. The Spanish settlers brought with them the traditional
romances (ballads) and shorter lyrical forms such as the seguidilla and the copla, as well as their
instruments, especially the guitar, which was easily portable and suitable for accompanying these
songs. Some of the original settlers eventually moved to the interior of Puerto Rico, where in the
relative isolation of the mountainous countryside their music developed unique characteristics.
After three centuries of continuous evolution within its new social context, the music of the
Puerto Rican highlands, la música de la montaña, was recognizably different form from the
original forms noted in different major centers of the island.
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Casitas (little or small wooden houses) are located in New York City neighborhoods where
Puerto Rican communities live such as El barrio or Spanish Harlem and the South Bronx. These
casitas were often located in vacant lots near abandoned buildings and have been used by
those who constructed them as meeting houses or gathering spaces where they could celebrate or
even create small gardens. Many casitas have disappeared due to gentrification of many
neighborhoods. Casitas resemble small wooden structures such as those found in Puerto Rico’s
mountainous countryside. These casitas in Puerto Rico are based on vernacular housing from
Puerto Rico’s countryside. These small houses tended to be constructed of scrap material and
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immediately “meets” the residents of the place or family who frontally face the camera as if
ready to greet and welcome the visitor arriving from far away; on the home’s wall is portrait of
an elderly couple, the residents of the casita. Additional images include the artist who wears a
hat and traditional guayabera or white linen shirt with pockets; elderly women and men are part
of the series followed by views of an extravagant banana tree in a garden or patio; a fan in the
home; and a regal rooster. (Fig. 3-21) Almost every image is a signifier of the “home” as the
“homeland.” In (Fig. 3-22) a group of men and women, friends, family, neighbors, complete the
cast of a series of sixteen images which more than the others, reflect communal activities such as
prayer and sharing stories about the departed loved one. Various men and women seated by a
veranda and others playing a guitar and still another group of people playing other instruments.
The last eight images (Fig. 3-23) in series depict the figure of an elderly man, a father and
grandfather, Don Ismael Santiago Maldonado, the artist’s uncle, in an open casket; a group
assembled to pay tribute at his wake or velorio; a small table where the wooden sculptures or
santos de palo 87 figures of the Three Kings are set on a lace and linen tablecloth; and other

were easily put and taken down. The so-called “balloon frame” shanty houses were constructed
in the 1920s and 1930s when jíbaros and their families were forced off their lands by the large
sugar companies that were set up by the U.S. after 1898. This history of mountain communities
is reconstructed and reflected in the casitas. See, Elena Martínez, “¡Que Bonita Bandera! Place,
Space, and Identity as Expressed with the Puerto Rican Flag,” in Public Performances Studies in
the Carnivalesque and Ritualesque, Jack Santino, editor (Boulder, Colorado: University Press of
Colorado, 2017), 121-122.
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The carving and painting of santos de palo or wooden painted sculptures of saints and other
holy figures such as the Holy Family or Virgin Mary has been a tradition in Puerto Rico since
colonial times. Men or women called santeros, saint makers or carvers, sculpted the
polychromed figures which were used to evangelize the native Taíno peoples of Puerto Rico.
The santos are called imágenes and for the believers they were more than mere representation of
the Catholic saints, they are also imbued with the saint’s spirit. They can communicate to God
on behalf of the devotee hence their importance within the home. Altars decorated with candles
and flowers would be built around them. Most santeros are anonymous but during the middle of
the nineteenth century some of these achieved some recognition. See Fatima Bercht, “Popular
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views from an airplane window and an airborne plane; members of his family or community left
behind in Utuado.
It is the wake of Don Ismael, Adál’s elderly uncle and the artist has executed a solemn
close-up image of the man his final repose. His wake was even more poignant as his passing
perhaps also signaled the end of the very tradition he kept for years. The artist recalls that:
Uncle Ismael Santiago was in charge of coordinating and playing the leading role in the
exercise in fulfilling the promise. That year he contracted cancer and was given no more
than a year of life. But by force of will he kept himself alive, and from his sickbed he
organized the celebration. On the morning of the promise, he died and the trovadores
who traditionally came to sing to the Child Jesus that day sang to my uncle and his
memory.88
His composition of the carved figures of the Three Kings which are notably set aside on a
table dressed in the finest linen and lace tablecloth and Don Ismael’s image are the genesis of the
series. The still images and videos are accompanied by a text, or aguinaldo, a traditional musical
form used by jíbaro communities which in this case, is the passing of a well-loved man,
celebrating his life focusing on his good deeds, his virtues as a man of the land, his relations to
his friends and family, and “the promise” he made to the Holy Child and his father.89 This rather
moving and personal body of work expresses the deep respect for tradition and affirms not only
the artist’s right to his cultural roots but the people of Puerto Rico and they speak of an enormous
loss that transcends the personal. Ironically, this body of work although not executed at the start
of the artist’s professional career, is fundamental in his trajectory. These images are the
Traditions: Santos and Devotional Art,” Voces y Visiones: Highlights from El Museo del
Barrio’s Permanent Collection, exhibition catalog (New York: El Museo del Barrio, 2003), 1617.
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Raquel Torres Arzola, Adál/Mind Fictions, o los exiliados de la realidad (San Juan: Museo
de Arte Contemporáneo, 2018), 31. The essay is rather a conversation between curator of the
proposed exhibition Raquel Torres Arzola and artist.
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The text or aguinaldo, a traditional musical tribute was composed by a family member.
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“blueprints” for all of Adál’s work. Returning to honor the passing of a dearly-loved one, or
keeping, a promise, is both a celebration of a long-held tradition but a commitment to the
homeland, or la patria.

Puerto Ricans Underwater: Los ahogados

The series Puerto Ricans Underwater or The Drowned (“Los ahogados,” in Spanish) was
not intended to be included in this dissertation as the artist had not yet embarked on the series
until 2016-2017. The artist’s latest project aptly named Puerto Ricans Underwater, or Los
ahogados, is a series of portraits executed in the island with participants who have been
photographed, literally underwater in Adál’s bathtub. The series is an important body of work
relevant to Adál’s discourse, the status of Nuyoricans and indeed, Puerto Ricans and adds to his
further artistic exploration of portraiture. Given the dire financial bankruptcy and economic
uncertainty which has brought about the government-debt crisis in the island and the extremely
slow recovery from a massive storm, Hurricane Maria, in the fall of 2017, Adál’s politicallycharged works are even more relevant for Nuyoricans in the states and for the people of Puerto
Rico at this juncture. 90
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Adál executed a self-portrait underwater in 1987 while he lived in New York. The current
underwater portraits were executed in Puerto Rico. The government of Puerto Rico, after years
of recession, declared bankruptcy on May 2017. In the fall of 2017 the island faced a
devastating tropical hurricane Maria which devastated the entire island’s antiquated
infrastructure and destroyed thousands of homes displacing and killing many. Heather Long.
CNN Business, “Puerto Rico Files for Biggest US Municipal Bankruptcy,” May 3, 2017;
(https://money.cnn. com/2017/05/03/news/economy/puerto-rico-wants-to-file-for-bankruptcy/),
accessed December 5, 2018. In July 2019, the embattled Governor of Puerto Rico, Ricardo
Rosselló, resigned amidst scandal of published reports that he had misused public funds for
partisan purposes. For two weeks, there had been massive protests in the streets of San Juan all
day long finally forcing his resignation.
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The island was ill-equipped to face two overwhelming disasters in its recent history as I
have previously noted, a financial crisis followed by a catastrophic natural disaster. To this date
much needs to be done both politically and financially to remedy the island’s financial
insolvency and the horrific consequences of Hurricane María, considered to be the deadliest
storm to hit the island in more than a century. Only five months after the storm, the true death
toll of 3000 deaths was known.91 The government of Puerto Rico was ill-prepared and the
federal government or Washington was not capable to meet the challenges that arose from the
devastation and its aftermath.
Puerto Ricans faced a major humanitarian crisis unless the U.S. Congress stepped in with
economic plans to stabilize the island’s finances.92 In referring to the financial disaster, James H.
Carr, a scholar on urban policy, housing finance, banking, and a frequent contributor to relevant
publications and has written about the enormity of Puerto Rico’s tribulations at this time said:
“Long before Hurricane Maria struck Puerto Rico, the island was drowning in a sea of debt,
failed economy, and widespread poverty. Federal policy played a role in the creation of these
problems and must help in their remediation.” He urgently stressed the major hurdles the island
faced without Federal oversight. The figures were/are frightening: more than 40 percent of the
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Harvard University conducted the study of the after effects of the storm and assessed a more
accurate death toll than the official report by the government. The findings were published in The
New England Journal of Medicine and the toll was estimated to be circa 4,645 and not the low
estimate of 64 estimated by the government in an earlier count. See Aurelis R. Hernández and
Laura McGinley, “Harvard Study Estimates Thousands Died in Puerto Rico Because of
Hurricane Maria,” The Washington Post, May 29, 2018, (https://www.washingtonpost.com
/national/harvard-study-estimates-thousands-died-in-puerto-rico-due-to-hurricane-maria
/2018/05/29/1a82503a-6070-11e8-a4a4-c070ef53f315_story.html), accessed June 20, 2019.
92

James H. Carr, “Puerto Rico Deserves U.S. Assistance to Restructure Its Debt and Avoid
Humanitarian Crisis,” Forbes, 27 (October 2017); (https://www.forbes.com/sites/jameshcarr/
2017/10/27/puerto-rico-deserves-u-s-assistance-to-restructure-its-debt-and-avoid-ahumanitarian-crisis/#949b41d1313a), accessed 10 December 2018.
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population still lives in poverty; over 60 percent of the island still receives Medicare and
Medicaid. The island’s infrastructure was devastated the latest natural catastrophe and is hardly
back to functioning on a systemic or regular basis; and many remain homeless and without
water.93
Although the series was begun before Hurricane Maria in 2017, the images act as
metaphor for the island’s vulnerability and helplessness at being “drowned” or not being able to
“come up” for air. Individuals were photographed in color unlike most of the portraiture series
Adál has executed in the past and are beautifully poignant, almost tragic. (Figs. 3-24, 3-25, 3-26,
3-27) However, the artist does not fail to point out the absurdity and humor in the images as
some of the participants in the series, selected at random by the artist, pose as if the reality of
survival and/or drowning, are one and the same. Some of the “underwater” subjects resist and
almost fight against the odds of being in an unnatural state, physically, politically and spiritually.
Water signifies imprisonment as well as freedom, as I am reminded by Virgilio Piñera’s poem,
La isla en peso (The Whole Island): “la maldita circunstancia del agua por todas partes” (The
curse of being completely surrounded by water).94
Although the artist began this body of work in response what he saw firsthand upon his
return and residing in the island since 2010, the unbearable situation Puerto Ricans face due to
the financial instability that has further crippled the island since its government debt crisis in
2016. The series re-examines the effects of the unsustainable or “drowned” status quo that is
93

Ibid.
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I am grateful to Alejandro Anreus for noting Cuban poet and intellectual Virgilio Piñera’s
poem. I have used and cited the translation by Mark Weiss in Virgilio Piñera’s La isla en peso
(The Whole Island) (Exeter, United Kingdom, Shearsman Books, 2010); the poem was first
published in 1943. The following year, the journal Orígenes was founded and the writer would
become a regular contributor. This 2010 publication compiles all of Piñero’s known poetry.
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both disastrous and spiritually oppressive under these new even more appalling circumstances
for Puerto Ricans in the island in the aftermath of the hurricane which occurred the subsequent
year.95
The series addresses yet again and perhaps in a raw visceral manner, this devastating
psychological “drowning” that resulted from the 1898 occupation and has continued to this date.
Adál was moved to take action and began as he often does with an idea that confronts the tragic
situation when two “hurricanes,” the economic crisis and the natural storm collided in a matter of
months. He first approached friends with the hope of creating a few images. He also posted on
social media, as he often does, plans about this project and the overwhelming enthusiasm he
received led him to take numerous images of people interested in posing for him literally under
water in his bathtub. Many of the willing participants have approached him with their own ideas
about how they could pose or how they want to present themselves before the camera. To date
the artist has completed almost 120 portraits. Some of the images have been printed (C-prints,
30 x 18 ¾ in) and shown at exhibition, Puerto Rico Under Water, in New York at Columbia
University, The Gallery, Center for the Study of Ethnicity and Race, 19 April – 15 September,
2018. The exhibition included other artists addressing the same issues Puerto Ricans have had to
face due to both crises.96
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The Federal government established the Puerto Rican Oversight, Management, and Economic
Stability Act (PROMESA) in 2016 in order to restructure debt, and set up processes to create
critical infrastructure to prevent government debt. The law is known locally as “La Junta.” Mary
Williams Walsh and Karl Russell, “$129 Billion Puerto Rico Bankruptcy Plan Could Be Model
for States,” The New York Times, September 27, 2019; (https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/27/
business/puerto-rico-bankruptcy-promesa.html), accessed December 20, 2019.
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The exhibition, Puerto Ricans Under Water was curated by Frances Negrón-Muntaner, at
Columbia University, The Gallery at the Center for the Study of Ethnicity and Race, 19 April –
15 September, 2018. The university held a conference to address the issues at this time of crisis
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Some of the portraits are chilling as the subjects appear dead or drowned, with their eyes
shut and their limp bodies appear to float. The sense of powerlessness or complete surrender to
forces beyond comprehension, or limits such as nature, or a government which is unable to
provide for the safety and needs of its people during a catastrophic event, is evident in some of
the images. Adál had previously executed a “drowned” self-portrait (1987) in the bathtub of his
apartment in New York where he resided at that time. (Fig. 3-24) This was however yet another
self-portrait in his ongoing series of self-portraits dressed in his black suit as Don Gregorio. The
portrait is a powerful visual metaphor for the constant fear of drowning all Puerto Ricans have
felt under a colonial status since 1898; as such it may also be considered part of this latest project
although, certainly an idea he conceived thirty years ago. Some of the images of those who have
posed underwater appear to resist. In his own self-portrait under water, the artist appears with
his eyes open but almost barely breathing to keep from drowning. A partial number of images
included herein are: Puerto Ricans Underwater, Bold Destrou (Fig. 3-25), a portrait of a man
whose head is hooded and wears a t-shirt with the words “Muerto Rico” which refer to death and
rhyme with Puerto Rico, which means Rich Port, or the island’s name since 1521; Puerto Ricans
Underwater, Jeannette Betancourt (Fig. 3-26) alludes to the financial disasters the island has
suffered for years and has indeed “drowned” every aspect of life; and Puerto Ricans
Underwater, Nelson Rivera, a portrait of a man with a machete while the ubiquitous plantains
float about him. (Fig. 3-27) In the wars against Spain, especially and in the Caribbean, in places

for the island and provide a discourse to further a constructive dialogue. Other artists in the
exhibition included, Huáscar Robles, Omar Z. Robles, Sabael Santos and Víctor Vázquez.
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such as Cuba and Puerto Rico, the machete was frequently not just a weapon but became the
symbol of uprising.97
These are potent images and although act as a symbol for the condition under which the
island is “drowning,” are also literal in almost every sense of the word as water has affected
living conditions, infrastructure, and burdened further the failed economy that has to now add all
these costs such as housing, roads, bridges, power systems, to any future budget. Puerto Rico’s
desirability as a strategic port or a gateway to the Caribbean made it a pawn for the geopolitical
role it has played for over 500 hundred years. However, that “role” has been undermined by the
very forces that sought to dominate it and did, the Spanish Empire until 1898 and the United
States in the beginning of the twentieth century to present day.
In 2017, a publication of the Underwater series, with essay by art historian Mercedes
Trelles Hernández included the latest images in the ongoing series. Unlike the printed images
that were shown in 2018 exhibition at Columbia University’s Center for the Study of Ethnicity
and Race Gallery, these images “float” online as Trelles describes the present condition of the
work and thus, are available for viewing to millions. The collection of images has created an
archive of subjects living “underwater” that are not mere representation or portraits. While those
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During the struggles for independence in the mid-nineteenth century, Cuban and Puerto Rican
insurgents which included intellectuals, students and campesinos as well as men with military
training often used the machete, a broad heavy knife also used in sugar cane cutting. In Puerto
Rico, during the Spanish-American War (1898) and in order to defend the island from invading
American forces, a small band called the macheteros were dispatched all over the island. They
took part in several armed battles and disbanded after the Treaty of Paris was signed between the
warring factions, the United States and Spain. In recent times, Los Macheteros, also known as
the Boricua Popular Army or Ejército Popular Boricua, is considered a guerrilla organization
which supports independence for Puerto Rico. Its most notorious actions have included a
bombing in Puerto Rico in 1978 and the so-called Wells Fargo bank robbery in West Hartford,
Connecticut in 1983. See Héctor Andrés Negroni, Historia Militar de Puerto Rico (San Juan,
Puerto Rico: Comisión Puertorriqueña Quinto Centenario, 1992).
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participating in the series do make choices as to what they want to wear, or hold; whether to keep
their eyes open or closed as in slumber or dead, and assume a pose, Adál insists that they selfexamine why they want to be part of the series. He asks about what Puerto Rico’s colonial status
means to them and how they confront it, live under it, and whether it matters in their lives. To
that end, depending on their acceptance or rejection of the status quo under which they exist,
they are asked to use or accessorize themselves with symbols that meet their respective reality.
The images succinctly capture the impossible or “drowning” condition in which the
subjects live their lives presently. The bathtub and the close-up angle from above as the artist
positions his camera, gives the images a trapped, about to drown at any moment quality. In
writing about the images Trelles contrasts Adál’s underwater project with that of German
photographer August Sander’s vast black and white photographic archive project Citizens of the
Twentieth Century which portrays all the sorts of individuals noting their professions or
occupations within an ordered society post World War I. While Sanders images depict an
ordered world, Adál’s color images convey disorder, chaos, but also defy representation while
insisting on individuality under an impossible existence “underwater.” 98
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Mercedes Trelles Hernández, “Ahogados,” in Puerto Ricans Underwater (San Juan: Strange
Cargo Press, 2017).
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Conclusion

In the artist’s own words: “Blueprints for a nation seeks to reconstruct certain historical
moments particularly, some curiously erased from our collective memory.”99 The works in
Blueprints for a Nation series also represent a moment in Puerto Rican history as it played out in
and away from the island at the end of the twentieth century. Through his appropriation and use
of everyday materials such as a brown paper bag found in a working-class family’s home, as the
artist’s own, or a coffee can, Adál’s constructs a very different or popular aesthetic from a
“mainstream” society and one that manifests the values of his culture, such as nationhood,
justice and dignity. His artistic approaches offer possibilities with which to overcome a colonial
and racist past through an agenda that insists on a political “independence” as the means to assert
a cultural affirmation.100 But the artist’s works ultimately deconstruct and expose the racist
policies that have been part and parcel of a complex history.
He has taken on the role of an “Everyman” but also political provocateur. That is clearly
evident in his earliest body of work, his auto-portraits. All these function within the perimeters
of Surrealism but spring from the various realms Adál inhabits, that of jíbaro first, and artist as a
result of his ingenious talent. They project great irony, parody an indefensible status quo, seem
absurd, and in their execution or imagery, rely on literature or literary paradigms innovatively
deployed such as humor which pokes fun and above all, disrespects what is untrue. Most
99

Adál Maldonado, “Reflections from the Back of the Ambulance,” in Jíbaro, Blueprints for a
Nation, exhibition catalogue, Bethlehem, PA: Zoellner Arts Center, Lehigh University, 2002,
back flap.
100

Valentín-Escobar, “Bodega Surrealism,” 217. Adál has taken on the role of a political activist
for Nuyoricans through his visual imagery since his earliest participation in all Nuyorican
activities.
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importantly, Adál’s production reflects optimism, resilience and mines Puerto Rican popular
culture as no other artist of his generation has done. His contemporaries have spent most of their
lives in the United States but have never felt fully integrated or perceived as American citizens to
this date and have constructed a spiritual “nation.” The brutal irony is that they have always
been “considered” American citizens, even in the island where they were born. His work has
been intentionally autobiographical but also seems to suggest a “collective biography,” and
certainly his Portraits of the Puerto Rican Experience address that collective as well as his later
work, Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans.
As Adál has expressed: “…the Out of Focus Nuyorican series is directly concerned with
the Nuyorican experience and the hybrid culture that’s resulted from our attempt to reconstruct
our imperfect memories.”101 Puerto Ricans have endured U.S. colonial rule since 1898 and thus
have had to face contradictions, and complexities about nationhood and what it means to be a
“citizen” of a larger nation that neither endows them as full citizens while at the same time, strips
them of the identity they enjoyed as Puerto Ricans even during Spanish colonial rule. This
endowment merely divests them of their true collective identity while substituting a second-class
citizenship upon them. This “gain” of citizenship status is yet another strategy to reinforce
colonization.
Portraiture is at the center of the artist’s inventive body of work. He has explored his
world through his own image and body which allowed him to develop stories or narratives about
his Puerto Rican identity subconsciously first, when he began to experiment with lessons learned
at the San Francisco Art Institute as a young man or his inquisitive search for knowledge about
the world and his place in it. His first exploration in self-portraiture provided a map for further
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Sommer, “Interview.”
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conceptions about his own depiction in the world and his role as both a man and artist, as a
Puerto Rican and later on Nuyorican; but even before that, when as a nine-year old youngster he
first sought out the photographer who lived in his building in Trenton, New Jersey where he had
gone to live with his aunt. He became fascinated about the work his aunt’s neighbor did in his
studio below where he lived which seemed magical. After nearly fifty years he has not yet
exhausted the auto-portrait to this date. His newest and ingenious series, Puerto Ricans Underwater, proves that all over again.
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Other Nuyoricans

Other Nuyorican artists equally and greatly influenced by their times and the social
upheavals of their own generation are Sophie Rivera, Juan Sánchez, Pepón Osorio, and Miguel
Luciano. With very distinct bodies of work, each has approached her/his craft through various
mediums, developed a particular aesthetic language expressed through their Nuyorican roots and
all continue to work in New York and/or its environs.1 Their respective works have been shown
at exhibition in national institutions such as El Museo del Barrio, The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, the Whitney Museum of American Art, Smithsonian American Art Museum, The Brooklyn
Museum of Art as well as in international venues in Europe, Latin America and Asia receiving
critical acclaim. The artists have received substantial grants, fellowships and awards that
recognize their talents and merits. Sophie Rivera was born in Brooklyn, New York (b.1938) as
was Juan Sánchez (b. 1954); Pepón Osorio (b. 1955) and Miguel Luciano (b. 1972) were born in
Puerto Rico. Each has profoundly addressed social and cultural themes related to the Puerto
Rican and particularly, the Nuyorican experience. Acutely concerned with and critical of the
political status quo imposed on the island since 1898 at the conclusion of the Spanish-American
War, they too critique the American colonial and imperial legacy through their work which may
encompass performance, installation, photography, videos, painting, and printmaking. Sophie
Rivera, Juan Sánchez, Pepón Osorio and Miguel Luciano, as Nuyorican artists, have developed
bodies of work that reflect personal histories expressed in their respective trajectories but also
have all embarked on a path as artists and activists in and for a cause from their earliest days.
1

Pepón Osorio lives and works in Philadelphia since 2000.
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A feminist, Sophie Rivera’s photographic practices began in New York in the early
1970s.2 Although Juan Sánchez and Pepón Osorio were born in the 1950s, their practices began
in the late 1970s and early 1980s not quite a generation after Adál but certainly a second wave of
the Nuyorican artistic and political movement which had begun in the late 1960s.3 Miguel
Luciano clearly belongs to the next generation of Nuyorican artists whose practices tackle the
political and cultural complexities regarding the Puerto Rican and Nuyorican identity and current
social concerns.
They have been influential mentors as working artists and educators thus creating a
continuum for a contemporary art that is actively engaged with social issues which continue to
be relevant to the Nuyorican and Puerto Rican community, and other minority communities.4
While all have received critical acclaim, not all have gallery or commercial representation which

2

The artist had a solo exhibition in 1972 at The Third Eye Gallery (New York). This was a first
exhibition for the artist according to her official resume: (https://www.sophierivera.net/resume),
accessed January 20, 2020.
3

Sophie Rivera, through classes at the New School for Social Research, began to consider
photography seriously as a profession. See, Rocío Aranda-Alvarado, “Sophie Rivera: Portraits,”
Nueva Luz, Vol. 11 No. 2 (2006): 31-34. Juan Sánchez’s artistic practices can be dated to the
late 1970s to early 1980s when he had completed his formal studies. Pepón Osorio’s
professional practices date to the late 1970s, a time that coincided with his series of collages and
drawings shown at the Bronx Museum Courthouse space in 1978. See, Susana Torruella Leval,
Conto’ Los Hierros: A Retrospective of the Works of Pepón Osorio, exhibition catalog (New
York: El Museo del Barrio, 1991). The exhibition launched the artist into the mainstream of the
New York City art world. Miguel Luciano’s practices begin upon his leaving the University of
Florida and relocating to New York in 2000-2001. At Taller Boricua, New York, his first solo
exhibition, La Mano Poderosa Racetrack opens in 2001.
4

These activities include protests in favor of Puerto Rican representation and visibility in major
art institutions, especially in New York City that continue to today. As a result of earlier protests
led by Puerto Rican and Nuyorican activists during the 1970s a collaboration between El Museo
del Barrio and other notable institutions in Puerto Rico with The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
led to The Art Heritage of Puerto Rico exhibition (1973-1974).
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helps in creating a market for the acquisition of their work.5 Cultural-specific institutions such as
El Museo del Barrio which was founded in 1969 at the crossroads of the civil rights era with a
mission to foster the culture of Puerto Ricans in the island and in the diaspora, have provided
opportunities to present the work of Nuyorican and Puerto Rican artists as part of its exhibitions
and programs.6 However, in the last twenty years due to market-driven trends such as numerous
auctions, and representation in art galleries which successfully have offered works by Latin
American artists for sale as well as major institutions such as museums and other public venues
that have staged major Latin American so-called “blockbuster exhibitions,” such as Frida Kahlo,
Diego Rivera an Twentieth-Century Mexican Art: The Jacques and Natasha Gelman Collection,
first shown at El Museo del Barrio in 2001, Latino individuals of Latin American and Caribbean
heritage who are either American-born or naturalized, and specifically Nuyorican and Puerto
Rican artists, have not been at the forefront of these trends but confined mostly to university art

5

Pepón Osorio has enjoyed gallery representation since his inclusion in the Whitney Biennial
(1993); first, with Bernice Steinbaum, and presently through Ronald Feldman Fine Arts Gallery.
Osorio was also a recipient of the MacArthur Fellows Program, the so-called “genius” award.
Sánchez, Osorio and Luciano have held positions in education and mentoring in the arts and as
such have continued in their role of further promoting the Nuyorican and Puerto Rican social
history and artistic legacy.
6

El Museo del Barrio’s mission was expanded to create opportunities for other Latino
communities through The Mission Task Force of El Museo, which re-worded the 1994 mission
statement which read: “El Museo del Barrio’s mission is to establish a forum that will preserve
and project the dynamic cultural heritage of Puerto Ricans and all Latin Americans in the United
States.” The 1996 mission statement read: “El Museo del Barrio will collect, preserve, exhibit,
interpret and promote the artistic heritage of all Latin Americans, primarily in the United States.”
In 1998, artists, educators, and community leaders with the task force, Puerto Ricans for the Next
Millenium (PRFNM) communicated their disappointment regarding the omission of “Puerto
Ricans” in the 1996 mission statement. In 2000 the Board of Trustees approved a mission
statement that acknowledged the special role of the Puerto Rican founding community while
including peoples of diverse Latin American heritages. See Susana Torruella Leval, et al, Voces
y Visiones: Highlights from El Museo del Barrio’s Permanent Collection, exhibition catalog
(New York: El Museo del Barrio, 2003), 66-69-71-78.
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galleries or community art spaces, but also in inclusive venues, such as the Brooklyn Museum
and BRIC Gallery, also in Brooklyn, where remarkable exhibitions have indeed taken place.
Sophie Rivera’s work has been included in solo and group exhibitions throughout the years,
including the recent the Brooklyn Museum’s presentation of Radical Women: Latin American
Art, 1960-1985 (2017). Juan Sánchez’s work continues to be showcased in solo exhibitions
such as ¿What is the Meaning of This? at BRIC Gallery in Brooklyn (2015), among others.
Among Pepón Osorio’s recent exhibitions was the solo showcase, Resting Stops: An Alternative
Pilgrimage at the Kathmandu Contemporary Center in Nepal (2012), among others
internationally and nationally. And, Miguel Luciano’s numerous exhibitions since the early
2000s, includes the recent Ride or Die exhibition at BRIC Gallery, Brooklyn (2017).7 And,
while these artists have different trajectories and productions, they certainly have been inspired
and influenced by the activities, politics, sentiments, radicalism and shared social history with
Puerto Rican or in this case, other Nuyorican artists. More importantly, this activism is also
central to their artistic legacy.
Puerto Rico’s history is complex as it has been subjected to two colonial overlords and
has rich Taíno and African legacies as well. Its elite class welcomed the American intervention
in 1898 and did not migrate to the United States in search of better economic opportunities.8

7

See also, See, Arlene Dávila, “Latinizing Culture: Art, Museums, and the Politics of U. S.
Multicultural Encompassment.” Cultural Anthropology, No. 2 (1999): 180-202. JSTOR,
(www.jstor.org/stable/656562), accessed 15 December 2019.
8

José Luis González, El país de cuatro pisos y otros ensayos (Río Piedras, Puerto Rico:
Ediciones Huracán, 1980), 30. González addresses how the different social strata in Puerto
Rican society in 1898 viewed the arrival of the American forces. He refers to the elite’s reaction
to the American intervention and believes that they welcomed it with open arms believing it to
be the arrival of democracy and progress, further noting that it also meant the annexation of the
island by the richest, most powerful, and more democratic nation on the planet. The
disappointment came after when the intervention proved to be otherwise as it was not part
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Those who began to migrate were poor and working class Puerto Ricans who sought to better
their lives in a place where they could strive and provide for their families. The artists who
called themselves Nuyoricans were their children.9

Sophie Rivera: Feminist, Photographer, and Educator

Sophie Rivera is included in Adál’s Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans series. (Fig.3-5) Rivera
as others in the portfolio is only one of those Nuyoricans that have been “out of focus” far too
long. Since the early 1970s, the artist has been a working photographer, educator, as well as an
activist for both women’s and civil rights as a member of the Women’s and Nuyorican
Movements. Born in Brooklyn in 1938, Sophie Rivera lived in the Bronx most of her live.
Before her formal training in photography, Rivera’s earliest interest began with her visits to the
New York Public Library’s Donnell Branch on 53rd street across from the Museum of Modern

of the wished for annexation, nor participation in the expansive North American capitalist
economy, but rather a colonial submission to that economy. See also, María Acosta Cruz,
“Breaking Tradition,” in Dream Nation: Puerto Rican Culture and the Fictions of Independence
(New Brunswick, New Jersey & London: Rutgers University Press, 2014), 80-109.
9

Jorge Duany, “Nation on the Move: The Construction of Cultural Identities in Puerto Rico
and the Diaspora.” American Ethnologist 27, no. 1 (2000): 5-30, www.jstor.org/stable/647124,
accessed August 6, 2019. Between 1945 and 1965, more than half a million out of a total of
roughly two million people, left the island. Duany discusses the two political positions or
visions in the island—the left or the nationalist which seeks independence from the United
States, and the other—which believes in a democratic agenda only possible through annexation
(as a state). See also, José L. Vázquez Calzada, La población de Puerto Rico y su trayectoria
histórica (Río Piedras, Puerto Rico. Escuela Graduada de Salud Pública, Recinto de Ciencias
Médicas, Universidad de Puerto Rico, 1988), 286; data for Puerto Rican immigration between
the years 1900-1970 is included.
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Art.10 The library held numerous materials and books on photography and became a place of
study and research; it also held collections of photography. As Adál had as a young student,
coming into contact with photography was inspirational and held the promise of a future in the
field; for Rivera too, this seemed to have led to a solemn pursuit.
Rivera studied at the Arts Students League and received her formal training in
photography at the New School for Social Research in the early 1970s where she studied with
Larry Fink (b. 1941) and Ben Fernández (b. 1936).11 The artist received a scholarship to study
photography with renowned photographers Paul Caponigro (b. 1932) and Lisette Model (19011983), among others, at the Apeiron Workshops in Millerton, New York, in the early 1970s. As
a young photographer Sophie Rivera was a member and instructor at En Foco, the photography
collective founded in 1974 by Nuyorican photographers who included Charles Biasiny-Rivera,
Roger Cabán, Phil Dante (1934-2004), Nelson Cortijo and George Malavé.
10

Recent literature about the artist mentions the Bronx as her place of birth. Her website
(www.sophierivera.net) does not list. My information regarding her place of birth is Rocío
Aranda-Alvarado, “Sophie Rivera: Portraits,” Nueva Luz, No. 2, (2006): 31-34.
11

Benedict “Ben” J. Fernández is a master photographer who was born in El barrio (1936); his
father had come from Puerto Rico and his mother was Italian American. As a small boy he was
given a Brownie which he credits for his earliest fascination with photography. As a young man
he did not pursuit photography but worked at the steel plant Bethlehem Steel Shipyard in
Hoboken, New Jersey as an engineer and crane operator and this experience led to his first
photographic portfolio, Riggers. He also worked at the Brooklyn Navy Yard and when that
closed in 1963, he decided to pursuit photography as a profession. His first mentor was Alexey
Brodovitch (1898-1971) who had been the Art Director at Bazaar, the fashion magazine and
encouraged him to join his Design Laboratory; with his help he became darkroom technician and
manager at the Parsons School of Design. Fernández also went on to establish the Photo Film
Workshop in the basement of the Joseph Papp Public Theater. The Dean of the New School for
Social Research at the time, Michael Engl, invited Fernández to establish the Photography
Department for the institution. Fernández has mentored many students; his work has been
shown in national and international exhibitions; and has won numerous honors and awards. His
portfolio Countdown to Eternity, documents the last year of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s life
and has traveled all over the world. See, (http://www.benedictjfernandez.com/), accessed
October 2, 2019.
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Rivera was also part of the Women’s Movement and an activist for women’s rights
joining the National Organization of Women in 1973. The artist was an abortion counselor at
this time and a member of the steering abortion and library committees of the Women’s
Liberation Center (1972-1987). She was also connected to the Heresies Collective (1977-1993).
The collective published the magazine Heresies: A Feminist Publication on Art and Politics
(1977-1993). Its last issue (No. 27) featured the work of prominent Latina artists including
Rivera, Marina Gutiérrez, Coco Fusco, among others; and writers María Hinojosa, Marta
Moreno Vega, among others. Its editorial collective for the issue included Susana Torruella
Leval who was curator and later director of El Museo del Barrio. The artist was a contributor to
Women’s Artists News (1975-1982) which had begun as the Women’s Artists Newsletter and was
affiliated with the Heresies Collective.12 At the Women’s Interarts Center (1970-1981) Rivera
was gallery assistant and participated in several exhibitions. The Women’s Interarts Center was
a feminist organization for women in the arts located at 549 West 52nd Street in New York City.
The center included a gallery and theatre and held exhibitions, theatrical and musical events,
poetry readings, film screenings, panel discussions, lectures and video performances.13 She was
arts editor and reviewer for the feminist newspaper, The Majority Report in 1974.14 Rivera also

12

Josely Carvalho, Marina Gutiérrez and Susana Torruella Leval, “Latina Issue,” Heresies: A
Journal of Ideas, editors, No. 27 (November 3, 1993). The issue contained the work of writers,
artists and other creative members of the Latina Collective and was the last issue published. See:
https://archive.org/details/heresies_magazine, accessed December 15, 2019.
13

Carey Lovelace, “Optimism and Rage: The Women's Movement in Art in New York, 1969–
1975.” Woman's Art Journal, no. 1, (2016), 4-11. JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/26452049,
accessed 24 March 2020.
14

Rivera is included in Barbara J. Love, The Feminists Who Changed America, editor, 19631975 (Champaign, Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 2006), 385.
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lectured throughout the 1980s and 1990s at Columbia University, New York University, among
other institutions.
Model’s early influence is apparent especially in the way Rivera approached her subjects
for various portraiture series, with respect, a keen eye and interest in representing a humanity
that would connect to others, mostly those who eventually saw her images. Her “majestic
portraits” as curator Rocío Aranda-Alvarado has described Rivera’s Nuyorican Portraits (1978)
indeed reveal her subjects with dignity that transcends their individual and humble origins or
conditions, social class or perceived stereotypes. Rivera’s use of a monumental scale for the
prints recalls the work of one of her teachers, Larry Fink.15 Rivera has executed her sitters
against a black background that endows them with grace and persuades the viewer to focus on
the subject. Aranda-Alvarado’s exhibition, Sophie Rivera: Portraits (2006) organized during
her tenure at the Jersey City Museum of Art, looks back at a fairly early body of work in the
photographer’s trajectory (ca. 1978).16 E. Carmen Ramos, who organized Our America: The
Latino Presence in American Art (2013) at the Smithsonian American Art Museum, included
part of the series (Fig. 4-1 and Fig. 4-2) and was also able to procure two of these portraits for
the institution’s permanent collection.17 Furthermore, the artist has a robust body of work that

15

Larry Fink was born in Brooklyn (b. 1941) and studied at the New School for Social Research
with Lisette Model in the 1960s; she encouraged him to pursue photography. Frequently, he has
used the square, large scale format for his striking images.
16

Rocío Aranda-Alvarado, “Sophie Rivera: Portraits,” Nueva Luz, No. 2 (2006), 31-34. The
exhibition was on view at the Jersey City Museum, February 2 – August 20 2006. She selected
eight portraits from the series for the exhibition. Several of the large scale portraits were shown
at the public “gallery” space or entrance to Yankee Stadium on 161st Street in the Bronx. Sophie
Rivera, Revelations: A Latino Portfolio was on view December 14, 1989 – May 1, 1990. See
(https://www.publicartfund.org/exhibitions/view/revelations-a-latino portfolio/#section_2),
accessed November 1, 2019.
17

The artist had executed approximately fifty portraits but due to a fire accident in her studio
about fourteen images have survived, according to curator E. Carmen Ramos.
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includes, street photography and other subjects, such as her Rouge et Noir/Bowl studies which
were part of the recent and critically acclaimed Radical Women: Latin American Art, 1960-1985
exhibition which was shown at the Hammer Museum, Los Angeles, and the Brooklyn Museum
of Art; the exhibition traveled to the São Paulo Museum in Brazil (2017-2018).18
As Adál, and her other fellow Nuyoricans, Rivera has carefully focused on presenting a
different visual and human reality, free from the racist stereotypes that have been used to depict
the Puerto Rican community and people of color. And, because she considers herself a feminist,
the lack of representation of women, people of color, and Latinos in the arts, museums, galleries
and other places, Rivera became even more aware of their absence and their uneven and sometimes racist portrayal.
For the Nuyorican Portraits, of which six were also shown in 1989 at Yankee Stadium in
the Bronx, as Sophie Rivera, Revelations: A Latino Portfolio funded by the Public Art Fund, the
artist first approached her prospective sitters and stood patiently on the street in her Harlem
neighborhood and regularly stopped people, asking them if they were Puerto Rican; if they
responded that indeed they were, she would invite them to her studio and have their portrait
taken. The result of this mutual trust between the artist and strangers was unusual but also
allowed the sitters to be participants in this “act” of portraiture-making. The portraits render the
sitters as confident, serene and poised; there’s almost a saint-like aura that envelops them due to
Rivera’s exquisite lighting. As in Adál’s latest project, Puerto Ricans Underwater, once people
knew about the project, others began to also want to pose for her. Pepón Osorio as well, as part
of his elaborate installations, gathers community members who become collaborators and
18

Radical Women: Latin American Art, 1960-1985 exhibition (2017-2018) was organized by
Cecilia Fajardo Hill and Andrea Giunta and was presented at the Hammer Museum of Art, Los
Angeles, Sept. 17 – Dec. 15 2017; the Brooklyn Museum, April 13 – July 22 2018; and
Pinacoteca da São Paulo, Aug. 18 – Nov. 19 2018.
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participants in the “performance” of creating these spaces. Intrinsic to their practices and
because these artists are activists, this creative engaging with community is part of their activist
aesthetic.
Although the portrait series would eventually be composed of fifty images, due to a fire
in Rivera’s studio, only about fifteen have survived to this date. In 1984, En Foco published its
first issue of Nueva Luz, its journal which showcased Puerto Rican, African American, Latino,
Native American, Asian and other underrepresented groups, included eight of her portraits. The
“Commentary” or essay which would be part of every edition of the journal was written by
Charles Biasiny-Rivera in his role as editor and founder of En Foco.19 He further noted in the
first paragraph of his brief text:
We entered the 20th century generally believing that americans (sic) had a definite shape
and color. A remarkable experiment in democracy had led us to the door where myths
are made. We casually accepted a melting pot concept as if it were payment for
belonging. As photography set its cast during that early formative period, it established
an exclusionary imagery that visually washed an entire society. An aesthetic developed
out of this process, reinforcing additional myths in an attempt to create one ideal form of
americanism, (sic) one ideal look and sound. Any other notions were relegated to
exotica. It is possible that as the 21st century approaches, a new american (sic) aesthetic
will evolve from the infusion of fresh and fertile energies bursting out of the nations
constrained corner.
Indeed, this “constrained corner” where other than white Americans were put as
specimens of “exotica,” where they were seen as other than fellow humans, is what artists such
as Rivera and other Nuyoricans wished to erase; democracy and justice led them to the “door”
where less than heroic myths had been made about them and others. In his succinct text about
19

In 1984 the first issue of Nueva Luz also featured the work of Cuban-born Tony Mendoza and
Japanese-born Kenru Izo. The first issue also advertised, Adál Maldonado’s Portraits of the
Puerto Rican Experience which IPRUS Institute had published and was offering a bound copy of
100 portraits with separate language editions, one in Spanish another in English; with an essay
by poet Luis Reyes Rivera.
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the three photographers featured alongside Rivera were also Cuban-born Tony Mendoza and
Japanese-born Kenru Izo. Biasiny-Rivera addressed their work, their ideas but in the first
paragraph set the tone for the creators of those images that En Foco and Nueva Luz presented to
the world for the first time.
Rivera’s other body of work are her daring, almost surreal images, most recently included
in the exhibition, Radical Women: Latin American Art, 1960-1985, which are deeply personal
and feminist. These works are from (1977-1978) the Bowl Study and Rouge et Noir are intimate
“self-portraits” in the form of various views of both her excrement and menstruation into a toilet
bowl; and images using a mirror to photograph herself while naked and with legs spread apart
over the mirror. Stark and almost abstract, the images both re-present the liberation of the
female body and affirmation of its natural and life-giving forces. Adál’s earliest work also
focused on the body as the instrument for his surrealist portraits,20 and exhibits his personal
identity while his later work, such as his Out of Focus Nuyoricans series, express or present a
Nuyorican collective identity.

Juan Sánchez: Nuyorican Artist, Activist, and Educator

Juan Sánchez was born in Brooklyn in 1954 to working class Afro-Puerto Rican parents
who had like many other Puerto Ricans during the major wave of immigration 1940s and 1950s
arrived in the United States searching for better economic prospects for their families; they

20

I am referring to his series in The Evidence of Things Not Seen, New York: Da Capo Press,
Inc., 1975.
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settled in Brooklyn where Sánchez still lives and has his studio.21 The artist credits his early
interest in the illustrated art form found in comics, which were available to him as a young child
and nourished his creative imagination first attracting him to the visual arts. He also recalls the
particular encouragement by a young teacher, Miss Thurston, at his PS 106 in Bushwick,
Brooklyn, who persuaded his parents to allow him to enroll in an art program that would further
foster his promising creative aptitudes. Shortly after and while still in middle school, the
budding artist attended weekend art classes at Pratt Institute which set him on the path to
consider a profession in the arts.22 As a teenager he also became politicized by the Young Lords,
a socio-political organization based and organized in Spanish Harlem or El barrio in the late
1960s. Like other similar groups of the time such as the Black Panthers, as I have previously
mentioned, the Young Lords worked to better their communities through their various programs
focused on social services such as demanding rights for their communities, better housing,
health, and education. In New York City, the Young Lords protested against public institutions

21

See Francisco L. Rivera Batiz and Carlos Santiago, Island Paradox: Puerto Rico in the 1990s
(New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1996), 45, (http://lcw.lehman.edu/lehman/depts/
latinampuertorican/latinoweb/PuertoRico/ 1950s.htm), accessed February 3, 2019. Although
Puerto Ricans had been granted American citizenship in 1917, Puerto Ricans did not begin
migrating to the US in significant numbers until the end of World War II. The transformation of
a Puerto Rican agricultural economy to a manufacturing one promoting export, which would be
known as “Operation Bootstrap,” caused the radical shift of total populations to towns and cities
of Puerto Rico. This in itself did not immediately produce a large scale migration. But, this
transformation signaled a decline in the total number of jobs available in the island and, in the
context to a rapidly increasing population, migration to the mainland (US) was the eventual and
rational outcome. The factories and means of production for this economy existed in cities like
New York, Philadelphia and others, mostly in the Northeast.
22

Nestor David Pastor, “Assembling Juan Sánchez: Profile of the Artist,” Centro Voices
(January 2016); (https://centropr.hunter.edu), accessed February 1, 2019. The artist recalls his
young Jewish teacher who made it a point to meet formally with his parents in order to gain their
support in letting her young student participate in arts-related activities in school. To his young
parents, an art career did not seem a promising economic venture for their son.
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such as the New York City Sanitation Department in their so-called “Garbage Offensive” for
their lack of garbage removal in El barrio in 1969; and, also health facilities such as Lincoln
Hospital in the Bronx for lack of adequate health services and disregard for people in the various
Puerto Rican and Latino communities. Considered a radical organization because of their Puerto
Rican nationalist and leftist politics, various government agencies such as the FBI and CIA kept
tabs on their activities.23 Puerto Rican photographer Hiram Maristany was a member of the
Young Lords and documented the group and their activities since the 1960s.
At Cooper Union where the artist was an undergraduate in the 1970s, he first became
attracted in pursuing a career in the graphic arts as it would help him gain suitable employment
but, soon realized that he preferred the freedom that a fine arts profession offered and was soon
learning and working with other mediums such as photography, among others in experimenting
and forging his own production; he studied with German-born artist Hans Haake. While at
Cooper Union he met Nuyorican artist Jorge Soto who introduced him to Taller Boricua, a print
cooperative and art workshop in El barrio, founded by Puerto Rican artists in 1969 and El
Museo del Barrio also founded the same year by Puerto Rican artist and activist Ralph Montañez
Ortíz. Through Taller Boricua the young artist became familiar with the work of other Puerto
Rican and Latin American artists whose socially-conscious art resonated with his own vision. In
1980 Sánchez completed studies for his Master of Fine Arts degree at the Mason Gross School of
the Arts at Rutgers University. During his studies there, Sanchez was encouraged by artists and
teachers Leon Golub and Melvin Edwards, indeed, the artist continued his association with these
23

See, Iris Morales and Denise Oliver-Vélez, “The Origins and History of The Young Lords,” in
The Young Lords: A Reader, edited by Darrel Enck-Wanzer (New York: New York Press, 2010),
27-70. Also, Marc Zimmerman, “The Flag and Three Rican Artists,” in Defending Their Own in
the Cold: The Cultural Turns of U.S. Puerto Ricans (Urbana, Ill.: University of Illinois Press,
2011), 21-49.
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mentors after his studies.24 Since then he has forged a distinctive artistic language that expresses
his own history and identity as a Black Puerto Rican and Nuyorican.
The artist’s numerous national and international exhibitions, including Juan Sánchez,
Printed Convictions: Prints and Related Works on Paper, curated and organized by Alejandro
Anreus at The Jersey City Museum, became a national tour exhibition from 1998-2000 and
garnered great critical acclaim. The artist has participated at many independent workshops and
university studios including The Lower East Side Printshop, New York; Rutgers Center for
Innovative Print and Paper, New Jersey; and the Brandywine Workshop and Center for the
Visual Arts, Philadelphia, among others. Sánchez has also been a force in working with art
students at the high school level to curate exhibitions such as Ricanstructions which was held at
MoMA P.S. 1 (February 2000).25
As a Nuyorican he has created a deeply personal body of work that although expressed
through various recognizable political and cultural icons of Puerto Rican culture, represent the
artist’s own sense of justice and humanity.26 Sánchez multi-layered works offer poignant

24

For an oral history interview conducted for the Smithsonian Institution’s Archives of
American Art in October 1-2, 2018, Josh T. Franco, spoke with the artist in his Brooklyn studio
for two days at length. The artist’s association with other New York artists and people in the arts
is extensive. John T Franco, Oral history interview with Juan Sánchez, Archives of American
Art, October 1-2, 2018, (https://www.aaa.si.edu/collections /interviews/oral-history-interviewjuan-snchez-17606), accessed, December 10, 2019.
25

The exhibition Ricanstructions was curated by students from The Robert F. Wagner Jr.
Secondary School for Arts and Technology, as a part of MoMA P.S.1’s “Teen Curator Series.”
Sánchez worked with a group of young student curators at P.S.1 in a dialogue exploring his
work. The discussions with students spurred personal reactions to his work in the form of written
and visual responses from the students which were posted on P.S.1’s website, (https://momaps1.
org/exhibitions/view/231), accessed February 3, 2019.
26

Art historian Alejandro Anreus has organized numerous exhibitions, programs and written
about Sánchez since 1990 and refers to him as “the artistic grandson of Francisco Oller (18331917) who reflected both the injustices and aspirations of his people in the nineteenth century.”
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tapestries about nationhood and cultural and political identity. His meticulous mixed media
assemblages incorporating painting, graphics, collaged with photographic images and written
text, and at times found objects allow his visual “stories” to unfold boldly. He does not prefer
painting over the printed image or photography and his trajectory has been defined by this
fluidity of fortuitous interchanges between these mediums. As Adál’s body of work, such as his
self-portraits and his series about the passing of a beloved uncle who had kept a tradition for over
250 years, Sánchez’s images deeply connect to his own family history that relates to the nation
yearned for and dreamed of in his poetic oeuvre.
Like African American artists who had begun to use the American flag since the 1960s
such as Faith Ringgold who depicted the flag as a symbol of hypocrisy and injustice, The Flag is
Bleeding (1967) and David Hammons who created a new symbol of hope African-American
Flag (1980), Sánchez began an impressive production or series using the Puerto Rican flag early
in his trajectory.27 In the Puerto Rican flag compositions the artist adopts the most important
iconic cultural and political symbol that represents the island of Puerto Rico; these are part of the
his Rican/struction oeuvre through which the artist deconstructs a colonial past and reconstructs
a history that is closer to reality and the Puerto Rican experience. The flag series addresses the
injustices, racism, and struggles for independence endured by Puerto Ricans in the island and in
the diaspora. Sánchez’s content for the heroic narratives that help explain Puerto Rico’s intricate
past are through cultural symbols such as the Puerto Rican flag, royal palms found in Puerto

Oller was a major figure in the development of a modern art both in Europe and the Caribbean
leaving Puerto Rico in 1851 and spending twenty years in Madrid and Paris where he met avantgarde artists including Paul Cézanne, Camille Pissarro Claude Monet. See, Alejandro Anreus,
“An Icon of Resistance,”ARS Atelier, (Spring 1999): 5.
27

Michelle Joan Wilkinson, “Juan Sánchez: Before and After the Flag.” AHA, Hispanic Art
News No. 178, (Winter 2001-2002), 10-11, 17.
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Rico’s tropical landscape, and Taíno petroglyphs, which are part of its rich history. Furthermore,
in his compositions, the artist places portraits of important historical figures such as Pedro
Albizu Campos (1891-1965), Dolores “Lolita” Lebrón (1919-2010), but also images of his own
family members. The artist became aware of the figure of Albizu when he was eighteen-years
old. He bought recordings of his speeches, read about him and began to integrate his image in
his work.28 Pedro Albizu Campos is considered the leading figure in the Puerto Rican
independence movement; a graduate of Harvard University, Puerto Rican politician and leader of
the Nationalist Party, he spent most of his life in prison for sedition. Sánchez also uses Lolita
Lebrón’s image as she was the most prominent woman within the Nationalist Party. The artist
has often used portraits of his mother, wife and daughter.
I have used the word “island” previously because Puerto Rico is not a sovereign state but
rather a territory whose citizens are considered Americans, but Puerto Rico is not a state in the
American union. The flag of Puerto Rico was designed in 1895 in New York City by the Puerto
Rican section of the Cuban Revolutionary Party which advocated for independence from Spain
for Cuba and Puerto Rico. The flag resembles the Cuban flag but the colors are inverted, that is,
the stripes in the Puerto Rican flag are red and white, the triangle is blue and as the Cuban flag,
the star is white. The flag was outlawed during the start of the American occupation from 1898
to the early 1950s and was considered a subversive and terrorist symbol as it was associated with
left-leaning sentiments of the independentistas or those favoring independence for Puerto Rico.

28

The artist has also often used portraits of his mother, wife and daughter. More than any other
Puerto Rican artist, Sánchez features the image of Albizu prominently in his work; Anreus, “An
Icon of Resistance.”
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The flag is a potent cultural symbol for both Puerto Ricans and Nuyoricans in the diaspora.29
However, at the conclusion of the Spanish-American War, the United States took possession of
the island and the official flag became the Stars and Stripes. Puerto Ricans became American
citizens in 1917 and in 1921 the Puerto Rican flag became a resistant symbol of independence.
With the appointment of E. Montgomery Reilly, a politician from Texas/Missouri, as governor,
he insisted that only the American flag be flown as he considered the Puerto Rican “an enemy
flag” and wasted no time in speaking against its display. After the war from 1898 to 1899, the
United States appointed four different military men as administrators and would continue to
appoint governors to the island until 1949 who shared similar views.30 Although occupied again,
the vital symbol that Puerto Ricans could claim as their own as signifier of “spiritual” citizenship
or identity, was (is) the Puerto Rican flag. The Jones-Shafroth Act enacted 2 March 1917 gave
citizenship to anyone born in Puerto Rico on or after April 11, 1899. It was passed by Congress
and signed by President Woodrow Wilson.31
It is important to note that Sánchez’s studies and career began at a time when and place
where he was acquiring and perfecting his skills as an artist and making professional and cultural
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Elena Martínez, “¡Que Bonita Bandera!: Place, Space, and Identity as Expressed with the
Puerto Rican Flag,” in Public Performances Studies in the Carnivalesque and Ritualesque, ed.
Jack Santino, (Boulder, Colorado: University Press of Colorado, 2017), 117-118. The first
Puerto Rican flag was designed earlier in the independence struggles against Spain in 1868
during the so-called Grito de Lares or the so-called Revolt of Lares. Because many of the Puerto
Rican revolutionary leaders were in exile in the Dominican Republic, it resembled this flag with
a solitary white star on the top left quadrant. See, Carmelo Rosario Natal, Escudo, Himno y
Bandera: Origen e Historia de los Símbolos de Puerto Rico (San Juan, Puerto Rico,
Producciones, Históricas, Inc., 1980), 60.
30

Martínez, “¡Que Bonita Bandera!,” 118. Martínez quotes Carmelo Rosario Natal.

31

“Jones Act,” The World of 1898: the Spanish-American War, Hispanic Division, Library of
Congress, (https://www.loc.gov/rr/hispanic/1898/jonesact.html), accessed November 2, 2019.
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connections. Once he learned of and visited Taller Boricua, in El barrio, he immersed himself
in printmaking and learning about his roots as a Puerto Rican man of color; living in and meeting
many diverse individuals in the midst of a vibrant city at a particular time when culture, race, and
political affiliation or ideology, were becoming part of his art-making and also identity. In his
oral interview with Josh T. Franco in 2018 for the Archives of American Art, the artist spoke of
what his influences were and what he was being exposed to while still a student at Cooper Union
and what he felt: “I was surrounded with all these people…feeding me on so many levels. I was
exposed to artist collectives…Puerto Rican artist collectives…the first one En Foco.”32 In the
interview, Sánchez recalled an exhibition, Dos Mundos (1973) which had been organized by the
photography collective En Foco. Like other similar collectives that were founded at the time,
En Foco, was founded by young Puerto Rican photographers in 1974 as previously mentioned.33
Although Sánchez began his professional training and artistic production at a particularly,
vibrant moment, the 1970s was also an economically harsh time in New York City. Equally
significant, Sánchez as a young Black Puerto Rican living in the United States came of age at a
time of great social and political upheaval. Malcolm X and Pedro Albizu Campos died the same
year in 1965 and Martin Luther King was assassinated in 1968.
He quickly met and became friends with numerous artists who were accomplished and
well-known, including artist, educator, and printmaker African American Robert Blackburn

32

Franco, Oral interview.
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A traveling exhibition organized by En Foco’s collective in 1974, a tribute to that first
exhibition, Dos Mundos 20/21, was scheduled for a year of touring through various galleries that
are part of the State University of New York. It will re-examine the same concerns that affected
similar communities during the organization’s founding and currently and includes work by Sánchez, Adál and many other Nuyoricans who were working as photographers or the medium was
part of their process.
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(1920-2003) who was known for his generosity and had worked since the 1940s with numerous
artists; his teacher Leon Golub (1922-2004), Ana Mendieta (1948-1985), Jorge Soto (1947-1987)
and many others. When he discovered the Nuyorican Poets Café, he was there almost every
week and met poets and performers who shared his political and social ideals.34 Through Taller
Boricua, he became acquainted with and learned about the political struggles of those whose
histories he shared but did not know fully or at all. As a Puerto Rican he had never experienced
or seen art made by other fellow Puerto Ricans and Taller Boricua became important place for
him as he met artists who became colleagues and friends and over the years he has had his works
shown at exhibition there and held educational programs; he also became politicized. Through
his teachers, he also became part of the New York artistic community, albeit, at different stages
in their respective careers.35
The Puerto Rican flag corpus is only one of the bodies of work that defines Sánchez
oeuvre. He had been interested in a figurative language at school because it enabled his works
to exhibit a political and personal vocabulary that was attuned to his community and its
struggles; his compositions, however, include abstract elements that support these figurative
motifs. In the flag compositions, the artist reveals his personal and national history as he
visually blurs time by layering images and motifs that become part of the whole his(story) they
present. The Puerto Rican flag is always placed at the upper section of the composition as it is a
place of honor and where it will visually receive utmost attention; and because it is the one
symbol that is both clear and powerful, the entire composition will ultimately read like a flag.

34

The Nuyorican Poets Café, which I previously mentioned, was a center of dynamic creativity
and where musical performances and poetry recitals were held.
35

Franco, Oral interview.
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Furthermore, using their photographic images, the artist pays homage to Puerto Rico’s most
recognized independentistas, Pedro Albizu Campos and feminist and socialist Lolita Lebrón.
Educated at Harvard University and later Harvard Law School, Albizu Campos, served in
the United States Army in World War I in an all-black unit as the armed forces were segregated
at the time. Having experience racism while serving the United States during the world conflict
had an impact on the young man that would alter his perspective on United States and Puerto
Rico relations leading him to advocate for independence for Puerto Rico. Considered a political
radical and terrorist, Albizu Campos joined the Nationalist Party in 1922 which was the party
that advocated for independence. In 1930 he made the Puerto Rican flag the symbol of his
party. The flag was a matter of contention in the political and cultural life of the island and by
1932 the Puerto Rican Legislature made it the island’s official flag as I have previously
explained. Over the years the successive American governors appointed by the United States,
made the use of the flag or any speeches against the island legislature, or publishing of critiquing
the status quo, punishable by law and a fine. Albizu Campos spent most of his life in American
jails accused of promoting riots, subversion and sedition. 36 During his last imprisonment he was
subjected to radiation experiments which severely damaged his frail health. This treatment was
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During his student years at Harvard, Albizu was part of a group of students from Mexico,
Cuba and Puerto Rico who were part of the Spanish Catholic Association in Boston. They met
under the guidance of Father Louis Rodes, a Catalan Jesuit, and Father John. J. Ryan who most
probably introduced him to the Knights of Columbus. These associations were important
because Albizu was a Catholic and through these he became an advocate for Irish Independence.
The Irish Rebellion took place in 1916 and Albizu was instrumental in organizing lectures at the
student association-run Cosmopolitan Club when the Irish leader Eamon de Valera visited in
1919. See Anthony M. Stevens-Arroyo, “The Catholic Worldview in the Political Philosophy of
Pedro Albizu Campos: The Death Knoll of Puerto Rican Insularity,” in U.S. Catholic Historian,
No. 4, Recovering the U.S. Hispanic Catholic Heritage, Part One: Transnationalism, Politics, and
Identity (Fall 2002), 53-73.
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used during the Cold War in several prisons. When he was released from his last jail term in
November 1964, he was near death, which occurred in April 1965.37
On March 1954, Lebrón and other members of the Nationalist Party walked into the US
House of Representative’s Visitors Gallery and began to shoot; they were immediately arrested.
Although no one was killed, several legislators were injured. Lebrón and the three fellow
independentistas who accompanied her, Rafael Cancel Miranda, Andrés Figueroa Cordero, and
Irvin Flores Rodríguez, were given long sentences but were granted clemency in 1979 by
President Jimmy Carter after twenty-five years of incarceration. (Figs. 4-3, 4-4) Albizu es cultura
negra (Albizu is Black Culture), and De tantas rosas una especial (From so many roses, a
special one).38
The artist also often makes use of images about nature, drawn or painted, as in the Albizu
and Lebrón flag compositions where he includes the palm tree illustrated upside down indicating
death or disappearance. Sánchez has expressed that: “The upside down tree palm trees… also
symbolize the instability, colonization and ambiguity of a Puerto Rico’s national and cultural
identity; [the trees]…represent a people in a state of limbo.” The three collaged elements assert
an identity while at the same time, address the disregard and disrespect towards the land by the
United States which considers the island part of its territory. His images made up of bits of torn
papers, photographs, newspaper articles or written texts, cowrie shells or other material.
Sánchez uses crayon, pencil, oil sticks, and watercolor over collages. His works are windows
37

During his last incarceration in Puerto Rico’s La Princesa jail, Albizu was subjected to
radiation which was being tested on prisoners during the Cold War. See, Eileen Welsome, The
Plutonium Files: America’s Secret Medical Experiments in the Cold War (New York: Dell
Publishing, 1999).
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Federico Ribes Tovar, Lolita Lebrón: La prisionera (New York: Plus Ultra Educational
Publishers, Inc., 1974), 131-140. Lebrón became a follower of the independence movement and
Albizu Campos during her move to New York in the 1940s.
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into a history and offer a closer reality of the Puerto Rican experience since 1898 under United
States jurisdiction. These collaged and layered images with bits of papers, etc. offer up “visual
chapters” of a complex history.
Ultimately, Sánchez pays tribute to the Puerto Rican flag, its heroes, and the land by
focusing on the symbols that have been at times, condemned as terrorist and subversive. In both
works in the flag series, the artist uses newsprint images for the figures of Albizu and Lebrón
which appeared at the time of their respective arrests or moments of political martyrdom because
these images have been widely disseminated and will visually connect to anyone looking at these
works. Included in the series, the artist also portrays other than heroic figures who are equally
related to important Puerto Rican cultural symbols, and although not overtly political such as the
flag, reflect identity and ethnic pride and thus, equally significant to Puerto Ricans as they carry
both emotional and spiritual weight. Such is the wonderfully vibrant, in color and expression,
Girl in Vejiganta Mask (Fig. 4-5). The inclusion of a small girl wearing a carnival vejigante
mask is perhaps a memento of a family member, his daughter, as in the previously mentioned
flag compositions, the artist uses the photograph that makes the small girl appear like an ancient
and fearsome mythic entity, placing her on top of the flag; the upside down palm tree is at part of
the lower image in the work and is embellished with cowrie shells which Santería priests and
priestesses use when speaking to the gods or orishas. Sánchez has drawn or painted swirls,
arrows, and crosses related to Santería and Christianity, as well as ancient Taíno petroglyphs
found throughout Puerto Rico. These symbols, including the vejigante mask which is
traditionally crafted from coconuts in Loiza, an Afro-Puerto Rican community, represent the
spiritual beliefs of the people of Puerto Rico. The dynamic composition is a joyous celebration
of rituals that make up the “fabric” of the Puerto Rican nation expressed through the national
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flag. Further-more, because the tradition of making this particular mask, originally in the
community of Loiza refers to black culture in Puerto Rico and their contribution to the national
identity just as the various Taíno references in this particular flag composition, it pays tribute to
the both legacies.39
A lover of poetry and the power of words, Sánchez frequently will include particular
verses composed specifically for a work or even borrowed from poets or writers he admires, such
as Pedro Pietri. He will write in either Spanish or English or use both. Through his texts, he
can describe a work, pose a question or pay tribute to an image. In a recent solo exhibition held
at BRIC Gallery in Brooklyn (2015), aptly titled ¿What’s the Meaning of This? the artist seems
to question his audience or viewers so that they look and see before they get closer to his works.
These are not just beautifully crafted works of art but also potent images that address social
injustice, a history of a people, and above all resilience and heroism. Like earlier Nuyoricans
who were not much older than him, Sánchez is an unusual contemporary artist who has been
committed to his own personal idiom and roots as a Puerto Rican. He has consistently told a
history that has been absent and relegated to remain unknown. In his role as educator, he is a
well-placed to influence his students to consider their roles as artists but also as activists.
Ultimately, the flag is the most significant icon and indeed “possession” for every Puerto
Rican. The flag is therefore displayed and waived at every opportunity because it is the only
tangible mean of displaying a nation and people; and because at different points in the history of
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The artist remains committed to social causes and often participates in demonstrations and
protests, doing artwork related to whatever cause or issue he is engaged with as he mentioned in
an online video posted during his retrospective exhibition ¿What is the Meaning of This? at
BRIC Gallery in Brooklyn, New York, 6 November – 27 December 2015. Videos include: a talk
and walkthrough with curator and artist and other videos related to the exhibition and his work:
(www.bricartsmeida.org), accessed November 2, 2019.
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Puerto Rico, it was banned and prohibited.40 In an interview about his own work, the artist
Pepón Osorio refers to the ubiquitous use of the Puerto Rican flag, especially in the diaspora, as
a way to visually assert your identity and sense of belonging: “You go to the Puerto Rican parade
and see a multiplicity of flags. That to me, is about redefining your sense of identity visually.” 41

Pepón Osorio: Artist, Educator and Performer

Pepón Osorio was born Benjamín Osorio Encarnación in Santurce, Puerto Rico in 1955.
He began his studies at the Colegio San Agustín in Puerta de Tierra where he stayed until the
10th grade when he then transferred to Juan José Osuna High School at Hato Rey and received
his first art classes. At the age of twelve he gave his first “performance” with his sister in his
own home’s garage with the theme of coming and going in airplane, with taped dialogue and
stage design by his father. His schoolmates nicknamed “Pepón” which he has used ever since
his childhood. Before moving to New York’s South Bronx in 1975 at the age of twenty, Osorio
attended the Inter-American University in Hato Rey, Puerto Rico for two years. In New York,
Osorio received a B.S. degree in Social Work at Herbert H. Lehman College; his experience as a
social worker for five years in the Bronx profoundly influenced his artistic production. He later
received his M.A. degree in Arts Education from Teacher’s College, Columbia University
40

I use the word “every” in the sentence but I may be incorrect. The upper class in Puerto Rico
does not often share cultural, social or political ideologies with Nuyoricans, who are the heirs of
the poor, working class, and lower middle class Puerto Ricans who came to the United States.
See, José Luis González, El país de cuatro pisos y otros ensayos. A Marxist González’s views
on Puerto Rican independence and its leaders provide a critique on a very convoluted history that
often presents a nostalgic rather than a balanced picture of events in Puerto Rico prior and after
the Spanish-American War and its leaders and myths.
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Carolina González, “Granted, He’s a Genius but the Artist Shies From Saying So,” New York
Daily News, June 26, 1999. See (https://www.nydailynews.com/granted-genius-artist-shiesarticle-1.836023), accessed October 12, 2019.
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(1985). His studies and degrees from these institutions proved to be crucial to his artistic
practices as he has consistently functioned within communities and the art world. His baroque
mixed-media installations which make use of photography, sculpture, video, sound, y más
(more), are exquisite tableaux filled with everyday yet sentimental objects that defy category and
have been described as chucherías or “bric-à-brac” of all sorts and extravagant manner that
describe, address, open the possibility of dialogue or discussion, and most of all, affirm a
Nuyorican and Puerto Rican reality; the reality—first-hand stories he knew, about and from the
people whom he served during his experiences as a social worker in the Bronx. These
chucherías are part of the artist’s signature style or aesthetic which the he deploys to shape a
“conscious strategy of resistance.” This so-called “kitsch aesthetic,” as twentieth-century
intellectuals and critics decried, describes popular culture as bad taste or the “encroachment of
the culture of the masses into high art.”42
The artist has been part of important individual and group exhibitions in the United States
and abroad, including the Whitney Biennial (1993); solo exhibitions at El Museo del Barrio
including Con To’ los Hierros: A Retrospective of the Work of Pepón Osorio (1992) and Pepón
Osorio: Transboricua (2000) among others. Furthermore, he has enjoyed commercial
representation by Bernice Steinbaum and Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, New York. Osorio has
earned numerous awards and honors including the prestigious so-called “genius” award given by
the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation (1999). Since 2006, Osorio has been the
42

I have used the Spanish word más which means “more” since Osorio’s aesthetic is a baroque,
rococo, excessive anti-minimalist expression. See Anna Indych, “Nuyorican Baroque: Pepón
Osorio's Chucherías.” Art Journal, no. 1 (2001), 72–83. In her essay about the artist Indych
refers to the popular “bric-à-brac” found in Nuyorican and Latino working and middle class
homes and referred to as chucherías. Clement Greenberg, “The Avant-Garde and Kitsch,” in
Partisan Review, 6 (Fall 1939):34-49. See also Gillo Dorfles, Kitsch: The World of Bad Taste
(New York: Universe Books, 1975), 4.
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Laura H. Carnell Professor of Community Art, at the Tyler School of Art and Architecture,
Temple University. In 2018 he was honored by the College Art Association with the
Distinguished Artist Award for Lifetime Achievement.43
The artist had just been awarded the MacArthur Foundation “genius” in 1999, the year I
was privileged to work with him on the Transboricua project, a mixed-media installation first
shown at Youngworld, a children’s clothing store in El barrio on Third Avenue at 106th Street.
The exhibition was scheduled there first before moving to El Museo del Barrio on Fifth Avenue
and 103rd Street in New York.44 Osorio had been one of 82 artists of the artists in the landmark
Whitney Biennial in 1993 which was a controversial exhibition due to the reaction by most New
York City critics who derided and ridiculed the exhibition demeaning the production by many of
the artists who were of color and/or Latino. After the controversy caused by mainstream critics
mostly based in New York City, quite a few Latino artists rightly understood the implications of
being reviewed by a biased press.
Roberta Smith of The New York Times described the show as “…less about the art of our
times than about the times themselves,” but remarked it was a watershed. Michael Kimmelman,
who was also critic at the same newspaper, dismissed it altogether, mostly because he simply did
43

For additional biographical material, Ronald Feldman Gallery has substantial information
about the artist, including his curriculum vitae at www.feldmangallery.com. See also, Susana
Torruella Leval, et al, “Modern and Contemporary Art,” in Voces y Visiones: Highlights from El
Museo del Barrio’s Permanent Collection (New York: El Museo del Barrio, 2003), 37.
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Julia P. Herzberg was invited curator at the time of the presentation of Transboricua,
September 24, 1999 to January 9, 2000 at El Museo del Barrio. About the 1993 Whitney
Biennial, Michael Kimmelman, a critic at The New York Times belittled the show and was clear
about how he felt about the biennial. See, Roberta Smith, “A Biennial with a Social Conscience,”
The New York Times, March 5, 1993. See also, Michael Kimmelman. “Art View: At the
Whitney, Sound, Fury and Little Else,” The New York Times, April 25, 1993,
(https://www.nytimes. com/1993/04/25/arts/art-view-at-the-whitney-sound-fury-and-littleelse.html), accessed December 2, 2019. The large image of the artist’s installation was used to
illustrate story.
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not understand it or wanted to. In his review, he started his second paragraph, and wrote: “I hate
the show.” Robert Hughes of Time magazine remarked that he saw strains of Stalinism.
Conservative art critic Hilton Kramer complained about “the awful logic in having Ms. (Thelma)
Golden on the curatorial team.” Thelma Golden who is African American and at the time a
Whitney Museum curator, would go on to organize Black Male: Representations of Masculinity
in Contemporary American Art (1995) at the same institution, and be appointed Director and
President of The Studio Museum in Harlem in 2005 where she remains.45 Hilton Kramer’s
comments about Ms. Golden revealed his biased views about who enters or is fit to be part of the
art world and/or making decisions about art and culture; as well, the exhibition was an “assault”
on the elite class, or “the art of the masses” against high art.
Critic Jerry Saltz who was not writing a regular column at the time, twenty years later
wrote, “In retrospect, it’s amazing to see how hung up everyone was. These artists were against
not beauty but complacency; they were for pleasure through meaning, personal meaning. They
saw that the stakes had risen by 1993, and they were rising to meet them the best they could.”
Further adding, “It is fair to call the 1993 Biennial the moment in which today’s art world was
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Ms. Golden’s exhibition would also create controversy in New York and Los Angeles where it
travelled to the UCLA/Hammer Museum and Cultural Center. Before its arrival, local
organizations planned to coordinate programs and alternative exhibitions in response to
exhibition. Most of the criticism came from some African American viewers who felt the
images in the exhibition were stereotypical and offensive. Ms. Golden participated in
conversations and community roundtables before the exhibition opened in Los Angeles. She
further explained: “People think this show is about black men. This show is about
representation. This exhibit started from a specific place—a look at black masculinity from the
‘60s to the present through a conceptual lens.” Lynell George, “The ‘Black Male’ Debate:
Controversy Over the Whitney Show Has Arrived Ahead of Its L.A. Outing—Alternative
Exhibitions Are Planned,” The Los Angeles Times, 22 February 1995, (https://www.latimes.
com/archives/la-xpm-1995-02-22-ca-34639-story.html), accessed December 3, 2019.
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born.”46 The 1990s in New York City was indeed a watershed as Roberta Smith had written.
The people who were supposed to know the “arts” missed an important moment; the artists did
not.
Osorio’s installation at the Whitney Biennial baffled the critics but he had been
constructing these scenic productions since the mid-1980s.47 His installations such as En la
barbería no se llora, and Con To’ los Hierros shown at different time and places, evoke personal
stories that address masculinity, themes about family, spiritual values, identity, especially as
member of minority or Nuyorican and someone who was then entering into a renowned museum,
an artist whose training had not been through the usual art schools. I would argue that although
the Whitney Biennial had taken place in 1993, the previous year, 1992 coincided with the 500th
anniversary and numerous celebrations connected to the date of another and perhaps much more
significant historical event when the world changed forever affecting so many up to the present
day. Many of the artists in the 1993 Biennial were heirs of histories linked to that event and the
consequences that transpired ever since, including colonialism, slavery, imperialism, white
supremacy, and racism. The controversy that exhibition sparked was also an opportunity for the
artists to stand out. Indeed, the polemic created by the mostly white male critics through their
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See Jerry Saltz, “Jerry Saltz on ’93 in Art,” New York Magazine, 1 February 2013, accessed
October 28, 2019, (http://nymag.com). See also, Roberta Smith, “At the Whitney, A Biennial
with a Social Conscience,” The New York Times, 5 March 1993, Section C, 1. See also, Jerry
Saltz and Rachel Corbett. “How Identity Politics Conquered the World; An Oral History,”
Vulture, 2016, (www.vulture.com/2016/04), accessed October 28, 2019.
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The artist installations grew out of his stage set decorations designed for his wife and
choreographer, Merian Soto for Pepatián, the experimental performance and dance company
where he was also a partner and performer.
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derision and disdain, would lead to re-examining the exhibition as a cultural marker even years
later.48
Pepón’s participation in the Whitney biennial was The Scene of the Crime (Whose
Crime?), an installation of a murder scene in a domestic setting (Fig. 4-6). The installation space
in the museum designated area was divided in two areas or two rooms by a small turquoisecolored bar and the entire installation was cordoned off by yellow police tape as in a true crime
scene.49 The larger section of the space was a living room with a wrap-around or “sectional”
sofa upholstered in a goldish satin fabric richly embroidered with the Puerto Rican flag, draped
with garlands of red flowers, with ornate passementerie fringes at the bottom edge. Most
noticeably, several knives resembling machetes with the words “Puerto Rico” etched on each
pierced the sofa’s cushions. The curtains and floor covering were in red, the color of passion and
blood. The museum viewer could possibly ascertain this was a Nuyorican or Puerto Rican home
while looking at some chairs which were proudly upholstered with the Puerto Rican flag. The
“place” looked ransacked as if a crime had indeed, been committed. Objects of all sorts were
strewn about and broken. Several monumental religious figures inhabited the space almost as
witnesses and a home altar with additional smaller figurines of saints was part of the room’s
furnishings. A marble-top modernist coffee table partnered with the wrap-around sofa and was
covered with framed family photos allowing nothing else, let alone a coffee cup to be placed on
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In 2013 The New Museum organized NYC 1993: Experimental Jet Set, Trash and No Star,
February 13 – May 26, 2013, which reflected on the artists and art that had emerged from the
1993 “watershed” exhibition. Not every artist from the 1993 Whitney Biennial participated.
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Since the work has been installed or “staged” in several museums or exhibition spaces, some
elements such as the police tape have varied. In the 1993 Whitney Biennial, the yellow tape is
printed with the word: “caution” and the artist included a small white placard taped to it that read
“Police Line Do Not Cross.”
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it. Glass and china figurines were smashed and on the floor; a woman’s high-heel shoe was
nearby; and a chair was overturned. The victim’s body could be almost overlooked amidst the
broken and tossed items that litter the room; a mannequin used by the artist depicted the victim, a
woman whose body the artist had covered with a white sheet splattered with blood. We are led
to believe this was the aftermath of a domestic violence incident and the husband had killed his
wife, the mother of his children. Also, part of the scene, were lights and cameras which
mimicked an investigative crime scene. The title of the installation beckoned the viewer to ask
questions rather than jump to conclusions.50
In the adjoining area which was covered with wallpaper made from covers of TV Guide
magazine, a white tablecloth edged in lace covered the family dining table. Silk-screened images
of the family covered the back of the chairs around the table; the family was made up of a
beautiful mother who sat across from her husband; sitting around the table were a young boy
dressed in his finest suit; and possibly, a grandmother. Nearby, another chair was placed and
like the others, had the image of another family member, another young boy. Both spaces, living
and dining rooms, were filled to the brim with colorful chucherías; all sorts of decorative
elements such as rococo gold picture frames with pictures of family members; delicate ribbons,
flowers, búcaros or flower pots with silk flowers; or vases, lamps, artificial potted greens,
trophies, and anything exuding a decorative touch to the home. These superfluous “bric-à-brac,”
or curios, connect to Puerto Rican popular culture and were in sharp contrast to so-called “high
art.” It also represented an affirmation of identity and class. Clearly the critics were not ready
for this flamboyant presentation that assailed “good taste” and did so in such a sacred temple of
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Indych, “Nuyorican Baroque,” 79.
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high art as the Whitney Museum of American Art. It did not belong there just as Hilton Kramer
had expressed about Ms. Golden’s being on the curatorial team.
Osorio pursues a dialogue even if silent, but I would argue the installation presents a
confrontation with the viewers, that is, a challenge to question themselves, to re-act to the
installation or as the critics, walkaway and disregard the artist and his work. The welcome mat
in front of the installation read: “Only if you can understand that it has taken years of pain to
gather into our homes our most valuable possessions; but the greater pain is to see how in the
movies others make fun of the way we live.” Adál’s Out of Focus Nuyoricans also confront the
viewer and solicit a reaction rather than a passive visual recognition. Furthermore, the artist had
solicited comments from Latinos he had interviewed about how they were affected by how
“Hollywood” or the movies, media, press, etc., represented them and included their comments as
part of the installation.51 This communal action or, reaching out to members of one’s
community, parallels Adál’s strategies whether giving out El Puerto Rican Passport during a
presentation or performance or his most recent work for Puerto Ricans Underwater which
received an overwhelming and enthusiastic participation online; participants then set up
appointments with the artist to have their pictures taken as I have noted previously.
Partly due to criticism from Latinos also, who re-acted to stereotypes they perceived in
Osorio’s installation at the Whitney, for instance, some denied living in such embellished
environs, the artist decided that he would only create his installations by first inviting the
community to engage with his plans before being shown in museum or other art space. This is
what he proceeded to do for his next project, En la barbería no se llora, commissioned in 1994
by Real Art Ways, a not-for-profit organization in Hartford, Connecticut, in close collaboration
51
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with the local Latino community in the working-class neighborhood of Frog Hollow in Hartford
(Figs. 4-7, 4-8, 4-9).52
The site for the exhibition was in an old abandoned building that previously housed a
church and a beauty parlor which the artist and his participants in the project transformed into a
barbershop, a masculine space, a male club which welcomes only men of all ages. As a
youngster, the artist’s father had taken him to have his first haircut admonishing him with the
caveat, “en la barbería no se llora,” (no crying [allowed] in the barbershop), that is, “real” men
don’t cry when they get their hair cut for the first time. Only fathers or male figures took their
sons and grandsons or younger male members to the barbershop in the Caribbean, in Puerto Rico
and most of Latin America. At the start of the project which included painting the façade of the
barbershop, one of the local barbershops became suspicious of the possible competition but once
they saw that it was a project that would involve the community, they curiously began to come
by frequently and some became participants.
The artist filled the space with the accoutrements of masculinity. The barber chairs
looked more like royal thrones as they appeared covered in a red “plush” fabric similar to velvet.
He invited men young and old, from the community to consider being part of videos he was
producing. The participants were made aware that the videos would aid in starting a dialogue;
some young men were videotaped in “masculine” poses. He invited older men to come and
speak about how their “masculinity” or how machismo had shaped their lives with family,
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Real Art Ways was founded in 1975 by a group of visual artists who founded a space in downtown Hartford where they could share a space, show their work and, live. The space became a
sort of salon that hosted cultural programs, such as exhibitions, performances and other. Over
the last twenty years, it has moved, expanded to include cinema, opened a lounge and thrived as
a contemporary that offers a range of programs including concerts, film, exhibitions,
performances, and readings. The organization has commissioned more than 35 public projects in
various communities of Hartford. See, www.realartways.org.
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friends, and community. He also invited women to offer their views and experiences about
masculinity and how this impacted them as well; for them, visiting a barbershop, a holy temple
of masculinity was new and an almost surreal adventure.
Videos of men crying and playing were projected from the headrests of the chairs. The
seats had also male figures silkscreened thus adding a ghostly “presence” to them. They were
embellished with plastic flowers, baseballs, small action figures and the Puerto Rican flag. An
excessive grouping of photographs, floor to ceiling, of famous Latinos and Latin American men,
such as musician Rubén Blades and baseball hero, Roberto Clemente, decorated the walls; a
place of honor was held for a portrait of the artist’s own father whose image was the largest and
most prominently placed. A large-size sculpture or figure of St. Lazarus, a saint beloved by
Puerto Rican and other Caribbean communities, in rags and with his dogs, stood as benevolent
guardian. The visual explosion of fantastic decorations entranced the viewers. The work
considered Latino stereotypes of masculinity and the culture of machismo which the very title of
the work refers to: “crying is not allowed” (for men); that is what women do or were allowed to
do. By confronting stereotypes or roles that women and men are “assigned” by the nature of
their gender, the artist asked his audience to consider social implications of power and
oppression. The artist had found a space within the community wherein he could produce his
installation and engage with an audience or community members and visitors alike who could or
would question, view and perhaps also, opine. The barbershop facilitated community outreach
for so many.53
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Tiffany Ana López and Pepón Osorio, “Imaging Community: Video in the Installation Work
of Pepón Osorio.” Art Journal, no. 4 (1995), 58–64.
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“My art is for people who go to museums and for people who don’t go to museums,” the
artist remarked to interviewer Estella Duran, from The New York Times, when speaking about his
work (Transboricua) which was about to have its “opening” at a children’s store in El barrio
before it was installed in a museum setting, or in this case, El Museo del Barrio.54 As he had
decided to do after the Whitney Biennial, before installing his presentations within the museum
space or exhibition venue, the artist engaged the community first, allowing for this participation
to open a dialogue about his work.
His experiences as a social worker years before were valuable as he navigated spaces of
discourse and engagement for his project. And so too, he began to meet with members of the
community to inform them about his work; he held tertulias or chats throughout the neighborhood. His installations open up spaces for dialogue because they visually present a spectacle in
public which may appear less informal and thus facilitate conversations. Such a presentation at
a museum although within the public space, does not facilitate informal dialogue. Artist’s talks
or panels to which a certain section of the public may attend at an exhibition gallery may enable
those dialogues or in some cases, protests. Osorio further added “If people do not understand
the work right away, that is not as important as getting them to think and talk about things like
racism and identity.”55
Transboricua (Fig. 4-10) refers to the installation and a project that the Rhode Island
School of Design Museum of Art and the Providence Public Library commissioned and had been
shown (February 19 – April 19, 1999). The sculpture is a life-size figure of a man who wears
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boxing gloves made up from the Dominican flag as well as a backpack. On his head he wears a
large Puerto Rican traditional straw hat, or pava. Osorio has referred to him as a mutant whose
face is covered in a Mexican flag; his body is covered by assorted photo buttons of children with
their eyes closed; and small Puerto Rican flags, and fabric patches. The figure of the man is
enclosed within a cage. At the children’s store, the visitor could ask for one of the hundred keys
that would unlock the cage and let the viewer come closer. As in his previous installation of
Transboricua, the project was done in three phases: the first phase was the tertulias or chats
within the community; the second, was the installation presented at Youngworld Department
Store; and the third, the installation at El Museo del Barrio. The sculptural figure stood for a
multitude of Latino identities such as Puerto Ricans, Dominicans, Mexicans, and Venezuelans,
some of the groups that are part of major cities and communities in the United States currently.
Twenty years have passed since the presentation of Transboricua. Osorio is now inspiring a new
generation of artists to also be activist-educators in his post at Temple University. If the
Whitney Biennial in 1993 was a “watershed” as Roberta Smith noted, other change-makers are
being trained to bring about other watersheds.

Miguel Luciano: A Nuyorican Artist and Educator

Like Pepón Osorio, Miguel Luciano was born in Puerto Rico in 1972, in San Juan, and
grew up all over the states, including Seattle, Washington D.C. and Miami. He currently resides
in New York since 2000 and was attracted to move to the city primarily due to its symbolic
importance for the Puerto Rican community.56 Luciano received his BFA from the New World
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School of the Arts in Miami, Florida and MFA from the University of Florida at Gainesville.
His earliest exhibitions in New York were: an installation of (Fig. 1-8) La Mano Poderosa
Racetrack (The Powerful Hand Racetrack), a sculptural work at Taller Boricua (2001).57 The
following year he was selected for the S-Files: The Selected Files, at El Museo del Barrio, an
exhibition focusing on contemporary artists working in the New York tri-state area who are of
Latino descent.
Like Rivera, Sánchez and Osorio, Luciano is also an educator and influencer of the next
generation of activist-artists. Luciano is a member of the faculty staff at the School of Visual
Arts and the Yale School of Arts. About his work, Luciano has said:
My work addresses playful and painful exchanges between Puerto Rico and the United
States—questioning a colonial relationship that exists to the present and problematizing
the space between the two cultures. I am interested in examining how colonial
subordination is extended through globalization as communities have shifted gears from a
production-based society to one that is grounded in consumption.58
Inventive and willing to explore ways to engage with the viewer or those who come into
contact with his practices such as students and communities, the artist will make use of different
media such as painting, drawing, and sculpture and art in the public spaces such as murals. His
references draw upon commercial known brands, such as Kellogg’s, Kentucky Fried Chicken,
and Schwinn bicycles among others; historic publications, religious and consumer iconography
York: NYU Press, 2012), 112–134. The artist’s move to New York, as well, would provide
access to residencies, partnerships and other projects that would reach large constituencies.
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I have also discussed this work in Chapter One.
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In a solo exhibition, Miguel Luciano: Curated by Juan Sánchez, held at Cue Art Foundation
in New York, December 7, 2006 – January 27, 2007, Luciano was quoted for the brief essay. Of
the artist, Sánchez has said: “Miguel Luciano is a cognizant and dynamic artist. His paintings,
sculpture, videos and combined media installations raise critical questions about globalization
and colonial dependency, in particular examining the social and political impact on Puerto Rican
and Latino communities.” Miguel Luciano: Curated by Juan Sánchez, Cue Art Foundation: New
York, 2006.
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and almost any imagery that he can exploit to create a dialogue. Luciano’s practices frequently
involve community interaction and accessibility to the work. He frequently has designed special
bicycles, carts, flags, posters, a wooden racetrack for small toy cars, and other objects that
become part of his installation works and are familiar because they connect to a consumer
society.
Luciano recalls a grand-uncle in Puerto Rico who was a folk artist and painted santos or
religious saints on driftwood and made old houses and reproductions of places he had known in
his own youth in the 1930s and 1940s. As a young artist he remembers the work of Jean-Michel
Basquiat and admired the work of Nuyorican artists Juan Sánchez and Pepón Osorio, but he was
really focused on graffiti and did murals in Miami with other fellow graffiti artists. He credits
his public art work with communities which had grown out a pilot program at the University of
Florida to create murals, as his path as an activist-artist. As his involvement with the project
grew he began to question its impact on the spaces where these murals were executed and the
people or communities that occupied those neighborhoods such as, what systems were in place to
address concerns or questions they might have had. On a visit to Puerto Rico in 1998, which
coincided with the centennial of the American landing on the southwestern municipality of
Guánica during the Spanish-American War, which changed the lives for everyone on the island,
the artist participated in several protests with fellow independentistas while others pro-statehood
rallied and watched the Blue Angels fly overhead at a site nearby.59
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Guánica is the municipality in Puerto Rico’s southwest which has a sheltered harbor and is
near the city of Ponce. On July 25, 1898 American naval forces landed there. See Media Farzin
and Charles Schultz, “Art/In Conversation,” interview with artist, The Brooklyn Rail, JulyAugust 2017. The Blue Angels is the United States Navy's flight demonstration squadron which
was initially formed in 1946; it is an aerobatic team. See also, History of the Blue Angels,
(http://www.blueangels.navy.mil/history.htm), accessed October 28, 2019.
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The artist’s solo presentation at Taller Boricua, La Mano Poderosa Racetrack, was a
multimedia presentation that brought together elements of Puerto Rican folk traditions with
American consumer imagination, juxtaposing them in order to discern how they influence and
co-exist in current Puerto Rican culture. The installation included a sculptural piece made of
fiberglass in the shape of an oversized hand, the All-Powerful Hand, a popular powerful icon in
Puerto Rican devotional folk tradition of saint-carving, now designed as a 20-foot racetrack
flowing from the sacred hand coming from a heavenly cloud. The All-Powerful Hand includes
members of the Holy Family—the Virgin Mary, St. Joseph and the Virgin’s parents, St. Anne
and St. Joaquim and the Holy Child, on separate fingers. The hand or rather palm is usually
depicted with Christ’s nail wounds and in this case, was designated as the Stigmata Starting Gate
from which the racetrack and race start. The artist replaced the saintly figures with a cast of
well-known characters from various American “iconic” consumer products such as Mamá Inés
(Puerto Rico’s version of Aunt Jemima whose image is used to market a local coffee brand);
Ronald McDonald, Power Puff Girl, a cartoon character, and Colonel Sanders. The Holy Child
was represented by the carnivalesque figure of a vejigante. The absurd replacements seem to
make perfect sense as they are instantly recognizable, even in this new context. Thus, other
“figures,” have replaced traditional Puerto Rican ones. At the time Luciano conceived of the
project, a craze for “Hot Wheels” racing had obsessed the island circa 1999-2000.60 The
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The artist actually met, during his meticulous research for the project, with Mattel, the
manufacturer of Hot Wheels. The sale of Hot Wheels in Puerto Rico during the first six months
of introducing the item in 2000 was 250,000 surpassing other markets. The “gaming” or Hot
Wheels phenomenon led to trading or re-selling the “best” models between enthusiasts for as
much as $50.00 per car. The artist was invited by Jorge Félix, Director of the Humboldt Park
Galería Tinta Rosa of the Institute of Puerto Rican Arts and Culture in Chicago to install this
work. See Casey Sánchez, “On Exhibit: Hot Wheels,” Chicago Reader, March 25, 2004,
(https://www.chicagoreader.com/chicago/on-exhibit-holy-hot-wheels/Content?oid=914974,
accessed December 14, 2019.
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replacement of traditional Puerto Rican popular culture with American objects of desire, such as
those represented by the international brands, and/or the childish Hot Wheels, toys cars or
trinkets, is at the heart of the race, or rather the soul of Puerto Rico. The winning car, that is, the
one that makes it to the end, or the Sacred Heart Finish Line, the iconic red Heart of Jesus, will
get a golden plantain mobile trophy. Luciano’s “humor” is nevertheless, a powerful critique.
The trophy’s phallic form represents the male or macho fetish for racing and cars, as well as
alluding to the status of the island as a banana republic. The lure of false gold, a temporary
winning, is part of the attraction of consumerism which is indeed a new religion whose gods are
all branded and traded in international stock exchanges. All these bare the contradictions; appeal
and seduction co-exist alongside racism, colonialism and have for over a hundred years, as part
of Puerto Rico’s political status, and what Luciano exposes in his very appealing and beautifully
crafted works. La Mano Poderosa Racetrack installation itself looks like a dangerous yet
seductive “shiny new toy” and a metaphor for the abandoning of old Puerto Rican traditions and
adopting new ones from the states. 61 Most importantly, Luciano’s work questions and indeed
points out how new products have been frequently “tested” in the island. While the Hot Wheels
cars were toys, drugs and other procedures such birth control as mass sterilization, have been
tested on the island. With the encouragement of public health officials, who believed the
island’s quality of life could be improved by introducing permanent forms of birth control,
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Chen Tamir, “Redrawing History: Miguel Luciano's Subversion of Consumerism through
Culture.” Young Art Critics Essays, Cue Art Foundation: New York, 2013,
(http://cueartfoundationorg /young-art-critics-essays/2013/8/7/redrawing-history-miguellucianos-subversion-of-consumerism-through-culture-by-chen-tamir), accessed December 15,
2020.
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nearly one third of Puerto Rico’s sexually-active female population during the 1960s and 1970s
were sterilized.62
A recent exhibition, Ride or Die, was a mid-career showcase held at Bric Gallery,
Brooklyn in 2017. The gallery commissioned new works by the artist for the exhibition which
coincided with the centennial of the Jones Act of 1917, the official law which made all Puerto
Ricans American citizens. The artist conceived the exhibition as an opportunity yet again, to
use elements of popular culture to address the complex history and political status of the island
and its contentious relationship with the United States, especially during a fiscal crisis of
monumental proportions.63 The gallery was filled with gleaming sculptural works, and other
media. The “sculptures” were newly re-fashioned known series of Schwinn bicycles the artist
began to re-design in his studio in preparation to the show. Schwinn bicycles, such as other
consumer imports, were extremely popular in Puerto Rico and much desired starting in the 1950s
through the 1970s. Numerous bicycle clubs organized by adult males sprung-up. New York’s
Puerto Rican neighborhoods in Brooklyn, the Bronx and Loisaida had several; Chicago too, had
62

Nancy Ordover, American Eugenics: Race, Queer Anatomy, and the Science of Nationalism
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2003), 3-8, 137-158. Ordover’s book details the
rise of the American Eugenics Movement in the US and its supporters who included politicians,
doctors and wealthy donors such as Clarence Gamble, Proctor & Gamble heir; John D. Rockefeller and others, and the alliances made with advocates of birth control such as Margaret Sanger
as early as 1928. By 1976 the US Department of Health, Education and Welfare reported that
37.4 percent of women of childbearing age in Puerto Rico had been sterilized.
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Puerto Rico is burdened with a $70 billion debt which is unheard of in its history. This has
crippled the island, affected all its social institutions and there is not end in sight to a true
financial recovery. The so-called PROMESA bill (Puerto Rico Oversight, Management,
Economic Stability Act) passed by the US government will be overseen by men appointed by the
president with virtually no participation by the island’s leadership. The island still faces high
unemployment, low wages, few jobs opportunities and a dysfunctional welfare system. In the
summer of 2019, the governor resigned after days of protests. See, Gillian B. White, “Puerto
Rico’s Problems Go Way Beyond its Debt,” The Atlantic, July 1, 2016, www.theatlantic.com,
accessed October 15, 2019.
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organized bike clubs. The members all wore leather vests decorated with emblems, badges,
buttons, and other pertinent paraphernalia.64 The gleaming vehicles (Figs. 4-11-12) had model
names such as Double Phantom 1952 and Hornet 1951; Run-A-Bout 1969; Porto Rican Cotton
Picker1971 using the previous anglicized or government-spelling of “Puerto Rican”65 and
Estadista or “Statehooder”or someone in favor of Puerto Rico becoming a state (all dating to
2017) which the artist made up. The years assigned to each of the models referred to important
dates in Puerto Rico’s history, thus, the Double Phantom1952, which was assembled from two
bicycles with that specific date which commemorates Puerto Rico’s constitution and the
beginning of its Commonwealth status. The bicycle, designed by the artist from two bicycles
into one sculpture, is unable to move forward without going backwards alluding to the present
status quo and underscores the significance of the entire installation, Ride or Die.
Alongside the bicycle sculptures, the exhibition also included Puerto Rican flags
re-designed now to reflect the new political and social realities Puerto Ricans must confront,
including financial crisis, environmental catastrophe caused by the last hurricane that devastated
the island in 2017 and the dwindling economic opportunities in the island. Luciano has inserted
the Puerto Rican flag in his various installations during the past few years as Sánchez and
Osorio, his artistic predecessors had on various installations or works. The colors in one of the
64

The Nuyorican Bicycle Clubs were prominent in the 1950s through the 1970s. In several
interviews concurring with the exhibition, the artist spoke about the history of these clubs and
their love for the Schwinn bicycles. These have been primarily male clubs. See, www.bricarts
media.org
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After the Treaty of Paris in1898, signed by the United States and Spain at the end of the
Spanish-American, with no representatives from any of the provisional and revolutionary
leadership from Cuba, Puerto Rico and The Philippines, Spain ceded all its territories to the
United States. The name of the island of Puerto Rico was anglicized to “Porto Rico.” It was
changed back to “Puerto Rico” in 1931 by a joint resolution in Congress. See, Richard James
Van Deusen and Elizabeth Kneipple Van Deusen, Porto Rico: A Caribbean Isle (New York:
Henry Holt, 1931).
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flags have been altered evoking the Pan-African flag using red and black stripes, a green triangle
with black star in solidarity with Afro-Caribbean nations; a more visually potent transformation
of the Puerto Rican flag is the black and white flag, (Fig. 4-12) which although may reflect
mourning all the past tragedies and injustices is now a symbol of defiance and protest.
The exhibition re-visited symbols from the 1960s civil rights struggles in visually
stunning ways such as the re-interpretation of a Young Lords poster advocating for health, food,
housing and education which the artist turned into individual Kalashnikov rifles made out
polyurethane printed with those words and adding the word “struggle” to the magazine part of
the rifle. Luciano’s works throughout his artistic production have finessed and presented highly
politicized art with a combination of humor and gravitas by creating works usually from popular
culture, precisely because of their immediacy and instant recognition.

Conclusion

As I have stated at the beginning of this dissertation, the Nuyorican movement is still a
vital force for political and social change. Its political, social, literary and cultural activities
continue to be present not only in the headlines but because the times have changed little.
During his prolific trajectory, Adál has created works and spaces that were vehicles through
which he could fully express his aesthetic choices but equally important, critique a status quo
that has left a complex and troubled legacy for all Puerto Ricans. For Puerto Ricans in the island
and the diaspora, Puerto Rico is a state in limbo, now more so due to both federal and local
administrations that are inept, unwilling or ill-equipped to address the basic urgencies suffered
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within the last few years due to a crippling financial crisis and devastating natural disasters.66
The efficacy of all human rights movements rests on the results and achievements they
accomplish. Nuyorican artists Sophie Rivera, Juan Sánchez, Pepón Osorio and Miguel Luciano
continue to produce work that creates results, perhaps not all political or social but they expand
the power of the artistic idiom they command which is often louder than words, but can often
also, use or depend on words that are now louder than ever before. Furthermore, the lack of
commercial or gallery representation for some of these artists has not deterred or stopped their
artistic contributions to culture and society; albeit, at times, it might have impacted them in ways
beyond the financial, but also critically and socially. Perhaps and also because they have not
been part of the so-called “culture industry” and because they are activists, they have not been
consumed by the industry of representation and commodification.
In his latest publication, 3 por Adál: La Isla del Espanto, Reading the Memories of
Inanimate Objects/News from Nowhere, Adál proclaims, that, “the role of the artist is to disturb
the peace!” That “peace” is the status quo which he perceives as just the opposite of peace. In
the very title of this latest fotonovela Adál refers to well-known stereotypes that persist, even
within the Puerto Rican community; his surreal beginnings; and his conclusion on “where” he is
today, philosophically-speaking. Thus, La Isla del Espanto refers to the over-used refrain La
Isla del Encanto; as previously noted, the word encanto means charm, enchantment or spell
while espanto which means, horror, or shock, but also rhymes, thus, cleverly inverts the meaning
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Governor Ricardo A. Rosselló Nevares of Puerto Rico resigned after days of protests in Puerto
Rico in the summer of 2019. His disdain for the Puerto Rican working class, primarily people of
color, and the unemployed, the poor and others living in the island, as well as the political
opposition which was amply manifested in leaked messages, added to the mounting frustration
by corrupt politicians people felt and the impeachment process he was about to undergo. See
Luis J. Valentín Ortíz, Carla Minet and Omaya Sosa Pascual, “Las 888 páginas de Telegram
entre Rosselló Navares y sus allegados,” Centro de Periodismo Investigativo, July 13, 2019,
www.periodismoinvestigativo.org, accessed November 15, 2019.
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and functions to dispel the fantasy that all is “enchantment” or well in regards to the Puerto
Rican paradise or status quo, both political and social. Although this latest publication reflects
on the political climate in the island of Puerto Rico, his present place of residence, Adál revisits
some of his visual imagery and literal puns which he has never given up. The narrative is
presented as a novela de amor or romance, similar to the fotonovela of his earlier production
with an emphasis on the written matter but includes photographs of a nude female in various
poses or compositions who is a character in the fotonovela. The “stories” Adál presents verge on
the surreal, political, and the medium of photography which may be both a representation of
reality but also “versions” of reality which has been his tool and weapon. His humorous or
sardonic language and mood reflect La guaracha del Macho Camacho which I have discussed
previously in Chapter Two. For example, in the first section La Isla del Espanto, he is the
storyteller in the brief chapters of the first tale but also a photographer who is a character or part
of the story as his self-portraits and his philosophical/political/personal pronouncements as a
Nuyorican artist are included in additional sections of the book.
Sophie Rivera, Juan Sánchez, Pepón Osorio and Miguel Luciano, as Nuyorican artists,
have developed bodies of work that reflect personal histories expressed in various mediums such
as photography, performance, sculpture and other but that also have all embarked on a path as
artists and activists in and for a cause, as I have stated previously. Their role as artists has been
and is “to disturb the peace!” They have consistently disturbed the peace because the “peace”
has meant the “peace” or rather the power the status quo wants to hold onto. Through their
work, Rivera as a feminist working through and with her body as a Nuyorican woman; Sánchez
who is a visual historian re-working images of martyrs and figures who have lived through the
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promise and loss of independence; Osorio whose installation and participation in an American
museum was vilified but nevertheless was a watershed in the art world; and, Luciano who
re-designs and re-interprets products of the post-war American consumer society and pokes fun
but nevertheless details the insidious history of American colonialism through commerce.
There are precedents for their artistic production and ideals they express; and they may be
found in the history of art. I refer to artists working in the 18th and 19th centuries in Spain, Goya
and in France, such as Delacroix; and closer to our times such as the Mexican muralists and the
first Nuyoricans who paved the way in art, literature and activism. These artists are
revolutionaries in remarkably inventive ways evident in their sophisticated, witty and heroic
manner in which they create their respective artistic productions through installations that present
a social and historical reality; images and objects that are poetic and majestic using various and
unusual materials; in reinventing the very notion of art while engaging community and society.
The social and political concerns that have not been addressed or resolved continue to be at the
core of their respective oeuvre.
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CONCLUSION

Adál Maldonado’s early artistic incursions into Surrealism were provoked by his own
roots or identity, which have enabled him to articulate political, social, and singular ideas, as a
Nuyorican artist throughout his prolific career. Being from one place—the mountains of Utuado,
Puerto Rico, and also belonging to another—New York City, held numerous possibilities for his
imagination. His body of work has been about that history and unique dual geography and
identity. Profound and long-held traditions which, often refer to family, religious feasts, tall
tales, and fantasy informed the artist’s earlier work and continue to be part of a visual archive he
creatively mines often. I have discussed the artist’s connection to Surrealism in Chapter One
and art historian Alejandro Anreus has noted that although “critics and art historians have
defined Adál’s work as post-Surrealist as well as Dadaist in his roots, he believes “that those
sources are not only filtered through his own particular roots,” or what he refers to as
“jíbaro/existentialist sensibility,” but rather “as an authentic child of the Caribbean, the surreal,
the Dada, was already flowing through his veins before he even heard the word.”1 His teachers
and mentors during his various training phases recognized his surreal manifestations but were
unaware of its origins. The artist’s earliest self-portraits reveal this journeying into a surreal or
other-worldly space, which was nevertheless, natural to him. Adál’s continuing self-exploration
through portraiture or what he has come to refer to as “auto portraits” has also provided a vehicle
that can best be described as photographic performances as his various portraits are also specific
portrayals, that is, they allow him to portray characters. His particular personal circumstances
1

Alejandro Anreus, “A Lunar Boricua and The Revolú of His Work: Adál in Context,” in
Jíbaro, Blueprints for a Nation, exhibition catalog. (Bethlehem, PA.: Lehigh University Art
Galleries, Zoellner Gallery, 2002), 14-15.
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have provided the material for these performances in front of a camera which are both deeply
intimate and political as he self-directs his cast of one, as I have discussed in Chapter Three.
As a student at the San Francisco Art Institute he was encouraged by photographer Duane
Michals who urged him to continue his investigation of personal identity which he has never
abandoned. It is the absurdity and unusual essence of his photographs, books, fotonovelas,
performance practices, proclamations, manifestoes, and operatic works that have established his
artistic trajectory, starting as a young student who felt he had a voice and skills to become a
photographer. Photography was just one of the paths. Other paths were traversed through his
probing character in search of innovation, knowledge, and means with which to demonstrate his
agency, including in the mere act of dropping his surname which another mentor, photographer
Lisette Model, advised during her visit to the San Francisco Art Institute where and when, the
artist also seized the opportunity of acting as a sort of aide and chauffeured her around campus
during her teaching appointment there.
At a young age Adál had already embraced whatever resources came his way, from his
own sense of place, his place of birth in Puerto Rico’s countryside, to the borough of the Bronx
in New York City at the half-way mark of the twentieth-century and what that meant to his
approaches towards becoming a professional in the arts. That particular historical date signaled a
radical turning and turbulent point worldwide and significant for American, Latin American and
Caribbean societies. It proved crucial for the development of his aesthetic and the way his
practices would be influenced and flourish. The era was marked in the United States with the
struggles for civil rights for minority communities, who had been marginalized for decades such
as the African American, and Latino (then referred to as Hispanic) communities. Alongside
these communities others joined in the chorus for social change such as the gay community and
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women who also organized to demand changes guaranteeing their rights and social justice. In
Latin America, the Cuban Revolution was exploited by both the right and left to bolster their
individual ideologies. In the United States, young men were being drafted steadily to fight what
would eventually be a long unwinnable war in Vietnam. Traumatized Puerto Rican veterans
were disillusioned by their experiences and discrimination they felt in the armed forces and upon
their return back home as well. The young Pedro Pietri wrote the moving epic poem, The Puerto
Rican Obituary, upon his return from serving in Vietnam. Artists who were coming of age at
this time were also marching and joining protests once they left their classrooms and studios
alongside the Young Lords and as Wilson Valentín-Escobar writes, becoming “artivists.”2 Their
studios and homes became gathering places such as poet and playwright Miguel Algarín’s living
room in his Manhattan apartment which became a center for poets and writers and lit the spark to
the founding of the Nuyorican Poets Café in 1975 which could accommodate all those interested
in his tertulias or cultural gatherings. Cultural-specific institutions were emerging such as the
Studio Museum in Harlem founded as a nexus for artists of African descent (1968); El Museo
del Barrio and the printmaking workshop Taller Boricua (1969); The Institute of Contemporary
Hispanic Arts; and the photography collective En Foco (1974). These institutions were founded
to affect the changes needed to educate and present histories that had never been studied and
remained hidden. Through the bold efforts of artist, educator, and community activist Ralph
Montañez Ortíz who was a teacher at the High School of Music and Art alongside community
members, the creation of a community museum which Montañez Ortíz called “El Museo del
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WilsonValentín-Escobar, “Bodega Surrealism: The Emergence of Latin@ Artivists in New
York City, 1976-Present.” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, 2011).
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Barrio,” was established in 1969 in East Harlem, or El barrio (the neighborhood).3 Through
talks facilitated by Irvine MacManus, Education Assistant for Community Programs at The
Metropolitan Museum of Art in the fall of 1971, a collaboration between the institution and the
newly established El Museo del Barrio led to the organization of a groundbreaking survey of the
arts in Puerto Rico, The Art Heritage of Puerto Rico: Pre-Columbian to Present in 1973.4
The establishment of these institutions paved the way for a new era which was followed
by diverse curricula and centers of studies also at various universities such as the Center for
Puerto Rican Studies at Hunter College, City University of New York, founded in 1973 which
remains a vital repository for materials related to the Puerto Rican experience in the United
States. Among the important materials the Center holds are the Pedro Pietri Papers and the
Archives of Carlos Ortíz, award-winning filmmaker and photographer.
Throughout his extensive trajectory, Adál has collaborated with other contemporary
artists including Robert Mapplethorpe, among others; writers and cultural activists mentioned in
this dissertation such as Eduardo Figueroa, Pedro Pietri and, Ntosake Shange; as well as
3

Susana Torruella Leval, et al, Voices from Our Communities: Perspectives on a Decade of
Collecting at El Museo del Barrio, exhibition catalog (New York: El Museo del Barrio, 2001).
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The exhibition received a good review in Spanish language press such as El Tiempo which
praised it in a headline that read: “Constituye un éxito exposición de arte boricua,” (Puerto Rican
art exhibition a success), May 6, 1973, 2, as cited in Yasmín Ramírez, “The Activist Legacy in
New York and ‘The Art Heritage of Puerto Rico,’” The ICAA Documents Project Working
Papers: The Publication Series for Documents of 20th Century Latin American and Latino Art,
No. 1, (September 2007), 46-53, 49. In the same essay Ramírez also cited the dismissive review
The New York Times critic at the time Peter Schjeldahl wrote in his piece “Surprise from Puerto
Rico.” The “surprise” to him was that Puerto Rico had a heritage. He almost disdained the Taíno
material finding it neither splendid nor unique and concluded the exhibition had “some fine
works, some surprises,” and was “something to think about.” He pointed out that the most wellknown contemporary artist, Rafael Ferrer, had not been included; neither had the other artists
living and working in New York such as Ralph Montañez Ortíz.
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performing artists and others across different practices. Upon his return to Puerto Rico, Adál has
become a vital contributor to the artistic and cultural life of the island. His activism has never
ceased and he continues to advocate for social and political justice within the island and in the
diaspora though his works and lectures. His most recent project, Puerto Ricans Underwater,
begun in 2017, manifests his concerns about the unbearable state of economic and political
affairs in the island.5 The economic conditions that are literally “drowning” the island’s
population and devastating destruction caused by Hurricane Maria propelled thousands to daily
protests during the summer of 2019 to demand the resignation of Governor Ricardo "Ricky"
Antonio Rosselló Nevares. Rosselló’s insensitive and biased comments about various groups
including the LGBTQ community and also women, such as San Juan Mayor Carmen Yulín, had
been leaked and surfaced on the “Telegram app;” the episode was aptly dubbed Telegramgate.6
Rosselló’s inept administration had recently come under attack and investigations due to
perceived corruption by several of his close allies and others within his government.7 Adál’s
project, Los ahogados or Puerto Ricans Underwater dramatically depicts the palpable dire
situation in the island through participants that have been photographed underwater (in Adál’s

5

The exhibition, Puerto Ricans Under Water was curated by Frances Negrón-Muntaner, at
Columbia University, The Gallery at the Center for the Study of Ethnicity and Race, 19 April –
15 September, 2018. The university held a conference to address the issues at this time of crisis
for the island and provide a discourse to further a constructive dialogue. Other artists in the
exhibition included, Huáscar Robles, Omar Z. Robles, Sabael Santos and Víctor Vázquez.
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The newspaper El Nuevo Día published in the island reported daily about the crisis in the
summer of 2019 as the massive demonstrations took place demanding the governor’s
resignation. The protests made news around the world and were successful in removing the
governor.
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Patrizia Mazzei, “Puerto Rico Leadership in Turmoil Amid Calls for Ricardo Rosselló to
Resign,” The New York Times, July 14, 2019, (https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/14/us/puertorico-rossello.html), accessed December 5, 2019.
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bathtub) and are resigned to survive even under such conditions—their surreal existence and
colonial circumstances that have led them to their “drowning.”
Puerto Ricans Underwater bears similarities with Los Out of Focus Nuyoricans portraits
and shares the same concerns the sitters address through their particular representation, in this
instance, drowning; in the Out of Focus Nuyoricans, their blurriness or out of focus status. Both
series clearly demonstrate the artist’s determination in constructing images that depict his
subjects in bizarre and almost illogical situations in order to reveal quite the opposite of what
may be represented. Thus the images and sitters instead, defy and confront the viewer and
negate the weakness, or helplessness of their “posed” condition.
Language too, has been an important element throughout his body of work and plays a
central role. Like many Puerto Ricans, Adál never gave up Spanish forsaken it for English
exclusively. As other Nuyoricans have, he deployed the language infusing it with English to
best express ideas that were (still are) social, political, cultural and fundamental to his artistic
production. Spanglish is the preferred demonstration of their puertorriqueñidad 8 or “Puerto
Ricanness” for Nuyoricans, and thus intrinsic to every which way it is expressed or performed as
in Pietri’s writings or in Adál’s texts and collaborations with other fellow Nuyoricans. Salvador
Tío, Puerto Rican writer and essayist who first coined the word “espanglish” in the late 1940s,
noted that this linguistic practice was in effect by those who had previously immigrated to the
United States before the middle of the twentieth century and was commonly spoken or used.

8

The word puertorriqueñidad was accepted into the Real Academia de la Lengua Española
(Royal Academy of the Spanish Language) during its Seventh International Congress of the
Spanish Language which took place in the city of San Juan, Puerto Rico, March 11-19, 2016.
At the time, the Puerto Rican writer Luis Rafael Sánchez read the proclamation. The word
“espanglish” is mentioned as the fusion of the parts of the words ESPAñol and EnGLISH. See
Salvador Tió, Lengua mayor: ensayos sobre el español de aquí y de allá (San Juan, P.R.:
Editorial Plaza Mayor, 1991).
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Thus the use of Spanglish progressed among Puerto Rican communities, especially in New York
City where it naturally made sense due to the large community that had existed by the late 1940s
and continued to grow through the 1960s. Puerto Rican neighborhoods were found in various
areas of the city such as Central and East Harlem, Brooklyn, the South Bronx, Lower East Side
or Loisaida and Williamsburg.9 Spanglish endows the speaker some poetic license with both
languages and facilitates a clearer reality of the Nuyorican experience as most were bilingual.
Spanglish is necessary in every aspect of the artist’s oeuvre, from his inventive titles such as
Arroz and Beans Spanglish Sandwich where the word for rice or “arroz” is the only Spanish
language text in the title and yet, the title is easily understood. Artist Miguel Luciano used the
title La Mano Poderosa Racetrack, to describe his sculptural piece, wherein the imagery of
so-called “the Almighty Hand” was sculpted and the artist preferred not translating the title.
This choosing carefully of one language over another within a title or in the case of a text makes
the understanding and immediacy of meaning in both Spanish and English clear. These
exchanges provide creative possibilities and as performance artist Guillermo Gomez-Peña has
often expressed: “I am interested in subverting English structures, infecting English with Spanish

9

Lorrin Thomas, Puerto Rican Citizen: History and Political Identity in Twentieth-Century New
York City (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010), 56-59. Also, Virginia E. Sánchez
Korrol, and Kenneth T. Jackson, “Puerto Ricans,” The Encyclopedia of New York City, (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2010): 148-9. The Puerto Rican community numbered 61,000 in
1940 in New York City. By 1970 that number had jumped to 817,712 with Puerto Ricans
accounting for over 10 percent of the total population of the city. While they settled in all
boroughs of the city, by 1966, Puerto Ricans represented a majority of the population of the
South Bronx, the Lower East Side, Williamsburg, and East Harlem. See, John Sekitka, On
Arrival: Puerto Ricans in Post World War II New York, August 16, 2017,
(https://www.tc.columbia.edu/che/whats-new/from-the-archives/on-arrival-puerto-ricans-in-postworld-war-ii-new-york/), accessed January 15, 2020.
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and in finding new possibilities of expression within the English language that English-speaking
people don’t have.”10
Spanglish, as well as the particular humor that has historically been part of the Puerto
Rican cultural legacy dating to the island’s colonial times, has been relevant artistically, socially,
and politically for Nuyorican artists and those working in the island. Humor which I have
referred to as a particular Caribbean (Puerto Rican and Cuban) use of sarcasm and burla (joke,
taunt) is a Spanish literary legacy and part of the Adál’s tool-kit. His images, fotonovelas,
performances and various works depend both on the use of Spanglish and humor. And, as I have
demonstrated, Adál’s work is about traditions, cultural, literary, social, and that use of burla is
part of that heritage. I have stressed the language and humor of the sainete which although a
former theatrical form popular in the seventeenth century, thrived up to the late nineteenth
century and was informed by and through the use of humor. Contemporary writer Luis Rafael
Sánchez, La guaracha del Macho Camacho is a convincing example of that humorous legacy.
That history of humor used as critique was also manifested, as I have shown in Chapter Two, by
journalists and writers such as Nemesio R. Canales who championed the use of the Spanish
language as the most powerful instrument in asserting nationhood and culture through his biting
political satire.
As some of his predecessors in the Nuyorican movement who were writers instead of
artists, Adál’s role has been one of a critic. His images and words have drawn attention to
serious tribulations he has faced as an artist and Nuyorican through his use of humor or satire.
Through his “auto-portraits” in which he assumes roles, sometimes voicing sentiments or
10

Quoted in Frances Negrón-Muntaner and Ramón Grosfoguel, “English Only Jamás but
Spanish Only Cuidado: Language and Nationalism in Contemporary Puerto Rico,” editors, in
Puerto Rican Jam: Rethinking Colonialism and Nationalism (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1997): 272.
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statements that address timely concerns such as in the photograph The Jíbaro Brain that
Wouldn’t Die. The image is that of the artist’s head wearing a traditional pava hat screaming
into a microphone. To attempt to describe the image seems absurd and humorous at once. The
title is also the statement the “head” is making in spite of its impossible bodiless condition. The
image refers the power of ideas and sentiments that can’t be erased or simply die.
Adál’s work is part of a legacy that is both artistic and historical and developed at a
particular vibrant time when a generation of Puerto Ricans in the diaspora began to claim for
themselves the label of “Nuyoricans” as a badge of honor and protest against the exclusionary
practices of mainstream museums in New York City. Through the efforts of those Puerto Rican
activists and artists, a collaboration with the institution and El Museo del Barrio resulted in the
scheduling the exhibition of The Art Heritage of Puerto Rico in 1973, as previously mentioned.11
And while the exhibition opened to great fanfare with a reception that included politicians and
officials who were thrilled at the results of the collaboration from various museums in Puerto
Rico with the two organizing venues in New York, the local mainstream critics were not
impressed and almost dismissed the efforts of such an enterprise. In Chapter Four, I discuss the
rather disdainful reviews hurled at Puerto Rican and Latino artists during the Whitney Biennial
1993, noting that little had changed in the minds of mainstream media critics twenty years later.
However, like his fellow Nuyoricans, Adál continues to ridicule the status quo that in the twentyfirst century still adheres to untenable and biased policies.
11

Yasmín Ramírez, “The Activist Legacy,”49. The collaboration between the two New York
exhibition venues, The Metropolitan Museum and El Museo del Barrio, required the
participation of several renowned institutions in Puerto Rico such as El Instituto de Cultura
Puertorriqueña, El Museo de Antropología, Historia y Arte de la Universidad de Puerto Rico and
the Collection of the Archdiocese of Puerto Rico; their participation was impressive enough.
Local Spanish language newspaper El Tiempo’s headline labeled the exhibition a “success” or
“éxito” and of great pride for the Puerto Rican people.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Chapter One

Fig. 1-1 Adál, Oración a la Mano Poderosa (Prayer to the Powerful Hand), 1973

Fig. 1-2 Adál, El Satiric Mambo Dancer: Auto Portrait after Andre Kertész, 1988

Fig. 1-3 Andre Kertész, Satiric Dancer, 1926
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Fig. 1-4 Adál, Un Momento Retardado, 1973

Fig. 1-5 Adál, Cuarto que guarda recuerdos (A Room to Preserve Memories), 1974

Fig. 1-6 Adál, The Evidence of Things Not Seen, 1973
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Fig. 1-7 Unknown, La Mano Poderosa (The Powerful Hand [of God]), chromolithograph

Fig. 1-8 Miguel Luciano, La Mano Poderosa Racetrack, 2002 (installation)

Fig. 1-9 Enrique Chagoya, La Mano Poderosa, 1992
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Fig. 1-10 Adál, The Logic of Limitations, 1973

Fig. 1-11 Adál, Portrait of Duane Michals, 1974

Fig. 1-12 Adál, Portrait of Lisette Model, 1974
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Fig. 1-13 Adál, And as I Began to Disappear I Realized Someone was Beginning to Forget Me,
circa 1974.

Fig. 1-14 Adál, Falling Eyelids, 1979 (clock scene)

Fig. 1-15 Adál, Falling Eyelids, 1979 (man in bed)
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Fig. 1-16 Adál, Falling Eyelids, 1979 (dancer out of closet)

Fig. 1-17 Adál, Falling Eyelids, 1979 (letter)

Fig. 1-18 Adál, Falling Eyelids, 1979 (typewriter)
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Fig. 1-19 Adál, Falling Eyelids, 1979 (eyes in box)

Fig. 1-20 Adál, Falling Eyelids, 1979, (man holding eye)

Fig. 1-21 Luis Buñuel, Un chien andalou, 1929 (film still)
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Fig. 1-22 Don José Gregorio Hernández (Chromolithograph)

Fig. 1-23 René Magritte, L’Homme au Chapeau Melon, 1964

Fig. 1-24 Adál, Autobiographical Art, auto-portrait, 1987
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Fig. 1-25 Adál, El Lipstick, auto-portrait, 1988

Fig. 1-26 Adál, Conceptual Jíbaro Art, auto-portrait, 1988

Fig. 1-27 Ramón Frade, El pan nuestro de cada día, 1905
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Fig. 1-28 Adál, When Governments Engage in Cereal Murder, auto-portrait, 1989

Fig. 1-29 Adál, An Artist Under Investigation, auto-portrait, 1987

Fig. 1-30
Nuyorican in Threat of Extinction
Also titled (Endangered Nuyorican Species), auto-portrait, 1987
Text: Man at home listening to music. Armed man breaks in thru (sic) fire escape window and
forces man to play the maracas. The perpetrator is quoted as saying, “Play these here maracas
you son of a bitch. Play a mambo and it better not be a merengue, you chicken shit, funky ass
jive ass live faggot mother fucker.” (Composed by artist)
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Fig. 1-31 Adál, Aire con Condiciones /Air with Conditions, auto-portrait, 1988

Fig. 1-32 Adál, The Jíbaro Brain that Wouldn’t Die, auto-portrait, 1998

Fig. 1-33 Reynold Brown, The Brain that Wouldn’t Die, Poster of the film, 1962
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Fig. 1-34 Adál, Papa not Dada, Auto-Portrait after Rene Magritte, 1988-1998

Fig. 1-35 Adál, Pre-Post Nuyorican Modern Primitive, Auto-Portrait after Leonardo Da Vinci,
1988-1998

Fig. 1-36 Adál, Man with Toilet Tissue auto-portrait, 1989
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Fig. 1-37 Adál, Help Me I can See, auto-portrait, 2010

Fig. 1-38 Paul Strand, Blind Woman, 1917
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Chapter Two

Fig. 2-1 Adál, Tall Tales Told by the Tongue of a Shoe, 1996
(mixed media sculpture, photograph with sound)

Fig. 2-2 Adál, El Puerto Rican Passport, (El Passport), 1984-2010, 2 views
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Chapter Three

Fig. 3-1 Adál, Out of Focus Nuyorican, 1995-1996

Fig. 3-2 Adál, Out of Focus Nuyorican, 1995-1996, Artist Antonio Martorell

Fig. 3-3 Adál, Out of Focus Nuyorican, 1995-1996, Poet and playwright, Reverend Pedro Pietri

Fig. 3-4 Adál, Out of Focus Nuyorican, 1995-1996, Artist and educator, Ralph Montañez Ortíz
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Fig. 3-5 Adál, Out of Focus Nuyorican, 1995-1996, Photographer and feminist, Sophie Rivera

Fig. 3-6 Adál, Out of Focus Nuyorican, 1995-1996, Actor Raúl Juliá

Fig. 3-7 Adál, Out of Focus Nuyorican, 1995-1996, Musician Tito Puente

Fig. 3-8 Adál, Out of Focus Nuyorican, 1995-1996, Singer Marc Anthony
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Fig. 3-9 Adál, El Postage Stamp, 1998, Inkjet print

Fig. 3-10 Adál, El Currency, 1998, Inkjet print

Fig. 3-11 Adál, Reconstructed History, 2001
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Fig. 3-12 Adál, Spanglish Language Sandwich on Plate, (shown with Spanglish Language
Sandwich Analysis on Bodega Bag), 2000, Inkjet print on ceramic plate

Fig. 3-13 Adál, Santo Borroso, 2002, Inkjet print
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Fig. 3-14 Adál, La Nun of the Above, 2004, Inkjet print

Fig. 3-15 Adál, Sub-Versive Art. (Can of Bustelo Coffee), 2002, Inkjet print
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Fig. 3-16 Adál, The Annexation Proclamation Bodega Bag, 1999
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Fig. 3-17 Adál, Decolonized Brain, 2000, X-ray impression on lightbox

Fig. 3-18 Adál, Altar to Saint Anthony, Patron Saint of Pop Salsa, 2002
View 1
View 2
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Fig. 3-19 Adál, Jíbaro, Blueprints for a Nation, video stills (Passport), 2002
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Fig. 3-20 Adál, Jíbaro, Blueprints for a Nation, video stills (Casita and various images), 2002
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Fig. 3-21 Adál, Jíbaro, Blueprints for a Nation, video stills (Adál and others) 2002
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Fig. 3-22 Adál, Jíbaro, Blueprints for a Nation, video stills (family and friends gathering), 2002
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Fig. 3-23 Adál, Jíbaro, Blueprints for a Nation, video stills
(Wake of Don Ismael Santiago Maldonado), 2002
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Fig. 3-24 Adál, Puerto Ricans Underwater (Adál), 1987

Fig. 3-25 Adál, Puerto Ricans Underwater (Bold Destrou), 2016-2017
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Fig. 3-26 Adál, Puerto Ricans Underwater (Jeannette Betancourt), 2016-2017

Fig. 3-27Adál, Puerto Ricans Underwater (Nelson Rivera), 2016-2017
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Chapter Four

Fig. 4-1 Sophie Rivera, Untitled, 1978 (printed 2006)

Fig. 4-2 Sophie Rivera, Untitled, 1978 (printed 2006)
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Fig. 4-3 Juan Sánchez, Albizu es cultura negra (Albizu Is Black Culture), acrylic oil pastels and
mixed media collage, circa 1990s.

Fig. 4-4 Juan Sánchez, De tantas rosas una especial (From so many roses, a special one), acrylic
oil pastels and mixed media collage, circa 1990s.
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Fig. 4-5 Juan Sánchez, Girl In Vejiganta Mask, acrylic oil pastels and mixed media collage,
circa 1990s.

Fig. 4-6 Pepón Osorio, The Scene of the Crime (Whose Crime?), 1993
mixed media (installation view)
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Fig. 4-7 Pepón Osorio, En la barbería no se llora (No Crying in the Barbershop), 1994,
mixed-media (installation view)

Fig. 4-8 Pepón Osorio, En la barbería no se llora (No Crying in the Barbershop), 1994, mixedmedia, (installation view, façade Park Street, Hartford, CT.)
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Fig. 4-9
Pepón Osorio, En la barbería no se llora (No Crying in the Barbershop), 1994,
mixed-media installation view, (Connections Gallery, Easton, PA.)

Fig. 4-10 Pepón Osorio, Transboricua, 1994, Mixed-media, mannequin, fabric, and microphone,
(installation view at Youngworld children’s store, NYC)
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Fig. 1-8 Miguel Luciano, Mano Poderosa Racetrack, 2001-2004,
mixed-media and fiberglass, (installation, Taller Boricua, NYC)
(included in Chapter 1)

Fig. 4-11Miguel Luciano, Double-Phantom 1952, 2017, mixed media installation with Schwinn
bicycles, and flags, (installation view at Bric Gallery, Brooklyn).
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Fig. 4-12 Miguel Luciano, Hornet, 1951, 2017, mixed media installation with Schwinn bicycles,
and flags, (installation view at Bric Gallery, Brooklyn).
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